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Benediction House: set high on a promontory, dominating an estate that hugged the coast, 

stretching from the highland border in the north, and south to where a languid river dribbled 

into the sea. An edifice in gothic stone; an old, grim building with wings and buttresses, built 

by a devout nobleman with the rewards of a King’s service and the benefits of a fortuitous 

marriage. 

 

Plague swept the land. The nobleman survived but his social and political connections were 

wiped out after the death of his wife. His demesne fell into disrepair, languishing for years 

until the arrival of a visitor from a distant land, a secretive figure who purchased Benediction 

House and revived the fortunes of the nobleman. Through this patrimony, he was able to 

acquire new land and necessary influence, build himself a strong castle and establish a new 

dynasty. Yet the relationship with his benefactor was an uneasy one, for it quickly became 

apparent there was little altruism in the support being given. Always there was an underlying 

request for some return, some earnest, nothing excessive, just an occasional dividend to show 

grateful and loyal intent. 

 

The visitor himself, ensconced in the Benediction estate, lived a secluded existence, shielded 

from too many curious eyes by reciprocal agency from the nobleman. Over time, others of his 

kin joined him from the Iron Gate region of the Carpathian Mountains. Vaskapu, they called 

themselves, a name that came to haunt the north lands down the centuries that followed. 

Anxious tales found root in the fens and the rugged coast adjoined to the Vaskapu estates, 

dark stories whispered on cold nights by a frightened and superstitious population. 

Benediction House became Shun House, a home to secrets, a place of death, an abode of 

monsters. And from this domicile the family Vaskapu exercised lordship over the lives of all 

the little people cowering in their hovels beneath the brooding gaze of Shun House… 
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Toți în Unu 

 

Castel Kárpáti 
Vlașca Județ 

Mavrovlachia 
 

1st Martie 
 
To His Grace the Most Noble Percival, Duke of Umberland 
 
 
Your Grace, 
 
 

To complete these communiques, my noble father affirms that the matter 
is one that our family is content to resolve. He has charged me, and my 
brothers also, to leave for your country as soon as possible. 

 

My father agrees that your involvement will be secret for as long as you 
see fit. For myself, I do not relish intrigue ~ what is ever done that should be 
hidden from God? But, since my father will observe a silence on the matter, 
so must I. 

 
Advise your mayor that I will arrive one month from this date. My kin 

are presently engaged elsewhere but will join me when can. Make no special 
arrangements for us. We are the implements of God’s will, and trust in Him 
to support our needs. 
 
 
May God Grant us Success, 
 
 

 

 

András 
 

On the behalf of My Lord 
Marius Stefan 
Count and Father of House Kárpáti 
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I. HOPE AND FEAR 
 

What potions have I drunk of Siren tears, 

Distill'd from limbecks foul as hell within, 

Applying fears to hopes and hopes to fears, 

Still losing when I saw myself to win! 

 

Sonnets: CXIX 

 

Contessa Adelina Lupita Serpa Cantabria swayed in sympathy with the movements of the tall 

ship, her senses alive to every sound and smell. She stood beneath the threatening night, 

tightly gripping the rails close to her cabin, the lambent, flickering yellow of swinging oil 

lamps barely acknowledging her presence. These provided the only light in her world; all was 

black beyond their reach but Adelina was comfortable with the darkness. 

Groan. The creak of timber, weathered and battered by the sea for a score of years, moving 

to the irregular rhythm of the ship as the vessel ploughed a passage through the rough water. 

Snap. The whip of canvas in a bucking, salty squall, promissory vanguard to a storm. 

Shout. A cry in the curious tongue of sailors, understood only by those who shared their 

maritime calling. 

Spray found a way around Adelina’s hood to lash obliquely across her skin as she gazed 

forward, straining for a sight of land. There was no value in looking aft. Many days of sailing 

separated her from the southern territories of home. In fact, there was no point in looking 

anywhere beyond the bounds of the ship – safe anchorage was still a moonless, starless night 

away, yet she felt the compulsion of all travellers to seek ahead for the first sign of journey’s 

end. 

“Come back inside, niña.” The words were spoken by a tall, aristocratic woman. Señorita 

Constanza Cantabria was Adelina’s guardian and travelling companion; but more than that, 

she was her madre de alquiler. She placed a hand on the shoulder of her charge but the girl 

shrugged it off. 

“I like the sea. I like the dark and the raw cut of the wind. It’s in my blood.” 

“But the wind will strengthen, Adelina. Already the ship pitches and rolls. Your blood will 

be no saviour if you should slip between the waves this night; and where then would the 

future lie? It is foolish for you to risk…” 

Adelina whirled sharply, lamplight sparking hotly in her eyes. “¡No me eche sermones! I 

am not a child and you will not call me foolish. You forget yourself.” 

Constanza inclined her head. “Your pardon, condesa.” 

“You may have been permitted to use my father’s name but your blood is not mine! And I 

do not need reminding of purpose, dama de compañía. Hasn’t it been drummed into my every 

waking moment? Who should be more aware of destiny than I? You would do well to 

remember that.” 

“This I do not forget.” There was pride in Constanza’s voice, pride and steel. “I have 

served the family all my life. Have I not been with you since birth? Have I not cared for and 

waited on you these eighteen years, watched you grow, guided you to this present? Have I not 

shared the dreams of your father that you would not be the last? I remember the gladness in 

my heart when we learned there was another, when fading hope for the future was reborn. 

And now, as we stand on the brink of fulfilment, do you think I should say nothing while you 

taunt fate, heedless of consequence? No, child. It is I who bears the burden of your destiny. I 

am the one entrusted with your safety. I am the one charged with bringing you to a distant 

shore for the sake of hope. And it is I who will bear the guilt if that hope is brought to ruin 

because a child ignores her duty to survive!” 
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Adelina stared back defiantly, a fiery retort on her tongue; but the words remained unsaid 

as the ship bucked violently, adding weight to the older woman’s message. Her balance 

thrown, the contessa felt her back pushed hard against the rails as her feet slipped on the deck. 

For one long moment her vision was filled with a mass of black, churning sea, a roar of water 

that urged her to relinquish her life and plunge into the abyss. Death was something she 

understood, something she knew very well – but this time it was her own demise that 

threatened. It wasn’t a sense of destiny that called her to resist; it was the threat of personal 

extinction. Instinctively she reached out a clutching hand in desperation before finding safety 

in Constanza’s arms. 

“Now will you do as I say?” 

This time Adelina obeyed. 

“Even monsters will recognise how fragile is their existence when confronted by their own 

mortality,” Constanza murmured to herself as she followed future’s hope back inside. 

 

The early February sky still simmered with the remnants of the night’s fury, clouds describing 

angry wild legends that masked the dawn. If the sun did manage to break through that day 

there would still be no warmth. A bitter wind blew inland from the sea, bringing with it the 

tang of brine and freshly chopped seaweed. 

Joseph Harrow, senior retainer to Marquis Raphael Álmos Vaskapu, hurried across the 

cobbles to the mews where Arnold Cullip had a ride saddled and waiting. 

“Morning, Mister Harrow. Reckon it’ll be a cold one today.” 

Harrow regarded the ostler. He remembered him as a young boy, a snot-nosed lad who’d 

cleaned boots, fetched firewood, swept the flues, and did all the dirty or heavy jobs that the 

serving girls didn’t have the stomach or strength for. All tasks to which Harrow himself had 

once been assigned many years ago, before eventually stepping into his father’s old boots. 

Harrow was, therefore, born to his position but still he remembered the hard graft he’d 

endured before his father’s death. With no son of his own he wondered if, perhaps, it would 

be this young stable-hand who one day would ride out on a master’s errand. 

“Isn’t it always?” Harrow replied, bestowing on Cullip his most sober expression. 

The youth looked away but Harrow wasn’t surprised. There were few that could return his 

gaze. My eyes are witness to a lifetime of evil – who wouldn’t turn away? 

“I’ll, er… I’ll just get…” Cullip turned hastily and dragged wide the stable door. 

Harrow mounted the bay mare and pressed his heels to the horse’s belly. He looked neither 

left nor right as the horse crossed the courtyard and trotted down the cinder driveway towards 

the heavy, wrought iron gates leading to the road. 

 

By the time Harrow reached them, old Charlie Straughan had already left the warmth of his 

cottage and was heaving at the heavy iron. Ancient though he was, his ears were still alert to 

the sound of an approaching horse. 

The gatekeeper proffered an arthritic and unacknowledged salute. His joints ached, his 

neck was stiff, and the muffler and greatcoat he’d donned couldn’t keep the cold from his 

bones. The wind had veered last night, coming in hard from the east, and there had been a 

storm. Such things were portents but he didn’t allow himself to consider of what. Whatever 

was to happen was not his affair. After the rider had passed on through, and Charlie had shut 

the gates once more, he returned to his fire and considered nothing but if his log-pile was high 

enough to last out the remainder of the winter. 

 

The fishing village of Hook was an easy journey by foot or hoof, but against the thrusting 

wind Harrow knew the trek would last longer than usual; yet he made no attempt to speed his 

passage. This trip was merely to confirm that a ship had arrived. If so, then a further outing 
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would be called for, when the sun had set; if not, then the last of the Vaskapu, the master of 

Shun House, would resume his dreaming vigil, waiting on a day when hope for the future 

might be resurrected. 

Harrow wrapped his cape tighter against the cold. The wind had lessened from the gale of 

the night but was still strong. Long before he reached the harbour he could feel his cheeks 

burning and by the time he arrived the tips of his fingers were numb despite thick, fur-lined 

gloves. He dismounted stiffly and made his way to the wharf. 

The sea remained rough and heavy. Low clouds and high spray merged to obscure his view 

but there, safely anchored in the bay with her sails furled, was a tri-masted clipper, slewing 

side to side in the energetic swell. Harrow noted flickering bow and stern lights as he walked 

the short distance to the Black Sail, where the proprietor looked up as he entered. 

This man’s face was tough, hardy, a face happy to deal with arguments and brawls, well 

used to keeping order in his domain; yet his expression betrayed him as wary and uncertain. 

Harrow met such distrust every time he came to the village, but he knew it wasn’t himself that 

was the ultimate cause – that lay with the place he came from. Or more precisely, the master 

who dwelt within. 

No one else was in the room, just the telling remnants of those who had been: the reek of 

settled pipe-smoke, stale beer, sweat and piss; dark stains in old sawdust waiting for a broom 

to stir some freshness into the mix. 

“When did the ship heave to, Mackay?” Harrow asked. There was no need for greeting or 

pleasantries. Nor were any wanted. 

The innkeeper picked up a mug and threw away the dregs before spitting in the glass and 

wiping the inside with a grimy, discoloured rag. 

“Early,” he answered with no attempt at civility, though he was careful enough to curb any 

tone that might be construed as insolent. 

Harrow regarded the barkeep but his review was not returned. The man from Shun House 

wasn’t wanted here and that was fine: he had no desire to stay longer than needed. “Has 

anyone come ashore yet?” 

Mackay just shook his head. 

“You’ve kept rooms free for when they do?” 

“Aye.” The barman put the glass down on an upturned barrel and picked up another. “A 

brace, as I was bid.” 

No other questions remained to be asked. Maybe the rooms would be used, maybe they 

wouldn’t. They had been reserved in case they were needed but it didn’t matter either way. 

Harrow couldn’t imagine the ship’s passengers would be content to rest in this hovel, but 

possibly the captain or ship’s officers would welcome time ashore before they sailed again. 

Why do I care about that? Harrow wondered. Men he might never speak with, perhaps not 

even see: why should their welfare concern him? Yet somehow it was important to offer 

something, some token of comfort, some reward beyond the purse they’d have received for 

the hire of the vessel. Were they aware of who their passengers really were? Did they 

understand the nature of their journey? 

“I’ll return with a carriage this evening,” he told Mackay as he left. “When they come from 

the ship, advise them of that.” 

The innkeeper said nothing. He merely spat into the next glass and paid further lip service 

to cleanliness with his rag. 

 

In the kitchens of the great house, Mistress Honoria Hartley, cook and housekeeper, was 

fretting over her preparations. Guests were due and that called for production on a grand 

scale. No matter how many were expected, so far as she was concerned you planned for either 

one or many – there was nothing in-between. It wasn’t the number of visitors that was vexing 
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her; it was the fact that they were ‘foreign’, people with strange habits and probably even 

stranger tastes. Mistress Hartley had spent the last evening and before dawn this morning 

thumbing through bundles of recipes by candlelight, sheaves of instructions she’d not looked 

at since – well, not since before she could remember, practically. Certainly not since she’d 

learned her trade hanging onto the skirts of her mother, and that was too long ago. 

No, the point was that ‘foreigners’ were an unknown. Traditional foodstuffs, game and 

heavy meats with roasted vegetables she could conjure with until the cows came home. But 

now she was faced with mysterious words taunting her from yellowed pages: basmati, 

crouton, goulash – what could you do with such words? Spices? What was wrong with 

pickled onions, mustard, cress and beetroot? Parsley, borage, clary and rocket? Or 

southernwood? Why, generations had been raised on such flavours, and raised well. 

Get on with it, woman. She packed away the recipes with determination. Whatever these 

foreigners might be used to in their own heathen lands they’d make do with decent, honest, 

home-grown sustenance while they ate from her kitchen or… well, it wouldn’t be down to her 

if their bellies remained empty. Mind settled at last, Mistress Hartley straightened her back. 

She cast an experienced eye over the pots and pans hanging from strong nails hammered into 

stout beams, then looked towards the larder. 

Now then, what’s to ready for the dinner tonight…? 

 

At five o’clock Harrow accompanied Dora, the upstairs maid, to inspect the rooms prepared 

for the visitors. Everything was tidy and free of dust; mirrors polished and correctly aligned, 

beds properly made, towels and soap flakes in the bathrooms. He dismissed the girl. The sight 

of her scampering quickly back downstairs brought an image to mind, a picture of another 

girl, an orphaned waif brought into the house ten years since. 

He remembered the way she had moved as she went about her duties. He remembered her 

on the night she’d served a meal to the young Raphael in his secret room below the 

foundations of the house – and he remembered the following morning, when he had disposed 

of her poor, gnawed remains. That vision was a stabbing thorn that was always with him, a 

grim vision that garnished his already dark dreams in the dead of night. 

And that black memory was just one. How many others had seen him waken to a bed 

sodden with guilt? Some had been brought to service the Vaskapu dream, the hope for a 

future yet unrealised – but others had come to service his own secret desires. He shuddered, 

unable to deny them. Death was far from a stranger to his own hands. 

And they had never left, those… children. None of them. They were still here, their bodies 

gone but their spirits chained, enthralled, bound contributors to the brooding and haunting 

atmosphere of this grim Great House. 

Harrow’s gaze roamed the cracked-plaster walls, the stained floorboards, the high ceilings 

– but those were not in the focus of his eye. Even now he could see spectres floating, 

hopeless, aimless, pitiful; and not just those whose lives Harrow had personally snuffed out. 

The Vaskapu had lived here for many generations. How many souls had been brought – 

sometimes by Harrow’s own hand – within their reach and then lost to the outside world? The 

fisher-folk of Hook whispered their fears to each other and cursed the creatures that dwelt 

above the cliff, the house that cast long shadows over the salt-crusted stone cottages cowering 

by the shores of the bay; cottages where old and young whimpered in corners, fearful of some 

dread visitation that would steal them away to feed animal desires. Harrow had played his 

part. Like his father before him, he had prostituted himself to Shun House, exchanging the 

birthright of his humanity for venal increments to his own, corrupt fortune. 

A long-ago memory pushed to the front of Harrow’s thoughts, a day when Marquis Gergõ 

Vaskapu, the old master, had spoken to him just days after the passing of Harrow’s own 

father. They spoke beneath the House in a cavern where dragons slept… 
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…and dreamed… 

…and played… 

…and fed. 

 

“Thy time for true service is upon thee,” the old master had said, his voice like broken 

eggshells. “My strength fades, a cold and silent rest beckons. Soon I shall depart – but I leave 

behind a seed and if that seed is vital, a child shall be born. It must be cared for, nurtured, 

protected. The compact that existed between thy father and House Vaskapu must continue. 

Art thou prepared?” 

The younger Harrow had understood. His father had served and now the time had come for 

his son, a man approaching his twenty-fifth year, to stand in his place. Yes, he was prepared. 

This had always been his destiny. Born into service, allegiance to the family was intrinsic and 

so it would continue. But this was more than an inheritance of obligation – it was a votive 

charge, a contract where each party understood the needs of the other and fulfilled them 

without question or judgement. 

Like his father before him, Joseph Harrow was a warped creation, a man with uncommon 

appetites. In recompense for loyal and steadfast service, the master of Benediction House 

provided payment, part of which was an especial emolument to reflect those especial desires. 

Rewards are not always pecuniary, treasure need not always be gold. Oh yes: Harrow was a 

sinner in his own right. 

The child was born on the day of the old master’s death. The mother, an outcast from the 

world outside, was spent in the process and Lady Ilka, sister of Gergõ, came to Benediction 

House to take charge of the infant. The child grew, the world turned, and everything remained 

the same. 

 

As the years advanced, the rapacious desires of Harrow’s youth retreated. Never lost entirely 

but at least watered down, so much less intense. In their place, however, came the weight of 

culpable guilt bearing down on his shoulders, a burden that grew heavier with every year that 

passed. 

Harrow believed his own soul lost, his spirit in thrall to his crimes. His dead father was still 

here, he was certain, denied the release of salvation, a phantom like the others. In time the two 

would be reunited and drift through a bleak eternity together and in moments of dread he 

would feel the bully-blows of spectral whispers about his personal destiny, and he would 

shudder. 

Now, on this day, another was approaching, fetched by ship from a distant land. This time 

things could be different. Must be different because this time there was a blood relationship. 

Dilute, perhaps, separated by both centuries and the sea, but nonetheless reanimating that 

evanescent hope for the future. Harrow recalled how intensely the young marquis had read the 

first letter to arrive those months ago, a missive of hope from a far shore. 

“Perhaps,” he had overheard the nobleman murmur in his deep cavern, “I am not alone.” 

With a shake of his head, Harrow brushed aside the memories and phantasms that were 

trying to smother him with their horrid, fleshless forms, and followed the maid downstairs. 

The sun had remained hidden all day, and now there was only night. It was time to fetch the 

guests. 
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II. ARRIVAL 
 

For when you should be told they do prepare, 

The tidings come that they are all arrived 

 

Messenger, King John: IV, ii 

 

The Black Sail was empty. The hour was approaching four bells on the first dog watch and 

usually there would be at least two or three old timers in the tap room, sieving a black brew 

through their whiskers and nodding wisely to each other about the weather, yesterday’s catch, 

or perhaps darker things. Later, the bar might fill with fishermen looking for a noggin or two 

to ease them through the night before setting sail with the morning tide. Later still might see 

runners on their way from or to some illicit and clandestine meeting, and on those rare 

occasions when any ship of notable size put in, the tavern could be found bustling and 

profitable whatever the time of day. But not this day, and not the ship that was riding at 

anchor in the bay. 

Where and how rumours start is often a mystery but however it might be, this day there 

was rumour abroad, reports saying that what the ship carried was a cargo with which no God-

fearing folk should be involved. For certain while that vessel was at anchor, there’d be few 

with the courage to leave the safety of their on-shore berths that night. 

The swell had settled to a gentle lolling in the cove and a boat had been launched from the 

vessel, eight men rowing, boatswain at the helm with two passengers sitting quietly 

amidships. 

The innkeeper was filling leather buckets from a trough served by a wooden runnel from 

the village’s only pump. The water was mostly clean, most of the time. 

Mackay could see lights bobbing above the waves, closing with the shore. Seamen were 

hauling vigorously at their oars and soon the dinghy was tied up at the jetty. The Black Sail’s 

host left the buckets and collected his lantern. 

He arrived at the jetty as the boat’s crew were unloading baggage, overseen by two 

women. Them’ll be the foreigners, then. Like wot ’arrow told of. 

“Ma’am,” he said, holding his lamp high and addressing the taller of the pair. “The ’ouse 

said I was to keep rooms for you.” 

“Owse?” she replied in puzzlement. “What is ‘owse’?” 

“Er, Shun ’ouse, ma’am.” When villagers spoke of the mansion they invariably referred to 

it simply as ‘the House’. Every local understood what was meant. “Beggin’ your pardon, 

Benedic’shun ’ouse. I was asked to keep rooms for you. A brace, to rest up in like, ’til a 

carriage is sent down. Will you be wanting ’em? ’Cos if you ain’t then I was told to offer ’em 

to the ship.” 

The younger woman spoke quietly in her companion’s ear. 

“Where are these rooms?” the older woman asked. 

“In the Sail, ma’am. I can’t promise nothing you might consider fine, as you might be used 

to. We don’t ’ave much that’d be fit for quality folk such as yourselves, but there’ll be 

warmth and solid food, and a bit o’ wine if you fancy…” 

“Thank you, no. You will send for the carriage now. We shall wait here with our luggage.” 

The innkeeper shuffled uncomfortably. “Well… there’s just me, y’see. Has been since the 

good Lord saw fit to take… my… There just ain’t nobody I can send. But,” he added hastily, 

“you’ll not be kept waiting long. For certain they’ll already know you’re here. The ’ouse 

always knows what it needs to, and for sure the ride’ll already be on its way.” He didn’t like 

this tall, straight-backed woman. She had a haughty air that made him feel like the remains of 

a winkle smeared on the underside of a boot. He tried his luck with the other. 
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“Then you’ll not be wanting the rooms, Miss? And it be acceptable for me to offer ’em to 

the ship, as I was bid?” 

The woman raised her head. Her face was shadowed by the cowl of her cape but stray 

lamplight still managed to find a way in and reflect from eyes that fixed on Mackay a stare 

that stunned him with its intensity. 

 

All seamen believe in God. 

Mackay, in fact, had never sailed a day in his life, though his manner was such that his 

customers thought he had. He’d adopted the ways and habits of the fishermen who gave him 

his living, and he’d seen enough – even from the safety of the shore – of storms and the wrath 

of nature to not question the existence of a Supreme Being. 

He’d also lived in the shadow of Shun House long enough to realise that only by divine 

providence was he and every other pirate’s son, together with their wives and brats, preserved 

in this life. Admittedly they were only stories and drunken curses that he’d heard, but all 

stories have at least a smattering of truth at their heart. He believed the whispered tales of 

wickedness and therefore in Evil, and so in God as the surest protection. But deep within the 

eyes of that young, almost childlike face he saw a blistering, insatiable fire and doubt burst 

upon his consciousness. Could any saviour have the grace and strength to deliver him from 

what lurked behind that volcanic, compelling stare? He felt as if he was falling through the 

depths of a lava pit from which nothing could ever escape. 

A sound of horses and the rumble of iron-bound coach-wheels broke the spell. The 

smouldering gaze released him and Mackay, free from the charm, waited not one second 

longer. He dropped the lantern, ignored the spilled flame that sputtered to extinction on the 

sea-soaked planks and ran as fast as he could back to the tavern. Once inside he heaved the 

locking spar in place to secure the doors then retreated behind the makeshift bar of barrels and 

boards, crouching down to be as hidden as he could. If anyone came looking for refreshment 

or lodging that night they’d find no welcome at the Black Sail. 

 

“My name is Harrow, his lordship’s man. He extends his greetings and sends this coach. See 

to the luggage, Cullip.” 

The taller of the two women regarded him a moment before speaking. “This is la Condesa 

Adelina. I am her companion, Señorita Constanza. We are pleased you have come so 

promptly.” 

The voice had a regal quality, someone used to the issuing of commands and seeing them 

obeyed. The straight back and squared shoulders described a person who demanded respect. 

The younger woman also carried herself proudly but… there was something else. Her face 

was hidden but Harrow’s long years with the Vaskapu allowed him to see beyond the physical 

and obvious, to penetrate veils of shadow and here, there could be no doubt, was a hidden 

power. 

He bowed and saw the travellers to their seats and then, while Cullip supervised the boat 

crew loading the baggage, Harrow spoke with the boat’s master. 

“There are rooms for you and your captain if you wish to make use of them. In the Black 

Sail.” 

“¿Perdón? My English is not so perfect. You say, ‘rooms’? ¿Habitaciones? No, señor. Mi 

capitán, he say we go with the tide. We do not stay. Las mujeres, those women, they are not 

good. I am glad to not take them anymore. Now we go back to our ship. ¡Adios! señor.” 

The boatswain organised his men and soon the boat had all but vanished into the dark, only 

pinprick trails from the craft’s lanterns reflected on wave crests left to mark its presence. 

Harrow returned to the coach. 
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“The house is not far,” he told the passengers through the window, “but the road is poor for 

carriages. I regret you may suffer some discomfort.” 

“We have sailed for days at the mercy of the sea,” Señorita Constanza replied. “There were 

storms. I do not believe the condesa and I shall be inconvenienced by solid ground, however – 

what is the word? Si, hay – bumpy, yes? However bumpy it should be.” 

Harrow nodded and rejoined Cullip on the perch. 

The coach was built in classic Hungarian fashion. Sprung suspension absorbed the worst 

the road had to offer but even so, Harrow guessed that the women were grateful when they 

finally dismounted at the steps before the entrance to Benediction House. A boy, positioned 

by Harrow’s foresight in readiness for the arrival, ran to assist with the bags and cases handed 

down by the ostler. 

Harrow dropped the footplate and the passengers alighted. He ushered the guests into the 

wide entrance hall, a statement to a past opulence barely revealed by the oil lamps that burned 

with low flames: dark paintings hung on bare stone walls; suits of armour mounted guard over 

cobwebs in corners; closed doors denied exploratory glances left and right while twin marble 

staircases curved to an elegant half-moon balcony. 

“This way, please. His Lordship instructed me to take you directly to your rooms, so you 

might refresh yourselves.” 

He led the women up the stairs and along a corridor that traversed one wing of the 

building. Grimy portraits of the noble dead watched their progress through a film of years. A 

second flight took them to the next level, and then a third. Eventually they arrived at a door 

that opened to a grand suite. Within, a globe lamp was already lit and a fire burned brightly in 

its grate, stark contrast to the general gloom of the mansion. Heavy drapes kept the night at 

bay and deep rugs cushioned the floor. Country scenes decorated the walls, while a chaise 

longue, two wingback chairs with other dark wood furniture provided for the purpose of the 

room, an antechamber to the boudoir itself. The boy and Cullip followed them inside, 

deposited the luggage and left at Harrow’s signal. 

“This is your suite, your ladyship,” he said, addressing the still hooded contessa, “once 

occupied by Lady Ilka, my lord’s paternal aunt. I trust you will find everything comfortable 

and appropriate to your needs. The bedroom is through there,” he indicated, “with access to 

the bathroom. This other door leads to a private salle à manger, should you choose to dine 

alone. His lordship maintains a stock of provisions for when he has no time or inclination to 

hunt, and graciously offers them to you. A maid has been quartered at the end of the passage. 

You may summon her at any time with the pull.” A silk braid hung by the door to the room. 

“There is a second pull by your bed.” 

His words elicited no response. What does she look like beneath that hood? he wondered 

before turning to the companion. 

A weariness from her journey was evident but not so much as to hide the older woman’s 

mature beauty: high cheeks, clear brown eyes beneath painted brows, and firm yet feminine 

lips. “Your suite is across the corridor, Señorita. The maid will also answer to the bell in your 

suite. His lordship dines at eight of the clock and the maid will escort you to the dining room 

when it is time. Now, if you will excuse me?” 

“You will send the servant to us immediately,” she replied. “The girl will assist with our 

unpacking. And take this to your master. We look forward to meeting with him when we 

dine.” 

Harrow accepted the wax-sealed envelope from her outstretched hand, acknowledged with 

a short bow, then left. 

After visiting the maid and instructing her to attend the guests, Harrow returned to the 

ground floor and passed through a curtained arch, all but hidden beneath the staircase. He 

collected and lit a lamp before descending a familiar spiral path to the deep place that lurked 
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beneath Shun House, a place of heat and primitive odours, a place where his master spent 

much of his time. For Harrow, the blessing of that bleak grotto was that the ghosts of Shun 

House, for whatever reasons, stayed away. Here, for a while, he could escape the terrors they 

brought – but this was his master’s retreat and nobody, even Harrow, would wish to tarry 

there overlong. 

Observing the protocol of a brief knock, the butler pushed open the heavy oak door and 

entered. Marquis Raphael Álmos Vaskapu stood facing a roaring fire, oblivious to the sparks 

that escaped the conflagration, even those that landed teasingly near wisps of straw that had 

wafted close. Straw, in fact, covered most of the floor, a dense blanket that filled the cavern 

with an animal smell. More straw spilled from the broken arm of an ancient Chesterfield 

which, apart from the fire, was the only obvious sign of human occupancy. Broad stone pillars 

supported the enormous weight of Benediction House far above. Grotesque reliefs of serpents 

and lizards undulated around them, seeming almost alive in the flicker of firelight. 

“They have arrived, then.” The master of the House did not turn. 

“Yes, my lord. They came ashore in the early evening. I have installed the countess in your 

late aunt’s chambers, as you requested.” 

“Tell me, Harrow, what does she look like?” The voice was genuine curious. 

“I cannot say, my lord. She did not uncloak, nor speak aloud in my presence.” 

“Who travels with her?” 

“A travelling companion. A tall woman, aristocratic, dark-haired. Somewhat… imperious.” 

“Yes. The letters described them both. They said the countess was very beautiful…” 

“I’m sure she is, my lord.” 

“…and that the woman accompanying her was not someone to dismiss as a mere travelling 

companion.” 

“I should say that observation was correct, sir.” He presented the missive Constanza had 

given him. The marquis did not turn, merely extending a hand to receive the letter in thin, 

cold fingers. He held the note to his nose and inhaled. 

“Vainilla y rosa. A feminine combination. Yet also I detect… linseed? Salt? Doubtless 

from their voyage across the sea.” He broke the seal and, after reading, crumpled the 

document and tossed it carelessly into the flames. 

“Merely a request for confirmation of the countess’s safe arrival. See that a suitable reply 

is drafted for me to sign, Harrow – but later. First, we must prepare for dinner.” 

Now the marquis turned, a half-shadow defined by firelight. His aristocratic lineage was 

evident in his bearing and he was certainly handsome with his wide mouth and aquiline nose. 

Snow-white hair, belying the man’s evident youth, crept down to straight shoulders on a tall, 

gaunt frame. His pale skin seemed almost painted on to his face and hands, following every 

sculpted contour of bone. 

A first encounter might suggest that here was some strange albino, a weak and puny 

aberration; but closer scrutiny might detect a faint pattern on the skin, a dermis perhaps 

composed of fine scales. And then there were the eyes. No pinkness there, no lack of strength 

or weakness of will – those orbs blazed with hungry, febrile green flames, and the burn of 

their gaze was as the withering sear of ice. 

“Come,” he said, striding towards the door. “Help me dress.” 
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III. FIRST MEETING 
 

No more yet of this; 

For 'tis a chronicle of day by day, 

Not a relation for a breakfast nor 

Befitting this first meeting. 

Welcome, sir; This cell's my court 

 

Prospero, The Tempest: V, i 

 

At a quarter to the hour, Mistress Hartley dispatched the maids Harriet and Martha with food 

trolleys to the main dining room. Places had already been set out on the long table, candles in 

brackets on the walls and the centrepiece oil lamp all providing illumination. Carmine drapes 

shrouded tall windows, while a bear’s head snarled from above the gaping chamber of a vast, 

unlit fireplace. Dark and dismal paintings frowned at the scene, augmenting the tenebrous 

atmosphere with their own chilly disapproval. 

The maids placed tureens of Gazpacho soup – a grudging gesture to the foreign origin of 

the guests on the part of Mistress Hartley – and boats of rich gravy at either end of the 

polished board, surrounding them with plates of sliced beef and succulent lamb, and roasted 

vegetables garnished with sprigs of parsley and coated with melted butter. Basins of hot water 

supported the main course dishes to help conserve the temperature of the meal. A lesser table 

would have collapsed beneath the weight. 

Well-schooled by Harrow in the arts of waiting, the serving girls stood patiently by the 

double doors, curtsying as the guests entered, though these expressions of respect were 

ignored. Señorita Constanza guided her charge to her place at the foot of the table, then stood 

protectively to one side of the high-backed chair. The room’s occupants waited in silence for 

the master of the house to arrive. 

 

Harrow entered through doors opposite to those used by the guests. Constanza barely nodded 

to acknowledge his arrival but proffered a straight-backed curtsy as the marquis strode in. the 

contessa, however, remained seated. 

The master of Benediction House took his place at the table’s head. At Harrow’s signal, 

the maids swiftly ladled soup into bowls then retreated to the shadows. Across the gulf of 

mahogany, the marquis and the contessa regarded each other. 

What does each see? Harrow pondered before providing his own supposition. That which 

is both similar and dissimilar at the same time. 

For the first time, Harrow could see both the visitors uncloaked. 

Contessa Adelina was indeed young and beautiful. She wore a scarlet traje de faralaes 

trimmed with black. Her hair was jet and set in the classical style with a tortoiseshell peineta 

extending high from its origin in a low-set chignon. A Chantilly lace mantilla flowed back 

and around a long neck decorated with a circlet of silver filigree. To Harrow, the small 

amount of visible skin appeared darker than his expectation, but it was as though the tan had 

been gained by the application of a fine lacquer rather than the kiss of sunlight; and that thin 

layer was barely able to obscure the intrinsic paleness of the flesh beneath. 

Her beauty was undeniable but, like the marquis, her eyes revealed another truth. Behind 

long black lashes raged a fire, a vibrant, devouring swirl of molten gold. And when she parted 

her full red lips they revealed perfect teeth that were nonetheless sharp-edged and cruel. 

Raphael broke the silence. “How was your crossing?” 

“Our crossing was dull,” the contessa replied in a voice that was light and youthful, and 

with an undercurrent of petulance. “It was a dull, boring necessity to be endured.” 
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“You did not suffer from storms, then?” 

Adelina lifted her soupspoon, sniffed at the liquid but did not taste. “I enjoyed the storms, 

Marqués. I am a creature of air and water. Cold winds and colder spray are as the touch of silk 

to me.” 

“Whereas I am a creature of fire and earth,” Raphael replied. 

Now isn’t that strange, Harrow mused. She claims kinship with the elements of entropy yet 

her eyes burn with the blazes of an inferno, while his lordship’s strength is rooted in a realm 

of frozen perdition. 

“Then we are opposites, Marqués,” the woman suggested. 

“I would be pleased for you to call me Raphael,” the marquis replied with a smile. 

“Opposites? Perhaps. Yet one opposite may compliment the other, don’t you think?” 

“Polarity is a natural state, is it not, Marqués? Light and dark, hot and cold.” 

She is not yet ready to permit any intimacy, Harrow divined. She is both intelligent and 

cautious; no simple empty-headed child of privilege, this one. 

“You are an educated woman,” Raphael responded. “I find that admirable.” 

The reply was haughty. “I was not educated to need your compliments. Besides, it is 

common knowledge that there can be no north without south. Even the compass that guided 

our ship knew that.” 

“And yet each may attract the other, if brought together. Magnets –” 

Adelina stared openly at her host as she interrupted. “Attraction? Is that what you expect? I 

have come for the sake of duty, mi caballero.” 

“Is that all, lady? You voyaged across open waters merely por sentido del deber?” 

“¿Es eso tan malo?” 

Raphael shrugged. “I had hoped for mutual attraction, my lady, though my expectation was 

no more than we would service the future out of necessity. But now I have seen you I would 

have more than a compact of obligation. I am the thirteenth generation born to these halls, and 

I weary of their lonely emptiness.” 

The marquis pushed back from the table, Harrow stepping forward to marshal the chair. 

Hands clasped behind his back, the master of Shun House began to pace. When he spoke it 

was with a sense of introspection. 

“When I was a child my aunt, the Lady Ilka, would recount stories from the old country 

and then I would dream of how it must have been in the dragon days: feasting, hunting, loving 

life. But now, this mansion, these stone walls and sombre towers – my prison, locking me 

away until I am crumbled to dust. And yet… must it be so? Why should this place not witness 

a return to a halcyon past, even one from a distant land? I am resolved to realise that dream, if 

I can. 

“Yet one man alone cannot conjure such a rebirth. For too long have I walked the corridors 

of my house and heard nothing but the echo of my own footsteps. I searched with hope among 

the lesser folk that dwelt in my domain but could not find the one that I sought, the one who 

would walk by my side and keep my name – my blood – alive, prevent it from sliding into 

oblivion. 

“But the years passed and my hopes faded almost to nothing.” 

He paused beside Adelina, staring down at her. She returned his gaze defiantly. 

“And then I received a communication from your father. Even though I did not know the 

name of Serpa Cantabria, I allowed myself a resurgence of hope. We shared a common plight, 

the letter stated: the end of our bloodlines. The solution seemed obvious: to join those lines 

together.” 

Raphael resumed his perambulation of the table. “And so we come to this moment, this 

first meeting; a cardinal opportunity to consider each other – in the flesh, one might say.” 
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He returned to his seat. “The correspondence said you were young and beautiful, and in 

idle moments I pondered how true that might be. Now I know. You are more than I could 

have hoped for. I believe you are the one to remain by my side and build the future with me.” 

Adelina rose in her turn, scraping her chair angrily across the floor. 

“You are too bold! I am not una campesina from the village, grateful to receive the favours 

of her dueño de la casa. I am the Condesa Adelina Lupita Serpa Cantabria, daughter of 

Ramiro Videl, Conde de la Castillo de Cantabria, descendant of the Grandes Serpientes of 

old. We are equals in this, you and I, and your lordship will not presume upon me!” 

The contessa swept from the room, Constanza hastily following, alarm on her face. The 

marquis remained seated a moment, while the serving girls waited nervously in the shadows. 

Harrow also waited. He had never heard anyone speak like that to any Vaskapu. There had 

been none who dared. 

His master stood. “There is a fire in her heart,” he observed without any apparent rancour. 

“I feel… something; a touch of… life. There may be interesting days ahead.” 

Harrow followed him to the door. 

“No,” the marquis told him, “I do not require you further this night.” He glanced at the fare 

on the table. “Dispose of this. I shall go out later. Advise the contessa and her lady in waiting 

that I will see them again tomorrow, at the same hour. But,” he added, “ensure that the doors 

to their rooms are secured this night. Release the bolts at dawn. I do not wish the contessa to 

wander my corridors unattended. I value my servants, and good replacements are hard to 

find.” 

“My lord,” Harrow cautioned, “I suspect that door fastenings alone will not contain the 

lady if she should decide to leave her chambers.” 

“I believe for tonight they will prove sufficient. She is a curious creature, Harrow, and 

highly intelligent. She has not yet fathomed the disposition of my other self and will be 

cautious of meeting me should I also be abroad.” 

“And if the contessa should call for the maid in the night, sir?” Harrow asked. 

A corner of Raphael’s mouth turned up. “As I said, good servants are hard to come by. Let 

her call.”  

When the marquis had gone Harrow instructed the girls to clear away the meal. Once more 

the servants of Shun House would dine well off their master’s leavings. A common enough 

perk – Raphael Vaskapu often left Mistress Hartley’s exquisite cuisine untouched. 

 

As the midnight hour chimed, Harrow silently slid the bolts on the doors to the guests’ rooms. 

Possibly – probably – they would complain come morning. He could hear faint movement 

from within the companion’s apartment but there was no sound from that of the contessa. 

Next, he visited the night maid in the temporary quarters to which she had been assigned, 

telling her to pack her things and return to her own room in the attic. There was nothing to be 

gained by her remaining on this floor. 

Everything ordered as it should be, Harrow retired to his private garret in the roof of the 

house. His master had said he would go out that night. Would he visit Hook, perhaps? Or 

travel inland? Maybe a farmer’s field would be sufficient to meet Vaskapu needs; maybe not. 

Either way, there would be a loss to be marked, possibly mourned, when daylight returned. 

In a particularly dark corner of Harrow’s own room was a door, locked and bolted. Behind 

lay another room, a special room, an adytum where his personal desires could manifest and be 

sated. Harrow ignored that door. Instead he fetched a cup and lifted a bottle of porter from the 

floor by his bed. Uncorking the liquor he poured out a good measure. The burn as he 

swallowed gave him no pleasure, but this was a long-observed ritual. A second draught was 

downed a little more slowly. Mild intoxication helped dull his senses in readiness for bed. 
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For whatever reason the voices weren’t whispering tonight. Perhaps, for once, there would 

be a chance of real rest. He donned his long nightshirt and cap, extinguished the lamp and 

clambered under the sheet and blankets of his cot. After a while his breathing grew shallow, a 

regular and soothing cadence while consciousness slipped away. He was settling to a deep 

sleep when the wispy phantoms returned, resuming their haunt of this solitary man. 
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IV. RISK AND REWARD 
 

And yet we ventured, for the gain proposed 

Choked the respect of likely peril fear'd; 

 

 King Henry IV, II: I, i 

 

Percival, Duke of Umberland, drummed his fingers impatiently as he waited for the visitor to 

be admitted. Lawyers are a detestable breed, he thought, that I am forced to wait upon one! 

Yet this particular one was a necessary evil, being the instrument of the duke’s unwanted but 

presently essential benefactor. Though not for much longer, by God’s grace! 

The arrival of Fairlaw, senior partner of Fairlaw, Screever and Clinkpen, was announced 

by a footman. The duke rose from behind his desk and returned a courteous bow with a 

perfunctory nod. 

“You again.” 

“Good day, your grace.” The solicitor was, apparently unperturbed by the less than friendly 

reception. He was of average height but his lean build bestowed an appearance of someone far 

taller, an impression bolstered by the stoop of one bowed by decades of poring over dry 

ledgers and tomes of ancient law. “I trust the season finds you well?” 

Umberland, by contrast, impressed as tall and handsome. He was dressed as befitted a 

senior military officer: black boots to the knees, gold-trimmed red jacket featuring the 

regimental crest, and brush epaulettes. A sheathed sword, supported lengthways by a bronze 

and silver plinth on the wide, mahogany desk, presented a further mark of martial position. 

With a shock of black hair and a thin moustache, he seemed the perfect image of a refined 

gentleman soldier. Such was the picture he always sought to present, but closer inspection 

exposed a weakness to the chin, and grey eyes that rarely stayed focussed on any single thing 

for long, as if fearful of being found out staring where they shouldn’t. 

“Let’s get on with this. I’ve no wish to inconvenience you longer than is necessary.” The 

duke resumed his seat. “Sit down man. Let’s have the papers.” 

“Very good, your grace,” the lawyer replied without apparent rancour at this bluntness. He 

withdrew a wad of documents from a satchel and arranged them in careful order on the desk. 

“My client offers his regards and trusts that the arrangement remains satisfactory to you. As 

ever, he is keen to know if the sums are adequate…” 

“They are!” the duke barked. 

“…but that if you require further liquidity then he would be most pleased to oblige.” 

“I’m sure he would. But I relish no deeper indebtedness to that dynasty!” 

“Benediction House, your grace, assures you that the honour of your own family’s name is 

the only subject in this consideration. The marquis is sensitive to your needs. As one noble to 

another…” 

“Noble? What is noble about the Vaskapu? The blood that suffuses their ruined flesh is 

leeched from others, supped straight from their victim’s veins. Don’t add to the insult of my 

indebtedness by equating my lineage with his!” 

“No insult is intended, your grace. I should point out that there is, in fact, no vampirism in 

the marquis’s line… but you know this, of course. Yet, if you wish for the arrangement to 

cease…?” The lawyer may have noted the twitch in the duke’s eyelid, the slight tremble of 

the chin. “No? Well, then. The gentleman’s game is, after all, an expensive one, especially for 

a man who is equally enthralled by the lure of the tables and the excitement of the track, 

regardless of his propensity for losing. I can only imagine how difficult it must be to…” 

In fact, the duke had not played the tables for several years – although his considerable 

financial constraints were, indeed, founded in that weakness – but the impudence of the man 
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gave cause for Percival to vent a cloud of anger. “You dare speak thus to me? You forget 

yourself, clerk! In this place I represent the crown while you are merely the lapdog of a 

degenerate half breed!” 

The lawyer remained seated, his features composed but his voice as hard as flint. “And you 

would do well to remember, sir, that without Benediction House you would be in penury, 

your fortune entirely lost to chance, your lands and titles stripped away and your family name 

in ruin.” The lawyer watched a conflict of emotions assemble on the duke’s face. 

“Don’t forget that your marquis needs me, also,” Umberland replied brusquely. His tone 

ceded that his counter had no foundation, yet he half-heartedly persisted. “I keep the secret, 

that he is the monster that he is. It is my position and title that protects him from a damning 

revelation. If the nobility were to learn the truth…” 

“Then doubtless your fortune would find reflection in my client’s. But the line of Vaskapu 

is doughty and their coffers are deep. I am certain another deserving personage would be 

found worthy of patronage. But your grace, there is no need for animosity.” The flint gave 

way to satin. “The business we conduct today favours all parties, does it not? Then let us be 

professional and resolve it with no further delay. Your signature in the usual places, sir, above 

my own.” The lawyer reached over to an ornate silver tray on the desk, picking up a quill that 

he charged from an equally ornate inkwell before proffering to the duke. 

Umberland scowled and at first refused the quill but at the end he recognised there was no 

alternative. 

“Thank you, your grace. And the facsimiles also? There, it is done. This copy is yours, this 

for the marquis and the remainder I will lodge with my offices and the banks.” The lawyer 

stood. “Now, I am sure there are many matters pressing for your attention, so I will leave you 

in peace. Until the next time, your grace.” 

The lawyer departed, leaving Duke Percival to glower at his curse. 

“The next time?” he echoed. “There should be no next time.” The duke fumed within, his 

mouth a gash of anger. “Oh no, on my honour there will be no next time!” 

He noted the hour on his aureate desk-clock. Asa Dimmick, the fat and pompous fool, 

would be waiting in the anteroom. Good. Let’s bring the next part of this story into play. 

 

For generations, the dukedom had benefited from an accord with the Vaskapu: pay no heed to 

Benediction House and the fortunes of House Umberland would be guaranteed for the 

duration. An understanding, as between gentlemen but conducted through offices of a third 

party. How it all started was not altogether clear. A long time ago, Percival’s father had said, 

an ancestor had been favoured by the King for steadfast support and bravery in the field. He 

was rewarded with lands and titles, a dukedom in the North, prestige and power, and for a 

while all was well. But over time, that prosperity foundered: wars, poor quests, foolish 

investments. His family was all but wiped out by plague, and destitution loomed. 

Then a foreigner arrived from the continent, a man with a strange, thick accent and – most 

importantly – vast wealth. This stranger offered a way for that inaugural duke to reverse the 

downturn in his fortunes, asking in exchange nothing more than a place to settle down and be 

left in peace thereafter, save for an occasional favour that might be asked, just now and then. 

The duke knew this history, of course, and if not for a certain weakness that he suffered but 

his forebears did not, that quiet relationship might have continued in the same vein for the 

remainder of his life. 

But for the past fifteen years, Percival had been personally indebted to additional Vaskapu 

munificence, beyond the ‘understanding’ brokered by the paternal antecedent. What had 

propelled him towards this state of affairs began with his weakness for cards. He had been 

lured by the thrill of the deal, the smooth anonymity of the backs and the exciting colours of 
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the faces; but his greater pleasure, as a youth, was strutting before his peers as the heir to one 

of the most powerful families in the kingdom. 

All too soon, the thrill became more and more the exchange of coin itself, the risk of larger 

and larger sums as loss followed loss. Finally his father, alerted to his son’s failing, had 

stepped in and settled the debts, cutting the young man’s allowance to a pittance and, for good 

measure, enlisting him as an officer in the Regiment under the scrutiny of a cousin, a military 

Marshal renowned for abstemiousness and sobriety. Beneath that governance the green baize 

of the tables was placed well out of reach; even the possibility of carefree evenings in the 

mess was denied, his fellow officers having been cautioned about indulging the Ducal heir 

lest their own careers suffered. 

Then the old duke passed away and Percival resigned his commission to return to the 

family seat. Freed from guardianship, he was once again at liberty to pander to his weakness. 

Shunning the provincial life of his ancestral northlands, the young Umberland travelled to 

the largest and wealthiest conurbations in the country. And when the novelty of those location 

faded, he moved to the continent, visiting gambling houses without caution, confident that his 

inheritance was of a magnitude to support his lifestyle for as long as he should live. He was, 

inevitably, proved wrong. 

Then cards alone ceased to be enough. Any opportunity for a wager that he came across 

was a nectar he could not resist. Dogs, horses, badgers, the wheel of fortune – all cast nets to 

ensnare him and all succeeded. The duke’s coffers emptied, and little by little the properties 

and possessions of inheritance were offered up to escape the press of his creditors. Even the 

support of Benediction House was insufficient to do more than delay the inevitable. He sold, 

or gambled directly, his overseas holdings. Plantations in the New World, ships that traded in 

slaves and spices – each as pungent as the other – farmsteads on the continent; all sacrificed 

in his desperate combat with Dame Fortune. 

A time ultimately came when there was nothing left but the veneer of nobility, a hollow 

shell that echoed to the mocking laughter of the Moirai. Destitution was all but upon him, the 

depleted castle his last refuge, when he was approached by Lady Ilka, matriarch at 

Benediction House and guardian to the child Raphael. 

She offered no criticism, no condemnation of Umberland’s indulgences. Instead, she’d 

offered to reaffirm the support of the Vaskapu, an increase to the ongoing bankroll of 

sponsorship. He had, it seemed, found a saviour, one who was careless of his prodigality. The 

price? To continue to keep the secret, to silence voices of concern should questions be asked, 

to vouch for the Vaskapu name when required so to do. In other words, no more than the 

existing, informal agreement except… now a signature would be required, a document to 

reaffirm the pact. Every year a man would arrive with papers and a request for a signature. 

And where was the harm in that? Umberland would sign and, by and large, that was that. His 

indulgences were able to continue unabated. 

Over time, though, as a degree of maturity settled in Percival’s psyche, the urgent 

insistence of the tables lessened, and he was able to restore some of the past opulence of the 

castle. The relationship with Benediction House continued. Each year the Vaskapu 

representative would come for his renewed signature on the contract, a request occasionally 

accompanied by a trivial solicitation for a benefit returned: the transfer of ownership of this 

small parcel of land or that, a nominal and almost invisible increase to the estates of 

Benediction House. The expansion was barely perceptible, and to all outward appearances the 

duke’s domain remained unchanged. 

Then other requests came: 

The Vaskapu were not happy to learn of a plan to introduce a constabulary force close to 

the estates. Would Umberland persuade the movers of the plan to reconsider? 
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Legislation was under discussion to shift the boundaries of the northern counties that might 

require some proportion of the estates of Benediction House to be sequestered. It would be 

taken as a sign of great good will if the Duchy were to intercede to prevent this from 

happening. 

Eventually, however, Percival began to realise his true position, the real nature of the 

relationship. He was no more than a front, a buffer between the Vaskapu and the rest of the 

kingdom, a name to wield when too many or too searching questions arose concerning 

Benediction House. A flock of sheep, devastated? Please, let the generosity of the Duchy 

compensate. The relative of a notable all but disappeared, a single hand bearing a family ring 

the only gruesome remains? No need for enquiry or investigation. The House of Umberland 

will handle the matter and, in the meantime, here’s an award to assuage the grief. Beneficence 

covertly bankrolled by the dragons of the north. 

So yes, Percival was wealthy once more – but the cost was his freedom. He no longer 

owned himself, and that insidious fact ate away at his sense of worth. 

 

Asa Dimmick, mayor of Dourby, tapped his foot impatiently as he waited to be admitted into 

Duke Umberland’s presence. Waiting was, so far as he was concerned, something that lesser 

folk should do; but on this occasion, given the personage he was here to see, he was happy to 

concede an exception had to be made. This meeting was, he’d convinced himself, a signal that 

his societal status was finally to be advanced. 

No longer blessed with the vitality and energy of youth, Dimmick was a portly and 

comfortable man, as ably portrayed by his ruddy complexion and tightly fitting – if a little 

old-fashioned – squire’s dress coat. He compensated for a lack of formal education with a 

driving ambition that had propelled him from his father’s market stall all the way to the chain 

of office he wore today – but his most abiding aspiration was to be anointed to the ranks of 

the great and good in the land, a quest fully endorsed by his even more ambitious wife. She 

had considered the summons to attend the duke at his castle to rather be an invitation, a nod of 

recognition, a token that they were, at last, to gain entry to an altogether more select circle. 

“Welcome, good mayor,” the duke greeted, to all appearances a man delighted to see his 

guest. “I’ve been meaning to speak with you for some time. Your name often comes up in 

conversation. An important man, they say; someone who is destined for great things; a 

considerable cut above the rest. Be seated, be seated.” 

If any man truly could swell with pride, the mayor would certainly have been that man. 

That there was an undertone of amused deprecation in the duke’s voice failed to register – 

Asa heard only the words, and they alone were enough. 

“Your grace is too kind, I’m shoo-er,” he replied, accent betraying his humble, north-

country origins. 

“Not at all, man. I am delighted to meet with you at last. I particularly want to commend 

your administration of, um, your town, Dourby. I am grateful to you for engineering its 

prosperity even when conditions are, perhaps, not as ideal as one might wish.” 

Dimmick’s descent to the indicated chair paused. What did that mean? Was there 

something amiss about which he should be concerned? 

“Your grace?” 

“I will not insult our meeting with idle banter, Dimmick; you and I are better than that,” 

Again the suggestion of acceptance, if not yet absolute equality. “I asked you here because 

there is a matter that concerns us both. What you have achieved is nothing short of 

miraculous, considering that it is done in the shadow of Benediction House. Shun House, as I 

believe it is sometimes called.” 

Shun House. A cold name and a hard one to stomach, a black cloud of disquiet hovering 

over his civic domain. The mayor completed his act of sitting. 
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“Aye, well. I can’t say it’s easy livin’ with that cursed place so close.” 

“Just so. You are to be commended for your fortitude. So, then, let me be blunt: the bane of 

the Vaskapu must be got rid of, Dimmick. Once and for all. I know I can count on you to see 

it done.” 

“I… me?” The mayor swallowed, hard. 

“There must on no account be any association between the House of Umberland and this 

work, of course, as I am sure you can understand. We, um, nobles have reputations to 

consider. That is why I wish you to oversee what must be done. Personally.” 

The mayor fingered his collar, conscious of a temperature to the room hitherto unnoticed. 

This was not the meeting he’d envisaged. The ‘we nobles’ did not go unnoticed, of course, 

but still… 

“Your grace, what can I do? I don’t have an army to call on –” The inference to the duke 

would surely be clear: but you do “– and the town is not wealthy, neither. We’ve ’ardly got 

enough to fund our militia, and they ain’t what you might call of a military persuasion. 

Farmers and fact’ry workers, doin’ the duty for a few extra pennies. We ain’t even got a 

fulltime constable. And I can’t imagine anything less than an army would be able to…” 

“You will not need an army. I have sent letters on your behalf…” 

On my behalf? 

“…to the continent, to a family – perhaps clan would be a better term – either way, they 

have a reputation for resolving matters of this, um, nature. They hail, I understand, from the 

same disreputable land as the forebears of the Vaskapu themselves. Within the month you 

will welcome one András Kárpáti. On his arrival you must provide whatever he needs to 

undertake the duty I – on your behalf, of course – have given him. You, naturally, will be in 

overall command. I do not know how this man will act to remove the Vaskapu thorn from my 

– your pardon, our – flesh, and nor do I care, so long as the matter is settled. Without my 

involvement.” 

Dimmick felt himself being backed into a corner. “Your grace, may I, er, ask why this is of 

such importance to a notable such as yourself? What reason…” 

Umberland’s reply was sharply delivered in a tone stressing that, however much the mayor 

might wish to believe himself a future equal there was, and would remain, an order to society 

in which the duke would always rank several layers above him. 

“The duchy does not answer to you, Dimmick! Just see that it is done. I should add, 

however,” the duke continued in a more conciliatory tone, “that you will earn the gratitude of 

many, myself not the least among them, following your success. Some token of appreciation, 

a suitable reward for this venturous deed would inevitably follow – an improved standing and 

an increase to your personal fortune, of course. A title, perhaps.” 

The doubts that had grown in Dimmick’s mind receded a little. “Title?” 

“Indeed. It would be remiss to allow Benediction House to remain empty, don’t you think? 

With the present marquis removed…” 

Dimmick’s eyes widened at the thought. 

“However,” Umberland continued, “I imagine some of your councillors will feel nervous 

when they learn of your intent to face down Benediction House. Understandable. The resident 

family has a formidable reputation. I rely on you to persuade them. Perhaps get that bishop, 

Choquer, to help you. I dare say he will be interested to learn that there is soon expected to be 

a vacancy for the position of Archbishop. The present incumbent is, after all, approaching his 

sixtieth year and far from the rudest of health. He might, perhaps, be persuaded to consider 

the benefits of retirement. 

“As for the rest, you may offer these words: I shall reward their efforts, good or ill, in kind. 

Triumph could bring a new cathedral and city status to the town and improved fortune for all 

concerned.” Then came the threat. “Failure, I am sure you realise, will have other 
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consequences.” The duke paused for the message to sink in, before adding the last menacing 

words. “Not only will Dourby need to find a new council but you, personally, will no longer 

be around to lead it. I hope that is clear. And remember: my involvement will not be 

disclosed. Under any circumstances.” One more pause, a silent emphasis. “I see we have 

understanding. My footman will see you back to your carriage. Good day.” 

 

Dimmick spent the return journey to Dourby with a kaleidoscope of cares and concerns 

thrashing about in his head. Where the day had begun with the pleasant prospect of admission 

into exalted circles, now it was descended into a farrago of doubts and fears. 

What the buggery had just happened? Somehow he’d been dragged into a fight with Shun 

House. Shun House, and everything within. Not that Dimmick would mourn the passing of 

that wicked dynasty – but to be the one tasked with openly defying that pernicious family, of 

calling them out? What sane man would countenance such a thing? He mopped his brow. 

A letter on your behalf. 

What was that name? Andrea? Andrew? Carp-hearth, or some such. 

A family with a reputation for resolving matters of this nature. 

You will be in charge. 

Failure will have consequences. 

As if failure wouldn’t be its own consequence, with the ire of Shun House unleashed!  

The inhabitants of Dourby and all the lands around had learned it was possible to live with 

terror. All you needed was to not pay attention when, every now and then, somebody 

‘disappeared’. To not enquire too deeply into an unexplained slaughter of cattle. To discount 

reports of unholy disturbances heard near someone’s home and dismiss as old wives’ tales the 

beery stories that circulated in the taverns, late of evening. 

And hadn’t the duke himself, more than once, quashed attempts to investigate the activities 

of Shun House? His edict had always been to ignore any reports concerning the Vaskapu, to 

reject accusations against them as fabrication, to scoff at stories and denounce them as fables 

conjured by the addled minds of the old and feeble. Yet now he was demanding the removal 

of the masters of Shun House; and the fact he was not prepared to carry out this action himself 

must be proof that, all along, he had been aware of the Vaskapu’s real nature. 

Equally, it had to be said, it wasn’t as if the municipality hadn’t benefitted from the 

Vaskapu, who had always been generously supportive towards their civic neighbours; yet the 

price, Dimmick secretly understood, was the tacit acceptance of evil. What family couldn’t 

claim to have lost someone at some time? And who’s family – even his own – hadn’t hung 

their head and muttered so be it under their breath? 

We’ve built our lives on the betrayal of each other. We sold our silence and our courage 

for Old Harry’s treasure. 

And now Duke Percival was demanding a confrontation and it was he, Asa Dimmick, who 

was being propelled into the pugilist’s ring! Afraid? Damn’ right! To combat the growing 

terror in his breast the mayor needed to find comfort and strength from somewhere, and he 

found it by latching onto one little word: title. 

That was worth the having. 

That was worth the risk. 

Wasn’t it? But the support of a promise only hinted at was no more than a poultice to the 

forehead when the fever’s cause lay deep in the belly. 

“The best I’ve got is to wait on that foreign bugger’s arrival,” he whispered to himself. The 

rumble of the carriage wheels echoed in the cabin like the threat of an approaching and 

turbulent storm. “Just wait to see what transpires, like. Now’t more to do for now. Just wait.” 
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V. SAFETY THROUGH IMPRISONMENT 
 

And, acting this in an obedient hope, 

Why have you suffer'd me to be imprison'd 

 

Malvolio, Twelfth Night: V, i 

 

Harrow rose before dawn, lit the lamp and splashed his face with cold water from a bowl. He 

shivered. His whole room was cold, matching his life. Rubbing the stubble on his chin he 

reached for lather and razor, catching his reflection in the cracked mirror above the basin. His 

hand stayed midway to applying the soap. 

You’re no longer a young man, but does that mean you are an old one? No? So where do 

those deep lines, those grey hairs, that sagging skin come from? Are they nothing more than 

the scars of service? Or maybe the punishment of sin? Is age, then, nothing more than the 

product of pain? 

Midway through the shave the blade caught. A trickle of blood escaped and again his hand 

paused. He could feel the red stuff dribble down his cheek. He noted in the broken reflection 

how the first droplet traced a ragged trail to a low point on his square jaw, there to pause 

awhile, as if uncertain of where this unlooked-for escape from its fleshy genesis would lead. 

But more crimson beads closely followed and, arriving, swelled the first until it hung 

distended above the basin. There was no more time for uncertainty. The moment had come 

when ties could be broken, when separation from its place of origin could absolutely be 

assured. To take the plunge into the unknown…! 

Harrow watched as the frothy water stained, a pattern of red diluting to pink tendrils, 

curling and twisting before finally dissipating as the soapy spume lost its potency. 

How much time would pass before it all drained away? If I kept the wound open, how 

long? 

The cut-throat felt substantial in his hand, invitingly real. This wasn’t the first time he’d 

danced with the idea, this contemplation of an instantaneous solution, to bring the guilt of his 

life to an immediate and certain end. 

Tempting though it always was, he never did. Perhaps one day the urge would become 

substantial, so demanding that he would act on the spur of the moment. But for the present, he 

knew that the vengeance of the haunt was waiting, just the other side of life. What sane man 

would want to rush to meet with that? 

Am I a coward? Quite probably, he thought, before dipping the razor into the stained water 

and resuming his shave. 

 

After dressing, Harrow began his morning routine but today the progress of his regimen was 

interrupted by angry noises from the third floor. With a deep breath he diverted in answer to 

the furious knocking from the chamber given over to Señorita Cantabria. 

“What is the meaning of this? Why are we locked away like animals? How dare you treat 

us so! The Condesa may have been calling out the whole night and I could not answer and 

you have…” Constanza’s ire poured over Harrow, a storm of Latin fury. “Fuera de mi 

camino!” 

The woman barged across the passage to release the bolts securing the contessa’s door, 

bursting through like a tidal wave. 

“¡Condesa! Niña, todo está bien, estoy aquí! Este siervo tonto…” 

“Calm yourself, Constanza.” the contessa was sitting on the edge of the chaise longue, chin 

held high, composed. “I do not believe the servant acted for himself. Your master ordered 

this, did he not?” 
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“My lady, he has a care for your safety. This house is old, the stairs treacherous in the 

dark.” 

“You see, Constanza? We were shut into our rooms for our protection. There was no 

malicia. Our host merely had a ‘care for our safety’.” The young woman rose. “Your name is 

Harrow, yes?” She approached swiftly to stand immediately before him, face gazing upwards. 

Harrow recognised in the hot, glittering depths of her eyes the same ancient terror that lurked 

behind the gaze of the marquis. 

“You should know,” the contessa said with sharp purpose, “that I and your master are the 

same. What you know of him you must also know of me. We are of the same blood, you 

understand? I will overlook that you have sought to imprison me this once, but I advise you 

not to do so again. From this moment you will accept me on terms equal to those you reserve 

for the Marqués. Entiende usted, sí?” 

The tone alone made her meaning clear. There is a fire in her heart, the marquis had said. 

This wasn’t a child. This wasn’t a capricious young noblewoman petulantly parading her 

status – but more than that. This was an aberration, a miscreation no less dangerous than the 

marquis himself. 

Abruptly, the contessa smiled and Harrow found himself released from a spell he’d not 

realised he was under. He was shocked. Despite a life of service to the Vaskapu, despite daily 

attendance to the needs of his master and constant exposure to his driving hunger, how had he 

been so easily ensnared? Mentally, Harrow shook himself. This was a salutary lesson in 

complacency. 

“There, now all is as it should be, yes? Good. Tell me, Harrow. Where is the Marqués?” 

“I, er, do not know, my lady. He told me to say he will see you again this evening, for 

dinner.” 

“This evening? And in the meantime? You will be aware,” she added, “that I have not 

eaten for some while. See to it that food is brought. And also something cooked for 

Constanza.” 

“There are cold meats, my lady. We keep haunches of venison which his lordship 

sometimes finds… sufficient. And Señorita Constanza is welcome to share my meals if she 

wishes.” 

“Venison?” Adelina turned to her companion. “¿Lo que es carne de ‘venison’?” 

“Venado, niña.” 

“Venado. So. What if I were to say that your ‘venison’ was not sufficient? We sailed many 

weeks and I curbed my appetite accordingly. Our ship may not have reached these shores had 

I not done so, don’t you think? I have been patient but now I would have real food.” She 

looked at the chief servant of Shun House from the corner of her eye, an almost teasing glance 

– but there was a diamond quality to her gaze. Did it harbour something more malevolent? 

Then her expression softened, a semblance of warmth in her voice. “You can arrange this for 

me, Harrow?” 

“My lady, I’m sorry. I have nothing to meet your needs at this time. May I beg your 

patience a little longer? I am sure his lordship is sensible to your… imperatives. Please accept 

the venison. Until tonight?” 

Frost clung to her words. “Send for your ‘venison’, then.” the contessa turned her back. “I 

shall feast alone. Constanza, you may accompany this manservant and avail yourself of his 

table if you wish. But do attend to your appearance first. Lamplight is not a friend to old 

faces.” 

It was a cruel dismissal. Harrow found himself bundled from the room by the contessa’s 

travelling companion, who closed the door loudly behind her. 
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“Wait here,” she commanded, before disappearing into her own room. Minutes later she 

returned, her black hair constrained in a tight bun, her skin once more adorned by the powder 

and paint mask of a mature but stately woman. “We go now.” 

Harrow enjoyed her classical, Iberian elegance. She would have turned heads in her youth, 

he thought. And even now – her make-up bridges the years well; a beauty faded by time 

perhaps, but never lost. 

“This way, Señorita,” he said. 

 

Mistress Hartley, early riser by nature and duty, looked up from the kitchen table where she 

was enjoying a cup of hot, sweet tea. A fire in the grate was spitting from wet logs and 

occasional wispy, tendrils of smoke escaped the flue to chart a curious, vortex route to the 

ceiling. 

“Good morning, Mistress Honoria,” Harrow said as he entered. “May I introduce Señorita 

Constanza Cantabria, guardian to the Contessa Adelina. Señorita, this is Mistress Hartley, our 

cook and housekeeper.” 

Haughty, the cook immediately judged. Glamorous to some, I expect. Used to giving 

orders by the look of her; bossy, I shouldn’t wonder. Mistress Hartley did not get up from her 

chair. That woman’s no less a servant than I am. 

“’Morning, Joseph.” Her use of the first name without the convention of an honorific 

conveyed that, whatever that woman’s position might be, she had parity with Harrow. 

“There’s a brew fresh in the pot.” 

Harrow seated Constanza opposite the Mistress of the Kitchen who immediately rose to 

fetch clean cups and saucers. While the cook poured the libation, Harrow took his customary 

place at the head of the board. 

“There’s sugar and milk if you want them,” Honoria offered. 

Constanza sniffed at the liquid. 

“It’s tea,” the cook told her. “Don’t you have tea where you come from?” 

“Of course. Though I generally take it cold in the afternoon, with lemon. It’s such a… 

civilised way to drink.” 

“We don’t normally use lemon with our beverages,” Harrow interjected, hastily. 

“We’ve got lemon, if that’s what she wants.” Mistress Hartley put down her cup. “What 

sort of kitchen do you think I manage, what hasn’t got lemon?” She crossed the floor and 

descended a few steps to the larder, returning with a half lemon on a plate that she placed on 

the table, together with a sharp, bone-handled knife. “Of course we’ve got lemon. Won’t be 

said I can’t cater for all tastes. Even foreign ones.” 

“You are too kind,” Constanza replied. The women’s gazes met and Harrow was sure the 

temperature of the air between them plummeted. 

“Contessa Adelina wishes to eat in her rooms, Honoria,” Harrow said, to break the silence 

if nothing more. “I said we would provide from his lordship’s personal stock.” The cook 

looked up but made no comment. “Instruct the maid to knock at the door to her ladyship’s 

apartment then leave the trolley outside. Oh, and send the boy in to get this fire properly 

stoked. There seems an unaccustomed chill to your kitchen this morning. I will attend to 

Señorita Cantabria’s breakfast in the meantime.” 

Mistress Hartley looked momentarily put out at receiving instruction in the presence of the 

guest, especially in her kitchen, but only momentarily. “Certainly, Joseph. I’ll get it 

organised.” 

“You encourage informality, it seems,” Constanza said as the cook left, “to address each 

other by the first name.” 

“Honoria has served the family longer than I, Señorita. Below stairs, we consider ourselves 

equal.” 
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“Then you may call me Constanza, Señor Harrow,” she granted, “below stairs. We are also 

comparable, I think.” 

She has a strong bone structure, Harrow remarked to himself, though not so strong as to 

be thought masculine. The shape of her head, the point of her chin; they are interesting… But 

no! He guillotined that thought before it led to improper considerations. There was a strict 

maxim that he observed: those under the protection of the Vaskapu, whether noble guest or 

incumbent servant, received immunity from his own peculiar interest; only a fool thieved 

from his neighbours. 

“And I am Joseph,” he responded. “Now, with what would you like to break your night’s 

fast, Constanza? I generally have toast with a yeast extract. Honoria has a selection of 

preserves for a sweeter taste, if you prefer. Or eggs, perhaps?” 

“At home I rarely ate so early in the day. On the voyage the provender was poco 

apetecible, and also my appetite was too often soiled by the roughness of the sea.” 

“Spoiled.” 

“¿Qué?” 

“Your appetite was spoiled, not soiled.” 

“Well,” she continued, with a nod to his correction, “many hours have passed since I last 

ate anything, and I would welcome something now. I will try your toast and your… yeast 

extract?” 

“It is an acquired taste but one you may enjoy. Allow me to prepare some for you.” 

Harrow cut good slices from a crusty loaf, speared them on a brass trident and held them 

over the fire. Mistress Hartley returned with a yawning maid to fetch a mutton cloth-covered 

haunch of meat from the larder. She despatched the girl to the contessa’s rooms, then left 

again with scarcely a glance towards the table. Shortly afterwards a boy, also yawning, 

crashed in from outside. He was toting a pile of logs but stopped in the doorway, waiting for 

Harrow to authorise his entrance. 

“Leave the wood by the hearth, Snub. I’ll attend to it further.” 

The lad obeyed with a grin then returned to wherever it was he had come from. 

“Who is he?” Constanza wanted to know. 

“Just a boy. An orphan. Honoria caught him trying to steal from her basket while out 

shopping, and decided he would most benefit from a meal, rather than punishment. Now he 

helps out about the place, fetching, carrying. You know, the heavier and dirtier jobs the maids 

are reluctant to undertake. For that he gets food and a warm bed in a loft above the stable.” 

“Do you have many servants here? At home there are many but here I’ve seen so few.” 

“My lord has both indoor and outdoor staff, but his needs are small and we therefore make 

do with small numbers. More than a few were like Snub: waifs and strays that have fetched up 

on the shores of our little community.” 

“And do they all report to you?” 

“The women report to Mistress Hartley but I am in overall charge, yes.” 

Harrow and Constanza munched their toast, he with large, slow mouthfuls, his breakfast 

companion with small, delicate bites. She appeared to be enjoying the flavour, a taste that no 

one else in Harrow’s experience shared. He admired again her upright posture, the slenderness 

of her figure, the extent to which her refined fingers flexed inversely when she stretched out 

her arms but resisted a yawn. She smiled, apologetically. 

“Forgive me. I think I am still tired from the journey.” 

She was, he guessed, perhaps ten years his junior but there was no evidence of the 

plumpness that visited so many women travelling through their middle life. She must choose 

carefully what she eats, he thought. The bodice of her dress appeared true to her contours, no 

tell-tale signs of hidden rolls constrained by over-tightened stays. She is a fit and handsome 

woman and… enjoyable company. 
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“You know, in my country your name would be José.” 

“Which do you prefer? Joseph or José?” 

She considered a moment. “Since we are in your country I should respect the name your 

way. Tell me, Joseph, how do you reconcile the work that we do?” 

That was a direct and unexpected probe. He put down his toast. “Reconcile?” 

“We are the guardians of ancient and, some would say, tainted blood. This we cannot deny. 

We serve them, protect them, and stand aside whilst they prey on género humano, do nothing 

to intercede. The people in the town near Castillo Cantabria call them los monstruos que 

comen los hijos de los hombres – the monsters who eat the children of men. I wonder what 

names the peasants would have for you and I? Perhaps they would see no difference, find no 

need for a different label.” 

Harrow stared at her. He had never before met with such blunt, open discourse and was 

uncertain how to respond. He simply returned the question. 

“What is your reconciliation?” 

Constanza shrugged. “They are descended from a race that is older than ours, de la estirpe 

de dragones grandes y nobles. Do they have no right to exist? Why should el imperio de los 

hombres hold sway over them? I am content that I serve to the best of my talent. I offer 

loyalty and my reward is the success of my work.” 

“And that’s all?” Harrow narrowed his eyes. “You have no private motive?” 

Constanza returned his scrutiny. “Is that so hard to believe?” 

“I think it makes you a very unusual person.” 

“Yes? Then I wonder what that makes you?” She smiled at his evident confusion. “For me 

it is simple: I have a debt of life to the Cantabria.” 

Harrow bit though the crust of his toast, but he registered no taste, so taken up was he with 

the… the… what? The brazen innocence of the woman. How do I deal with her? 

“I am curious, Constanza. How is it that you share the name of Cantabria? Clearly there is 

no blood tie.” 

“That is so. I was abandoned before the gates of the castle soon after I was born. I learned 

later this was un intento de apaciguar a los monstruos dentro de – a sacrifice to foolish 

superstition; of course, no such sacrifice would deter a dragon from hunting if he wished. And 

sacrifice was not to be my fate. For reasons of his own, Conde Ramiro spared my life. More 

than that, he took me in, raised me, fed me, clothed me. And so I lived in the care of those 

expected to devour me. Of lower rank, yes, that was always clear, but no mere criado; I had 

privilege. 

“I was not the only servant. There were many. You remind me of one, Joseph: our 

mayordomo, Atilio, very formal, very upright. Yes, you remind me of him.” 

“Indeed. And what of your… human family?” 

 “I never knew them and for me they do not exist. I am Cantabria. They are my family.” 

Harrow nodded. “But to give you their name, that must surely be a… well, to use your own 

word, privilege. How…?” 

“That happened soon after the Condesa was born. Human mothers do not easily bear their 

own children, did you know? And to survive the birth of a child of ancient blood, well… 

Even women of true blood, descendants from the most ancient days themselves, may be 

overcome by the rigours of birthing. That is one reason why there are so few of them left.” 

“You have more knowledge than I of such things.” 

“The mother died during her labours and Adelina had to be cut from her belly. You know, 

until that moment I had not thought it possible for a dragon to have true feelings for another, 

not as humans do. With the death of la madre, a change came to the Count. I saw him shrivel 

and shrink, withdraw from the world. He must have loved her, despite her humanity. Indeed, I 
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wondered if he would die himself, of a broken heart – but no. As Adelina grew, Count Ramiro 

regained his sense of life and purpose. 

“It was needful that someone would raise the child, educate her, teach her those things she 

should know, and the count gave that charge to me. He announced that I should become as la 

familia. He granted me his name. I was to be madastra, protector, tutor, bound by duty to her 

care, and I have watched and guided her to this day. She is not my own – yet I call here niña, 

as if she were.” 

Harrow saw a distant look in Constanza’s eyes, a mist of constrained emotion. But she 

noticed his attention, and composure was swiftly restored. 

“And you?” she asked. “What is your story? How long have you served the Marqués?” 

To Harrow’s relief, Mistress Hartley chose that moment to return which brought an end to 

the conversation. She bustled the breakfasters from her domain so she could set about her 

business. Constanza returned to the contessa while Harrow left with a mixture of intrigue and 

relief. 

She was a fascinating woman, with no doubt to that; but he was not yet ready to reveal his 

own dark yesterdays. He could not deny he was strongly attracted to her, a realisation that 

gave rise to a strange consideration: the idea that, for the first time in his life, there might be 

someone to whom he could speak openly, someone with whom he could share his reality. 

That was an idea he’d need to give thought to. He shook his head and resumed his duties for 

the day. 
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VI. A LITTLE HISTORY 
 

Either our history shall with full mouth 

Speak freely of our acts, or else our grave, 

Like Turkish mute, shall have a tongueless mouth, 

Not worshipp'd with a waxen epitaph 

 

King Henry V, King Henry V: I, ii 

 

The evening hour was seven and the chiming of the clock saw Harrow again in the dungeon 

of his master. 

“I have something for you, Harrow.” A bulky sack rested on the broken-armed settle. “A 

recompense; a token for your appetite, a consideration for your loyalty and work.” 

The words were almost formulaic. Once or twice in a year the marquis would present his 

servant with a ‘consideration’, an especial dividend for good service. But this gift was also a 

chain that bound him to the family – the power of the Vaskapu provided for his perversity as 

he himself could not have done, not without an inevitable risk of discovery. 

The hessian bundle twitched slightly but made no sound. Harrow’s pulse quickened a little 

at the movement. 

“You are generous as always, my lord. I will attend to it after dinner.” 

Harrow followed his master from the underground lair to the marquis’s day rooms upstairs 

where he had already laid out Rafael’s evening clothes. 

“How did my guests react to their nocturnal incarceration?” 

“Some annoyance was expressed, my lord.” 

“Only some?” 

“I would be surprised if the subject was not raised tonight, sir.” 

“And how have they amused themselves in the time since?” 

“I have not seen the contessa since I unfastened her door this morning, after which I sent 

food from your private store to her chambers. She had not eaten since disembarkation.” 

“And her travelling guardian?” 

“She breakfasted with me, in the kitchen. I believe she has spent the rest of the day in the 

company of the contessa. I think that…” 

“Yes?” 

“I think that Mistress Hartley will not take to her, sir. I sensed… antipathy.” 

Raphael smiled. “Then keep them apart, Harrow.” 

“I shall, my lord. May I suggest the black pearl cufflinks?” 

 

The meal began in much the same way as the previous evening. the contessa was once more 

already seated, her companion standing faithfully behind, by the time the marquis and Harrow 

arrived. Again Constanza curtsied and again the contessa did not stand. 

“This is what passes for promptness in your household?” the noblewoman commented, 

raising a glass to taste a rich, full-bodied merlot. “Twice, now, have I been kept awaiting your 

arrival.” 

“Your pardon, lady. Though might it not be you that is early?” Raphael took his place at 

the table. “No matter. I trust your accommodation is to your liking?” 

the contessa replaced the glass. “I am not accustomed to being imprisoned. Your lordship 

will give me an assurance that this will not happen again.” 

“But of course. I wished only to ensure your safety on your first night here. It would be too 

easy to lose one’s way in this rambling old house.” 
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Or for a servant to be lost to a night’s hunger, Harrow thought as he signalled for the meal 

to be served. There was to be a hot broth followed by cold cooked meats with potatoes and 

trimmings. 

“I see,” Adelina replied. Tendrils of steam rose from her dish as she picked up a soupspoon 

and idly stirred the liquid. “Constanza tells me your cook is very proud of her kitchen.” 

“Indeed.” 

“Apparently she took the trouble to find lemon for Constanza’s tea. I am pleased by that 

attentiveness. She also provided me with some of your venison. I suppose it was an 

improvement over the fare we endured on the ship.” 

“Harrow,” the marquis instructed before answering the contessa directly, “dismiss the staff. 

You will preside for the rest of the evening.” He turned to his young guest. “You did not 

enjoy the venison, my lady? I hold a store for times when more… desirable foodstuffs are 

unavailable.” 

“Unavailable? Why should they be unavailable? Is your estate so small? Is the fishing 

village the limit of your holding? At home in the mountains…” 

“My aunt told me that her father was wont to say,” Raphael interrupted, “that conservation 

was the devoir of the responsible huntsman; he that kills on a whim will soon deplete his 

stock. How much wiser is the herdsman who cares for his flock, so he may feast whenever he 

needs?” 

“So, you are stooped to be a shepherd. Do you deny who you are, skulk in your castle, and 

make do with poor substitutes to spare the population? In my country it is our needs that rule. 

When our disposition drives us we hunt and our prey flees before us. We are called cruel for 

our lusts because we do not confound our nature. We revel in our nobility – but where is the 

dignity of your blood?” Adelina almost sneered. 

“You confuse wisdom with pusillanimity,” Raphael responded sharply. “Your accusation 

is insulting and unfounded. My bloodline is no less ancient than yours and I do not permit you 

to criticise me in that manner – in my own halls – ever again!” 

For a long second the tension between the marquis and the contessa arced across the table, 

two wills testing out each other. 

This exchange defines the future, Harrow realised. He looked across at Constanza and 

found his counterpart staring right back, her face entirely devoid of expression. And that 

definition will no less influence the relationships of others, he concluded. 

“I hunt,” Raphael said forcefully, unblinking eyes fixed on the contessa, “according to my 

resolve. These are my lands, the fate of the livestock therein mine to determine. Do not 

consider that the animus of our ancestors runs more strongly in your veins than mine! And 

yet,” his voice softened, “the times we live in are no less dangerous than when my forebears, 

our forebears left the old country. Their departure was not a matter of choice, lady.” 

The contessa raised her head, ready to interrupt but the marquis held up his hand. Harrow 

was surprised to see her take heed of the simple gesture; yet she did. 

“Allow me to recount a little of our history, as my aunt told me. For centuries our forebears 

had governed their domain with intelligence, harvesting what was needed, maintaining equity. 

They drove the populace with fear, yes, enough to ensure control but not to such an extent 

that the subject masses felt constrained to react. Our people understood that their existence 

was preserved only by balance. Unlike crops or sheep, their food stuff had the means to turn 

on them if ever they were pressed too hard or too far. 

“But then, as my aunt told it, some in the family argued that their mastery was the 

consequence of inevitability, a position by right that could never be overturned. They believed 

their superiority was absolute, unshakable, that by oppression and disregard for those beneath 

them they could do as they pleased, kill for pleasure, feast at will – does that sound familiar?” 
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Raphael shook his head and waved away another nascent interruption. “And this is what 

our people did: abandoned cultivation for domination. In the end, they were proven wrong. 

Our history tells of a time when mobs came with flaming brands to raze our castles, and with 

axes, pitchforks, and scythes to cut us down as we fled. For each one of us there was a 

hundred of them, and when they died by claw and tooth they were replaced by more, and still 

more, each ready to die for the salvation of their race. They chased us from mountain to 

valley, through dark forest and across open moor. There was no respite, no place to hide as 

they pushed our people to the shores of the sea.” 

He talks as though he was there himself, Harrow thought. As if these were his own 

memories. 

“As refugees we fled by one path or another until we came to new lands and in this place 

we made a pledge: we affirmed the mistakes of the past would not be repeated. And to that 

determination we have held fast, and now we reap the benefits of that decision. There is no 

revolution here. No mobs pursue us. We have become wise again, masters who live in 

harmony with the world we have fashioned around us.” 

Harrow knew this history. The old marquis had spoken of it but never with such deep 

passion as he now heard from Raphael. 

Adelina sniffed. “Such fine words you speak and yet here you sit in your country house, 

alone, without kin. Your harmony is isolation. There is no life here. You are derelict.” 

“You have no cause to celebrate, Adelina. Your own inheritance is no better. Remember 

the reason for your coming, why your father wrote to me. You and I both represent failing 

dynasties, ways of life that risk drawing to a close.” 

“If you are so certain of that, why don’t you resign yourself to extinction? Why did you 

bother to send for me if you can see no future?” 

“I did not say that I saw no future. I am mortal and cannot help but cling to life, even when 

there seems no way forward. But more than that, I bear the weight of my ancestors. You and I 

are trustees of their purpose…” 

“Purpose? This is foolishness – there is no purpose. There is only life.” 

“And there it is – life! That is the purpose. What greater reason could there be? Our people 

didn’t come into being merely to expire at the whim of fate. We cannot let that happen. Our 

goal must be to perpetuate that dream, the trust of all those who came before us. Life. We are 

their assurance, just as our children will be ours; they will be our resolve for the future. Our 

purpose!” 

Sometimes I could swear his lordship had no emotion, Harrow thought, but now? That was 

real passion. They are driven to survive but for them to live, others must die. Does that annul 

their right to exist? They are monsters, after all… 

“I – I don’t know.” There was a slow uncertainty to Adelina’s voice, an indecision 

previously absent. 

She feels his fervour, his intensity. His sincerity. 

“Know? How can you not know? Do you wish to see the end of our lines, the withering of 

the future? The ultimate death? Do you not wish to live?” 

“Of course I do!” 

“Then come with me. Come now!” 

The marquis rose from the table, hand extended. There was an almost juvenile excitement 

in his voice. “I have not hunted in companionship since I was a boy, when my aunt revealed 

to me the greatness of our people, our ancient majesty! Ah! I recall that first time she took me 

into the world, when I learned what it meant to be the dragon: strength flowing through 

muscles of iron; heat burning deep within; the reek of terror blowing from our quarry as we 

approached! And then… the ecstasy of the final moments when bones crunched and flesh 

tore, and blood flowed freely! Ah, yes, I remember those times, precious memories. But now 
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comes the moment to make new memories, shared memories, and in time we shall teach our 

children of their proud heritage! Be with me now, Adelina. Let us hunt together!” 

the contessa stood, uncertainly, looking at Constanza from the corner of her eye, not 

exactly seeking approval… more like searching for reassurance, an acknowledgement that 

this was the right thing to do. Harrow read the consort’s encouraging smile and the gentle 

incline of her head. There is a woman with a genuine understanding of all realities. 

Adelina accepted the marquis’s outstretched hand. As they left the room, their eyes 

reflecting a deep and shared anticipation, a thought buoyed in Harrow’s mind: he has found 

his future at last. 

And then Harrow was alone with Constanza. Yes, they were monsters, those nobles… but 

were they more monstrous than anyone else? Himself? How much more does evil reside in 

me, a man who has preyed on his own kind? The Vaskapu, at least, did not feast on each 

other. 

“They are no different to us, are they?” The murmured question supplied its own answer 

but Constanza replied nonetheless, stepping around the table. 

“Has it taken you so long to realise this, Señor Harrow?” 

“Joseph,” he reminded her, distantly. 
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VII. MONSTER 
 

As if there were some monster in his thought 

Too hideous to be shown 

 

Othello, Othello: III, iii 

 

After Constanza left for her room – she had declined an offer to visit the kitchens, preferring 

that food was sent to her chamber that night – and after supervising the housemaids’ clearance 

of the table, Harrow returned to the marquis’s private dungeon. At the far end of the chamber 

was a wide iron gate, hanging free on its hinges. A long passage beyond led to a cavern 

opening onto Rockweed Bay, an inhospitable shore that Hook fishermen never approached. 

With a careful ear he could hear rollers breaking in the distance, the ancient echo of a most 

primeval age. 

When a much younger man, Harrow had trod the stone channel that led to and from the 

cave entrance, gazed at the ocean and wondered what lay beyond the horizon. In the library of 

Shun House there were charts and maps dating back hundreds of years. The detail on the 

earliest ones were crude, with swathes of unfilled space disclosing the limited extent of the 

cartographer’s knowledge. In those voids the mapmakers had sometimes allowed their 

imaginations to expand, sketching fanciful depictions of fabulous creatures, or writing lurid 

warnings about beasts that might lurk in distant waters. 

Harrow had sometimes toyed with the idea of journeying to those uncharted reaches of the 

world but as his understanding of the Vaskapu – and, indeed, himself – matured, eventually 

he stopped visiting both the bibliotheca and the mouth of the cave. There was, after all, no 

need to travel in search of an abyss to find lusus naturae when you lived in Shun House… 

 

The sack was where it had been left, recumbent on the old Chesterfield. Without ceremony 

Harrow heaved the passive burden onto his shoulders. Not too heavy, he thought. Less than a 

full-grown man. Even so, aging knees gave a little under its weight as he toiled up the flights 

to the garret that was to all intents and purposes his own private dungeon. 

The marquis had been right – it was a long time since he’d last indulged. He could have 

broken this fast sooner, had he merely spoken to his master, but the imperative of lust no 

longer presented as insistently as it had in his youth. Even so, the embers of his secret fire 

persisted, just waiting to be stoked with fresh tinder. Now he could feel them rekindling. 

He laid the bundle on his bed where it stirred slightly. The breath of a dragon was powerful 

and could deprive a victim of consciousness for hours but Harrow judged the effect on this 

one was beginning to wear off. Lantern in one hand he lifted an iron key from a hook and 

approached the shadowed portal to his inner sanctum. He undid the lock, slid back the bolts 

and entered a short, narrow passage, at the end of which a second door barred his way. The 

same key that had opened the outer door provided ingress. 

Rooms that are set aside for a special purpose often retain an atmosphere of their own, 

even when seldom used. This room was no exception. A strong carbolic odour sparked 

memories of past gratification even before he crossed the threshold. There were voices, of 

course: ethereal cries issuing from the insubstantial mouths of spirits forever in thrall to the 

chamber wherein they’d been ripped from their mortal forms. But they remained, as ever, in 

the short passage, not daring to return to the tomb – womb? – of their despair. 

Harrow felt the insistence of their moans pressing at his will, battering at his conscience 

with their dreadful clamour. 

Are you real? he mouthed. Or are you but maddened figments of my shame? Their piteous 

pleadings almost turned him back – but only almost. 
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The inner chamber was small and square, no more than ten paces to a side. Windowless, 

the walls and low ceiling were uniformly covered with inch-thick cork, the better to deaden 

any sound. The thick wooden planks of the floor were smoothed and varnished, the cracks 

between filled with resin to form an almost impervious shell. There was a sense of hard 

purpose to this room. 

As soon as he entered, the heat of the place drew sweat from his pores. He stripped away 

his clothing. Naked, he suspended the lantern from a chain where it swung, a poor man’s 

chandelier, above a long and sturdy table, raised on a plinth in the centre of the room. Harrow 

stilled the excitement that flooded his chest at the sight. 

Heavy iron clamps were fixed to the table where wrists and ankles might be secured, while 

durable leather straps with large brass buckles hung down almost to the floor. Attached to one 

end of the table was a strange apparatus, a cage of sorts with dozens of adjustable butterfly 

screws to allow almost any size of entrapment to be precisely managed. Harrow had 

manufactured this himself, taking great pains over many months of construction to ensure it 

met with his exact requirement. 

A tall cedar armoire soldiered against the far wall, shut and locked, a brass key hanging by 

a piece of coarse string from a hook. 

Why do I keep it locked? Harrow wondered. There are no thieves here. Excepting for me, 

the stealer of souls. 

On top of the cabinet was a set of stoppered, thick-glass gallon jars, each filled with a clear 

liquid. Along another wall was a wooden chest of three drawers; a tall trolley bearing a beaten 

metal tray lurked beside the entrance, with a mop leaning against it, head down into a old 

bucket. A pitcher of water shared space beneath the trolley with two more buckets, one 

containing lime, the other filled with soap flakes. The only other furniture was a high, three-

legged stool, neatly stowed beside the trolley. 

The base of the table’s plinth was surrounded by a conduit, cunningly designed to slope 

gently to one corner where a grilled aperture was ready to swallow anything that might spill. 

At one end of the plinth were strong floor-hinges, together with a cantilever mechanism. 

When activated, the platform would pivot downwards to expose a chute, a throat that had 

once been the flue of a chimney, now perverted to serve another purpose: a rectal passage 

from this garderobe of a room. 

Harrow opened the chest’s top drawer, picked out a set of implements and laid them in 

precise order on the tray. Any surgeon would have felt comfortable handling those tools. 

From the bottom drawer he withdrew a neatly folded smock. Momentarily he held the stained 

fabric to his face before donning it. The garment had a unique smell, an awareness-

heightening odour that gave account of its use over many years. All the carbolic in the world 

couldn’t mask the grim history that was an integral part of this vestment and, indeed, the 

room. The smock was cold against his bare skin. Harrow smiled at the shiver that dripped 

down his spine. 

He fetched the marquis’s gift, laid it on the bench, then closed and locked the inner door – 

a wholly unnecessary act, but a long-standing habit. A sharp knife from the tray cut quickly 

through the sacking to reveal this night’s diversion: a boy, some way off adulthood. He had 

short thick hair and a pale complexion marred by grimy smears, undoubtedly the result of a 

desperate scramble to escape the predator hunting him. There was a dark discolouration to the 

front of his torn britches, and his arms and lower legs exposed cuts and grazes to further 

evidence a useless flight from extreme danger. 

“Your plight is not improved,” Harrow observed as he applied the straps and clamps. A 

mumble, unintelligible, escaped the boy’s lips. Eyes moved beneath their lids. Wakefulness 

was not far away. “You would have fared better had you not fled. Your destiny would have 

been the faster resolved, at any rate.” 
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Harrow sat back on the stool, a moment of introspection that often accompanied these 

occasions before he became wholly engrossed in the wanton moments yet to come… 

Harrow never knew his mother. His father had never spoken of her and while he’d lived, 

the boy Joseph had never dared ask beyond the first, innocent inquiry and the rewarding 

thump for having asked it. But after his father’s death, questions had sometimes surfaced: 

who was she? What had she looked like? Had she been a lady or a drab? Had she succumbed 

to a dragon or met with another, more prosaic destiny? 

Sometimes those questions had led to deep, awkward places, touching upon his self-pity. 

Would she have liked him? Would she have loved him? Harrow did not conflate the two, like 

and love. They were different, and neither was a requirement for the other. He had read in 

some treatise that maternal love was both unconditional and impossible to impose by any skill 

of Man, but also that it was intrinsic to the human condition, an absolute and unbreakable 

bond between mother and child. Did that mean his mother would have been compelled to love 

him, and he to love her? Indeed, wasn’t it a force of nature that demanded of any woman that 

she should love the child she bore, no matter the circumstance of conception, no matter what 

that child became, regardless of the pain she’d suffered at the birthing? 

Ah, the pain and suffering in childbirth, the gift of God to women. And then he would 

think: but is a mother the only one cursed to feel the agony? What of the infant? Does it feel 

nothing? 

I was a child born of woman, yet I have no memory of pain from my birth. 

Harrow had pondered this many times, fashioning in his own logic a proof that the trauma 

of childbirth was the sole prerogative of women. If that were not so, then there would surely 

be some memory of the event in his own mind, and by extension in the minds of all men. 

Were that not true, then surely no man thereafter would spend his adult life so urgently driven 

to seek a return to that Elysium of pre-birth, the womb? 

And yet when boys became men, most certainly they did. Even those who, like himself, 

never knew the one who had brought them into the world. All were compelled by the 

imperative of maleness to penetrate and invade, to batter a way back to the sanctuary from 

which they’d been ejected. What man of blood, commoner or king, didn’t wish a return to the 

place of nurture that was the very definition of a woman? 

Ah yes, the womb. Forbidden. There could never be a return, of course, no matter how 

strong the desire, not in any literal sense. And so what was left for a man to do? Perhaps to 

manufacture a surrogate provision, some place where he might be sheltered, protected, 

cocooned from the pressures that beset him in the hard realities of life. An escape, a retreat, a 

place of safety. 

Whenever he entered this hidden cloister, Harrow felt himself almost returned to his 

unknown mother’s womb. In this room he felt protected, defended, untouchable. His demons 

dared not enter and he cared not why; within this confine he was safe. 

The secret chamber lent an almost incestuous savour to these occasions, enhancing his 

pleasures by a half-conscious perception of being returned to his place of genesis. He gazed 

down at the countenance of the night’s prize. The boy’s lips were full, his nose small and 

freckled but for Harrow there was no venal amour or titillation. That only ever came with the 

female form – but this night’s purpose was beyond mere carnal lust. This was for the sake of 

art. 

There was no pleasure to be had from the removal of the boy’s clothing and so he turned 

instead to the fitting of the cage. Soon the fixings on the device held the head securely in 

place. No movement, however vigorous, would lead to freedom. 

Harrow looked down at the twitching face of the young stranger. How innocent in repose, 

he looked, unaware that he was the gift from one monster to another. Harrow often measured 

the similarity between himself and his master. Each was indeed a monster and each had a 
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purpose. For Harrow, this was an indulgence. But the purpose of the marquis was survival, 

hunting as he did without malice or choice, observing the necessity of being who – what – he 

was. It was the nature of the beast. 

 

Once, years ago, Harrow had, with some trepidation, asked his master how it was that he 

caged the beast within, why the monster did not simply burst forth on a whim. 

“The dragon sleeps,” the marquis had replied, “and while it sleeps the man may go about 

his business.” 

“My lord, I don’t understand. Can you summon… it, whenever you wish? Or…” 

The master of Shun House smiled. “Do you fear that at any moment my true nobility will 

waken? That you will suddenly be presented with your doom here, in this cellar? Be assured 

that you are safe. Were there any imminent risk I would send you from me. I do not spend 

loyalty and good service without cause.” 

That was comforting, at least. “I am grateful for that, my lord but… I sometimes wonder 

how it would be for me, how I would manage if I were host to such power…” 

“But you do, do you not? I know a creature dwells also in your breast, Harrow, and yet you 

exercise control, deny its reveal.” 

Harrow felt his skin redden and was glad of the darkness in the dungeon. “Well, yes, my 

lord. But surely there is no comparison.” 

“The difference is in scale and manifestation only. By willpower alone the both of us 

master our most intimate secrets.” 

“But surely…,” Harrow repeated. 

“I will tell you this. There are times when the beast stirs, when hunger born of long 

absence from the hunt will not be denied. When that happens then no amount of will can stay 

the dragon. But there are other times, when my own need drives; then I may summon him to 

the anguish of any who stand near.” 

Harrow bowed his head. “I envy you, sir,” he whispered. 

The marquis placed a hand on his shoulder. “Do not. Giving birth is the prerogative of 

women, the pain of it exclusively their own; yet when I birth the dragon there is a pain such as 

I could not describe. The Lady Ilka said the two agonies had parity, so be grateful you are 

neither woman… nor me. And yet… 

“With each birthing, the man is diminished, lessened. A part of my humanity dies, Harrow. 

The Lady Ilka told me once that the Great Dragons of old would one day return, brought forth 

on the death of the last remnant of humanity in our blood. And on that day, she said, Mankind 

will rise up and destroy Draconis Nobilis once and for all.” 

Afterwards, Harrow had thought long and hard about his master’s words. It is almost as if 

he is protecting us. He suffers on our behalf, a noble sacrifice for the good of all. And I do 

envy that highborn purpose. 

 

The heat of his sanctum returned him from reverie, but memories of the conversation 

lingered. So, what of me? Just as his lordship is, so am I also fashioned the way I am. How 

should I not follow my nature? For sure there is beauty in what I do, artistry. Do I not create 

trophies worthy of admiration, trophies that reflect the beauty that lies within? And yet, for all 

that, my deeds are not born of an ancient lineage that does only what it must. My deeds are 

rooted in the baseness of a deformed soul, and thus shall I pay the price for my own 

wickedness when all my years are turned. 

The Vaskapu were not plagued by ghosts. They were not battered by guilt for the terror 

and torment they meted out in the course of their survival. They did not differentiate between 

right and wrong for what they did because for them there was no wrong. They did what they 

were meant to do by the heritage of their blood. 
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But I have a choice, and I must admit to my culpability. I am a hedonist bent on the 

gratification of a corrupt, indulgent lust. Is that truly worth the guilt, the remorseless 

recriminations of the dead? 

A tight smile crossed Harrow’s face. He had always disciplined his rapacious appetite, 

rationed his pleasure, sometimes abstaining for months on end. But not with any honourable 

intent. His voluntary denial was no more than a whetstone to his basal desires. The longer he 

delayed, the more the long drawn anticipation would fuel his final gratification. 

And yes, in the aftermath when the monster within was sated, he would once again be 

exposed to the crippling guilt of his conscience, the implore of the spectres as one more soul 

swelled their ranks. Yes, he would again suffer the twin torments of self-pity and self-

loathing. And he would curse his self-inflicted anguish, and demand justification of himself 

for what he had done. Yes, he would bemoan his lot to be cursed with this weakness, to suffer 

the agony of his personal rack of guilt – but always he would recall the moments when, 

standing on the brink of gratification, the monster within emerged and the addiction of lust 

overpowered all. That was a drug he knew he could never set aside – but was it worth the 

guilt? 

Harrow gently cleared away the smears and marks from the boy’s face. Soon he would 

strive once again for unachievable perfection in his artistry, the goal he had set for himself: to 

denude the skull of skin and hair, of all the soft tissue removed leaving only the tongue in its 

ivory cage and lidless eyes nestling in their cups. And a living brain to unwillingly savour the 

experience. 

His guest’s eyelids began to twitch; wakefulness was not far away. 

Worth the guilt? 

In this place? 

At this moment? 

Oh, yes! 

The scalpel was cold in his hand as he gently stroked the boy’s cheek with the sharp blade, 

careful to cause no discomfort. It was important there should be no pain, no discomfort until 

the eyes opened and focussed, until the mind behind them was fully aware, able to experience 

each slice, each incision, each severed nerve as the skin and flesh was peeled away to expose 

the beauty of the naked skull beneath. 

The eyes of the boy opened. His lips parted, his throat moved. Now was the time, the 

moment to begin the ecstasy. 

What will you feel as you cross the threshold? Harrow wondered, idly. It scarcely 

mattered. His smile remained a fixed mask on his face as he settled to his indulgence. 
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VIII. DECLARED INTENT 
 

We do not come as minding to contest you, 

Our true intent is all for your delight 

 

Prologue, A Midsummer Night’s Dream: V, i 

 

The next several days passed swiftly. Snow fell heavily, covering the grounds of Shun House 

in nature’s most intimate mantle. Contessa Adelina and Marquis Raphael, rarely abroad 

during the day, would spend every evening together. Sometimes they would venture out into 

the wintry world beyond Shun House but for the most part they simply talked quietly as they 

explored the grounds or the corridors and passageways of the ancient building. It was evident 

to everyone who saw them that the pair were in engaged in that most delightful of all 

pastimes: learning about one another. 

But the master of Shun House was not the only one to be distracted. Joseph Harrow found 

himself spending more and more time in the company of the contessa’s companion. By nature 

and intent, Harrow was very much a private person, yet he increasingly found himself 

enjoying the attention of Constanza as he carried out his daily duties. She became a familiar 

shadow and, following the example of the marquis with the contessa, Harrow led her on tours 

of the estate, pointing out features and recounting some of the history of the place, and the 

family he served. 

This burgeoning relationship brought with it an unlooked-for benefit: when he was with 

her, the haunt stayed away, as if uncertain how to deal with this new state of affairs. At the 

end of the day when Harrow finally retired alone to his room, the spectres would return to 

burn him with their accusations – but in her presence he enjoyed a respite from their poison. 

 

“You know,” Constanza said one afternoon as she and Harrow sat across the kitchen table 

playing cards, Mistress Hartley having sniffed at an invitation to take a hand, “this full blood 

liaison will be the first known to the Cantabria family for many generations.” She led a low 

club. 

Harrow hadn’t played whist since his father, in a rare father-son episode, had taught him 

the rudiments. In fact, he’d not played games of any sort since arriving at an understanding of 

his aberrant nature; games seemed too trivial a diversion in the light of that. Indeed, he’d felt 

no inclination to engage with any pastime for so long that he was surprised at how quickly 

he’d agreed to Constanza’s suggestion that they should deal cards for Juego de Daniel. 

“Indeed?” he prompted, taking the trick with a seven of the same suit and laying a ten as a 

temptation for the Knave or Queen. 

“Most conjugation has been between a near-true blood sire and a human dam. Those we 

serve do not breed easily and even when they do the offspring – if it comes to term – is 

invariably male.” Constanza played the Queen, following it up with the Knave, which Harrow 

duly took with the King, denuding himself of the suit. 

“The history of the Vaskapu is no different. Lady Ilka was the last female to share his 

lordship’s ancestral line, to my knowledge. What of it?” 

“So this mating is a rare thing, Joseph. The ancestral blood that will flow through their 

children’s veins will be the truest connection with their most ancient progenitors for 

generations.” 

“But that connection is still very thin,” he repeated, “watered down by so much mingling 

with humans as to surely be meaningless.” 

Constanza shook her head. “Thin, yes, but meaningless? Are you not the son of your 

father? And he the son of his, back to the earliest of days? Yes. Clearly you are the son of 
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your most distant ancestor. Just because our human memory cannot venture so far does not 

mean we are any less the progeny of our histories. And so it is with them.” 

“They are not the same thing,” he protested, “history and blood. If you mix wine with 

water, the wine is diluted. And if you add more water the dilution increases until, to all intents 

and purposes, there is no wine left at all. But even if you were right, still I would ask: what of 

it?” 

“You do not see? They have their history but who has their future? That does not belong to 

them; that is for their children. The responsibility this lays on us is very great, do you not 

think? I have cared for my niña as you have cared for your Marqués, but who will tend their 

offspring, their children?” 

Harrow shook his head. “The fate of the unborn is in neither my hands nor yours.” 

He sensed disagreement but his partner did not respond. They continued their game until 

they were left with two cards each, but then Constanza said “We will not live forever, you 

know.” 

Harrow sighed with only a little impatience. For the most part his tone was indulgent. 

“Dear lady, that is so evident as to scarcely need voicing.” 

“But don’t you see? One day we will be gone. We will not be here to look after them. If 

our service is truly loyal we should give thought to what will happen afterwards.” 

Harrow shrugged. “Someone else will be found.” 

“You know that will not be an easy thing, finding someone who will accept them for what 

they are, someone who will support them without condemnation, someone who will guide 

them through their days. Perhaps we ought to look to this consideration?” 

It is not always necessary to be explicit, for meaning to be revealed, Harrow thought. He 

noted the flush to Constanza’s cheeks, the quickening of her breath, the dilating of her pupils. 

Perhaps my eyes also betray me? 

“I… see,” he responded with some reluctance. It was not hard to guess where the 

conversation was going and it made him uneasy. 

“We have each served our families separately, Joseph, but now they are coming together, 

joining as one. Perhaps we should see their union as an example. Perhaps we…” Her gaze, to 

that point firm and unwavering, faltered. “Forgive me, señor. I am too bold.” 

Harrow swallowed. “Lady, you honour me…” 

“I am a selfish woman, Joseph, this I admit – but I would have my selfishness encompass 

you, also. After all, who else should you and I look to for companionship as the years go by? 

What stranger would we dare trust enough to disclose the truth?” 

She is more than handsome, he thought. She has beauty. No longer the full flesh or flush of 

youth, perhaps, but the experience of years honed by the elegance of wisdom. And she is 

strong, too… but… strong enough to accept my truth? What price would she demand of me, if 

we were to… align? 

“I can almost see your thoughts, Joseph. I spoke to you of Atilio, the man who served my 

family before me. He had secrets. He thought them hidden but I found them out. And I 

accepted them. You are so alike, you know. I understand how men must have their secrets. 

There will be a place somewhere that you keep for yourself, a place where you can be true to 

yourself. I understand this. I accept this. And believe me when I say I would never intrude.” 

Harrow laid a card to give himself time to think. “I am sure you mean what you say, 

Constanza. I do not doubt your sincerity, but…” 

“…but you still have doubt. You doubt I would hold to my word. You believe that, if your 

secret was revealed, then any promise I make would melt like snow beneath the sun. I can say 

only this: that you would have the power to do with me as you wish. What more could I offer 

beyond placing my life in your hands?” 
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Harrow rose, dropped his remaining cards on the table and crossed to the kitchen window. 

He gazed out through the thick, distorting glass: the courtyard, the stables and sheds, all 

covered in winter white. 

“You are right. I do have my secrets. And yes, I have no conviction, despite all you say and 

all your best intent, that you would be able to accommodate them. My… faults sunder me 

from other men – and women. You would do well to leave them be.” These were 

uncomfortable thoughts. He needed a way out. “But what of you, Constanza? Do you admit to 

no failing of your own? Are you really so altruistic?” 

Constanza remained seated. “I am a woman, Joseph, and you should know that women do 

not think as men do. We are not always so captivated by the destructive forces that drive 

them. It is our nature to protect and nurture. And to forgive. I have learned how to tolerate the 

intolerable. My own faults are many but in this I speak the truth: as I have accepted and 

supported the dreams of my family, so would I do for any man that accepted and supported 

me.” 

Snow began to fall. Harrow watched through the window as flakes drifted down, each one 

a frozen dream. One for every innocent that ever was, his father, in uncharacteristically 

introspective mood, had once told him. But don’t be fooled by that innocence, boy. They fall 

soft and silent, maybe, but if you allow it they’ll drown you with their gentleness. You must be 

strong to survive in this world. 

Harrow turned. He’d heard sincerity in her voice, and seen it reflected in her face. He felt 

the pull of togetherness, the tug of companionship. He knew his own life so well: the craving, 

the solitude, the terror – his lot was the consequence of personal choices, so what should be 

his response? Here was an offering of amity, a defence against the isolation of a withering old 

age. And here, it seemed, was also the possibility of… children? 

Perhaps a son, blood of my blood. Long-suppressed paternal feelings were on the verge of 

awakening. A family of my own… 

On the other hand, were he to accept and Constanza was true to her word – would she not 

by association become tainted with his guilt, condemned to a share of his pain? He could not 

afflict this beguiling woman with the awfulness of his private torment. I do not wish the 

burden of that added guilt! 

“We must be cautious in our decisions, Constanza. For the moment, it is best we wait to 

see how the future unfolds. For the moment.” 

In the end, he could say no more than that. 

 

Later that day the marquis instructed Harrow to summon all the staff together that evening, 

and so as seven o’clock approached the servants and caretakers of the house and estate 

obediently gathered in the main hall. Not even Harrow, knew the purpose of the meeting as he 

gathered them into a respectful half-circle. He could see the questions in their eyes, hear their 

whispers. 

What’s this all about? 

It ain’t never good, bein’ summoned like this, I tells thee… 

Harrow brought the group to silence as his pocket watch chimed the hour and the marquis 

descended the grand staircase, his young guest on his arm. 

Oo! Look at her dress. Ain’t she beautiful? 

Constanza followed them down and to Harrow’s eyes she was no less beautiful than the 

contessa. 

“Benediction House is to have a new mistress,” Raphael announced without preamble. 

“Contessa Adelina has consented to be my wife. Our intent is to marry in the spring, but from 

this moment forward you will attend to her requests as though they came from me.” He 

paused, giving Harrow time to register the reactions of the entourage. For himself, of course, 
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the news was of no great surprise. The serving girls, however, immediately exhibited signs of 

delight and excitement at the prospect of a wedding, though they were swiftly brought to 

order by Mistress Hartley. The oldest hands, Charlie Straughan and head gardener Gummy 

Boxer, were careful to remain expressionless. 

“To celebrate our engagement, you will all receive a token of appreciation commensurate 

with the years of service you have given.” 

Constanza handed a satchel down to the contessa who passed it to the marquis. He 

descended the remaining steps and presented each member of his staff with a purse and a few 

words. 

“Harrow,” he said, finally, “you more than any have shown loyalty to my family, and in 

turn you have received fitting recompense. I promise that your faithfulness will continue to be 

valued and suitably rewarded. Accept this purse as an earnest of my appreciation and 

continued trust in you.” 

The marquis returned to his fiancée’s side. “As a further token, I give you leave to take the 

remainder of this day free of your duties. Also, I – your pardon: we – wish that you should 

enjoy an evening of dance and festivity, to which end I make this hall available. Harrow and 

Mistress Hartley will make the arrangements for this coming weekend. I am sure Señorita 

Constanza will be happy to assist.” 

The Lord and future Lady of Benediction House returned upstairs, and the gathering broke 

up. 

 

The senior servants did as they were instructed and organised the affair for the staff. Two 

days later, tables were set out in the hall and piled with good food and drink. The drop 

chandelier was dusted and lit for the first time in many years. 

Everyone attended in the finest clothes they possessed. They knew that their best was just 

rags to the aristocracy but they didn’t allow that to spoil the occasion. Gummy Boxer brought 

his ancient viola and scraped out tunes of sorts, to which the younger ones took the 

opportunity to dance. The serving girls had inexpertly applied white paint to their faces, 

topped with heavy rouge powder, and a red lip colour. They giggled together a great deal, 

stopping only to allow Cullip and another young man, Brewster, the assistant gardener, to 

lead them in twirling circles across the floor. Both men sported hair-pieces that might have 

served better purpose as nests in the eaves of the outbuildings. 

The marquis and the contessa made an early appearance to inaugurate the evening but did 

not tarry. Then, as befitted such occasions, the senior staff became the servants of the most 

menial. Mistress Hartley and Harrow refreshed glasses with wine for the women and ale for 

the men, and served food to those with appetites, which was everybody. Constanza, too, 

accepted the role of hostess but she stayed close to Harrow throughout, to the evident 

irritation of the cook. 

At midnight, Harrow deemed it time to bring the affair to a conclusion. Everyone had work 

to do the following day and as his watch again described the hour he instructed everyone to 

seek the comfort of their beds. 

Mistress Hartley, Harrow, and Constanza gazed at the debris left as the last guest departed. 

“This can be cleared up in the morning,” Harrow said. Such was the benefit of being the 

chief servant: everything would indeed be cleared up, but not by him. “Allow the girls an 

extra hour in bed, Honoria, then put them to work.” 

“Right enough,” the cook replied, “and I’ll be going to my own bed, now.” She looked 

doubtfully at the woman standing next to the butler. “And… you, Joseph?” 

“I shall retire shortly, after I’ve made my rounds. Goodnight, Honoria.” 

The cook sniffed. Her thoughts were plain from her expression: I dare say – and including 

that woman in ‘your rounds’, I’ve no doubt. 
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Once Mistress Hartley had left, Harrow took a deep breath and slowly exhaled. The 

evening had gone well. Then he sensed eyes looking at him. For a fleeting second he feared 

that his demons had returned… but then he remembered: he wasn’t alone. 

“We did not dance,” Constanza said. “Had we been in my country, you and I would have 

led the servants dance.” 

Harrow cleared his throat. “But tonight there were three of us, and it would not have been 

fair for two to lead while one remained without a partner, a cruel hurt to Honoria.” 

“You impress me, Joseph. You show concern for the feelings of others. That is a valued 

trait I truly did not expect to find within you, not in any great measure – though one that I 

hoped might exist. Enough, at least, to encompass me.” 

“Why should you think I would not care for others?” He was genuinely surprised. 

“Because I know you are a man with a taste for things that are anathema to the civilised 

world – whatever those things might be. Finding such sensibility in you is a surprise, but a 

glad one. To show care is a strength, Joseph, and I see in you a great strength. I find this 

admirable.” 

Harrow felt her hand slip into his. “You are a bold woman,” he whispered as her perfume 

assailed him. “What would you have of me?” 

“I would have you dance, Joseph. Take me around the floor in your arms.” 

“But there is no music…” 

“I need neither fiddle nor drum: my heart provides the beat when I look into your eyes, my 

soul the refrain when we touch. This is a short life we live, too short to deny any opportunity 

for happiness, however fleeting. Dance with me, Joseph, while we have these moments 

together. Dance with me and be my love.” 

And so he did. 

And later, in the warmth of Constanza’s bed, Harrow listened to the gentle cadence of her 

breathing and felt, for the first time in an age, a semblance of peace. But peace was a dream 

he had long held to be unachievable. And yet… But no! He could not dare to hope… could 

he? Was there truly the possibility of escape, of release? Of freedom? Could it be so? 

Harrow tensed, held his breath, strained his senses, sought for the tell-tale signals that the 

haunt was close – but nowhere could he detect the presence of the spectres, those cruel and 

insidious manifestations of guilt that had for so long been his unwelcome nocturnal 

companions. The tension dissipated, his breath returned. This was a moment to savour – but 

weariness crept up on him and could not be dispersed. He drifted into slumber and in the 

blackness of night, dared to dream of redemption. 
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IX. COUNCIL 
 

Draw near, 

And list what with our council we have done. 

 

King Richard II, King Richard II: I, iii 

 

The benches of the dingy council chamber in Dourby’s guildhall were filled by the posteriors 

of the town’s political elite. Asa Dimmick called the meeting to order. 

“Before we start I want to remind you what was said at our last session: every word spoke 

in this room today must remain in this room. As before, no minutes will be taken.” 

“Now then, Asa.” 

Dimmick recognised the disgruntled, hawkish features of councillor Corvus. 

“You told us, and I quote from memory, a ‘person of reputation’ has requested the good 

folk of Dourby to take action against the residents of – that House. I asked the question then 

and do so again: who is this personage? Why should his identity remain secret, given the task 

he expects us to see done? There’s evil in that place what has no friendship to any of us in this 

place.” 

“And I told you, councillor,” the mayor responded, irritably, “that I am not at liberty to 

divulge. This request comes from a high authority, that’s all you need to know, so don’t come 

protesting no further; things is what they are.” 

“High authority? Need to know? Seems to me like somebody sees danger they can’t face 

themselves, so they hide away and expect others to face up. If we’re to be set out on this 

dangerous path, without no honest debate, mind, well – what happens if something goes 

wrong? I’ve no desire to face the sort of retribution that place could bring down on all of us!” 

There was vocal support as well as nods of agreement. 

“That’s a fair truth!” 

“Aye.” 

“What benefit justifies the risk, eh?” 

Dimmick had sympathy for the fears and concerns of his peers, but he also had a mind to 

the menace of Duke Umberland’s promises. Yes, it was difficult to measure the poorly veiled 

threats of Umberland against the very real menace of a dragon, and Dimmick didn’t relish 

either option, but… there was also the duke’s promised consideration burning in the mayor’s 

ego: a title. 

“Benefit? I can hardly believe my ears to hear a question of such foolishness! D’you like 

living beneath the outstretched claw of a monster? D’you enjoy not knowin’ if you’ll wake on 

the morrow to find your sons and daughters slaughtered? But if freedom from such dread ain’t 

enough to steel your backs then let me remind you that there will be pecun’ary benefits, for 

one and all. City status, like I told last time. And positions of importance in that city, positions 

that can’t help but put more coin in your purses if that’s the drive you need!” 

A black-garbed ecclesiastic rose from his seat. He was short with a mottled complexion, 

flushed enough to challenge the mayor’s own ruddy hue. 

“The chair recognises Reverend Bishop Choquer,” Dimmick authorised. The bishop was 

the one person to whom he’d confided the full details of his meeting with the duke, following 

that noble’s suggestion. 

“Thank you, Mayor. Councillors, whatever the identity of the person who decided this is 

the time to act against… Shun House, it must clearly be seen that the Lord our God is the 

ultimate advocate. It is, I am sure, His will that dictates the course we’re to follow. A devil 

lives in that place, a devil that’s plagued this diocese for far too long. The beast is an 
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abomination in the sight of God, and his servants no less. It is more than just our duty to be rid 

of him – it is our holy duty.” 

“All well and good,” Corvus countered, “but if it were that simple don’t you think it would 

have been done by now? By our mas and pas, or our grand-mas and pas, or even before them? 

There’s not a man here wouldn’t wish the creatures in that mansion were got rid of, but we’re 

not soldiers. We’re part-time politicians, farmers and shopkeepers by trade. Aye, and 

churchmen. We don’t hold the wherewithal to go up against the devil’s own!” 

“That’s true enough,” Dimmick agreed. “Even if every man and woman in the town were 

to march to the House, like as not we’d no more than scratch the hide of the beast before we 

was routed, no doubt with a deal of our own blood spilled. But I told you all that Um… er, the 

personage what’s the promoter of this endeavour, had sent for aid; and now that aid is here.” 

The mayor left his seat and walked to a door leading to an antechamber. He paused 

theatrically, fingers on the handle. 

“Councillors, let me introduce a man what has come from foreign parts and has travelled 

for many days to arrive here last night; a man what will take on and vanquish the marquis at 

Shun House. Gentlemen, I present you with Mr. Andrew Carparty!” 

 

Bishop Francis Jesus Choquer sipped the brandy in his glass. His guest did likewise. 

“Is the foreigner up to the task, Asa? He’s still just a man, however brutal his appearance.” 

The mayor nodded. “Can he face down a dragon, you mean? The duke said the man’s, er, 

clan, his family like, has experience on such matters. Anyway, I don’t see much alternative.” 

“Perhaps I’d feel more confident if he’d brought the rest of his clan with him. How did his 

grace learn of them, anyway? And I still don’t understand why he’s being so secretive about 

his involvement.” 

“Politics,” Dimmick shrugged, relying on the generic nature of the word to encompass any 

excuse his host might care to appropriate. “And anyway, some others of his family will be 

arrivin’ soon enough. But focus on the promises, eh, Francis? For when things have gone our 

way, like. Archbishop Choquer, eh?” 

“Aye, but I don’t forget the promises you mentioned if things don’t. If things go wrong, 

Asa,” the bishop insisted, “we’re in a poor position. Shun House will hunt us down. You 

know that. But even if we avoided the monster’s claws, Umberland could be no better. He 

threatened our lives, Asa. He could as easily remove us as reward us, regardless of any 

success we might have.” 

“That threat was on me, not you. He didn’t say nothin’ about you in respect to failure.” 

“Not directly, maybe. But I don’t imagine for one moment that he would treat me 

differently, and I assure you I had no plans to meet my maker so early in life!” 

Dimmick stood up. “Why such pessimism, man?” he said, while silently acknowledging 

his own confidence was but loosely tethered. “That András is the most formidable fellow I’ve 

ever seen. I’m sure he can do the necessary.” 

“How? Has he said what he intends to do? What he wants us to do?” 

“You’ve got to be more patient,” the mayor said with a shake of his head. “The man’s only 

just arrived. We must give him time. I do know that he plans to reconnoitre in Hook first. To 

listen and learn, he said.” 

“And then what?” 

“I don’t know!” Dimmick snapped. “He’s the expert, not me. I’m just the mayor, no matter 

that Umberland said I was in charge. We just must wait for the man’s findings and follow his 

direction. There’s nothing more we can do.” 

The bishop stared morosely into his drink. “We can – must – pray for success, Asa, and 

trust in God that our prayers are answered.” 
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“Aye. Well, that’s your jurisdiction. Just make sure you says enough prayers for the lot of 

us!” 

Choquer finished his drink in one swallow. “I’ll do my best, Asa, and hope that the Lord’s 

ears are open!” 

 

Later that day Dimmick met with the stranger from the continent in the front room of his own 

home. Both men drank beer, a brew far preferred by the mayor over wine or spirits, at least 

when Mrs. Dimmick wasn’t around to insist on his drinking what she believed was 

appropriate to his station. 

“We didn’t have much time to talk when you arrived, Mr. Carparty.” 

“Kárpáti,” the visitor corrected. 

“Aye, well. I ’ope that the Broken Tooth’s accommodation is adequate.” He didn’t feel at 

ease in the presence of this giant of a man who dwarfed the chair in which he lounged. He sat 

as though it was he who was the resident, and the mayor the interloper in his domain. 

“The room is small,” András grinned, wolfishly, “like this one. But I find all rooms are 

small.” 

“Um, yes. I imagine so.” 

Silence. 

It was so difficult to know how to engage with this foreigner. I’m not frit of him, mind. 

Umberland said I was in charge. This bugger’s here to do the job, not t’other way round. 

“The council wants to know more about your plans, what you didn’t speak much on so far. 

You said you were going to go and ‘look around’. When d’you mean to start?” 

András put his beer on the floor, shunning the small side-table. “I will start now. My horse 

has rested enough.” He stood up and stretched. “I do not like to be idle long.” 

“Fine. So…?” 

“Tonight, I will stay in the fishing village. I will listen to what is to be heard. Tomorrow, I 

will find the home of the dragon and see what is to be seen.” 

“We already know where the beast lives… oh, never mind. Then what?” 

The man shrugged. “After that I will come back. I will think what there is to do.” 

“You mean,” the mayor said with a boldness he didn’t feel, escorting his guest to the door, 

“you will return here and report to me. You’re not to do anything without first consulting me. 

Do you understand?” 

Again, the hungry grin. “Of course, mayor. I will come back. We will talk. I will tell you 

how the dragon will be overcome. But,” he added as he bent his back to pass beneath the 

lintel, “if you ignore what I tell you then I will leave. The dragon will remain. Do you 

understand?” 

Mayor Dimmick swallowed and hastily closed the door on the giant. He was threatened on 

all sides: by Shun House, by Umberland, and now this mercenary the duke had sent. Danger 

was all around. 

Think of the prize, he reminded himself. Hold your nerve, man. Hold your buggerin’ nerve! 
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X. STRANGER AT THE GATE 
 

For he's no man on whom perfections wait 

That, knowing sin within, will touch the gate 

 

Pericles, Pericles, Prince of Tyre: I, i 

 

Orders went out from Shun House, both locally and to the wealthy metropolises of the south, 

and soon goods began to arrive by return: rich materials and fabrics from which Constanza 

would tease a trousseau to dress the future bride; and fashionable furniture and hangings for 

the home to meet the tastes of the marquis’s new lady. Plans were drawn up and labourers and 

builders brought in from far afield – it being deemed that local artisans did not have the skills 

demanded by the marquis, not to mention that none had volunteered – tasked with knocking 

through some walls while building up others to reshape parts of the first floor. Carpenters 

came to work their craft, while plasterers and painters prepared to attend to the décor of the 

build. 

“She shall have a residence to match her beauty,” the marquis had confided to his chief 

servant, and Harrow could only guess at the cost of the endeavour. But then, money was 

never a problem for the Vaskapu. 

A month passed. The snow had gone and the weather was now inclining towards the 

spring. The wedding day was approaching, and preparations for the feast to follow the 

ceremony needed to be made. Harrow would see that casks of ale, vats of good wine and 

barrels of liquor were added to the stocks in the cellars, but in Mistress Hartley’s eyes that 

was the least of what was required. 

One day each week at the crack of dawn, in a habit of long standing, the cook would leave 

Shun House to visit Hook market on a mission to buy fresh provisions: fish, scallops, seasonal 

fruits and vegetables. There was never any certainty about what might be available but 

Honoria was religious in her habit and made the trip regardless of the weather. 

On this particular day Mistress Hartley, accompanied by a yawning Martha and with Cullip 

to handle the wagon, had a purpose in mind over and above shopping for the usual fare. 

Honoria was giving a mind to both the perishable items required for the feast she planned, but 

also the possibility of what she termed ‘exotics’ – though when Martha asked what that 

meant, the cook was rather vague. 

“Foreign cheeses and whatnot,” she replied. “Maybe those long sausages they fancy on the 

Continent, as I’ve heard. And I’ve got a list of other things from that foreign woman, what she 

said she’d find in any kitchen ‘back home’, though I’d doubt she’s ever cracked an egg in her 

life!” 

The weather was cold, a reminder that winter was not long departed. Cullip pulled up and 

saw to the horse while Honoria and Martha regimentally inspected the score of stalls set up 

along the quayside. They offered a common enough selection for the time of year: whitebait, 

crab, mussels and scallops, a few dogfish, assorted other fish. The locals viewed the two 

shoppers with distrustful eyes, knowing they were from the House, but Mistress Hartley was 

inured to their hostility. 

Martha was entrusted with a purse to service the regular order while Honoria engaged with 

the vendors, advising them that there was to be an ‘event’ – she did not elaborate, enjoying 

the sense of mystery her reticence engendered – at the House in a few weeks’ time. The cook 

visited each stall in turn, describing what she was going to require. A number of the traders 

were from out of town, a few from so far they did not know who this bustling woman was. 

They were delighted to receive a fillip to their businesses. 
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“But it ain’t going to be wh’t you might call cheap,” one marketer up from Leanwick 

advised. “Tomatoes… coconuts… bananas…” He pursed his lips. “Depends on what’s 

shipped in. And I ain’t never heard of some of these what you’re asking for: cum’ricc? Pomy 

gran tis? Can’t make no promises on some o’ these, missus.” 

“Do your best,” Honoria told him, refusing to admit that she didn’t know what they were, 

either. “And report to me this day next week about what you can and can’t supply.” 

“Ver’ good, missus.” The man tipped his cap in acknowledgement. 

The local dealers were less amicable. They scowled as they received their orders. Nobody 

wanted to deal with the House – but money was money and no one could afford to turn a 

windfall down. 

Martha soon had a weighty mix of marine comestibles in her wicker basket, mainly skate 

and herring. Mistress Hartley quickly topped this up with rather poor quality onions, as well 

as snippets of dried bay leaf, mustard, parsley, and a fresh block of salt. These would do until 

the kitchen garden delivered; for now it was still under the protection of hessian and straw in 

case of frost. The cook also negotiated the purchase of a small quantity of tobacco – the 

gatekeeper of Shun House enjoyed a pipe of an evening. 

“Right then,” Mistress Hartley announced when the purchases were stowed away, “I think 

we’d all benefit from something warming against the nip.” She led her party to the Black Sail 

where Mackay grudgingly filled a tumbler with a measure of gin and two half-pint mugs with 

stout. There were no tables or chairs at the inn – this was a hostelry for hard working, hard 

drinking seamen. There were forms, however, pressed up against a wall where fishwives 

sometimes sat to gossip while their men folk were away. Mistress Hartley commandeered one 

of the benches. In addition to Mackay and themselves there were three other customers 

present, leaning on the bar, each adding generously to the ever-present stink of fish and 

tobacco, and perhaps other smells that Honoria’s nose manifestly refused to interpret. 

The trio were half way through their drinks when a stranger descended the creaking steps 

leading down from the first-floor guest rooms. He instantly became the focus of everyone in 

the room. Taller than any man Mistress Hartley had ever seen, he was large-boned and 

dressed warmly against the day. He carried a weather-beaten stovepipe hat in one hand. Wild 

hair pounced over his ears, and a lengthy ponytail draped forward over one shoulder. His nose 

showed sign of having been broken more than once, and his eyes had an intensity that 

suggested a strong and determined will. A thin white scar traced a path from his left eye to the 

corner of his mouth, adding an enigmatic twist that did nothing to dilute the overt brutality of 

his expression. 

“Who’s that do you think, cook?” Cullip whispered. 

“He’s awful big, ain’t he?” Martha ventured. 

Bending low to avoid the beams that supported the weight of the upper floor, the man 

strode to the bar. Those already there quickly vacated their positions. After a few softly 

spoken words the stranger followed Mackay outside, a signal for the clientele to engage in 

eager but cautiously whispered speculation. Mistress Hartley and her entourage held their 

own conversation. 

“Where’s he come from?” Cullip wanted to know. “Looks foreign, to me. And what’s he 

here for?” 

“What’s he here for?” the cook repeated. “How would I know? He’s as much a stranger to 

me as he is to you. Obviously he’s lodging here, since he came from the upstairs.” 

“Aye, but why?” 

“I ain’t never seen nobody that big!” Martha repeated. 

“Drink up,” Honoria told them. “Time we were heading back.” 
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Cullip fetched the gig and helped the women aboard. He was about to gee the horse when 

the stranger reappeared from the yard behind the Black Sail, only now he was mounted on a 

huge, snorting bay. 

“That’s got to be nigh twenty hands if it’s a finger, that has!” Cullip breathed, 

appreciatively. The horse carried its rider away at a trot, disappearing around the first bend in 

the winding road that led up the hill. “Where do you suppose he’s going?” 

“None of my concern, nor yours,” Mistress Hartley told him primly. “Let’s be about our 

own business and get back before my herrings up and walk there by themselves.” She 

wrapped the riding blanket snugly across Martha’s and her lap. “Get a move on, then, Master 

Ostler. I’ve work aplenty waiting on my return and I dare say the same’s true for you.” 

 

Charlie Straughan was watching through the window of his parlour. Visitors to Benediction 

House were exceedingly rare, which was why he was especially intrigued by the man sitting 

motionless on a horse just beyond the gates. 

“Who’s this, then?” the gatekeeper mused. Talking to himself was a habit of long standing. 

He’d never married, never had children, nor kept any friends he cared to remember. His life 

had always been to work the lands of the estate, alone with nature, until encroaching old age 

forced him into this less taxing occupation. “What’s he doing? Why’s he just sitting there?” 

There was something about the rider’s immobility that was unnerving. He sat like a spider, 

bunched, not content to merely wait at the centre of a web but ready to hunt, to spring at any 

potential meal that came too close. Five minutes at least he’d been there without twitching so 

much as a muscle. Charlie’s eyesight was poor but it was good enough to register that this 

man was a giant. 

The gatekeeper wondered if he ought to go out, challenge the fellow, ask what business he 

had being there… but he decided against it. “He ain’t made any sign to say he’s a-coming in. 

He just sits and watches and there’s no law to say he can’t do that, I s’pose,” he justified to 

himself. 

So why was he there? Cloaked and muffled as he was, and with the brim of his tall hat 

pulled low to mask his face it was impossible to say what he looked like. For certain not a 

local, though, not by the evidence of his stature. 

“What’s he come for?” The question remained unanswered. 

Then the sounds of a cart being pulled up the hill reached Charlie’s ears. That’ll be herself 

returning from the market, he thought. 

The stranger must also have heard the approach. He turned his head momentarily to look 

over his shoulder, then spurred his steed to a fast trot up the slope and out of sight. The 

gatekeeper shrugged, pulled on his greatcoat and went outside. 

“Mistress,” Charlie greeted as the gig turned into the drive and came to a stop. “All done 

with the shopping, then?” 

“We have, Mr. Straughan,” the cook replied. “Here – though how you enjoy the taste of 

that stuff is beyond my reckoning.” She handed down the packet of tobacco which the 

gatekeeper stuffed into a pocket with a nod of thanks. 

“We’ve had a visitor,” he announced. “Well, not exactly so, as he didn’t come through. 

Just watched, is all, from the saddle. Biggest feller I ever seed.” 

“He stopped here?” Cullip asked. “Huge fellow, dressed in black? We saw him in the 

Sail.” 

“You can’t say that for absolute truth,” Mistress Hartley pointed out. “There’s no cause to 

know for sure it was the same man.”  

“Was he awful big?” Martha asked. 

“Aye, he was that, missy,” Charlie replied. “Sat outside those gates for an age, he did. 

Never moved an inch. Took off again when he heard you coming, going t’ward Dourby. 
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Didn’t like his cut, I didn’t. And I don’t think what we’ve seen the last of him, neither. I’ve 

got this feeling, see – I reckon he’ll be back.” 

“Well, he has his own business to attend to, no doubt,” the cook told them all, “and it’s 

none of our business what his business might be. Set the horse off again, lad. I’ve no time to 

spend on idle chatter about strangers whose business isn’t ours and what we couldn’t guess if 

we stayed here ’til suppertime. Get me back to my kitchen, if you please, master Cullip. Good 

day to you, Mr. Straughan.” 

The gig resumed its rumbling journey. 

Charlie watched for a moment then returned to the comforts of his cottage. The cook had 

been right: the affairs of a stranger weren’t any of his business. All the same, he felt as if 

something was different in the world, as if something new was beginning. Clearly the stranger 

had been interested in Shun House, but the why of it was unresolved. Whatever it might be, 

Charlie didn’t doubt it would benefit himself not one bit. 

The gatekeeper owed his livelihood to Shun House. He knew the stories and rumours that 

wagging tongues spread and purposefully chosen to disregard them. A wise man don’t bite the 

hand what feeds him, he often thought; but if there were any truth to the tales, and if this 

stranger was in any way involved with the Master of the House, then this visit was likely to 

bide well for none on the estate. 

Charlie shook his head, closed the door behind him and shut out the world with all its 

puzzles and mysteries. It wasn’t his business, and he liked that it stayed that way. 

 

After supervising the unloading of the cart, Mistress Hartley oversaw Martha as she packed 

away the spoils of their expedition and began the task of sorting out the fish. The guts, heads, 

tails and bones were removed and dropped into a cauldron of boiling water. They’d make for 

a fine stock with the addition of leeks, parsnips – if the market was provided with any from 

the gardens down south – and celery. While Martha got on with that, Mistress Hartley 

prepared the flesh of the fish. She salted those intended for consumption during the next week 

or so, separated out the ones to be smoked for longer storage, then began to prepare a nice 

piece of haddock for the evening. The shellfish, she decided, were really too small to be an 

effective meal on their own so she added their flavour to the stockpot. 

Just like Harrow, Mistress Hartley was born to her position. Her life was cooking. From 

dawn to dusk she buried herself in all things culinary, seemingly oblivious to everything else 

around her. She was aware of the tales surrounding Shun House but, like the gatekeeper, she 

chose to ignore what she heard. The only time her defence of denial approached being shaken 

was when she was told to fetch fresh haunches to the master’s private chambers. She chose 

not to consider how he survived without ‘proper’ food. Her mother had been the same, never 

once discussing with her daughter what might go on upstairs. Not our business, she’d said 

more than once. 

And then there was Harrow. 

Honoria had long admired the man, impressed equally by his always tidy appearance and 

his professionally disciplined disposition. What attracted her most, though, was her perception 

of his loneliness. How often she’d sat across the kitchen table from him and imagined how 

they might settle down together, reciprocal comfort on warm summer evenings and long 

winter nights. No children, mind; time for that was long gone by, sadly enough, but just the 

company alone… 

“Who do you think he was, then, Cook?” Martha asked, her girlish voice breaking into 

Honoria’s reverie. 

“What? Who?” 

“Him. You know, that stranger.” 

“I’m sure I don’t know.” 
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“But he was big, wasn’t he? I’ve never seen a man that were as tall as him, I’m sure. Do 

you think he came from far away? Do men grow bigger is some places?” 

“Maybe.” The cook focussed her attention on the knife. She carefully removed the 

remaining small fish bones that were reluctant to part company from the flesh. 

“’Course, you’d know, wouldn’t you, Mistress? Being as how you’ve travelled.” 

Honoria knew that Martha considered anyone who had stepped out more than a couple of 

miles to be ‘well-travelled’. The cook was wise enough to realise that the extent of her 

excursions fell well short of that epithet, but she saw no value in correcting the girl’s 

perception of her worldliness. 

“I’ve never been further than the village since I was brung here,” Martha continued, “and 

that was when I was only two. I’d like to travel one day. I’d reckon there’s lots of big men out 

there. Tall and strong, and handsome as they come, I shouldn’t wonder.” 

“Concentrate on your stirring, girl. Add a bit more cornflour but make sure you keep the 

liquid moving.” 

“But that man,” Martha continued, not paying attention to the instruction, “he was a giant. 

Not what you might call handsome, p’rhaps, not by what he looked like in the tavern at any 

rate, but still… It must be nice to be married to someone like him. You’d be bound to feel 

safe with his arms around you.” 

“He didn’t look the marrying kind, if you ask me, missy.” 

“P’rhaps he ain’t found the right girl, though. He might have been looking for the right girl 

for years and still not found her. But I s’pose he’s gone now, ridden off on his great horse, off 

to another village to look for a girl to be his true love.” She sighed, wistfully. “I don’t expect 

we’ll see him again.” 

Mistress Hartley paused in her preparations. I reckon he’ll be back, Old Charlie had said, 

and the words had seeded a worm of discomfort in Honoria’s mind. The worm wriggled a bit. 

There had been something ominous about the stranger. Why’d he waited at the gates for as 

long as old Charlie had said? What’d been his purpose? Intuitively she knew that Charlie had 

been right. The stranger would return, but what that might imply was anyone’s guess. 

“Get on with your stirring, girl,” Mistress Hartley admonished, putting down the knife. “I 

have to see Jo – Mr. Harrow. I’ll be back soon, so don’t let up with your work.” 

 

Harrow was inspecting the exterior of Shun House, noting areas in need of upkeep. This was 

an endless task. There was always something new to note, where a strong gust had lifted a 

tile, or a hard frost had cracked some stone. Mistress Hartley was not surprised to find him 

accompanied by Constanza. 

“There you are, Joseph. And you, too, I see.” 

“Honoria? What brings you out from your kitchen?” 

“Is something amiss, Doña Hartley?” 

The cook gave Constanza as dismissive a look as she could muster. “Joseph, old Charlie 

said there was a stranger hanging about our gates. He said he just sat on his horse and stared 

in, and only left when we came back from Hook. I’d not take as gospel anything that man 

said, of course – what with his mind likely befuddled with that foul baccy, never mind his age 

– if it weren’t for the fact that I’d seen the stranger too. We all did, Martha and young Cullip. 

He was in the Sail this morning, as we saw when we’d finished at the market. Not just in 

there, mind, but staying there so it seems, since he came down from the rooms above. 

Foreigner, I’d say. Huge fellow, with a scar. On a giant of a horse, too. Charlie thinks he’s up 

to no good and I’m of a mind to agree with him, else what would he be doing by the gates?” 

“A stranger?” Harrow shrugged. “There may be many travellers that journey past the gates, 

and if they pause there a moment, what harm is done? Idle curiosity…” 
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“Many? You know as well as I do that road goes ’twixt Hook and Dourby and nowhere 

else, and how many d’you think would visit either if they had somewhere better to be? 

Besides, you didn’t see him. He had a look,” she added, with a meaningful look of her own. 

“A look?” 

“A troubling look. A look of intent, I might say. He was a man with a purpose, I’ve no 

doubt, and I’ll step across my mother’s grave if it doesn’t mean trouble for his lordship. And 

trouble for him’s to be trouble for us too, right enough.” 

Harrow was doubtful, but Constanza seemed to find cause to share the cook’s concern. 

“We have a saying in my country: donde hay humo, hay calor. Where there is heat there is 

also to be found smoke. I think perhaps we should heed Doña Hartley’s words, Joseph. We 

both know how outsiders feel about those we serve. You must speak with the marquis. What 

is the saying – better safe than unhappy, yes?” 

“Sorry. Better safe than sorry,” Harrow corrected. “Very well, I will bring the matter to his 

lordship’s attention when I see him. For the present I still have my inspection to complete. His 

lordship will not wish to have the House seen wanting on the day of his marriage. But I 

promise I will raise this concern later.” 
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XI. INVITATIONS 
 

And, to be noted for a merry man, 

He'll woo a thousand, 'point the day of marriage, 

Make feasts, invite friends, and proclaim the banns 

 

Katharina, The Taming Of The Shrew: III, ii 

 

Harrow attended the marquis at his chambers in the early evening. Contessa Adelina was with 

him, decorously sitting on an armchair with an edition of The Lady’s Magazine. 

“A stranger on the road?” the marquis responded. “Why should that be of concern to me?” 

“My lord, there may be nothing to this, but the visitation alarmed both our gatekeeper and 

Mistress Hartley. She considered the man had ‘a troubling look’. I should add that Señorita 

Constanza,” he nodded to the contessa, “also expressed concern and urged me to bring this to 

your attention.” 

“I see.” The marquis frowned. “What do you think, Adelina? Is this something to heed?” 

His future bride raised her eyes. “Perhaps it is nothing, perhaps it is something. In my 

country we say: el que quita la ocasión, evita el ladrón. It is better to deny a thief his chance 

than to give him the opportunity to steal. You should find out if this man may be a thief.” 

Raphael nodded. “You said he was travelling towards Dourby?” 

“The road leads there, my lord, though I cannot know his eventual destination.” 

“Perhaps this is opportune. As it happens, I have an errand for you, Harrow, an errand in 

two parts. Tomorrow, you will go down to the village and find volunteers to help with the 

wedding: women to assist Mistress Hartley, and men to help outside – lay the ground, erect 

the Marquee, and so forth. You may offer appropriate recompense, an expression of my 

appreciation for their contributions. 

“After that you will visit Dourby. Speak with the bishop, there, Choquer. Say that the 

honour of conducting the ceremony will be his. The ceremony will observe the traditions of 

my family but he may bring whatever religious trinkets he wishes for his own support. Lady 

Constanza will represent the contessa’s absent father and you, Harrow, will act in the role of 

best man.” 

“I? My lord, you honour me! But I am merely your servant. Should that not be a duty for a 

peer? The duke of Umberland, perhaps?” 

The marquis dismissed this with a wave of his hand. “He is a poor excuse for a peer of the 

realm. Besides, it is better that my relationship with Umberland remains unremarked. No, it 

will be you.” 

“As you wish, my lord.” 

“Good. Tell the bishop that I would appreciate the attendance of the town’s dignitaries. 

The mayor and his council, at least. This is an especial occasion, after all, and it is fitting that 

they are brought before the new lady of Benediction House. Instruct Choquer to deliver these 

formal invitations.” The marquis indicated a neat bundle of cards on a table. “Whilst in the 

town you may make enquiries about the stranger. Discover his name. Find out where he 

lodges – assuming he remains in the town – who he is, what he wants, yes? But be discreet. If 

his purpose is detrimental to us then we should not alert him to our suspicions.” 

“As you say, sir.” 

“That will be all, then, Harrow.” 

“Very good, my lord. Good evening my lady.” 

The contessa said nothing. 
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An early spring was budding on the trees, and daffodil and flag shoots foretold a summer of 

fine days to come as Harrow left the estate the next morning. 

Adhering to his instructions he rode first to the village, to the cottage of the lobsterman 

Adie Pollock. The sour-faced woman who answered his knock said that her husband was 

repairing the roof of the bethel, which is where Harrow found him, perched precariously up a 

ladder. 

The chapel was a low-built, weather-beaten and ugly building. Pollock, in addition to his 

life at sea, also had employment with the Church. Bishop Choquer visited Hook every quarter 

and sent the diocese’s peripatetic vicar to preach to the community once a month. All other 

needs were met by Pollock in his guise as verger. 

“Pollock. I need to speak with you.” 

The lobsterman glanced down but didn’t pause in his work. “Aye.” 

Harrow watched the man efficiently dislodge old broken slates, dropping them carelessly 

to the ground, unconcerned by how close to his visitor’s feet they shattered. 

“His lordship is to marry, Pollock.” 

Another glance, longer this time. The man was using a stiff wire brush to clean up the 

edges of the gap in the roof. Momentarily he held it still. 

“Did you hear me?” Harrow demanded. 

The brush resumed its purposeful scraping. “Aye. You’ve told that he’s to marry. There’s 

been talk of it.” 

Such reluctant conversation was a common experience for Harrow. In those few parts of 

the land where he was known there were none who would spare him more time or words than 

they needed. But he was surprised that the wedding was already common knowledge. 

“You knew?” 

“The House’s keeper came a-shopping yester’morn. Ordered more than usual, I heard. 

Some of the wives thought a wedding might be what was about, what with that new… woman 

residing up at the House. What’s the more of it?” 

“The date. Saturday, four weeks to this day. The service will be in the private chapel at 

Benediction House.” Harrow never publicly referred to the place by its common abbreviation; 

to do so felt, somehow, disloyal. “His lordship is expecting your bishop to attend. To preside 

over the ceremony.” 

The lobsterman gave no response but Harrow persisted. 

“I will be speaking with him later today. But now I have a mission for you.” Still no 

reaction. “The marquis has requested that the good folk of Hook should volunteer their 

services to this special occasion, as a matter of respect. He hopes –” the word was more subtle 

than ‘demands’, which was the fact of the matter “ – that everyone who is able will assist with 

the preparations. His lordship will, of course, compensate for the time the fleet remains tied 

up.” 

“Will he.” This was not a question but a statement of indifference. 

“He will. Please ensure that this request is disseminated to all. I need not add that failing to 

attend would be considered disrespectful of the marquis’s station.” 

“Aye,” Pollock muttered, but not so quietly his words went unheard. “I’ve no doubt of 

that.” 

“You’ll see to it, then.” That, also, was not a question. “His lordship expects all volunteers 

to be available on the eve before the day. The men will report to me, the women will be in 

Mistress Hartley’s charge. Everyone is further requested to return at the dawn of the day 

itself… to wait on guests and add a community spirit to the event,” he added. “Speak to 

Mackay. He’s to arrange the provision of barrels of ale for the menfolk and gin for the 

women, the cost being born by the estate. And tell your choir to bring glad voices; a wedding 

should have music that is joyful. Here.” He dropped a small purse to the ground where it lay 
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amongst the pieces of broken tiles. “An earnest of his lordship’s promise.” There was enough 

money within the pouch to enable any fisherman to stay ashore for a month, but Pollock 

remained up his ladder. 

“See to it,” Harrow told him in conclusion before remounting and heading back up the hill. 

He had no doubt that the curate would remain on the roof until he was out of sight before 

descending to inspect the purse. Harrow smiled to himself. Everyone has a price. 

 

Bordered on the southern side by a swathe of poor-quality farmland, and wild moor to the 

north, Dourby was a rural village that had grown like a canker to the size of a small town. It 

had eaten away the fields and woods that had flanked the once-sparkling River Beck, until 

now the stream was little better than a conduit for urban discharge. 

Most locals found employment at the grim and austere D’Lour Mill, a cold, grey, cheerless 

treadmill of toil, yet the people were glad of the small but steady wage, as well as the tied 

houses the work provided to the fortunate few. By-and-large they considered themselves set 

far better off than their brothers and sisters who tilled fields and tended flocks for the masters 

who owned the land. 

Hundreds of men, women and children were enthralled to this oppidan life, living in 

narrow, cramped dwellings squeezed between streets of compacted gravel and mud. The more 

affluent areas, those estates where the wives of civic dignitaries and industrial entrepreneurs 

had set up their homes, benefitted from cinder roads, while the bustling Market Square and 

the bisecting High Street were extravagantly dressed with cobbles. It was down this last that 

Harrow rode, the shoes of his mount occasionally sparking off the stones. He could see the 

spire of his destination rising above the centre of the town. Curiosity followed his progress, 

but no more than that. Harrow kept his face obscured by a high collar and a wide-brimmed hat 

pulled down low. This was a sensible precaution when journeying away from the long 

shadow of Shun House; servants of the Vaskapu never received welcome where that name 

was known. 

The home of Bishop Choquer stood across the street from the church of St. Blaise. Tying 

his mount to the railings that kept the street at bay, Harrow pulled the bell rope and waited at 

the whitewashed façade for his call to be answered. After a short interval the black-painted 

door was opened by a serving girl who bobbed a practiced curtsy before peering up with a 

timid expression to ask his business in a mousy voice. Harrow pushed passed into the hallway 

before removing his hat. 

“Tell the bishop that Joseph Harrow is here to speak with him on behalf of the marquis of 

Benediction House,” he told her. The name drew no reaction, suggesting the girl was either 

simple or new to the district. 

The maid departed with the message and several minutes passed before she returned. 

“This way, sir,” she mumbled, not looking at him directly. Harrow was shown into a 

drawing room where the bishop was already waiting, a look of unhappy expectancy on his 

face. 

“Thank you for seeing me at short notice, my lord.” 

“I cannot say I am enthused by your presence, Mr. Harrow. What is it you want?” The 

churchman was clearly nervous but endeavouring to present a bold face. 

“His lordship is to marry Contessa Adelina,” Harrow announced without ceremony. “He 

wishes that you should preside over the ceremony.” 

“His lordship? Not by any monarch of this realm was he granted that title! I do not think 

my services…” 

“Then I shall advise his lordship that you declined his request,” Harrow interrupted. “Good 

day, sir.” He replaced the hat on his head and turned to the door. 

“That is not what I said!” the churchman hastily protested. 
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Harrow smiled and removed his hat once more. “Obviously I misunderstood your remark.” 

The bishop’s face squirmed as it revealed his emotions, chiefly fear and dislike but 

overlaid by inevitability. “I meant only that your master’s rank surely demands the presence 

of a minister more senior than I. Perhaps he would be served better by the archbishop.” 

Harrow shook his head. “No. His lordship feels a close and personal connection with his 

community –” he’d chosen his words carefully and knew that ‘his community’ would register 

strongly “– and believes a ceremony conducted by a minister charged with the wellbeing of 

that community would reinforce those ties.” 

Without waiting for invitation Harrow sat down on a chair and crossed his legs, idly 

massaging an ankle, a sign of relaxed confidence that clearly defined their roles. You may be 

the bishop and I the servant, but you understand where true power lies. 

“His lordship is sensible to your faith, bishop,” Harrow continued, “and does not require a 

religious ceremony, merely the appearance of one. A depiction, if you like, of dignity and 

social conformance. the contessa herself hails from a Papist country but, like the marquis, is 

not herself entrenched in dogma. She is also content for the service to divert from the customs 

of her homeland. All that is required is a semblance of faith when the words are read. 

Regrettably her father will not be able to attend but –” 

“Her father will be absent? Then who is to perform his duties?” 

“the contessa’s travelling companion and guardian, Señorita Constanza, will substitute.” 

“A woman?” 

Harrow shrugged but made no comment. 

“And the best man? Is there to be a best man?” 

“His lordship has intimated that I shall have the honour of representing his humanity in this 

affair.” Again, the deliberate use of a word – humanity nicely underlined the duality of the 

marquis, further adding to the churchman’s discomfort. 

Choquer looked far from happy. “Marriage is an holy act, sir. I can’t, in faith, sanction a 

wedding in my church where the participants do not attend nor even share my beliefs. But 

why does your master wish to pursue this course, anyway? You said yourself he has no need 

for a religious ceremony.” 

Harrow ignored the question. “As I said, his lordship wishes to strengthen the ties with his 

community. You will, of course, see that the marriage is properly recorded in the appropriate 

ledgers of the parish. And do not be concerned for your church. The ceremony will take place 

in his lordship’s own chapel, four weeks hence, at midday. You may bring your holy book 

and any other trappings, should you feel the need for… emotional support. The words of the 

ceremony will be provided to you. And by the way… it is expected that you will arrange for 

the town’s dignitaries to attend, a demonstration of the congruous relationship that exists 

between Dourby and Benediction House. The mayor and the town’s council should attend this 

happy occasion. Their absence would, I’m afraid, be considered a grievous slight by his 

lordship.” 

“What? He expects Mayor Dimmick to be there? Surely not! Not so soon after his nephew 

was taken, towards the start of this year!” 

“Eh? I do not understand what that news should imply,” Harrow returned, but his words 

masked the surfacing of an insight. A picture of the marquis’s ‘gift’ crossed his mind, the gift 

he had enjoyed in his secret room. Instinctively he knew that nephew and gift had been one. 

“Oh, I think you do.” Bishop Choquer took a step forward and lowered his voice. “I know 

what lives in that abominable house. A creature with an unholy appetite, a monstrous 

aberration that feasts on living human flesh. When someone goes missing in this district we 

all know what has befallen them!” 

“Children run away all the time,” Harrow ineffectually defended, momentarily on the back 

foot. “They drown in rivers, or wander onto the moors and become lost…” 
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“That is not the case as I’m sure you must know! How can you expect Asa Dimmick to 

attend the wedding of the beast that took his own kin?” Another thought flashed across the 

churchman’s face. “The bride – she is not… Is she… of the same kind? He will wed her and 

bed her? There will be… issue? More of his kind? My God! How can I countenance such a 

profanity! Tell me why I sh…” 

Harrow quickly rose to his feet, his interruption low and with menace in every syllable. 

“Have a care, bishop. Do not think that religious symbols and priestly rags will be sufficient 

protection should my master take offence at your words.” He stalked to the door. “Four weeks 

from this day you will preside over the ceremony and you will see to it that the mayor and his 

committee are in attendance. Believe me, you would not wish to know first-hand the 

retribution of the Vaskapu!” 

Choquer stiffened momentarily, as if to offer a stinging rebuttal. But then his frame 

slumped. The intimidation in Harrow’s words was more than he could withstand. “Um, well, 

yes,” he answered, falteringly. “Well, yes. I will convey your message to the mayor. I can say 

no more than I will do that.” 

“Indeed. Here. These cards are the formal invitations to the celebration. I think there is 

nothing more to discuss, so now that our business is concluded, bishop, I take my leave. I can 

find my own way out.” He replaced his hat, glancing back as he did so. “You know, you have 

an interesting head. I imagine your skull would present remarkably well – once denuded of 

corpulence. Good day.” 

 

Alone in his study once more Choquer downed a large measure of spirits, but the alcohol 

failed to settle the quake in his belly. That man, Harrow, was as damned a soul as the creature 

he served. What had he meant by that last remark? There was a miserable cruelty in his stare, 

a threat that was more than simply the vision of his master peering through the servant’s eyes. 

Evil festered in the man; of that, Choquer had no doubt. 

At his bureau, the bishop quickly wrote a note in his shaky hand before despatching the 

message, together with the invitations, to the mayor. Then he poured himself another drink 

and slowly began to recover. 

There was – absolutely – a devil in Harrow. Choquer was equally certain that an exorcism 

of that devil could only be achieved when the master of Shun House was dead. The foreigner, 

András Kárpáti, had reported his reconnoitre at the gates of the House, and in doing so had 

seemed wholly possessed of confidence and self-belief – but he’d not yet met with the 

marquis. How would he deal with that? When confronted by scale and fang, would his 

confidence remain? Or would he succumb to panic and flee, like any other man? 

When in the giant’s presence, Choquer’s own morale felt greatly bolstered. The man’s 

confidence had to be real. But would it, could it, remain so in the presence of the adversary? 

Choquer shook his head. 

Kárpáti had said others would come, brothers-in-quest. He had said that with the whole 

town in support they could overcome any foe, mortal man or spawn of hell. Was it too much 

to hope that the dragon – dragons, now it seemed! – of Shun House really could be 

vanquished? The bishop issued a quiet prayer to his God and hoped that he was listening. 

 

Harrow considered his next mission: the stranger. How best should he approach the task of 

first finding the man and then interrogating his purpose? He rode slowly back through the 

Market Square, busy with the hustle of vendors and the bustle of shoppers. Reaching the far 

side, as he was about to leave behind the pungent aromas of hung meats and briny fish, he 

noticed a knot of men gathered beneath the board of the Broken Tooth. He recognised one 

instantly as Mayor Dimmick, whom he had met on previous occasions. Most of the rest, 

judging by the quality of their clothes and the girth of their waistbands, were doubtless 
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councillors or others of prominent civic and commercial positions. All were watching his 

progress, though most in such a way as to seem not to be. 

But one of the group’s number was staring openly at him. This man was vastly different to 

the others. He rose above the tallest by considerably more than a head, a weather-stained 

stovepipe doing nothing to moderate that advantage. Harrow paused and returned the man’s 

gaze. The look returned was fearless, almost challenging: here’s trouble for you, if you seek it. 

The sensible course was to leave, avoid any risky interaction; but he was charged to 

discover something of the stranger and here was an opportunity presented. He turned his 

mount and approached the group, pulling the scarf from round his mouth. 

“Good day to you, Mayor Dimmick.” 

“You. What business brings you to my town?” The curtness of the man’s response was a 

little surprising. The mayor appeared undaunted by the prospect of conversing with a 

representative of Shun House. 

“And a fine day it is,” Harrow continued, purposefully ignoring both question and tone. “I 

trust that you and your fellow councillors are in good spirits, able in mind and body to work 

to the benefit of our community?” 

“I asked what you came for.” 

“So you did, your worship. In fact, I came here to speak with Bishop Choquer, and that I 

have done. I left him with a message to give to you but since we are met by happy chance I’ll 

deliver it myself.” Harrow watched the group cautiously. Was the swell of their numbers 

sufficient to incite an action against him? They all knew the marquis stood square behind 

Harrow and in normal circumstances that would be sufficient to curb any thoughts of bravery 

except that today, there was a stranger present. They are emboldened. 

“Give me the message and get back to your master’s lair.” The mayor remained undaunted. 

Harrow narrowed his eyes and took a firmer grip on the reins. Just in case… 

“There is to be a wedding. Bishop Choquer has already agreed to preside over the 

ceremony and, to the spirit of the occasion, the marquis extends an invitation to your good 

self – indeed, to all you fine gentlemen – that you attend with your wives on the happy day to 

wish good fortune to his lordship and his bride. I trust I may return with a firm acceptance?” 

“Marriage?” There was a communal gasp as the mayor spoke for all. “Are you tellin’ me 

the demon of Shun House is to marry? That he’s found a draggle-tail to beget more devils 

with? To further plague the righteous folk of me town?” 

“I choose to ignore words that are spoken without clear thought behind them, and repeat: 

he is to marry, sir, and there will be a new mistress at Benediction House. I am sure that 

honest souls like yours would be only too glad to bless such an event with your presence. 

Four weeks from this day, gentlemen. At noon.” 

The mayor exchanged a glance with his companions. “Did y’ hear that? This slave to Satan 

wants us to ‘bless’ the event! And in the broad light of day!” He returned to Harrow. “Why? 

Why should we come to your cursed pile and rub our shoulders with the scales of your 

buggerin’ master?” 

“The invitation is made,” Harrow snapped. “If you choose to ignore the hand of courtesy 

being offered then be it on your own heads!” 

“Hand? Talon! Claw!” Mayor Dimmick stepped sharply forward, grasping at the reins of 

Harrow’s mount. “Give me one reason why I should heed your bloody master’s demand to 

attend such a sacrilege. Give me one bloody reason why I should not have you dragged from 

your saddle this instant and declare you to the townsfolk! Give me…” 

Harrow had never before heard such brazen threats or witnessed such outright anger 

against the Vaskapu. Surely this man would not dare do more than spit out his vitriol? The 

nearby marketers, vendors and buyers alike, were all engaged now, caught by the temper of 

raised voices. The square was becoming a dangerous place. 
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“Let go!” Harrow ordered but no obedience followed. “Release my horse!” 

“For too long has your master lorded over us, servin’ our lives with fear! Well mark this: 

things are changin’, lackey. You’ll see. The people of this town will turn the tables, and then 

it’ll be you…” 

“Master Mayor!” 

The stranger pushed to the front, removing the mayor’s hand from the horses check. 

Harrow probed his features: strong, determined jaw; wide, ginning mouth; his eyes… He 

drew a sharp breath. The servant of Shun House had stared deeply into the eyes of men and 

women as they lay at his mercy, and he had revelled in the fear and terror therein presented. 

He had stared into the violent, bestial orbs of dragons and witnessed the power and 

magnificence within: the marquis, an inhuman freezing, icy flame; the contessa, a raging, 

amber fire, lusting and alive. But here…! 

Harrow was used to other’s breaking from his own hollow, bleak stare, but this time it was 

he that could not hold fast. The black eyes of a monster from the ocean depths met his: hard, 

uncaring, bereft of emotion. Eyes without a soul. 

“I will come.” The stranger’s words were rich and strong, tilted with an accent from a 

distant land. “I have already stood by your gates. I have seen your master’s domain. I am 

András. I will come.” 
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XII. AMBITION OF DREAMS 
 

Which dreams indeed are ambition, for the very 

substance of the ambitious is merely the shadow of a dream. 

 

Guildenstern, Hamlet: II, ii 

 

“He is dangerous, my lord, a beast of a man, cold eyed and hard as granite. What’s more, his 

presence has considerably stiffened the backs of the council. They are no longer meek.” 

Marquis Raphael received Harrow’s news with equanimity. “Where has he come from, I 

wonder?” He stroked his upper lip, hands clasped, forefingers steepled together. “My aunt 

told stories of a clan back in the old country. She described them as zealots. Fanatics. 

Murderers. Thorns in the flesh of my family for many, many generations. I wonder…” 

“He is certainly foreign, sir.” 

“But that could be coincidence.” 

“My lord, coincidence or not, this man’s purpose is to do you harm, I feel it in my bones; 

and I am equally sure the mayor is behind his presence. Choquer let me know that a member 

of Dimmick’s family disappeared, a nephew, around the time of the contessa’s arrival. I can’t 

help wondering…” 

“Yes? Perhaps. Whatever the truth may be, no doubt events will unfold to confirm or 

disavow your suspicions.” 

“But my lord, should some action not be taken?” 

The marquis shook his head. “That this one man – whoever he is, wherever he is from – 

could wreck my intent is something I find difficult to believe. For now, I shall do nothing. If a 

time comes when action is needed then I will take that action, but for the present we will 

continue with our preparations for the wedding.” 

“But… As your lordship wishes.” Harrow bowed and left, but he could not shake his belief 

in the malignancy of the stranger, however relaxed the marquis might be to his presence. He 

grimaced. Soon enough, he was convinced, they would meet with him again. 

 

The mayor and the bishop arrived by coach at Castle Umberland in the early evening, 

brimming with the news. 

“Marriage?” the duke barked. “The creature has found a bitch with which to mate?” 

“I regret so, your grace,” Choquer confirmed, “some foreign woman that he sent for. It 

may be that she does not know the peril she is in, or it may be that she is as much a monster as 

he is; but in either case, what’s to be done about it? My faith burns at the thought of such a 

union! He even expects us to attend the wedding, if such you could call it. And what’s worse: 

for me to preside!” 

Duke Percival pursed his lips. “What does the hunter say? What is his advice?” 

“Why, he says that we should go,” Dimmick replied. “He said it would give him an 

opportunity to meet with his enemy, though why he’d have a need for that I’ve no idea. Why 

don’t he just batter the gates down and attack him in his lair? What –” 

“Doubtless he has his reasons,” the duke interrupted. 

“Maybe, but that András ain’t an easy man to deal with, neither. A huge bugger, he is! 

Seven foot he must be, even without his hat! And he’s not a one to take heed of what he’s 

told, you know, not if it don’t meet with his own intendings. And if his brothers are of the 

same kind…” 

“Your observation is noted. Nevertheless, you will attend the ceremony, just as the hunter 

has suggested.” 
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The consternation in the faces of both visitors echoed their voluble protestations at this 

prospect. 

“You cannot mean that, surely, your grace – t’would be madness!” 

“The church cannot be seen to countenance this sin before God!” 

“You do not need to ‘countenance’ it,” Umberland told the bishop, curtly, “just witness it. I 

told you before, Dimmick: you must give the hunter whatever assistance he requests.” 

“But to walk through the Devil’s gates… that’s buggerin’ suicide!” 

“Nevertheless, through those gates you will walk if that is the hunter’s wish. If he requires 

a reconnoitre under the camouflage of a social event, so be it. And now return to your town 

and your duties, gentlemen. I trust the next time we meet you will have a positive result to 

report. Good day.” 

 

Duke Percival was left in contemplation. Dangerous. No other word was more apt to describe 

the events he’d set in motion. The prize was unquestionable, of course: the wealth and lands 

of the Vaskapu; most of all, his release from indenture. But the risks of this pursuit were as 

high as they could be. 

He felt a familiar flutter in his belly, a quickening of his heartbeat – those were the same 

sensations he’d experienced so many times at the tables or the track. But here they were 

magnified by the size of his wager. Not merely his position as a peer of the realm but his very 

life would certainly be forfeit should the venture fail. The marquis would exact retribution 

should the plan backfire. Would that idiot of a mayor with his pretentions toward nobility be 

sufficient a buffer? Or would he betray the true originator of the plan? 

And now a further complication: a marriage. ‘Some foreign woman’, the churchman had 

said. 

Why would he send away for a bride? Unless… Surely not! The correspondence from the 

Kárpáti had suggested the marquis might be the last of his kind but – what if this bride was 

born of the same stock as the dragon? Was it possible? Could there now be more than one 

monster at Benediction House? 

This consideration gave a shiver to the duke’s spine. 

The hunter would just have to deal with it. The Kárpáti were supposedly well used to 

overcoming monsters, so what difference if there were two instead of one, especially since 

András had insisted his brothers were added to this employ? More expense, perhaps, but 

acceptable when weighed against the prize. And of course, the well from which all expenses 

were paid… The duke chuckled inwardly. There was a joyous irony in knowing that his 

Vaskapu banker was actually providing the funds for his own destruction! 

Percival allowed his imagination a little play. What would a female dragon be like? he 

wondered. The idea of a monster disguised as a woman was intriguing. What would such a 

creature be like? Could it be mastered? Made to obey? Tamed, even? 

In the past he’d sought for ways whereby he might cow Raphael but a male dragon was a 

wild beast, uncontrollable, so wisdom said. He’d researched diligently through text and 

treatise for ways to gain ascendancy over such creatures but always the wisdom of sages 

declared it impossible. Percival had therefore resolved that the only solution to the Vaskapu 

problem was slaughter. 

Yet, to his recollection those self-same tracts had offered no distinction between male and 

female, almost as though these monsters were sexless entities. Despite recounting the 

discovery of eggs from which the beasts emerged, once the monsters were grown to full 

stature they seemed genderless. And maybe that might have been true for the original 

dragons… but the Vaskapu were half-breeds. That must make a difference. 

What, he pondered, what if the female form was more… malleable? More susceptible to 

influence? Would it be possible to ensnare – enslave? – a female dragon? 
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And then, when the creature was in its human guise, what if its – her – face were to be 

pleasing to the eye? Beautiful, even? Percival warmed to his conflated imaginings. What 

would the touch of such a miscreation be like? Would the flesh be cold or warm? Would it be 

scaly, or soft? Would it yield the scent of a woman? Or the stench of a beast? 

Perhaps, he thought, I should reconsider the hunter’s purpose. Have the hunter kill 

Raphael, of course, destroy the male. But the female… might not an alternate fate be found? 

To master such a beast, to dominate and control it! Where might that lead? Perhaps a better 

question was: where could it not lead? 

 

For many years Percival had held onto a dream, one that he’d spoken of to no one. 

In his childhood, amongst the scriptures, the classics and the sciences, he’d been made to 

study the blood lines of the high-born families in the kingdom. He could remember his tutor, a 

pathetic, grey little man who mumbled through the lessons, discoursing at length on the 

lineage of royal households and noble lords whose power waxed or waned in line with their 

support for this banner or that. 

But there had been no revolution – not even the faintest smell of one – for generations. The 

kingdom was firmly established, the royal bloodline unbroken for centuries. The dukes and 

barons and earls were equally entrenched and, in the round, everyone was satisfied with the 

place in the world their forefathers had fashioned for them. 

Almost everyone. 

The young Percival had read the dry tomes his mentor set out on the desk. How often he’d 

stifled a yawn as leaf after dry leaf of history turned before his eyes, history so ancient to a 

child’s understanding that it could surely have no bearing on the present day. And yet, as he 

read, a curious sense of injustice grew in his juvenile mind. 

The Umberland line could be traced back – with a little bit of imagination – through the 

centuries, beyond the first named duke to one of two half-brothers, illegitimate sons of an 

ancient warrior-king colloquially known as Clubfoot. 

When that king was eventually slain in a drunken brawl leaving no lawful heir, his sons 

contested the throne. Each gathered a host behind him to meet in the Battle of Bastards Field. 

Only one brother survived, Cadeyrn, who dully claimed the crown by right of blood and 

conquest, cementing that claim by beheading his brother, Morcant. And it was with Morcant 

that Percival’s line seemed to connect. 

In the dreariness of the soporific classroom an idea seeded itself in Percival’s mind, an idea 

that germinated and grew as the boy developed into manhood. Questions teased him. What 

would have happened if Morcant had been the victor, if it had been Cadeyrn who lost his 

head? Who, today, might be seated by right of succession on the throne? 

As he matured, however, Percival reluctantly acknowledged that dreams were for children, 

that might-have-beens and what-ifs were trees that bore no fruit. He turned his waking 

thoughts to the realities of being the son of a duke, and his dreams to worldly pleasures that 

were more in tune with the needs of a young and lusty man. But sometimes the old thorn 

pricked at him, the thought that it might so easily have been his father’s hand that held the 

sceptre, his father’s head that bore the crown. If only… 

 

Umberland settled at his desk. Possibilities played out in his head, responding to the prickling 

of a reawakening dream, that most intoxicating and urgent ambition: the quest for power. 

After all, why be duke when you could be… King? 

And now there was a chance, half-chance at least. A dangerous, maybe foolish one, yes… 

but still… 

Umberland was but one Peer of the Realm. In his father’s day the House of Umberland had 

been, albeit with the hidden benefaction of the Vaskapu, rich and strong; but Percival was all 
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too aware that he was but the son of the father, not the father himself. The other great lords of 

the land did not accord the same respect to him as they had to his parent, and the dukedom 

was now all but ignored, side-lined where matters of statehood were concerned. Looking into 

the future, though, Percival couldn’t help but wonder how the attitude of his contemporaries 

might change if they perceived he was really a man of power. 

Well, why not? What if he had control of a powerful weapon, a weapon that could drive 

his ambition through the hearts of any that chose to oppose him? 

To hold a dragon by its leash! If the female could be spared the bloody fate the hunter 

planned for the male… 

He wrote a letter, sealed it and called for a rider. A messenger was sent galloping 

northward to Dourby. Would his instructions be obeyed? By the mayor’s words, András was a 

headstrong monster himself, and Percival could not be certain his instructions would be 

observed, especially in the heated violence of the encounter that loomed. But if the female 

could be spared, salvaged, captured, brought here to the castle… 

The duke settled into a chair beside the fire and considered his alternatives until the flames 

had grown cold and the logs burned to ash. 

If only… 
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XIII. PREPARATION 
 

Where's the cook? Is supper ready, the house 

trimmed, rushes strewed, cobwebs swept; 

the serving-men in their new fustian, their white 

stockings, and every officer his wedding-garment on? 

 

Grumio, The Taming of the Shrew: IV, i 

 

As the wedding day approached, Mistress Hartley was, as the saying goes, beside herself. 

Regardless that the marriage was between the marquis and the contessa, Honoria was 

determined and convinced that this was, in fact, her big day. 

For the whole of the last week Harriet and Martha had been run ragged in and around the 

kitchen, cleaning pots and pans, sharpening knives and skewers, scrubbing tables, not to 

mention preparing the stocks and sauces that the cook would use as the basis of the culinary 

explosion she planned. And when they weren’t engaged in galley duties the girls were 

seconded to Harrow to assist Dora in dusting and polishing the many rooms and passages that 

made up Shun House, regardless of whether anyone was likely to visit them. 

On the eve of the big event, Honoria surveyed her domain with an expert eye. Every 

visible surface was covered in crates and baskets, each crammed with fare and protected by 

cloths to keep away the crawling and flying pests that clement weather always brings. 

Harriet and Martha waited in silence while the cook made her rounds, stern matriarch of 

the kitchen. She moved slowly down the length of the room, inspecting shelves, opening 

cupboards and drawers, and noting with satisfaction that those places not replete with 

foodstuffs were occupied by all the necessary tools and implements for the serving or 

partaking of a feast, and all as clean as clean could be. 

She moved to the larder, which term did an injustice to the room since it was of a size not 

much less than the main kitchen. Here also, shielded from any outside warmth by 

whitewashed stone walls and heavy, cold flags, shelves were packed to the point where they 

bowed beneath the weight of comestibles: flans, quiches, pies and cheeses – even long tubes 

of sausage meat with their suspicious, fatty white lumps, brought from the continent at no 

small expense. Personally, she doubted the nutritional value of such stuff, and could only 

guess at what the taste would do to the palate; but when the bride-to-be was herself foreign, 

one had to be open-minded. 

Lastly, she visited the cellar, guided by a hand-held oil lamp. This place was even chillier 

than the larder above. Racks of wines and spirits lined the walls above barrels of ale, except at 

the far end where large iron cabinets lurked, within which the master’s own especial selection 

of meats were hung, draped in their mutton-cloth coats. 

Returning upstairs to the kitchen again, Honoria took one last gestalt view of her empire 

and favoured the trepidatious girls with a nod. Everything was ready to be taken out to the 

Marquee in the morning. 

“That’ll about do,” she affirmed. The girls breathed their relief. 

 

The volunteers from Hook had arrived, been deployed, and set to work. Now, as darkness 

settled her veil over Shun House, Harrow dismissed them with instructions to return at 

daybreak. Everything was as ready as it could be: the Marquee erected, trestles and benches 

set up, and outdoor roasting pits built and stocked with wood. The lawns were trimmed, the 

driveway swept, and fresh lime-wash applied to the outbuildings. There remained only the 

task of conducting a last sweep of the house and gardens before the guests arrived on the 

morrow. 
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How many will come? he wondered. Before the arrival of the stranger he would have had 

no doubt that Dimmick and his clique would attend, subservient, tails between their legs; but 

after his recent encounter, it seemed that customary submission was withering away. 

“It is remarkable,” he remarked, “what can be achieved in so little time when there are 

enough hands to do the work.” 

“Yes,” Constanza agreed, “if those hands are properly motivated, my love.” 

Those two little words: ‘my love’ were becoming familiar to Harrow. Constanza used them 

frequently, an endearment he still found difficult to use himself. 

“Well, there’s no more to be done out here,” he said. “We should attend the marquis and 

the contessa and assure there are no further duties, and then we should retire. We must be 

fresh for the morning.” 

Constanza smiled. “Si. Tomorrow is a most important day.” 

 

Dawn arrived long after Harrow had risen. The rest of the staff at Shun House were also 

awake – if the most senior servant was away from his bed then so must be all those of lower 

station. 

At sun-up the reluctant villagers returned as required, tramping up the cinder drive in the 

wake of a final cartload of barrels from the Black Sail. Mackay controlled the reins while 

Pollock sat beside him, both with dour expressions. Harrow deployed his resources: the 

women to wait on Mistress Hartley’s orders and the men divided into two groups. Half were 

assigned to assist Mackay with unloading and setting out the barrels, while the rest of the 

contingent trailed after Harrow while he surveyed the grounds with Cullip and Gummy 

Boxer. 

“Bring your fiddle for after the ceremony,” he told the almost toothless head gardener. “Set 

up some boarding by the west lawn to provide a firm surface. Some of the guests may wish to 

dance.” Though I doubt our visitors will be much in the mood for any kind of gaiety. 

Harrow examined his pocket watch; the guests would shortly begin to arrive. He assigned 

some of the remaining men to the gardener and the balance to Cullip to assist with horses and 

carriages, then strode up the drive to the gatekeeper’s cottage. 

“Time to open up, Mr. Straughan.” 

“I’ll do that, Mr. Harrow, sir. And how many should I expect, sir?” 

“Does that matter?” 

“Only that I should close ’em after the last, sir, on account of I’m expected to be at the 

’Ouse m’self. I always keep ’em shut save when their wanted open.” 

“I believe you have a clock on your mantle. Close the gates one half hour after it strikes 

twelve. Then come up to the house.” 

“Ver’ good, sir,” the gatekeeper acknowledged. 

Returning to the Marquee, Harrow satisfied himself that everything was as it should be, 

that none of the volunteers had decided on an early sample of the barrels, and that Pollock’s 

choir – an indifferent mix of several children, six wives and four fishermen – were rehearsing 

a medley of songs from their very limited repertoire. The refrains were surprisingly 

melodious. 

Harrow left the gardens to see Mistress Hartley, whom he found fussing about her kitchen, 

organising who would carry what, where, and when. She was enjoying the novel opportunity 

of having so many staff at her beck and call, and barely noticed Harrow’s presence at all. 

“Yes, yes, Joseph. Everything’s in order. But I don’t have time for bantering, you know, 

not today. Out of my kitchen as quick as you please, sir!” 

Before Harrow could obey, however, the cook disregarded her instruction and tugged at his 

sleeve, her forehead a sudden cloud of concern. 
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“Joseph, now there’s to be a lady in the House again – and I’m not saying anything against 

what makes his lordship happy, lord knows it’s not my place to comment on such things.” 

Harrow waited but was eventually forced to prompt. “Yes…?” 

“Well, it’s just that I’ve been keeping to my duties since Lady Ilka passed beyond, and 

even before that, as you know, seeing to it that the necessaries were all taken care of.” 

Harrow waited again. “And…?” 

“But now there’s the new ladyship, as she’s soon to be, I’m, well… will my services still 

be required, Joseph?” 

Harrow smiled, “I think you have nothing to fear. I doubt that the future Marchioness of 

Benediction House will be much inclined to involve herself in the running of the household.” 

Honoria’s brow almost cleared but there was still a wrinkle left. 

“Yes, well, thank you for that,” she said before adding, “but I think she’s not going to be 

the only damsel to set up a nest in this place. Is she?” 

Harrow, perhaps wisely, chose to offer no response. Seeing there was no more to be gained 

from the conversation, the cook returned to her responsibilities. 

“You, girl! What are you doing? You can’t put a tray of savouries on top of the soft fruit – 

the weight will squash them flat! Lift it up, sharpish!” 

Harrow left to seek out the marquis but first encountered Constanza on the main staircase. 

With no one else in sight, she greeted him with a kiss. 

“Not here,” he scolded. “Not now. How is the contessa?” 

“Excited, Joseph. To see her now is to see a girl, but one who is prepared to become a 

woman! This is the day for which she was born. She is like the colegiala, ready for her 

graduación de la danza!” She laughed. “And wait until you see her in her gown. So beautiful 

she looks; a princess for a prince!” 

Yet they are monsters, he couldn’t help thinking, and they shall beget monsters – but what 

he said was: “As all women look on their wedding day, I imagine. Now, I must go. The guests 

will be arriving shortly and I must assist his lordship. I shall see you later.” 

Constanza placed a hand on his forearm. “One day, Señor, it will be our turn. You will be 

the most handsome of men and I the most demure of women.” Smiling, she planted a second 

kiss on his lips. “But for now I shall make do with this moment and enjoy my niña’s day!” 

 

The marquis was staring out of a window. 

“I’ve not yet seen any guest arrive,” he remarked as Harrow entered. 

“I am sure they are on their way, my lord.” Harrow fetched out the accoutrements for the 

day and laid them on the bed. “I’m told the contessa looks beautiful in her gown. Constanza 

has spent many hours working on her trousseau.” 

“I am sure the dress will enhance the contessa’s own great beauty. But I should say that her 

guardian is attractive also, is she not? It has not escaped my notice that you spend a great deal 

of time together, more than a working relationship demands.” 

“Er, yes, sir. Constanza and I have developed a… close understanding.” 

“And would marriage be a part of that understanding?” 

Harrow paused as he smoothed the legs of the marquis’s trousers. “Not something I have 

given thought to, sir. I should be better spending my focus on today.” 

With the marquis correctly attired, Harrow took his leave. He called on Constanza and 

summoned Dora and Harriet, then all four took up positions on the steps outside the House, 

from where a commanding view of the curving driveway was afforded. They did not have to 

wait long. Four coaches approached, accompanied by several mounted riders. Following at a 

trot came Arnold Cullip and his recruits, ready to take charge of the horses. The procession 

halted at the entrance steps. Harrow smiled as the coaches’ occupants disembarked, led by the 

mayor and his wife. 
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“Gentlemen. Ladies. On behalf of his lordship, Marquis Raphael Álmos Vaskapu and 

Contessa Adelina Lupita Serpa Cantabria, you are bid welcome to Benediction House on this, 

the day of their nuptials.” 

He eyed the entourage. The occupants of the carriages were well-attired, the men with their 

best powdered wigs and buckled shoes, the women with their best powdered rouge and most 

expensive jewellery. The horse riders, by contrast, were liveried in scarlet, with white baldrics 

supporting sheathed swords. Some bore muskets, slung across their backs. 

Soldiers. Umberland’s men? Interesting… 

Harrow addressed the mayor. “An honour guard to grace the day, your worship? I am sure 

his lordship will be sensible to this esteem you do him.” 

“Don’t bugger me with your counterfeit words. They’re the duke’s men. I’ve to say they’re 

a respect for your master’s status and an apology for his not comin’ himself. But I’m not such 

a fool as I’d have come near this pile unescorted! If his grace hadn’t sent ’em I’d have found 

some of me own to bring. I’d not have come at all if Mr. Kárpáti hadn’t insisted.” 

The last occupant emerged: the giant, hat in hand. His attire looked unchanged since the 

day Harrow had first seen him. He alighted, replaced his top hat, and climbed three steps 

before turning slowly full circle. Harrow was two steps higher, yet when they faced each 

other their eyes met on the same plane. 

“It is good to know one’s place in the world, yes?” 

András’ deep voice was soft, his tone assured. His formidable stature informed his own 

place in the world, and that was above all other men. 

But Harrow knew his place too. This was Benediction House, seat of the Vaskapu, and he 

was under the umbrella of that protection. 

“Yes. A good thing. But knowing where one stands does not alone certify immunity to the 

trials and ills of that place,” Harrow replied. 

András’ mouth widened to a grin of strong teeth rooted deeply in an iron jaw. “That can be 

true… if one is unprepared.” 

Several seconds passed by, the two men connected by the invisible thread of destiny that 

always knits such moments, staring hard at each other. Around them was a bell of silence, the 

onlookers recognising the nature of this meeting, and each reluctant – afraid? – to be the one 

to dispel the dark magic they were witnessing. In the end it was Constanza who moved to 

Harrow’s side and took his arm. 

“Dora,” she called loudly to the maid. “Lead our guests to the east morning room and see 

to their comfort. Gentlemen, ladies, please follow this servidora. The Marqués will join you 

there.” 
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XIV. FEAR AND CEREMONY 
 

Thou shalt have cause to fear before I leave thee. 

What, are ye daunted now? now will ye stoop? 

 

Whitmore, King Henry II: V, iii 

 

“Calm yourself, lady.” The marquis was undisturbed by the consternation in Constanza’s 

voice as she described the confrontation on the steps. “What was that name? András, did you 

say?” 

“Si, my lord.” 

“András. An interesting name, and common enough in the old country. It means ‘hunter’. 

Well, I shall meet with him soon enough and then make my own judgement of his threat.” 

“But my lord, to see the way he looked…” 

“Enough, lady, your duty is done by this alert. Attend to the contessa.” 

Constanza curtsied and left, frustration etched on her face. 

Harrow applied a brush to the marquis’s dress coat, the brusque and repetitive action 

bringing with it a sense of calm. The domineering memory of András abated. 

“My lord, Constanza does not exaggerate the threat of this man. He is entirely dangerous. 

I’ve never witnessed such animal determination as I saw in his gaze today.” 

“Never?” 

“Never in any man, sir. I urge you to be cautious. Do not underestimate him.” 

“And the other guests? Do they pose a threat, d’you think?” 

Harrow shook his head. “They are spineless – or would be without András.” 

“You said previously that you thought his presence the result of a summons by the town’s 

mayor. Is that still your view?” 

“It is, sir.” Harrow proffered the powdered ceremonial tye wig and upturned tricorn that 

formal fashion required. The marquis eyed the hairpiece with the air of one resigned to an 

unpleasant necessity. 

“How I dislike that thing; but I suppose one must observe protocol. Let us finish here, 

collect my bride, and meet with our visitors. What an interesting day this may become.” 

 

Harrow trailed his master to join the contessa and Constanza at the head of the staircase. 

“Is she not hermoso?” Constanza whispered as they took their places behind the couple. 

And so she is, Harrow silently agreed. For a moment his eyes played with the vision of 

Adelina: a long neck dressed by a necklace of silver filigree that rose and fell with her bosom 

as she breathed; a companion tiara, bedecked with diamonds, orange sapphires and imperial 

topaz; and pendant earrings that swayed as she descended the stairs hand-in-hand with her 

betrothed. But Harrow’s inner eye was also drawn to that which lay beneath the surface 

splendour, beneath even the radiant skin: how deep would be the sockets of her eyes, how 

smooth the texture of the bone? He quickly rejected that speculation. Not one who shares the 

protection and favour of the Vaskapu. Most especially, not this one, not if I value my life. 

At the foot of the stairs Raphael kissed the hand of his bride. “Go now to the chapel. I will 

greet our guests and join you there in a short while.” 

The contessa covered her face with her veil and left with Constanza in attendance. 

“Now, Harrow, let us greet our guests.” 

Harrow preceded the marquis, opening wide the double-doors to the east morning room. 

There was little enough chatter from the assembled guests and what existed was swiftly 

curtailed as Harrow made the formal announcement. 
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“The Marquis Raphael Álmos Vaskapu extends his greetings and thanks for your 

attendance on this auspicious day.” 

The marquis advanced towards the centre of the room and all but one gave way before 

him. András the hunter stood alone, legs astride, stovepipe still on his head and tilted 

impertinently. The marquis came to a halt immediately before him. Harrow was shocked at 

how small he seemed before the outlandish titan but Raphael showed no sign of uncertainty, 

no qualm, no doubt in himself. 

“You are András. I have been told of you and much looked forward to this meeting.” 

“Did you, now. I have also been told of you.” The giant bent forward, examining the 

marquis from head to toe. “I expected you to be… bigger. Are you really the monster? The 

one they all fear?” 

The gathering murmured, alarmed at the boldness of the words. The marquis proffered a 

faint smile, his response for the ears of all assembled. 

“I am Raphael, master of Benediction House, lord of these lands. My family has guarded 

and shepherded the people who live within our domain for generations. We have provided for 

them: timber for fishing boats comes from my forests; homes are built with stone quarried 

from my land; farmers produce food within the bounds of my estates; churches and schools 

are established with funds from my coffers. Why should anyone here fear the beneficence of 

the Vaskapu?” 

Mayor Dimmick took a half step forward, shaking off Bishop Choquer’s restraining arm. 

“Because you are a monster, sir! You and all those what came afore you. Evil. That is what 

you are, sir. Evil!” 

Harrow listened in amazement, first to the derogation of the giant and then to the mayor’s 

intemperate words. The temptation was to dart forward and strike Dimmick for his insolence 

– but there was amusement dancing on his master’s lips, the look of a cat toying with a mouse 

that, foolishly, had turned to confront its fate. 

“My dear mayor, how can you say such things?” the marquis responded. “I am stabbed to 

the heart.” 

Gentle words, Harrow thought, yet see how the townsman steps back. 

“But come now, dear mayor. On this day of all days, may we not put aside differences, real 

or perceived?” 

The marquis turned to the clergyman. “I am truly delighted you agreed to conduct the 

ceremony, Reverend. Let us repair to the oratory and pursue this happy purpose. My bride 

awaits.” 

“Oh yes. The wedding. We must not delay the service.” András put a hand to his mouth in 

mock contrition. “There is a heifer waiting. She must be in heat and will be keen to engage in 

the rut. The monster must make its move before the bitch’s juices run dry.” 

The marquis stiffened to the collective sound of indrawn breath from the onlookers. At last, 

Harrow thought, too much, master hunter. You can press a dragon only so far…  

“You are a boorish man, András,” the marquis said, his tone level on the surface but with 

an underlying bite. “At another time you would even now be regretting your choice of words. 

Be grateful that this is my wedding day, and I am disposed to disregard your ill manner.” 

The giant closed the distance and leaned forward so close that each should taste the breath 

of the other. Harrow strained to hear the words. 

“Are you really a dragon, Raphael?” András asked softly. “Know that I was brought hither 

from the old country. I know your kind and so I know you. I speak the tongue of your 

ancestors and I say this: ego sum interfectorem Draconis! My wedding gift to you this day 

shall be your life. I give you this day and this night, monster. Do with your wanton as you 

will. You have until my brothers arrive, when, all that is yours will become ash. We are not as 

ordinary men. We do not cower at your name and I see nothing in you to set fear in my mind.” 
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“Ah, Master Hunter.” The marquis of Shun House matched his protagonist’s stare, his 

voice a stiletto aimed at András’ heart. “The people in my holding have learned the lessons of 

the past. The lessons of history have given them cause to fear the name of Vaskapu – and in 

time, so shall you.” 

 

Harrow led the procession to the chapel. Many of the country’s great houses boasted such a 

facility but the one at Benediction House had a unique aspect. It was built within a courtyard 

at the very heart of the mansion and approached by an ivy-dressed aisle that traversed a sea of 

white marble to meet a solid oak door in one of the chapel’s five, windowless stone walls. 

Harrow opened the door and entered. 

The design of the bethel was purposeful. At night and on cloudy days, the space within 

would be dark, gloomy even when candles were lit. But when the sun shone, it was a tower of 

light. A high roof supported a dome of stained glass and on the brightest of days when the sun 

was overhead, refraction drenched the floor in a dappled rainbow. 

The five walls were a salute to the Pentateuch. Four were home to the saints of the gospels, 

each supplicating from their own carved niches. The fifth hosted an effigy of the keeper of the 

keys to the Gates of Heaven, hands clasped, eyes prayerfully beseeching. Other Biblical 

reliefs provided additional decoration but woven amongst them the exploratory eye could not 

fail to discern other shapes notably crude, slithering serpentine forms with menacing teeth and 

rapacious claws. 

The door to the chapel was cut beneath the feet of St. John. Harrow could see two figures 

already seated, facing a narrow pulpit. He held back the door for master and guests to follow. 

“Bishop, if you would take your position behind the pulpit,” the marquis said. “Gentlemen, 

ladies; please be seated where you will. I regret this nook was not designed for quite such 

numbers but there is sufficient room to accommodate all. Except, perhaps, for you.” 

“I am content to stand,” the giant András replied, filling the entrance with his massive 

frame. 

“As you wish.” 

Harrow sat next to Constanza. Although he knew all eyes would be focussed on the 

marquis and his bride, and that he had the smallest of parts to play, he felt awkward and out of 

place. Even the looming threat of András paled to the nervousness he now felt. In his pocket 

was the marriage ring, as once worn by Lady Ilka and other matriarchs of the Vaskapu line. 

The heirloom was heavy with both gold and history, and Harrow experienced an irresistible 

urge to check in his pocket that it was where it should be, finding relief at its cold, impersonal 

touch. 

Bishop Choquer clutched his Bible tightly in his hand as Adelina and Rafael stood before 

him. 

“Now,” the marquis instructed, “your own holy book will not be needed this day, though 

you may keep it close. The transcript you see on the lectern is a translation from an historical 

text long used by my family for such occasions. There are no hymnals to be sung or sermons 

to be preached. Simply read from the text. It is quite short. You may begin now.” 

With a shaky voice the churchman read out the first line. “In sight of these witnesses here 

gathered, and to the honour of… of…” 

“Pray continue, reverend. They are merely words,” the marquis prodded. 

“But this is not a service of marriage! There is no validity by the laws of God or Man to 

this rite. I am a man of the church. You cannot expect me…” 

The marquis injected impatience into his interruption. “This is my domain, Choquer, not 

yours. It is my laws that hold sway here. Remember that as you recite, and do not cause me to 

remind you again.” 
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“…and to the honour of… the Dragon Lords of old, we of… truest blood take these vows. 

Repeat after me – oh, I see, that’s not… it means for you… to… Repeat after me: 

“I, Raphael Álmos…” 

“…do affirm and acknowledge kinship with my forebears and through them to the 

highborn Drakes of prehistory…” 

“…and confirm that I am ready to persist the noble bloodline of our people…” 

“…by taking to wife Adelina Lupita…” 

“…to honour, protect and support unto death.” 

Pausing momentarily to apply a handkerchief to his brow, Choquer read the next line. 

“Who gives this… woman to this… man?” 

Constanza left Harrow’s side to stand on the contessa’s left. “I, Constanza Cantabria, in the 

name of Ramiro Videl, father of Lady Adelina and conde de la casa de Cantabria, do give the 

Condesa Adelina Lupita as wife to his lordship, Marqués de la casa Vaskapu.” 

“Um, yes. Well. Now, repeat after me: 

“I, Adelina Lupita…” 

 “…do affirm and acknowledge kinship with my forebears and through them to the 

highborn Drakes of prehistory…” 

“…and willingly accept Raphael Álmos as my husband and lord…” 

“…to bear his children… oh dear God forgive me for this!” – dab of handkerchief – “in 

continuation of the line...” 

 “…and to honour, support and obey unto death.” 

“Ah. Um, it says that there should be a ring…?” 

Harrow quelled his perturbation and recovered the band. He laid it on the palm of the 

marquis’s outstretched hand then stepped back, astonished at the release of tension he felt. 

How could such a small service be so taxing? 

After a further dab at his forehead the churchman resumed. “Place the ring on her finger 

and repeat together: 

“With this ring we seal our vows…” 

“…acknowledge our commitment to each other …” 

 “…our unity with the past…” 

 “…and our obligation to the future.” 

Bishop Choquer looked up from his reading. Tiny beads of perspiration marked the stress 

he was feeling, evidenced further by hopeful relief in his voice. “Is that all of it?” 

“There remains only this.” The marquis leant forward and kissed his bride. 

A snort came from the back of the room, an unpleasant sound of derision. “How touching. 

Such gentility. Such romance. Do I witness true love? But no – it is nothing more than a dog 

and a bitch on heat.” 

Harrow was aghast. How can he permit this oaf to speak like that? Why does he allow 

these insults to go unanswered? 

Adelina turned, anger and threat on her face, coiled tension primed for imminent release in 

her frame, a serpent ready to strike. But the new husband restrained the new wife. 

“Say what you will, master András,” he responded, no sign of rancour as he guided his 

bride back down the short aisle. “On this day, and in honour of my lady, I shall merely smile 

and note your lack of civility. Now come, all of you. Return to the grounds. There is a tent on 

the lawns filled with refreshments. Partake. Enjoy. The marchioness and I insist you allow us 

to act the host in respect for your attendance.” 

The marquis led the way outside but as he drew abreast of the hunter, the giant spoke. 

“Your wife is comely, master monster. Perhaps she will amuse me. But for you there is only 

this promise: when next we meet after this day, your death will swiftly follow.” 
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“Master András, tomorrow will bring what it may but understand this: should I chance 

upon you again you will not find me so benign. I shall dine on the flesh of your corpse. That 

is my promise.” 
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XV. WARNING 
 

Why all these things change from their ordinance 

Their natures and preformed faculties 

To monstrous quality -- why, you shall find 

That heaven hath infused them with these spirits, 

To make them instruments of fear and warning 

Unto some monstrous state. 

 

Cassius, Julius Caesar: I, iii 

 

Harrow and Constanza did not retire until late. All the guests had left well before sundown. 

The Marquee was dismantled and the dancing boards – unused – packed away. The pragmatic 

residents of Hook had taken full advantage of the available hospitality before themselves 

departing with instructions to return the next day to complete the clearing up. 

Constanza was quickly sound asleep. Harrow was not far from joining her when he became 

aware of something that had not troubled him since he’d first shared her bed. Ephemeral light 

flickered and played at the foot of the closed chamber door. Harrow’s eyes narrowed as full 

alertness sprang back. Soft moans invaded his ears, the complaint of spirits severed from life 

before their time was due. The haunt had resumed. 

Why now? Familiar prickles of sweat itched at his scalp. He watched as helpless as he’d 

ever been while ethereal tendrils crept beneath the door to hover in the black air. 

What do you want of me? was his silent cry, though he believed he already knew the 

answer. But… something was different. 

The tendrils coalesced to reveal a ghostly facsimile of a familiar figure. Harrow jerked his 

head from the pillow. 

“Father..!” 

Constanza stirred next to him but did not wake. 

Son. 
What is this? Why have you come? 

The others did not wish me to come. 
Others…? 

They have thoughts only of torment and pain. There is no forgiveness here. 
The wraith moaned, a chilling, tortured sound that bypassed his ears to plunge deep into 

his soul. Harrow made his thoughts as loud as he could, trying to mask the dreadful wail. You 

have never visited me before. Why do you come now? What do you want? 

The spirit appeared not to hear or, if it did, to ignore the questions. 

They are lost, as am I. Here in this limbo. Oh! How they molest me! Such suffering 
they bring for their vengeance! 

The shade suddenly drew close, a ghastly face with which Harrow found he had no choice 

but to engage. The vision spoke again. 

But I had to come. To ignore them. Your fate will be no less than my own. But you are 
my flesh. They know this and they curse me with that knowledge. You would be bound to 
this grievous place no less than I – but you may yet avoid damnation if you heed my 
warning. 

How? What warning? 
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Three will come. They will have power. They will take the Master of the House and 
destroy him and all that stand by his side. You must leave. Flee this curse, my son. Leave 
the hell that is Shun House. Away from these stones you may yet escape. Those who 
are trapped may not follow. Flee! It is your only chance… 

Harrow was conscious of Constanza’s soft flesh, the silk of her nightgown, the musk of her 

body. She stirred again: did she sense the apparition? Perhaps not, for her eyes remained shut. 

Where should I flee? When? Who are the three? 

They will come from across the water. One is already here, the others will follow soon. 
The Dragon will not stand against them, for they will offer a threat he cannot defend. You 
cannot help him. You must leave him. Save yourself… 

The vaporous phantasm shivered and rippled. You must leave him. Save yourself… 

Wait! Tell me more. How do you know these things? Don’t go! 

Save yourself… 
Wait! 

“Wait! Wait!” 

“Wh-what? My love? What did you say?” 

The ghost was gone. Nothing but disturbing memories remained. Harrow allowed 

Constanza’s hands to pull him back to the pillow. 

“What is wrong? You are cold and your nightshirt is wet! Are you ill, mi amor?” 

“Nothing. A dream. Just a dream. Go back to sleep.” 

In time she did, but Harrow remained awake for the remainder of the night. 

 

“What a shame for her that there’s to be no honeymoon.” 

A night and most of a day had passed since the marriage. In the kitchens of Shun House, 

Mistress Hartley and her scullions were cleaning the last of the dishes and plates before 

packing them away in their appointed cubbyholes. 

“I mean, she’s right pretty, ain’t she, and I should think any girl would want a honeymoon. 

Even if she is, you know, one of them. Like the master.” 

“There’ll be no talk of that sort in my kitchen, Dora,” the cook remonstrated. She was 

pleased that, although the dignitaries had not stayed long enough to fully appreciate her 

culinary prowess, the villagers at least had let very little go to waste. 

“Yes, cook. But it is a shame, ain’t it? D’you think she wanted one, and the master put his 

foot down, like?” 

“I’m sure I don’t know. But I do know it’s not for you – nor me – to go commenting on 

such matters.” 

A dreamy look dressed Dora’s face. “If it were me being married, I’d want one. I’d want to 

be whisked away on a fine horse and took to ’xotic lands where the sun shines hot every day. 

Or p’rhaps to one of them great cities on the continent where they speak all foreign, and go to 

a ball where everyone wears fancy clothes and dances to fine music all night. Or maybe…” 

Her reverie was interrupted by the opening of the door to the yard. 

“Begging your pardon, missus, but Mr. Harrow says kindly would you not be cooking for 

his lor’ship tonight.” 

“Very well, Snub,” Mistress Hartley acknowledged. “Thank Mr. Harrow for letting me 

know. And when you’ve done that, come back here. The woodpile’s getting low, and then 

you can help me finish in the cellar. After that, if I’m happy with your work, there may be a 

noggin of good cheese with some bread and gravy for you.” 

Snub grinned. “An’ a bit o’ wine, too?” 
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The cook snorted. “Gin’s the best you’ll get from me, boy. Off with you! As for you, girl, 

I’ll have less dreaming and more cleaning, thank you very much. You’ll not be retiring this 

evening until every one of those dishes and every last piece of cutlery has been properly 

cleaned, dried, and put away. So you’d better get on with it if you want any sleep at all!” 

 

Harrow’s conversation with his late father was an alert he could not ignore, but he had to wait 

late in the day for an opportunity to speak alone with the marquis. Constanza was attending 

the marchioness while Harrow accompanied his master to his subterranean retreat. 

“I’ve been wanting to ask, my lord, about András. El diablo, Constanza called him.” 

“Yes?” 

“Sir, those things he said! They were insults in the extreme and I cannot help but wonder 

why…” 

“Why I responded as I did? Why I did not simply exact retribution, there and then?” 

“Indeed, sir. Surely that would have been a salutary lesson for all, brought an end to the 

insubordination and plain rudeness of Dimmick. Without András the mayor would not have 

dared speak as he did.” 

“A dragon does not think as men do, Harrow. Consider… in that form, my motives and 

drives cannot always be constrained to follow the diktat of my human self. There would be no 

guarantee that my ire would remain directed solely as intended.” 

“Ah.” 

“Furthermore, there is now also her ladyship to consider. I do not doubt that, had I allotted 

to tread the path you suggest, she would have followed suit with the best of intentions to come 

to my aid. But if there is doubt that I could have guaranteed the safety of onlookers – 

including you, my good Harrow – the likelihood is that she would have been even more 

indiscriminate. Besides,” he added with a thin smile, “think of the damage that would have 

been done to our little chapel.” 

Harrow nodded. “Then perhaps tonight, sir? Will you seek to remove András tonight?” 

The marquis looked at his servant. “You seem inordinately interested in this man, Harrow. 

That is all he is, you know: a man. Or is there some other thought in you that escapes me?” 

Harrow had never spoken to his master of the terrors that had so often inflicted his nights, 

and even now could not bring himself to easily discuss them. Yet his father’s vision had 

spoken a dread prophecy and he knew that the words were far from fantasy. 

They will come from across the water. 

András was obviously the first of the three, the one that was already here. 

“I had a… dream, sir. A nightmare. It seemed very real.” 

“How interesting. I have never experienced such a thing. Tell me of it, if that eases you.” 

“My lord, I would not burden you with mere fancy, but… in this dream I learned that 

András was but one of three, and that together they were powerful, potent enough to 

challenge even you. Of course, this was just a dream and I should not attach much weight to 

it, only – it was more real than any dream I’ve awoken to before. I urge you to heed this 

warning. Deal with András while he stands alone!” 

The marquis chuckled, and in that sound Harrow could hear the snort of a fell beast no 

longer living upon the Earth. “Harrow, you are a faithful servant to show such concern. But 

be at rest – I do not fear one man, or three. Away now. Her ladyship and I will shortly go out 

to taste the night air. I will promise you this, though: should I meet the hunter on my travels 

then I will assuredly not let his asperity go unrewarded.” 

Dutifully, Harrow took his leave but, as he left, he noticed the lines of a frown on his 

master’s brow. Perhaps the marquis was giving more weight to his servant’s warning than he 

was prepared to admit. 
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Constanza, as usual, accompanied Harrow as he made his late-night pilgrimage, checking all 

was well. 

“You seem tired, Joseph. I know your night was disturbed. You ought to have retired early. 

You should have let me do this for you. I know your routine well enough.” 

“I am sure you do, but beyond habit, this is a point of duty for me. Tiredness alone would 

be a poor excuse for shirking that. I’d not be able to relax knowing I’d forsaken my 

responsibility.” 

Which was true enough, but Harrow couldn’t disclose the other reason to her. This 

peregrination also put off the moment when he’d have to extinguish the candle. Would the 

still hours hold nothing more daunting than the creak of settling timber or the scuttle of 

scampering mice? Or would he once more meet with his ghostly tormentors? 

Constanza’s arm entwined with his. “Did you speak with the marquis? About that patán? 

Will he do something about him?” 

“András? Yes, I spoke of him but I don’t know what his lordship will do. The Vaskapu 

have always been confident in themselves. I don’t know that he views the man as anything 

more than an irritation, an annoyance.” 

“But you do, don’t you? I know you do. I hear concern in your voice when you speak the 

name. Un hombre ¡peligroso! El diablo, that is what he is – but to make such threats as he did 

so publicly, speaks much for his confidence. He believes he can threaten a dragon, Joseph. Is 

he right?” 

Harrow shrugged. They had arrived at Constanza’s chamber. “I don’t know. Perhaps it was 

bluster. That seems to be his lordship’s opinion and who am I to contradict? But you are right 

about one thing: I am tired. I need rest.” 

There was no love-making that night. Harrow shut his eyes but he could not shut his ears. 

They strained for any hint of another visit from his father, or maybe the resumption of the 

haunt itself. Neither came, but it was long after Constanza’s breath had settled to a steady 

rhythm that he succumbed himself to a deep and dreamless sleep. 
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XVI. MASK OF CRUELTY 
 

Meet I an infant of the house of York, 

Into as many gobbets will I cut it 

As wild Medea young Absyrtus did: 

In cruelty will I seek out my fame. 

 

Clifford, King Henry VI, Part II: V, ii 

 

Days and nights followed one another as the routine at Shun House adjusted to the presence 

of the new marchioness, though the difference she made to the everyday lives of the staff was 

unremarkable. Just as her husband communicated through Harrow, Adelina’s contact with the 

rest of the household was largely through Constanza who, in turn, channelled the needs and 

demands through Harrow; so the normal order of things was hardly changed at all. 

Months passed, spring moving to summer. One fine morning Harrow was summoned 

upstairs by the marquis. Constanza was already present. 

“Ah, Harrow,” the marquis greeted him. “Her ladyship has expressed an interest in visiting 

Dourby. Have Cullip prepare the coach.” 

The instruction took Harrow by complete surprise. “My lord? Is that altogether wise at 

present, given the hostility displayed at your wedding?” 

“That was many weeks ago. Besides, she will be accompanied by yourself and Señorita 

Cantabria.” 

“Even though I am quite able to care for myself.” Adelina’s interruption held a familiar 

note of petulance. She looked up from her needlework, the genteel pastime of many ladies of 

rank, but one with which Harrow was surprised to find this strong-willed young woman 

engaged. 

“Which I do not doubt, my dear,” the marquis responded. “In fact, it is as much for the 

sake of Dourby as for your own safety that I wish you to be accompanied.” 

“Then you will not be coming, my lord?” Harrow asked. 

“I will not. I have other matters to which I must attend.” 

Adelina reply was still peevish. “I do not see why you cannot postpone them. What should 

these ‘other matters’ be that they displace your wife in this fashion?” 

Raphael smiled his tolerance. “Legal affairs, as I told you. A representative of my family’s 

law firm will be here shortly to receive direction. Dry stuff, you can be sure, but a useful and 

necessary safeguard for the future. I would be remiss in my duty of care to you if I neglected 

these formalities.” 

Adelina sniffed. “You sound like my father. Very well, if you prefer the company of a 

dullard to mine then I shall travel without you.” She laid her sewing to one side. “Constanza, 

help me with my wardrobe.” 

“She is truly a breath of fresh air in this old house,” the marquis said when the ladies had 

left. “I consider myself fortunate to have found her.” 

“Indeed, sir. But are you sure it would not be better to at least delay this trip? At least until 

the matter of András has been resolved?” 

“Perhaps, but she is wilful and difficult to deny, filled with the immortality and 

impetuosity of youth. Besides, you will be with her to ensure she comes to no harm. Keep her 

in the coach. She must be content to merely observe the world through its windows.” 

“But my lord,” Harrow protested, “how am I to achieve that? As you have said, she is 

wilful and will surely ignore any counsel I might give.” 
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“Don’t fret, man. I will instruct her ladyship to remain within the cabin and admonish that 

you speak with my voice on all matters relating to this excursion. Señorita Constanza will be 

there to assist. She will comport herself accordingly.” 

Harrow was not convinced. If the marquis found her ‘wilful and difficult to deny’ then how 

less compliant would she be to his own steer, even with the support of Constanza? But he 

recognised the decision had been made and would therefore just have to do his best. 

“As you wish, my lord.” 

 

The coach – an unmarked rig invariably used when travelling far from Shun House – reached 

the gates just as they were being opened to admit a solitary rider. 

“Who is that?” Adelina wanted to know. 

“I believe that to be Mr. Fairlaw, of Fairlaw, Screever, and Clinkpen, my lady,” Harrow 

informed her, “a partnership that has long served his lordship’s family in legal and financial 

matters.” 

 “I see. Were you aware of this visit?” 

“Only in so much as I despatched the summoning letter, my lady. The lawyer is called to 

attend his lordship each year, generally in the autumn.” 

“But this is not the autumn. Tell me of the purpose for his visit today. What exactly are all 

these ‘matters’ which my husband must discuss with this man?” 

“My lady, I cannot answer fully as I am not party to the details. However,” he added as he 

saw the marchioness prepare another question, “I might guess that his lordship is ensuring 

your rights of inheritance, adding your name to the necessary deeds and wills and so forth.” 

“And this is something that would occupy my husband for the whole of the morning?” 

“There could be many papers to read and documents to sign. I understand that observing 

legal niceties can be a lengthy and complex process.” 

Adelina frowned. “My father, like my husband, made ‘provisions’ within the laws of the 

land but I do not understand why. You know who we are, Harrow, we Cantabrians – Vaskapu, 

I suppose I should now say. You understand our natural dominance, our inborn authority. 

Why, then, should we heed the rules and governances of the common people?” 

It was Constanza who replied. “The answer is in history, niña. And in numbers. The count 

of our family – and your husband’s – is small; but the count of the common people is great. It 

is prudent to insure against the possibility of upheaval.” 

Adelina still looked puzzled and Constanza looked to Harrow for further clarification. 

“My lady, as his lordship has explained, his family was forced to leave their ancestral 

home following an uprising many centuries ago. I imagine your own ancestors were a part of 

that. Some fled to this country and, through shrewd deployment and investment of their 

wealth, were able to procure safety. They purchased influence, meaning that they could live 

their lives more-or-less according to their nature. That cooperation continues to this day, 

maintained by a generous distribution of incentives delivered through the offices of the 

lawyer’s firm.” 

“But why? Why should we care what these gente común think? Why is there a need for 

this ‘cooperation’?” 

“Because common folk are many while his lordship’s noble family were few, just as 

Señorita Constanza has said. An eagle is the king of birds yet he can be overcome and driven 

off by carrion crows if they should attack in sufficient numbers. The lawyers ensure that the 

crows do not flock too close to his lordships eyrie.” 

Adelina’s expression showed she was not entirely convinced by the argument but was, 

nonetheless, prepared to accept it for the present. Harrow sat back, rocking to the coach’s 

movement as the journey continued. 
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Eventually Cullip called down that Dourby was in sight. The coach pulled up before a 

simple boundary sign that proclaimed the name of the town and parish. 

“My lady,” Harrow said, “we should close the curtains. I think it best if the outside does 

not look inside.” Quickly he obscured the window on his side. Constanza did the same on 

hers. 

“Señor Harrow is right, niña. There is bad feeling here that we should not inflame.” 

For response Adelina merely raised an eyebrow but otherwise sat demurely, a picture of 

obedience that Harrow found unsettling. 

“My lady,” he asked, “now that we are here what is it that you wish to see? The town itself 

is unprepossessing and boasts nothing of any great beauty.” 

Adelina parted the curtain a little. “I see a spire. That must be a church. And over there, 

that grey block of dirty stone with a tall chimney. What is that?” 

“That is D’Lour Mill, my lady, where cloth is manufactured. The D’Lour family were once 

the largest landowners in these parts. Much of the town finds employment there. And yes, the 

spire belongs to the church of St. Blaise.” 

“Where that podgy clergyman came from? The one who was at my wedding? I wish to see 

it more closely.” 

Harrow firmed his lips but nonetheless he instructed Cullip to continue. They drove at a 

steady place straight down the main thoroughfare towards the town’s centre. 

“There is an unpleasant smell,” the marchioness observed as they crossed the Beck. “El 

hedor de los excrementos. Strange how it disagrees with my nose. In my true self –” 

An interesting choice of words, Harrow thought, such as his lordship would use. 

“– in my true self I would find it atractivo, apeticible. It would excite me to know that my 

quarry was close, betrayed by the stench of its fear. Now it is merely offensive.” 

The road was busy with pedestrians, riders and buggies, and progress was necessarily slow. 

They reached the church where congestion forced them to halt. Several carriages were 

disgorging sombrely dressed occupants: women in black veils and men in black suits. They 

congregated along the roadside in quiet groups before following a small coffin born from a 

hearse into the church. 

“!Un funeral!” Adelina breathed, leaving the safety of the coach before either Harrow or 

Constanza could react. It was the latter who recovered more quickly, following her charge 

outside. 

“Niña,” she urged. “!Vuelve el interior de inmediato! It is not safe to do this!” 

By the time Harrow arrived the marchioness had shaken her head dismissively and was 

halfway to the church entrance, Constanza desperately trying to persuade her to return. But 

Adelina was in defiant mood, leaving her appointed guardians no choice but to trail in her 

wake. 

His lordship is not going to be pleased about this, was the initial thought in Harrow’s 

mind, but it was swiftly replaced with concern for the more pressing risk of imminent 

discovery. Constanza and Harrow were dressed soberly enough but Adelina wore light grey 

skirts and a matching bolero jacket with olive and moss-coloured embroidery. She could not 

fail to be noticed against the dour backdrop of the sombre mourners. 

“Stop her!” he urged in a stage whisper. Constanza glared back at him, angrily. 

“Do you not think that is what I am trying to do?” She continued her pursuit until finally 

she managed to arrest Adelina’s momentum by grabbing her arm, but not before the girl had 

entered the vestibule. A young curate who was about to close the outer doors for the privacy 

of the bereaved jumped at the unexpected intrusion. 

“Are… are you relatives of the deceased?” he stuttered. 
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Constanza ignored him and addressed Adelina. “¿Qué crees que estás haciendo? Why do 

such a foolish thing? Do you disobey your husband’s instruction? He told you to stay within 

the coach. Señor Harrow told you. I told you and still you disobey!” 

“How dare you call me foolish! How dare you speak to me like that! You have no right to 

command my actions. You are a servant, nothing more. If I choose to ignore my husband’s 

instruction then that is my decision. I will not accept rebuke from you!” Then Adelina’s voice 

changed; no longer that of a fractious child, now it hissed with menace. “Be grateful I do not 

unleash myself on you!” 

Adelina’s eyes blazed and Constanza stepped involuntarily back, disbelief on her face, as if 

propelled forcibly by an unseen hand. 

“That I should hear such threats from you, my own niña, that I have cared for and watched 

over since birth. Must I once more remind you of your purpose here, the reason why we have 

come to this land? And still you are disposed to court jeopardy for the sake of adolescent 

impetuosity!” 

Harrow had witnessed tension between them before, but hitherto it had merely been the 

headiness of youth testing the sagacity of age. This time, however, something was different. 

Adelina seemed to have grown, no longer just a girl of privilege pushing at the boundaries of 

adulthood. Her marriage – he assumed it had to be that – had brought her irrevocably out of 

childhood and into a world where the weight and status of her position demanded that she 

should be strong and independent, an altogether superior woman. 

“Your ladyship,” he urged, “Constanza is correct. I beg you return to the coach, for your 

husband’s sake if no other!” 

At that moment the Reverend Choquer appeared through the inner doors to the church. 

“What is all this… Oh!” 

Adelina turned to him. “You are the priest who attended my wedding. I wish to see the 

corpse.” 

“¡Niña!” 

“Th-the corpse?” 

“That is what I said. Take me there now.” 

“Your ladyship…” Harrow began, urgently. 

“¡Estar en silencio, sirviente! If no one will guide me then I shall find my own way to the 

féretro.” She brushed passed the open-mouthed curate and the equally stunned bishop and 

entered the body of the church. Harrow and Constanza, sharing worried looks, hastily 

followed. 

St. Blaise was a church of traditional construction, with a high vaulted ceiling lost in 

gloom above an aisle that led eastward through the nave towards the chancel. Stained glass 

windows permitted tainted sunlight to partially dispelled the darkness, while tallow candles 

further contributed sallow, yellow ripples here and there; but even so, this manmade cavern 

presented an aphotic sense of cheerlessness. 

Heedless of the shocked looks that turning heads cast at her, Adelina swept between the 

rows of benches like a silver apparition. She headed straight for the sanctuary where the little 

coffin rested on its bier, attended by black veils, stiff collars and drawn expressions. Harrow 

and Constanza hastened after her, while Reverend Choquer hurried in their wake. All three 

arrived just as Adelina thrust herself between two men who ineffectually sought to bar her 

progress. She leaned forward over the casket. Harrow saw her close her eyes, heard her 

inhale, deeply. 

“Aah,” she breathed. “El olor de la muerte es un perfume fresco…” 

“My lady!” Harrow interrupted as forcefully as he dared. “You are in danger here. We 

must leave – now!” 
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Adelina straightened and scanned the shocked faces looking at her. “¿Quién es la madre? 

Show me the mother of this child!” she demanded, imperiously. The eyes of the mourners 

inadvertently betrayed a grieving woman. 

“My lady…!” Harrow urged again, but in vain. 

“You are the mother? Then know this: I regret the premature death of your child as I do the 

deaths of all children.” 

Joseph Harrow was completely taken aback. He’d never dreamed to hear such words of 

sentiment from the lips of this vampiric woman. 

The bereaved mother shook. Her face was veiled but the flow of tension from her 

shoulders was tangible. 

“Th-thank…” 

“I do regret this loss,” Adelina repeated, and Harrow noted a subtle change in her stance, a 

different quality to her voice. “I do. For when a small one such as this leaves the world, does 

this not rob my heart of a future hunt and my belly of a satiating meal?” 

Not everybody heard her words. They were spoken low and intended for the grieving 

mother. Harrow overheard them because he was standing so close, and his proximity also 

exposed the wicked flash of white teeth as Adelina smiled. He caught the faintest whiff of 

dragon breath as she exhaled. 

The bereaved mother gasped and collapsed but rather than come to her aid the mourners 

backed further away. Harrow doubted they would recognise the marchioness directly but they 

might know his own face, and they would likely have heard of the arrival of a new demon at 

Shun House. Even had they not, the cruel mask of Adelina’s face would be revelation enough 

of the calamity that dwelt behind the smile. Small wonder they retreated. 

With a courage he did not know he possessed, Harrow grasped Adelina around the waist, 

lifted her bodily and ran back down the nave, almost knocking Choquer into the curate, such 

was his haste. Reaching the doors, the first cries of alarm reached his ears as mourners and 

clergy recovered from their shock. 

“That’s her – th- the monster! The she-devil!” 

Choquer’s shout was quickly followed by other raised voices and a thumping of booted 

feet on the stone flags of the aisle. Harrow burst through to the street and dashed for the coach 

as fast as his burden – surprisingly quiescent – would allow. 

“Turn it around!” he yelled at Cullip as he bundled his burden onto the seat, by which time 

Constanza had caught up. “Get in!” Harrow commanded, pushing Adelina inside. He 

slammed the door shut once Constanza was also on board then climbed up to seize the reins 

from the startled young coachman. The horses completed their manoeuvre to turn about – not 

easy with the amount of traffic – and were soon responding to the harsh whip-cracks that 

Harrow administered. Heedless of safety for himself or any other he urged the team at 

breakneck speed back down Main Street and on to the Hook road. 

We’re all going to die! The thought burned in Harrow’s brain as his ears registered the 

sound of cruel and remorseless laughter emanating from the cab. In the warmth and light of 

the day, he shivered. 
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XVII. LOYALTIES 
 

I will persevere in my course of loyalty, 

Though the conflict be sore between that and my blood. 

 

Edmund, King Lear: III, v 

 

Shortly after the departure of his young wife, Raphael Vaskapu received his visitor in the 

room that served for an office. 

“Thank you for your prompt attendance, sir,” the marquis greeted. 

“Good morning, my lord, and may I offer my congratulations on your wedding.” Neither 

offered a hand to shake. “I set out the moment I received your missive, pausing only to collect 

the requisite papers. I spent last night in Dourby having earlier visited the parish registry to 

verify the marriage had been recorded.” The man paused. “Perhaps it will interest your 

lordship to hear that whilst in the town I noticed a certain, shall we say, excitement in the air.” 

“Indeed? How so?” 

“The tavern where I stayed overnight. Conversations spoke of two men from foreign parts 

who had arrived the night before, guests of the mayor, it seems. Relations of some sort to a 

third man already present – the one you noted in your letter, I surmise.” 

“And?” 

 “And I heard Benediction House – or Shun House, to be accurate – mentioned more than 

once, together with the name of Vaskapu. And another term, also, in a foreign tongue I am not 

familiar with. Something like: binec voont carp anti? Are you familiar with this, my lord?” 

“Binecuvântat Kárpáti.” The marquis’s face was impassive as he corrected the 

pronunciation. 

The lawyer waited but his host made no further comment. “Indeed, my lord. Shall we 

proceed?” 

From a satchel, the lawyer fetched a portfolio of papers which he laid out on a table. The 

marquis took a seat and waited expectantly while the visitor selected and examined a 

document. 

“Here are copies of the necessary certificates. This one is for you, my lord. I shall retain 

this one, securely in the partnership’s safe. The other I will deposit with your bank in the 

city.” Expert fingers leafed through the paperwork. “This is the revision to your Will as you 

requested. You can see where I have made the required amendments to name Lady Adelina as 

benefactress, such that all deeds and titles in your name will cede to her in the event of your – 

distant, it is to be hoped – demise. I have left all other details indeclinatus.” 

The marquis took several minutes to peruse the documents while his guest sat passively. 

“I trust all meets with your satisfaction?” the lawyer asked. “Good. Then if you would 

append your signature here, here, and here? Thank you. And I sign as witness… so. And 

similarly, this document. Thank you. And I witness again… there, and there. And once more 

with this paper, sir? Thank you again. That completes the legal formalities.” 

“Good. And now give me the result of the inquiries I asked you to make.” 

Mr. Fairlaw extracted an envelope from the pile and opened it. “Yes. The man, András. As 

instructed, my lord, I searched for information about him and ascertained that he arrived 

months ago from the continent. I made further enquiries and discovered that he had come by 

invitation of your local mayor, though the purpose was unclear. I could not report so little to 

you, my lord, therefore I sent word to a colleague on the continent. By his report, there is a 

family with a reputation for the hunting down and extermination of, how should I say it…” 

“Monsters. The Vaskapu are not unfamiliar with the word.” 
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“My lord, I would not be so indelicate. May I say, instead: of those who are descended of 

an ancient and more diverse bloodline. My colleague discovered that in certain communities 

there is… well, hatred is not too strong a term, sir, hatred born of long memories passed down 

through generations. Your antecedents are not recalled favourably.” He turned a page of the 

report. “The clan name is – ah, the one I overheard in the tavern – Kárpáti. They hail from a 

region known as the Gates of Iron, where they are lauded by the local populace, feted as 

saviours and protectors, and credited with having rid the land of… um, well, your ancestors 

amongst others. Some say they follow an holy edict. The clan does not overtly profess any 

religion, yet they appear to be sanctioned by the Sanctae Sedis. Indeed, the Cardinals of Roma 

not only support the Kárpáti but actively make use of their talents, despatching them to 

‘resolve’ those whom the Church decrees abominations…” the discourse tailed off. “My lord, 

this is not news to you, is it?” 

He returned the document to its envelope before passing it to the marquis. 

“The Kárpáti are known to me. They share a history with my family. What I needed from 

you was confirmation of my suspicion, and this you have provided. Now, tell me about the 

especial preparations I requested.” 

“I have the documents here, sir. The capital expenditure for your maritime venture was not 

small, but I’m happy to report it is now complete. I have also spoken with one William Cottle, 

a farrier in Becking, a hamlet not far southward along the coast. He will provide 

transportation should you leave by that route – although I’m at a loss to think why you might 

travel that way.” 

The marquis did not provide explanation. “He is trustworthy, this Cottle?” 

“I believe the pennies I left with him, and the promise of further remuneration, will buy his 

cooperation – providing no other pays him above our mark. Er, I understood, my lord, that 

you foresaw your tenure here to be in jeopardy; I had imagined that you were merely taking 

precautions against some distant need but now… you appear to suggest that need may be 

more imminent. My firm has served your family over many, many years and I have to 

question, my lord… do you envisage a likewise imminent conclusion to our relationship?” 

Raphael smiled. “All things must end eventually, sir, but not our business. Vaskapu 

investments remain under your supervision and therefore our relationship will continue. That 

said, however, my family may indeed vacate these shores and, yes, I suspect this will be 

sooner than I had hoped.” He laid a note of promise on the table before his visitor. “This 

should ensure that our association will continue smoothly long into the future. I wish only to 

receive your acknowledgement of this.” 

The lawyer read the note carefully as only a lawyer could, before putting it in his satchel. 

“Fairlaw, Screever and Clinkpen is more than happy to continue serving your family’s needs, 

my lord.” 

“Excellent. And the duke?” 

“I will visit with him soon. My road south takes me through his city.” 

Rafael nodded. “Very well. I think that concludes our business. I will send a maid to fetch 

your coat and see to your departure. Thank you again for your services. Good day, sir.” 

“Good day to you, my lord.” 

 

The lawyer had already left by the time Harrow returned with the coach, horses lathered by 

the urgency of his drive. The team stood with trembling muscles and steaming backs while 

the passengers disembarked. Harrow climbed down, ready to unlatch the coach door, but one 

of the passengers had already done so. Lady Vaskapu descended, a look of extreme 

annoyance on her face. Constanza followed, maintaining a constant Iberian chastisement 

aimed at the marchioness’s back. Harrow kept his own thoughts to himself as he followed the 

women inside. 
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Adelina stormed up the staircase, followed by Constanza. Harrow was reminded of two 

ships under full sail, one in pursuit of the other, with neither vessel giving thought to anything 

beyond the chase. With a deep breath he mounted the stairs in their wake, hoping that the 

marquis would show tolerance towards his servant’s failure to control his errant wife. 

The marchioness burst into the apartment and launched immediately into a breathless and 

protracted complaint against the presumption of staff who dared criticise, interfere with her 

actions and even lay hands on her. The tirade, delivered in a random mixture of the languages 

at her command, was soon counterpointed with comments and attempted explanations by 

Constanza. The marquis’s face morphed from one emotion to another: surprise, anger, 

amusement. 

“Evidently,” he said at last, when a lull in the verbal storm was reached, “you have had an 

interesting morning, my dear.” He held up a hand to deny any response. “Enough. What’s 

done is done and cannot be undone. I will not here chastise your waywardness, Adelina, 

though you and I will discuss this further later. Harrow, you failed in the task I gave you.” 

His servant responded with a stiff nod of acknowledgement. 

“This was not of Señor Harrow’s doing…” Constanza began defensively, but the marquis 

interrupted. 

“I do not care about fault or blame. You both have failed in the duty I charged to you and 

that is the fact of the matter. However, I acknowledge that her ladyship is wilful and must 

accept responsibility for her own actions.” Adelina lifted her chin defiantly but said nothing. 

“There is one thing, however, I cannot disregard,” the marquis continued. “Your activities 

this morning will have stirred feelings all the more strongly against us. I believe we should 

expect a representation from the good people of Dourby. The hunter in their midst has 

stiffened their backs. This escapade could be the spark needed to ignite the powder in the 

plebeian musket.” He looked at Harrow. 

“And there is also this. You told a dream to me, not long after the wedding. It seems there 

may have been some truth to it. I’ve learned that the hunter has been joined by his kinsmen. 

Now there are three.” 

 

“It is so peaceful here.” Constanza and Harrow walked the south gardens behind Shun House 

in the early evening. “The sun is warm, the flowers bright, the birds singing. So peaceful.” 

“It’s hard to imagine the threat marshalling against us.” He envied Constanza’s ability to 

relax despite knowing what might lie ahead. His own muscles were tense, his senses alert. He 

could feel the bile gathering in his belly, the tightness in his chest, ready to urge flight at the 

sight or sound of threat; and he knew he would have to deny that instinct if – when – the time 

came. He could follow the advice of his father to flee, desert his master, and that was surely 

wisdom; self-preservation was a powerful drive. Yet there also was trust, honour, loyalty, and 

so here he was and here he would stay, servant and defender of the home of Vaskapu and the 

un-human lord who dwelt within. 

“You believe they will come, Joseph?” 

“The marquis does, and I see no reason to hope otherwise.” 

“But surely there can be no real danger? There are now two dragons living here. How 

could a mob of unruly townsmen hope to defeat them?” 

“Because they will not be a mob of unruly townsmen. They will be led. Driven. 

Commanded by the hunter and his brethren.” 

“Then why do we not leave, if we so fear them? We must urge his lordship to escape while 

there is opportunity. Adelina will follow him.” 

Harrow sighed. “I have spoken with the marquis but he will not leave this pile. I think he 

feels, as the last of his line, it would be a betrayal of his heritage to go.” 

“But he is not the last, Joseph. There is now Adelina…” 
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“Yes, and I did point this out to him, but still he will not go. And if he will not, neither can 

I, much as I would wish it.” 

“For the sake of what, Joseph? Duty?” 

Harrow shrugged. “I suppose. Duty. Loyalty. Indebtedness. But there’s something else, 

too. I feel… I don’t know. I can’t explain.” 

How could he describe the motivation he felt? How could he dare explain his sense that 

because of all his own wrongdoing he needed to remain, to face the personal demons that 

awaited him on the other side of death? He wished he could leave, follow his father’s advice 

and skulk away, but there was also this – if he tried to leave but failed, what dreadful 

additional pain would the dead expose him to? How much more awful would their tortures 

become? He didn’t want to know. Better to accept the fate he already imagined than risk an 

even more and greater torment. “But you must go, and you must take Adelina with you.” 

Constanza halted and gazed at him. “Adelina will not go, not without her Marques. She is 

in love and you must know that without her, I cannot leave. And this truth is double, for 

neither can I leave behind the man to whom I have given my heart.” 

There was nothing more to be said. Their walk resumed in silence, and what either might 

be thinking, the other could only guess. 

 

While Harrow and Constanza were promenading Brewster, the undergardener, was creeping 

stealthily through a spinney on the north-east corner of the estate. 

What had brought him there that evening was an errand for Mistress Hartley: to provide 

the larder with a brace or two of conies. That was why he was now heading towards a rolling 

meadow, home to a large and healthy warren. 

He’d brought with him his pride and joy: an espingole presented to him by Gummy Boxer, 

whose eyesight had failed to the point where anything beyond the length of the muzzle was an 

utter blur. The weapon was no longer of any use to the old man, except where the gun’s flash 

and thunderous roar could be used to scare foxes away from the chicken run – but even then, 

the efficacy of the weapon was questionable. The shot that scattered indiscriminately from the 

barrel would injure or kill more chickens than the fox would have done if allowed to go about 

its business. 

“Here,” Gummy had said, “you’d best be looking after this now, lad. T’were me pappy’s 

afore I, but t’aint much use t’me no more, wi’ eyes wot don’t see much diff’rence twixt a 

flappin’ chicken and a fox’s brush.” 

Brewster had readily accepted the gift. In his spare time he burnished the engraved brass 

barrel until it gleamed, and rubbed oil into the hardwood stock until the touch of it was like 

velvet. Most evenings before the sun went down, he would take the beautiful thing into the 

woods and practice indiscriminate marksmanship, at first against the trunks of trees but later 

against any creature foolish enough to cross his path: birds, squirrels, rabbits – especially 

rabbits. Mmm! 

A quiet and unobserved approach was essential. A carelessly snapped twig or a cough 

inadequately stifled and, where a hundred rabbits had once been snuffling and nibbling in the 

sward, within seconds the ground would be empty of everything possessed of ears. 

The young gardener stole to the threshold of the wood. From the shadow of the trees he 

had a clear view of the pasture. Less than half a chain away were a score or more conies 

busily feeding on clover and grasses. Every so often one would straighten up, large eyes 

seeking signs of danger, ears twitching alertly for any tell-tale signal of a predator drawing 

near. 

Brewster hunkered down and painstakingly prepared the weapon for firing. Down the 

barrel went a measure of powder from a flask, followed by a stretch of wadding. Now the 

shot, poured carefully at the shallowest of angles to make as little noise as possible. Tamp, 
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tamp with the short ramrod, packing everything down tight. Lastly, a line of powder in the 

groove to the frizzen, then ease back the flintlock mechanism ready for release. Now, edge 

forward a little further. Into the final firing position. Finger on the trigger. Steady. Steady… 

But… the rabbits had already stopped feeding and were sitting upright and alert. Why? He 

was sure he’d not made a sound himself, so what danger had they detected? 

A sound. A rumble. A martial rhythm. Coming softly from the east. The powder tipped 

from the pan as Brewster stood up. Within moments the pasture was deserted, all the rabbits 

having escaped to the security of their burrows. Annoyed with whoever had cost him the hunt, 

Brewster traversed the copse to the line of a ragged hedge that bordered the road. He peered 

through and was stunned by what he saw. A host was on the march: surely hundreds of men, a 

few riding, most walking, blazing torches waving like banners, illuminating faces that were 

angry and fearful at the same time. Staves and kitchen-knives stabbed at the sky, cudgels and 

axes and swords held ready in tight fists, even a few muskets with bayonets that glinted in the 

flaring firelight. And dogs, large hounds on short leashes. 

This was an entire township on the march! And at the head of the legion, three men, tall, 

powerful, determined, mounted on steeds with eyes that gleamed red as the devil’s own. 

Brewster didn’t know the horde’s purpose but he could guess: the House. His natural instinct 

was to flee, as far from the residence as possible but… 

He was a child of Benediction House. His life was there, had been almost as far back as he 

could remember, since the day he’d turned away from the emptiness of a heedless world when 

his mother died. He could remember shivering when cold winds blew. He could remember 

pangs of hunger when there was no food to steal. He understood the world had not wanted 

him, that there was nowhere for him to be – until, at Shun House, he was presented with a 

different life. Hard, yes, with work every day and few luxuries, but always food to eat, and 

warmth and companionship within the protection of the estate. Shun House became his home, 

his co-workers his family: Mistress Hartley a good-hearted aunt, Harrow a stern but fair 

uncle, Cullip an older brother. Such perceived kindness breeds a kind of loyalty and now he 

felt its tug. Here was a time for duty, an opportunity to repay that kindness. 

A mile back to the house. A mile of trips and stumbles, scratches and grazes, of torn 

clothes and aching lungs. Somewhere the blunderbuss fell, lost between tussocks of grass and 

stumps of trees. Don’t stop. No time. Get back to the house. Run! 

 

Harrow summoned all staff to the entrance hall, all except for Snub who’d been dispatched to 

watch from the Gatehouse with instruction to report back as fast he could the moment the 

approaching army was in sight. 

From a position half way down the staircase, the marchioness by his side, Marquis Raphael 

viewed the assembled servants, Harrow and Constanza to the fore. On a table beside the chief 

servants was a pile of small sacks. 

“My family has dwelt in this house for centuries,” the marquis began, “caring for the land 

and its people. And through all those years we have been attended faithfully by honest men 

and women such as yourselves, retainers and servants of the highest calibre. Loyalty is what 

you have shown to us and here do I acknowledge this.” He paused. “I imagine you all know 

that murder is coming to my home.” 

Silence greeted the announcement. Of course they knew. Harrow himself had verified the 

threat soon after relaying it to his master. The marquis continued. 

“The assailants are driven by hatred and fear, stirred and exploited by strangers from a 

foreign shore. They will not discriminate between those with my name and those without. I 

owe it to you to speak honestly, now: the strength of the Vaskapu may not be sufficient to 

defend what is our own.” He paused for the words to sink in. “I have had a care for you all 

over many years, and at this troubled moment my care is no less – which is why I now release 
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you from my service to find what safety you can, as far from Benediction House as you can 

go. This,” he indicated the table, “is my final token of appreciation. It should facilitate and 

ease your departure.” 

Harrow and Constanza distributed the sacks, coins jingling within. Each gift was more than 

generous, yet the gathering remained sombre. 

“I hope this will help you find another place, somewhere you can make a new life, safe 

from the dishonour that is about to befall.” The marquis descended the stairs and drew 

Harrow to one side. 

“You, more than any other, have earned my gratitude, and if you come through the dangers 

ahead you will find a reward befitting your loyalty. I discharge all my servants, save for you. 

There is one last task I entrust you with. Violence is at my gates and there is no escape in that 

direction. You will lead my staff through the caverns below and deliver them along the 

shoreline. The tide is on the turn but there should be time enough before it reaches full. See to 

their safety that far at least. And then there is the safety of my lady.” 

Adelina had remained close to her husband, and quiet all this time; but now she gasped. 

“Raphael? What do you mean?” she demanded, but at that moment Snub burst in. 

“They’re here!” the boy cried out. “A huge gang of ’em, hundreds and hundreds, with 

torches! An’ horses! An’ dogs!” 

“There is no time left for discussion,” the marquis said, thrusting the marchioness towards 

his chief servant. “This is my last order to you, Harrow. Save her. Constanza will go with you. 

Behind the curtain you will find a satchel in which are documents, moneys, letters of credit; 

more than enough to set the three of you on a journey toward sanctuary that I’ve long 

planned.” 

“But my lo…” 

“I have said there is no time, and I should not have to repeat that to you. The papers 

include instructions to guide your path when you leave this house. Follow the passage from 

the dungeon and exit the cave. Separate your party. You will leave the cave and turn south but 

send the others north towards the headland. From there they must make their own way, but for 

you there is a small boat hidden in the next cove. Row southwards and fetch up on Pebble 

Beach. From there make your way to Leanwick, and the castle of the duke. He is indebted to 

the Vaskapu but I caution you not to trust him – there is little honour in the man.” 

Loud and vulgar calls from outside broke through the conversation. There was a heavy 

thumping at the door and a voice rang out: “Monster! Monster, I have come!” 

The hall fell silent; then, where previously there had been an undercurrent of apprehension 

and uncertainty, now came the tremors of panic. 

“Destiny has arrived,” the marquis murmured. “In the satchel there is also a letter for my 

wife, Harrow. See that she reads it as soon as you have reached safety. She is a wilful 

creature, but it may make her more quiescent and obedient to your command. In all matters of 

her safety, from this point forth you represent me. It is time for you to go. I will delay the 

mob, long enough at least to give you a chance for escape.” 

Now he turned to Adelina. “This is a hard time, mi amor. The future lies with you and you 

must preserve it. Do this for me.” 

“But… do not ask this of me, Raphael! Why can we not slaughter these invaders? How can 

they prevail against the two of us?” 

“Because they are led by hunters, Adelina, men who know our ways. They know loyalty 

only to each other and will sacrifice all others that fight with them. And in that sacrifice they 

will strike. Trust me in this. I know their history, their hatred of our kind, a hatred spawned a 

millennium ago. They see but a single purpose for themselves, their family. They are 

prepared: we cannot win.” 
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“If that is so, if we cannot remain here, why do you not come with us? What need is there 

for you to stay alone? At this ending, may I not at least die by your side?” 

Harrow didn’t know if dragons could cry. Perhaps they can’t, he thought, but the man can 

– and so, too, the woman. Respectfully he turned his back. 

“Oh my lord!” he heard Adelina ask. “Are you truly set upon this separation?” 

“The men who lead that mob, András and his kin. They are of the Binecuvântat Kárpáti, an 

old enemy, a family of slayers. The know only how to kill. One we might master, but not 

three, not with the mob at their command. The Kárpáti would show no quarter, not even for 

one so beautiful as you. Now go. Pay heed to what Harrow tells you. You must put your trust 

in him, as I have ever done.” 

From the door came a heavy pounding. “Draco! Ecce adsum. Ego veni. Educimur nos 

omnes veni!” 

“Quickly!” Raphael urged. “Lead her to safety. My future is in her.” 

With the briefest of nods, Harrow grasped Adelina by the wrist. Momentarily she held 

back but then resistance melted and she allowed herself to be led towards the passage beneath 

the stairs. Harrow was aware of the press of the household behind him, desperate to flee the 

threat. He could only trust that Constanza was among them. The pounding at the door was 

repeated louder and stronger, the shouts from outside growing more ferocious, adding to the 

urgency of the moment. He glanced back, just once. Raphael, last marquis of the Vaskapu 

was standing by the great doors, waiting for his lady to disappear from sight. Harrow turned 

back and passed through the curtains, Adelina with him, and all the frightened servants of 

Shun House huddled behind. 
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XVIII. ESCAPE 
 

Why, there then: thus I do escape the sorrow 

Of Antony's death. 

 

Eros, Anthony and Cleopatra: IV, xiv 

 

All was haste and urgency. The sense of fear in all those following him was palpable as 

Harrow descended the steps leading to the Vaskapu lair. Down the stairs he led them, through 

his master’s sanctum to the gated tunnel that led to the coast. He paused momentarily for 

everyone to catch up, noting with relief that Constanza was there, shepherding at the back. 

“This tunnel leads to the sea,” Harrow told the assembly. “The tide will be turning, so we 

must hurry!” 

Constanza ushered the last of the stragglers through while Harrow held the gate open. 

Forcefully he then pushed Adelina after them but she grasped hold of a railing and spun to 

face him. 

“How dare you manhandle me that way! Do not forget your place, servant!” 

“When I have you away from here, my lady, then you may remind me of my place. Right 

now I follow your husband’s command, which is to see that you are taken to safety, and that 

is what I am compelled to do!” 

Adelina glared. Her lips parted, ready to vent her anger but a roar, like the echo of waves 

cruelly smashing onto jagged rocks, poured into the den from above. 

“Raphael…” she gasped. 

Somewhere up there a dragon fights for his life, Harrow realised. He felt pangs of guilt at 

the thought of his master standing alone against the mob. Was it not his duty to remain? To 

fight and, if necessary, die at his master’s side? A part of him yearned to be there, the 

compulsion born of decades of loyal service; but the focus of his responsibility had been 

changed. He looked at Adelina’s face but the flickering light made it impossible to clearly see 

her expression and he could only imagine what she must be feeling. 

“Move!” Harrow shoved, and this time the marchioness allowed herself to be directed, 

yielding as a sapling to the blow of a gale. 

Harrow secured the gate behind him. The hunters would overcome their quarry. The 

marquis had said he would not be able to withstand their assault and Harrow could imagine no 

counter to his lord’s prediction. The battle would be lost. The invaders would enter the house, 

discover the opening beneath the stairs and then… a gate would not stop them but it might 

check their advance a moment, purchase a little more time. 

Harrow lifted his lamp and forced his way back to the front. There was terror on the faces 

of those whose welfare had been entrusted to him. 

“This tunnel slopes down to a cave that opens onto Rockweed Bay. Walk carefully. The 

underfoot can be treacherous.” 

I am no less fearful than these simple folk. The marquis gave me this charge but I am no 

leader. Who would know or care if I simply left them where they are now, simply set out on 

my own with Adelina? As they trudged, Harrow thoughts turned ever more inwards, focussing 

on his own worries, his own uncertainties, his own limitations. What will happen now? Where 

am I to take her? What surety can I offer that The marquis could not? I can’t even guarantee 

the safety of myself, never mind provide for others! 

They plodded on. The short journey was difficult, particularly those at the back who had 

no light to describe their steps. They could only follow the star in Harrow’s hand. At last, 

stumblingly, they reached a point where cool night air vied with and overcame the foetid, 
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straw-bale heat escaping the den. It was refreshing, reviving, but did little to relieve the 

morbidity of Harrow’s thoughts. 

We were all secure under the patronage of Shun House. We all had a place and knew what 

that place meant. Now it’s been taken from us and we are exiled to fend for ourselves. Will 

Constanza stand by me? She must, for the sake of her niña if nothing more, for as long as 

Adelina’s welfare is mine to tend. But how can we survive without his lordship’s protection? 

Harrow shook his head, an effort to clear his gloom. 

But there is some good here, surely. Can I not consider this an opportunity? Away from the 

mansion, away from the shadows of my sins – might I not start anew? Ah, but what of my 

sins? I remember them all, the pleasurable feasts of torment in which I indulged. But rarely. 

Once, twice maybe in a year, never more. And my trophies, now all lost; their delicate beauty, 

smooth domes, empty hollows with misshapen edges, and wide, everlasting grins. All gone. 

How they will curse my name, that mob, when my prizes are revealed to them! 

He knew his thoughts were rambling. He knew that if voiced in a civilised moment his 

words would convict him to some asylum for the insane, to be lost and forgotten along with 

every other lunatic and madman. 

But this is not a civilised moment. And this is no more than self-pity! Mentally he shook 

himself, but the censure and deprecation of his ego persisted. Desperately he sought 

justification and reason for his guilt. 

Maybe… maybe my actions were not of my own volition. Maybe it was the House itself. 

The stone and the mortar and the plaster and the slate, all steeped in centuries of bestial 

horror. It could have been the will of Shun House that guided my hands, with myself a mere 

conduit to transport its malice. And if so, then no fair judge could mark me for blame, being 

no more than a channel for an irresistibly greater and blacker evil than one man alone could 

bring. 

But a persistent counter-thought said: You are the son of your father. You contributed your 

own evil. You cannot escape this guilt. 

The gentle hu-shush of a calm, rippling sea reached his ears. The cave mouth was near, and 

still there was no sound of a chase. 

Harrow lowered the lamp, the better to see the ragged opening of the cave mouth, now 

made evident by the moon-drenched sky beyond. The separation between the heavy dark of 

the cavern and the lunar glow of the outside world should have been clearly defined but…  

Harrow halted, eyes narrowed. Something was causing the edges of the mouth to blur and 

shift. 

“What’s the matter?” someone called. “Why are we stopping?” 

Harrow didn’t answer. The way ahead was obfuscated, a blear that shivered and writhed, 

fashioning familiar, horrible shapes. 

You cannot leave, came the voices. You made us. We are yours. You cannot go. 

Perspiration pricked Harrow’s skin, beads trickled down his back. 

“What is wrong?” Adelina demanded in a low voice. 

“Th-th… I cannot… They…” 

“Joseph, what is the matter?” Constanza asked, joining them from the rear of the column, a 

breathless Mistress Hartley in tow. 

Harrow shut his eyes, squeezing the lids together so tight that red flashes exploded in his 

private dark. 

You must remain. We are your past. We are your future. We wait for you. You cannot go. 

“Why do we stay here?” Adelina wanted to know, tugging her arm free of Harrow’s grip. 

You made us. You cannot go. 

“Joseph, my love,” Constanza urged, “we cannot stay here. What is wrong?” 
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 “You cannot see them…” he whispered. “They will not let me pass. They will not release 

me…” 

“What?” Uncertainty edged Constanza’s question. “Who? Joseph, what are you saying?” 

Adelina’s voice contained a note of dismissal. “Fantasmas. ¡Maestro Harrow se asusta con 

los muertos!” 

“¿Fantasmas? ¿Los muertos?” Constanza echoed. “Joseph?” 

“Foolish man.” Adelina’s words expressed understanding but no sympathy. She pushed 

him forward. “There is nothing to fear from estos fantasmas!” 

Do dragons fear nothing? Harrow wondered as his feet reluctantly advanced. 

You must stay. You are ours. We are yours. You cannot go. 

Constanza took his arm, pulling him close while Adelina relieved him of the lamp. 

Ungentle imperatives from the marchioness and equally forceful but more tender 

encouragements from Constanza propelled him forward, step by unwilling step. 

You are us. We are you. You cannot go. 

Spectres beckoned with thin, wispy fingers. Harrow raised his arms over his eyes to avoid 

their miserable, ghostly faces. 

The spirits of the dead had no substance, no physical form beyond a trick of light, no 

means to speak or agency to touch; and yet Harrow felt their presence as a cold shiver, their 

enslaving speech a chill breeze as he passed through them to the moonlit shore beyond. On 

the free sand and pebbles of the beach he sank to his knees, exhausted, panting to fill his lungs 

with fresh, sea-dressed air. 

“Well? Now why do you tarry?” Adelina showed no concern for the man charged with her 

safety. “Is this journey finished? Do you expect me to remain here for the rest of my life? Get 

up!” 

The selfish petulance of Adelina contrasted with the support of Constanza as she helped 

Harrow to his feet, but he barely registered what either said. Turning to the cave he listened, 

searched, strained his senses for any sight or sound of the wraiths: but there was none. No 

writhing emanation, no wailing cry. Nothing. Could it be true? Was he liberated from the 

curse of his malefactions? Had it really been so simple, as his father’s ghost had told him, to 

escape the bonds of Shun House? 

“She is right, my love. We must not stay here. The mob –.” 

“They do not pursue,” he replied with a whisper. Do I mean the hunters or the spectres? he 

wondered. He shook himself. “But you’re right, we cannot stay here.” 

The crowd of servants gathered together. The oldest and more infirm had sunk to the 

ground but now they struggled to their feet. Their original alarm and fear was muted by 

tiredness and exhaustion; the journey from Shun House to the sea had been difficult, taxing 

old bones and sinews. Harrow looked at them, his master’s last command resurfacing. He 

remembered his purpose. 

“His lordship commanded me to bring you here,” Harrow told them, voice strengthening as 

he spoke, “but now we must separate. He said you should go north and use the money he gave 

to start new lives, and that is good advice. But my charge is now to care for her ladyship, to 

take her away from harm. The marquis instructed that I should turn south and that is my 

intent.” He paused, aware of their uncertainty. An echo resounded in his brain: You cannot go. 

With a shiver he dismissed the unwelcome recall. 

“A line has been drawn that separates the past from the future. What we had is gone and 

can never be recovered. We must all accept this,” he said. 

Why did The marquis instruct that we separate, with one party to the north while the other 

headed south? Harrow wondered. The answer came clearly. The northern group, the largest 

group, will leave the easiest trail to follow and thus he buys more time for Adelina. But these 

are sheep, bereft of their shepherd once I turn away. I must find them a new leader.  
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“Master Cullip, you have the strength and vitality of youth, and good common sense. Use 

those qualities to help the others find a safe path. Take the lamp. Go north. The border, 

perhaps. You are now in charge. Good luck to you all – and goodbye.” 

Harrow turned abruptly and marched south. Adelina, in fact, was already some scores of 

paces ahead, careless for the plight of others. 

“Must we leave them, Joseph?” Constanza ventured. “They are frightened, I see it in their 

faces. They do not know what to do.” 

“Yes they do,” he replied. I don’t think she’s divined the marquis’s true purpose in 

dividing us. “I have told them. Cullip will do well. They will follow his lead and he will keep 

them no less safe than if I was there in his stead. We still have our duty to perform. I cannot 

shirk that in favour of others. They must care for themselves and each other. Our obligation is 

to her.” 

“Wait!” The cry was accompanied by a flurry of skirts as Mistress Hartley panted her way 

to join them. “Wait, (gasp) Joseph. I’m coming, too! I can’t let you go off like that, with no 

one to cook a decent meal for you!” 

Harrow thought he saw Constanza’s eyebrow lift at that, but the moonlight was fickle. 

“Honoria, I…” 

“I am sure that Señor Harrow would wish to have you with us,” Constanza interrupted, 

“but he fears for your welfare. Having… dealt with his lordship it is most likely his murderers 

will come for my niña, and also those who are with her. I think you might be safer to remain 

with the others.” 

“I am instructed to take a small boat that lies not far from here,” Harrow added. “It may not 

be big enough for us all.” 

“Joseph Harrow.” Honoria’s voice was firm. “Just like you I’ve served that family for all 

my life. Her ladyship’s part of the family and I’m not stopping that service now. I’m coming, 

and that’s that.” 

“Mistress Hartley is a woman who understands loyalty, Joseph. I do not think her past 

devotion should be dismissed as being of no consequence. Surely there will be room enough 

for just one more?” 

Harrow looked at Constanza. “And if there isn’t?” 

“Then I shall swim along behind,” the cook told him, fearlessly. 

Harrow shrugged, then trailed in the footsteps of the young marchioness, Constanza and 

Honoria Hartley in his own wake. 

None of them looked back. 
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XIX. BEDS OF STRAW 
 

Sleep thou, and I will wind thee in my arms. 

 

Titania, A Midsummer Night’s Dream: IV, i 

 

Asa Dimmick and Frances Choquer rested against tumbled masonry. The mayor was dying.  

“I never thought I’d peg out this way.” The words came hard. Breathing was difficult but, 

thankfully, the pain had all but gone. He realised that wasn’t a good sign. 

The bishop didn’t reply. Dimmick spared the energy to glance over. The man breathed, but 

barely. He was slumped like a sack of boned meat. “You’re dying too, you know. Reckon 

you’ll be gone afore me.” 

But not much afore. He stared down at his own midriff and the sticky pool around him. 

Half-heartedly and with little energy he attempted to gather up his innards, try to force them 

back inside, but gave up as their slipperiness defeated him. Bugger. 

The sky above was heavy with smoke and the fires burning here and there produced a 

demonic, red and black, unrelenting painting of hell. “What d’you reckon, eh?” he asked the 

silent bishop. “This a foretaste, then? Goin’ to see Old Hob? No, not you. You’ve got a friend 

up there, ’aven’t you? Aye, you ’ave.” He adjusted his position a little, a doomed effort to 

find a more comfortable settlement. “Well, when you see him you’ll remember that I made 

the trek to church, too, eh? Most every Sunday. So maybe you’ll speak a word for me, eh?” 

A shadow wavered over him. “Congratulations, master mayor. The creature is gone, which 

credits you and your town. The people brought confusion with all the running around, and the 

wailing and the screaming. The dragon did not see me coming, nor my brothers. It is a shame 

so many had to die, but it was needful. Now we’ve clipped one more of the Devil’s 

fingernails.” 

The mayor didn’t have the energy to reply. 

“Your holy man,” András continued. “He will recite no more psalms in this world. And 

you, I think you will soon join him. I will see candles are lit for you both in your church.” 

The hunter strode away, great sword slung carelessly over his shoulder. 

Bug- the mayor began, but the word and the thought never completed as he followed 

Bishop Choquer into the next world. 

 

The boat was a skiff, small but just about adequate for four. Tucked beneath the plain wooden 

planks that served as seats was a small chest, and with it an even smaller crate. This last 

contained simple comestibles: dried meat, cheese still in its rind, all wrapped and protected 

from the effects of all but the worst weather, and two earthenware bottles. The chest held thin 

blankets and a map. 

When, Harrow wondered, had the marquis decided there would be a need for flight? It 

could not have been that very day. This preparation was long planned.  

Floating the craft, despite its lightness, was not straightforward. The vessel was beached 

high and, with the sea still out, needed all their exertions – even the reluctant Adelina – to 

manoeuvre across sharp rocks and inky pools to effect a launch. At last the vessel was riding 

on the returning tide. Harrow took the oars. He was not an experienced seaman but he 

understood the rudiments, and rowing was a simple enough matter on the calm waters. 

The full moon decorated shallow, scalloped waves with flecks of silver, and bejewelled the 

splashes thrown up by the oars as they dipped in and out of the brine. Harrow pulled strongly 

away from the shore, all the time wondering what would happen if, despite the boat’s shallow 

draught, they grounded on rocks. He urged Constanza in the prow to remain alert for sign of 
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such danger but between the impenetrable troughs and argent peaks there was little likelihood 

of timely warning. 

The strength of the moonlight precluded the appearance of many stars. Harrow was fully 

aware of how easily the skiff could be spied by someone on land, so exposed on the open 

water as it was. Between strokes, he kept his eyes open for signs of chase. None appeared but 

shortly, atop the headland, he discerned a ruddy bloom beneath a fast-growing shroud. 

“Look!” Harrow rested the blades in the water. The skiff rocked gently. “Up there.” 

The passengers turned. Even the topmost towers of Shun House would be invisible to the 

boat’s position but it was clear to all that a fire was burning beyond the line of sight. A thick 

pall was billowing upwards, competing for sky dominance with the lunar glow; but the cloud 

was tinged with violent crimson, burning amber and hungry yellow, contra-shadows 

emanating from the hidden conflagration to dress the broiling smoke. 

“Raphael…” Adelina whispered. 

Any real or imagined opportunity there may have been to return was now lost, obliterated 

by the turmoil that had wrecked the once-home of the Vaskapu. Yesterday was dead, and now 

there remained only tomorrow. Harrow, grim and tight-lipped, bent his back and pulled on the 

oars. The little boat resumed its course through the benign swell, southward into the 

unknown. 

 

After a steady half hour of rowing, the ketch fetched up onto the shore of Pebble Beach, an 

inlet with the same gentle slope as Rockweed Bay but whose surface was boulder-strewn 

from a life-time of cliff-falls, and feet deep with pebbles to justify its name. Jumping into the 

water Harrow waded hip-deep to the stern and, with arms already heavy from exertion, 

pushed the vessel until it grounded. Constanza joined him and together they heaved the boat a 

further few feet up the incline, at which point Adelina and Mistress Hartley condescended to 

disembark. Harrow and Constanza unloaded the chest and crate and deposited them beyond 

an irregular line of seaweed that marked the high water. Then, while Constanza helped the 

cook to firmer footing, Harrow returned to the skiff and attempted to haul it closer to the 

cliffs. But the effort required greater energy and stamina than his aching muscles could 

provide. 

“Leave it,” Adelina ordered. “We have no more need for a boat.” 

Harrow gratefully obeyed. He recovered the marquis’s satchel from the bottom of the boat 

then trudged through crunching shingle towards the others. After a few yards the shingle gave 

way to larger stones and finally to a great rock-tumble, boulders upon boulders like so many 

beached walruses that had struggled and failed to reach the foot of the cliffs. There he rested, 

panting, to recover some of his strength. 

“We mustn’t tarry,” he said eventually, when his breathing had regained a semblance of its 

normal rhythm. “I cannot guess how soon pursuit will follow, but I’m sure it will.” Was it his 

imagination, or was that the acrid tang of smoke in the air, a reminder borne on a rising breeze 

of the destruction they had fled? It seemed Adelina, too, had detected something. Eyes closed, 

her nostrils flared as she inhaled. 

“There is blood on this wind. Raphael… We had so little time…” Her eyelids parted, 

revealing a baleful gleam in the dark, a cold, reptilian glare all but bereft of humanity. “They 

will pay!” 

Harrow waited. What might she do? Demand to return to the House? Or wreak her 

vengeance on whoever was closest to her? But after many seconds… nothing. 

“There is still a long night ahead of us, your ladyship,” Harrow ventured. “We would do 

well to put as much distance between ourselves and… the residence as we are able. Snub said 

he heard dogs.” 
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Adelina said nothing, her bright stare dwindling as control of her emotions was restored to 

her human half. Constanza took Harrow’s hand. 

“What is your plan, mi amor? Did the marquis tell you where we will find safety?” 

Where indeed? He had no clear thoughts of his own on the matter so, instead, opened the 

satchel to examine the contents, including a set of notes in the marquis’s hand. The previously 

bright moonlight was partly obscured by clouds of drifting smoke, and reading was not easy 

but he managed to make out the first few lines. 

They were a set of instructions, neatly numbered to be followed in sequence. The first was 

to take the small boat and row to Pebble Beach. 

So far, so good. 

“His lordship says there is a path that leads to the top of the cliffs. From there he advises 

we look for the coastal track and follow it southwards.” 

“And then…?” Constanza asked. 

“The track traces the line of the cliff. At some point it intersects with a lane that will guide 

us inland as far as the hamlet of Becking.” 

“And then?” Mistress Hartley echoed. 

Harrow shrugged, replaced the notes and hoisted the satchel. “And then I hope to find 

more light to read by. Ladies, if we are to take our scant provisions with us I will need your 

help. Constanza, Mistress Hartley. Would you be good enough to take the chest between you? 

One either side. I will manage the crate. Ready? Then let us go.” 

 

The path took a shallow, meandering route to the cliff top and presented no challenge to 

Harrow, but the women’s long skirts were not designed for such exercise; and Mistress 

Hartley additionally needed brief but frequent pauses in the climb to recover her breath which 

further slowed their progress. 

The climb ended when they clambered onto the top of the cliff. There, they paused to 

further avail themselves of the contents of the crate. 

“What I’d not give… for a drop of the apricock-water… don’t bear thinking about,” she 

gasped at one point. 

“There’s cordial in the crate,” Harrow offered. It turned out that the liquor had a brandy 

base. “Don’t drink too much,” he cautioned, un-stoppering and passing round a bottle. 

“You cannot expect me to sup from that!” Adelina complained. Constanza hoisted and 

tilted the second bottle, pouring the rich liquid into her mouth. 

“We have no glasses, niña, and if you would drink then you must do as I.” 

Adelina glowered at her companion and muttered something in her native tongue, but 

despite her pride she took the bottle from Constanza’s hand. 

The short respite assuaged everyone’s tiredness a little and Harrow led his small party 

forward again. The path was narrow, so they had to walk single-file which was awkward with 

the baggage they were sharing. They trod cautiously. 

And just as well, Harrow observed. The path hugged the contours of the land, rising and 

falling, weaving left to right and right to left, frequently taking them close to the coastal 

precipice. In some spots the path disappeared where erosion had eaten away the ground, or 

where thick gorse had grown over-wild, forcing them to beat an alternate course for a while. 

Progress was slow and Harrow was constantly alert for trips and traps. It was not 

surprising, therefore, that he did not notice when they came to a place where an offshoot of 

the track branched west. He carried straight on. 

“Why do you continue that way?” Adelina asked, crossly. “Did you not say we should 

leave this path?” 

“Oh. Pardon, your ladyship. Your eyes are sharper than mine.” 
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The new track expanded to become a lane of compacted dirt and soon scraggy hedgerows 

began to sprout on either side. Their presence lent Harrow a sense of security he’d not 

realised he’d missed out on the exposed headland, but now he enjoyed the feeling of shelter 

they afforded, little as that was. 

But, he warned himself, this means there are people not far off. The distant bark of a dog 

echoing in the night underlined the chance. 

“We should proceed with caution,” Harrow said. “I will go forward and see what’s to be 

seen. All of you should remain here until I return.” 

Nobody argued. Constanza helped Mistress Hartley to a sitting position before finding a 

spot for herself. Only Adelina displayed no apparent fatigue. 

Dragons possess a store of strength to call on, Harrow mused as he set out. I wish I was so 

blessed. 

The moon had all but gone and the air was chilly as Harrow scouted the way ahead. He 

could just make out the sporadic, black on grey silhouettes of low buildings along the lane, 

unlit and unwelcoming. Cautiously he approached one. The dog bark came again, louder but 

still some way off. How close should he dare go without risking discovery? And exactly what 

was it he hoped to find? A place to rest, he decided. They, especially Mistress Hartley, would 

not be able to continue much further without sleep. The risk was that come the dawn they 

would be discovered but that was an issue he would deal with if it happened. His purposeful 

goal, now, must be shelter for the remainder of the night. 

He approached the nearest silhouette, guided by his nose as much as anything else. The 

smell of horses and hay had led him to a thatched stable. The odour lit a candle of memory: 

the master’s deep rooms beneath Benediction House. He quashed the memory before it could 

take hold. 

There was no door as such, just a few splintered planks of wood battened together and 

placed across the entrance in lean-to fashion. Harrow slid the juddering makeshift door to one 

side and was greeted by the soft whiney of a pair of docile cart-pullers. He felt his way around 

to get some measure of the place. The outbuilding hardly qualified as accommodation but it 

offered warmth and a place to rest up. It would have to do. Harrow stole back to fetch the 

women. 

Constanza stifled a cough as she entered, the pungent odour catching at her throat. Mistress 

Hartley was too tired to care. She quickly found a spot of relative comfort and was fast asleep 

by the time Harrow had unpacked the thin blankets from the chest. There were three, one of 

which he gently laid over the cook. 

“This is far removed from the comfort of Benediction House,” Constanza said, quietly. “I 

had never thought to share a resting place with horses!” 

“In the morning we can review the marquis’s notes and see what his plans were. I’m sure 

he would not have intended for her ladyship to…” It was then that Harrow realised the 

marchioness was not with them. 

They found her outside. 

“You expect that I would shelter in this… this… ¿granero?” 

“Niña, there is no choice in this. And it will be for only one night…” 

“Choice? There is always choice! Find un campesino. Get him up, demand that he provides 

a bed!” 

“My lady, we would find no welcome at this time of night. And in waking someone 

without knowing who they were – we don’t know who is to be trusted. We are still close to 

Benediction House and it wouldn’t take long for our enemies to be alerted that we are here.” 

“Trust? They should trust that I would visit them with such terror and destruction…” 

“Yes, your ladyship, I understand. But in doing so we would have betrayed ourselves. 

Listen to me. His lordship’s instruction was clear: to take you to safety. And risking a 
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confrontation in the dark without necessity does not seem to me to be in keeping with that 

command. On the morrow I shall find someone to help us, but for now please come inside.” 

Adelina glowered. “¡Esto me insulta, y no será olvidado!” she snapped. Nonetheless she 

disappeared inside the gloomy barn. 

“She is still young, mi amor,” Constanza whispered, “and she has just lost her husband. I 

think she has not yet come to terms with all her grief.” 

“I know you are right,” Harrow agreed, “but her pride and petulance don’t make for an 

easy journey.” 

Crossing the threshold once more, Harrow was immediately aware that the horses had 

become restless. Evidently their animal instincts had alerted them to the presence of a threat. 

“Your ladyship, I suggest that you do not approach the beasts too closely. You make them 

nervous.” Harrow felt Adelina’s hot breath as she drew close. 

“They are right to fear me, master servant. They sense my hunger. I could… leave 

something for you, if you wished. To fill your own belly. No?” 

Harrow shivered, despite the warmth of the enclosure. He was relieved when Constanza 

intervened. 

“Niña! Enough! Come, take this blanket. You need rest no less than I if you are to be 

strong for what may lie ahead. There, by Mistress Hartley. The straw will provide a warm and 

comfortable lie, and the blanket will protect against stems that are rough or sharp.” 

Harrow heard rustling and whispers as Constanza helped Adelina bed down. He felt his 

own weariness take hold; his body ached and his mind blurred. A tender hand slipped into his. 

“The horses will rest easier now, Constanza,” he said, “and our charges will sleep well 

enough on these beds of straw. But I should remain wakeful. To be safe…” 

“You have brought us to what safety there is, my love; but you must sleep also, to be fresh 

and strong for the dawn. His lordship did not plan for Mistress Hartley and so there are only 

three blankets. But you and I will share, finding warmth and contentment in our private nest.” 

Entwined in each other’s arms they lay for the remainder of the night with thatch for roof 

and bed, oblivious to the wants of the world. And if Joseph Harrow or Constanza Cantabria 

dreamed, neither could claim a memory of it when light returned to their world. 
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XX. APPOINTED GUIDE 

 
An't please your grace, here my commission stays, 

And Sir John Stanley is appointed now 

 

Sheriff, King Henry VI Part II: II, iv 

 

Cullip was uncertain what to do. He’d been named captain and instructed to lead the group. 

North, he’d been told and north they all could go, keeping the sea on their right side. But, he 

realised, to consider he had a destination would be a stretch of the truth. ‘Make for the 

border,’ Harrow had said, and yes, they could do that right enough; but after that? 

He looked around to see all eyes gazing at him. He could sense their trust. They’d all heard 

his appointment by Harrow and now they waited for his direction. 

“We’ve got to go north,” he told them, “like Mr. Harrow said. I’ll go first, Brewster at the 

back. Everyone else, file between.” 

“It’s alright for thee,” Gummy Boxer complained. “Us all aren’t young and whipple. North 

is hard going. There’s yon cliff to start on.” 

Charlie Straughan agreed. “There’s a path that climbs to the top. I could mount it easy 

enough when I was spry, but now? Old legs, boy. It’s as like to take half an age with old 

legs.” 

“Mr. Harrow said that was the way,” Cullip answered firmly. “We have a choice, but it’s 

not much of one: either we go north or we wait for, well… until we get found.” 

“We could always go after Mr. Harrow,” Dora piped up, “and Cook, and all.” 

Cullip shook his head. “No, he’s got to look after her ladyship, and so many of us would be 

certain to slow him down. The border is what Mr. Harrow said, so that’s where we’re going.” 

Without another word he set off along the shore, trusting the rest to follow. 

Rough sand and small rocks remained beneath his feet for a good two hundred yards but, 

as the cliff neared, the small rocks turned to large rocks and the sand to rock pools. Walking 

became more and more treacherous. Black seaweed disguised trenches filled with cold 

seawater, and rugged, sharp boulders sought to snag any who came near. Soon, everyone in 

the party had suffered a slip or fall resulting in cuts and scrapes. And if the ground underfoot 

wasn’t bad enough, the moonlight now added to their difficulties by hiding away behind 

coarse, obscuring clouds that suffocated the light. 

“Is that smoke?” Brewster called out. 

Cullip looked up and sniffed the air. Thick tendrils spiralled from above the promontory 

that was the foundation of Benediction House. He could smell it, even down there on the 

beach. 

“That’s the ’ouse done for,” Gummy declared. “Likely there’d be flames to see if we were 

in a different spot.” 

“On fire?” Harriet exclaimed. “You mean, burned down? What about the master?” 

“Never mind him, girl,” Charlie said. “Nor no one else. It’s just us to be thought of now.” 

Just us, and that’s the whole truth, Cullip thought. “Come on. No use hanging around 

wondering. We have to get up the cliff. Look, not so far, now.” 

“Where’s that path, Charlie?” Brewster asked. 

The old gatekeeper directed them along the face of the cliff until they came to an 

exceptionally large and rough boulder. This marked the start of the ascent. 

Cullip gazed upwards. Here and there, when stray moonbeams broke through, he could 

make out where iron palings had been driven into the cliff, ropes stretching between for a 
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rudimentary banister. He also thought he could see the odd hewn step. Then it dawned on 

him: for some of his party the benefit of these facilities would be irrelevant. 

“I telled thee,” Gummy reminded, “I ain’t trim enough, and neither’s him, neither.” The 

gardener pointed to the gatekeeper. “And even if we were strong of bone, us eyesight 

wouldn’t do no favours to our feet. It’d betray us and we’d trip, and don’t tell I that we’d get 

up again after a fall on top of these rocks!” 

“You haven’t got a choice,” Cullip urged. “Up is the only way there is!” 

“Well, you’re both right,” Charlie said. “So I reckon the best is for you young ’uns to make 

a start on the climb. Me an’ Gummy’ll catch our breaths a while, an’ then come afterwards. 

When we’ve had a rest, like.” 

Cullip looked at the old man. The truth behind those words was all too evident, as equally 

was their falsehood. 

“Right,” he nodded, finally. “I’ll go first and see how solid the footing is. Snub, you come 

up after me. The girls can follow on, and then Brewster. Gummy and Charlie…” he hesitated. 

“Gummy and Charlie can come up when they’ve rested a while. We can wait for them at the 

top,” he added. 

The lie was bitter on his tongue as he began the climb. More than once he thought about 

looking down, looking back… but there was no point. Even had the sun been shining on the 

brightest of days, nothing would change the fact that the old men could not reach the clifftop. 

The infirmities brought by old age – brittleness of bone and dullness of vision, a paucity of 

strength and shortness of breath – had seen to that. 

Eventually he came to a point where the exhaustion of the climb tested even his vigour. 

The moon had reappeared, and he paused for breath at a conveniently flat ledge gazing east 

across the water. Waves rolled, midnight black interleaved with midnight blue, crested here 

and there by a trace of pearls. He looked southerly, endeavouring to note any trail left by Mr. 

Harrow, but he could detect no sign. Was he at sea, now? Who knew? 

Snub joined him. “You can see for miles up here!” he declared. “If it was daytime, I mean. 

’Cos it’s dark now, so you can’t, but in the day I wager you could. Miles.” 

Cullip nodded. “Yes, if the sun was up. But we don’t want to be here waiting for that. 

We’ve got more climbing to do.” 

The ostler began the ascent once more, but Snub didn’t immediately follow. 

“What’s the matter?” Cullip asked. 

“Are they really going to climb up after us?” the boy asked in reply. “Mr. Gummy and old 

Charlie? I mean, they’re really old.” 

“That’s Mr. Charlie, to you,” Cullip answered. Should he tell the lad the truth? Or lie, so 

the boy might continue the climb with hope? 

“And what about Mr. Harrow, and Cook and all? Will they be a’right, d’you think, Mr. 

Cullip?” 

“Mr. Harrow’s too smart to not be alright, boy. No more questions, now. Save your breath. 

We’re not at the top yet.” 

Eventually they achieved the summit. Cullip and Snub waited for the serving girls to join 

them, followed by Brewster. 

Six of us, Cullip thought as the others caught up, where there were twelve at the start. 

Harriet, Martha, Dora, Snub, Brewster and himself. Charlie and Boxer, well… Six is all that’s 

left. 

“Come on,” he said, setting off north along the cliff edge. 

“We can’t go yet,” Martha said. “What about old Charlie and Boxer?” 

Cullip didn’t reply, he just kept walking; but he heard Snub’s answer. 

“They’re too old. They can’t climb all the way to the top.” 

Which statement immediately precipitated a discussion. 
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We can’t leave them behind. 

What will happen to them? 

They’ll drown when the tide comes in! 

 “Shut up!” Cullip told them forcefully, then immediately regretted his harshness. “Look, 

they can’t make the climb, alright? It’s too steep. Even if they could see far enough to find the 

next footfall they’d only slip and be killed on the rocks below. And they knew it, d’you see? It 

was their choice,” he paused to take in the looks on their faces. “I expect they’ll go back to the 

cave, alright? They can wait there until it’s safe to go back to the House. We can’t worry 

about them anymore; we’ve to think of ourselves, understand? Like Charlie said, it’s just us 

now. Not anybody else. Us.” 

“But we can’t leave them…” 

“You think I want to, Dora?” Cullip glared. “Mr. Harrow named me leader, and that means 

making decisions that ain’t easy to make. So don’t lay any more grief on my shoulders! The 

burden’s heavy enough as it is.” Again he was sorry for his tone, but he steeled himself. The 

responsibility was his. He had to be strong.  

There was a stiff breeze at the top of the cliff, bringing an acrid tang to his nostrils. An 

occasional particle of soot caught his tongue when he licked his lips. What was it that had 

been fired? The stables? The woods? The ransacked history of Benediction House? Or was 

there more than that carried on the wind? Was it just his imagination that recognised traces of 

charred meat, reminiscent of the roasting pits from the wedding day? Could a dragon burn? 

The question was double-sided: everyone knew that dragons breathed fire. They did, didn’t 

they? But the Vaskapu are only half-dragon. Now he came to think of it, all that he knew of 

his master’s condition was from rumour; he’d never seen with his own eyes what the 

nobleman could do. He’d asked Harrow, once or twice, but had been rebuked each time with 

the advice that some questions should be left unasked. 

Cullip shook himself. 

“Let’s get back to it,” he instructed, dismissing his thoughts. “We must be far away before 

sunrise, ’case they come after us.” 

“There were horses,” Brewster reminded. “We can’t outrun horses. And dogs, too. Hounds 

can track a man for miles; they’ll sniff us out and find us, they will.” 

“Only if we don’t get far away fast enough,” Cullip answered, “which we won’t unless we 

get a move on.” 

“Do you think they’ve done for him, Cull? The master? D’you think we should, you know, 

go back, like? Just to find out for sure?” 

“Are you mad? Not bloody likely! Now let’s not waste any more time. Come on!” 

Cullip set out once more and found within the first dozen steps that Martha had latched to 

his side. 

“You’ll keep us safe, won’t you?” she said, a tremulous hope in her voice. “I’m scared, I 

don’t mind admitting to it. But you’ll see us to no harm, I know you will.” 

“As much as I can,” he replied grimly. “We just have to keep going, as far and as quick as 

possible, see? That’s all we have to do: just keep going.” 

He led them north under an intermittent moon, along a sheep track that was as treacherous 

for half-hidden rabbit holes as for thick gorse roots that secretly broke the surface here and 

there. Everyone stumbled at some point or other and it was pure luck that no ankle suffered 

more than a simple sprain. 

A mile along, the path disappeared where the earth had cracked open, a deep cleft forcing 

them to turn west. The lie of the land was such that they were forced to continue in that 

direction, shepherded by deep folds and channels, ushered by tussocks of sharp, uncaring 

grasses, unforgiving bristling thistles and impenetrable ling. Then Dora tumbled headlong and 
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refused to get up. The other girls decided they’d had enough as well and flopped to the 

ground. 

“Ain’t no use dragging us no further,” Martha said, breathlessly but firmly. 

“We’re done with this,” Harriet agreed. “We can’t hardly see to put a foot in front of the 

other, and when we can there’s not so much as a piece o’ flat where to place it, what with 

rabbit scrapes and old roots!” 

“We can’t stop here,” Cullip admonished. “It’s too close to the House. We’ll be found. Get 

up!” 

“Mr. Cullip’s right, miss,” Snub said. “The clouds are moving away and then the moon’ll 

light us up proper, so we can’t stay here. But,” he added, “where are we going, Mr. Cullip? 

Are we still going north? I heard there’s a great wall up there, with villains and fightin’ men 

as live behind it.” 

Cullip shook his head. “Don’t be frit of stories, lad. We shouldn’t any of us be a-feared of 

stories. Haven’t we lived with what other folk whisper tales about for practically all our lives? 

There’s nothing out there for us to be a-scared of.” 

If only I believed that myself. He perceived the future as something uncertain and bleak. 

Harrow had said north but ‘north’ was a big place. Cullip’s sheltered existence at Benediction 

House had left him ill-informed about the geography of the wider world. Had Harrow meant 

the wall, assuming it even existed? How far from it might they be? How big was it? Could it 

be scaled? What was to be found on the other side? 

He had no idea. 

 

An hour at least passed by and their progress was desperately slow with frequent pauses. They 

were all tired, even Cullip and Brewster, fit young men though they were. The stress of their 

flight had taken its toll. Thirst was a clamouring companion. They did find a small runnel 

where they were able to scrabble on all fours for a drink which refreshed them for a while. 

Eventually they reached a thick hedgerow and, following its direction, they came to a place 

where they might break through to a rutted track beyond. 

“Lor’ be happy for us,” Martha said with elation. “A road at last!” 

“Aye, and going north. Good fortune for us,” Brewster added. 

Cullip was more doubtful. “A farm track more than a road, I reckon. And I’m not precisely 

content for us to take to it. We don’t know where it’s going. Yes, it might make easy going of 

it for us, but so it could for them that’s a-following.” 

Brewster was more optimistic. “But for certain we’d make better time if we were on that 

side of this hedge. And it’s going north,” he added, as if that repetition should be the deciding 

factor. “It’s got to be the right thing.” 

The girls were all in agreement. 

“Well…” Cullip sounded reluctant but secretly he was happy to relinquish the 

responsibility of a lonely decision in favour of comity. He and Brewster pushed their way 

through, just as the moon emerged brightly from behind a cloud to illuminate the scene. 

Martha, Harriet and Dora quickly joined them. Snub scrambled through last but as he did, a 

shout bludgeoned the night. 

Cullip whipped his head round to see a horseman standing in his stirrups at a place where 

their track evidently met with another way. The rider was swiftly joined by another and at the 

same time a rumour of other voices reached their ears. 

“We’re done for,” he heard Brewster breathe. 

Cullip could only agree. The mob, it seemed, had found them. 
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XXI. IN THE MARQUIS’S HAND 
 

This hand of mine hath writ in thy behalf 

 

Suffolk, King Henry VI part II: IV, ii 

 

When Harrow awoke, his bones were cold and his body ached. He rose stiffly but his mind 

was fresh and alert. He felt a vigour in his soul, as if a weighty problem had resolved itself 

during the hours of darkness. From his experience, Harrow knew well that when sleep 

relinquished its grip, the burdens and woes of the past were wont to return in short order, 

refastening the millstones of apprehension and anxiety around his neck. But today he felt a 

confidence and purpose revitalise his heart. He pushed himself up on his elbows. 

Soft whinnies came from the stalls, and careless tails whisked at the tendrils of mist that 

were seeping through the stable’s many cracks and fissures. Constanza had all but buried 

herself beneath a drift of hay, while Adelina and Mistress Hartley were – unknowingly, 

Harrow had to assume – snuggled like nested spoons beneath their blankets. 

Leaving his cares to enjoy their slumber a while longer, Harrow collected the satchel and 

stepped out into a white and silent world. The sun was undoubtedly rising but a thick, 

unseasonable fog had descended, blotting out everything much beyond the length of his arm. 

However, there was enough watered-down light for him to review the marquis’s notes. They 

described the journey they had thus far undertaken; that is to say, their path from the cave to 

where Harrow now stood, assuming they had reached the outskirts of Becking. Their next task 

was to locate a blacksmith, who would hasten their journey southerly to Leanwick, the seat of 

the duke of Umberland. 

Harrow had almost completed his read when the creaking of the stable’s makeshift door 

foretold company. 

“Good morning, my love.” Constanza’s greeting ended in a quivering yawn. “How cold it 

is. This niebla; it reminds me of the high mountains above la Casa de Cantabria. There are 

leas on the slopes where villagers take their goats to forage in the spring and summer. When 

the sun shines, it is warm and beautiful, lush and full of colour; but climbing to the highest 

pastures there is always a chill in the air even on the warmest of days. The weather can 

change so quickly. Clouds can fall from the sky and hide the world from sight without 

warning.” She kissed his cheek. “At such times one must be cautious. Bears and wolves are 

not deterred by mists.” 

“You need not fear such here. I have heard that wolves are sometimes still to be seen in the 

darkest forests of the north, but I doubt that to be true. Like bears, I believe they were hunted 

to extinction long ago. There are no such predators left to threaten man in this land.” 

Constanza looked down at the pages in Harrow’s hand. “What is our plan then, Joseph? 

What does the marquis say?” 

“We are to locate a man by the name of Cottle, a farrier living in this hamlet. His lordship 

says that he will provide transport to take us to Leanwick.” 

“A farrier? This may be his stable, then? How fortuitous. I expect he will come to tend the 

horses soon.” 

Harrow agreed. “Our best course is to remain where we are until he arrives. Or until the 

fog lifts, whichever comes first. Now, I’m hungry. There is still some food in the crate. Let’s 

wake the others.” 

Bread, cheese and cold venison greeted them. 

“Well!” Mistress Hartley exclaimed. “His lordship – God rest, of course – must have 

raided my larder when my back was turned. Not that I’m grudging him that, mind.” 
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The bread was somewhat stale, and the cheese a little pliant but still the made for an 

adequate meal. The marchioness immediately took possession of the venison. 

“His lordship’s instructions are clear,” Harrow began as they ate. “We are to make for 

Leanwick…” 

“This repast,” Adelina interrupted, “is in keeping with the accommodation. You will not 

expect me to exist for long on scraps like these. I can’t. When I am hungry I need to feed.” 

“Be patient, niña,” Constanza scolded. “We are all put out and must make do with what we 

have. We must allow Mr. Harrow to enact your husband’s instructions…” 

“Late husband. He is dead.” 

And not one hint of regret to be found in your voice, Harrow noted. How swiftly you have 

dismissed the humanity within. 

“You should remember – all of you – that I am now the head of the family Vaskapu,” the 

marchioness declared. “Give me the notes to read or discard as I see fit. I will not be 

persuaded to step on a road merely because a servant has read words written by a dead hand. I 

will decide how we should go. Well? Give them to me!” 

What imperious command there is in her words. “If you insist, my lady, but in the satchel 

there is also this.” Harrow pulled out a sealed envelope. “It is addressed to you. His lordship 

said you should read it as soon as there was opportunity to do so.” 

The expression on the marchioness’s face suddenly changed. Harrow could see uncertainty 

replace the petulance. Here is a letter from the lord she married, a lord she knows gave his 

life for her. What is she thinking now? 

“Raphael…” the young woman whispered as she accepted the envelope. Where seconds 

before she had been alive, vital, superior, now she was uncertain, hesitant, even weak. “What 

does it say?” 

Harrow shook his head. “I have not betrayed the wax, my lady.” 

The noblewoman received the document but did not open it. She sat as if transfixed by the 

sight of the marquis’s seal. Constanza retrieved it from Adelina’s uncertain fingers. 

“Do you wish me to read this, niña? Aloud?” 

The young woman did not respond, not even to move her head. Constanza stood and 

searched out a spot where enough milky light filtered through for her to break the seal and 

peruse the opening lines. 

 

My Dearest Adelina, 

In the writing of this I know how few in number have been our days together, and in 

the reading of this you may guess at how long must be our days apart. How cruel is this 

fate that sunders us, demanding that we tread different paths where once we had thought 

to step towards the morrow hand in hand, as one. But I foretell that is not to be our 

destiny. 

I do not know, as you read this, if I am yet dead but I fear it most likely. I know you 

will grieve, for in our brief time together our souls danced as one. Yet we all must pass 

into death, even Dragons, for death is the consequence of life. 

But life laid a duty on us, and that we have fulfilled. Our parting prepares the way for 

a new beginning, a fresh life to take my place. I know you have felt the essence of 

creation take hold in your body. Soon it will swell your womb… 

 

“Niña?” Constanza diverted from her reading, astonishment and delight in her voice. “Is 

this true? You are with child? Why did you not say before?” 

The marchioness did not answer, eyes staring toward a distant land only she could see. 

Constanza glanced at Harrow and then resumed. 
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…and one day another generation of our family will stride the green earth, breathe 

the air of freedom and hunt with the same glad joy as our most ancient progenitors. 

My hope is that their world will not be as ours. My hope is that their world will see 

the reanimation of our forefather’s times, when the dominion of our people will cover 

all the lands of that world, the new beginning of an Age of Dragons! Ah, I dare to 

dream such things, such challenging visions – yet I will never know if my hopes should 

ever come to pass. 

And here is another truth: without you, Adelina, my dream is barren. You carry our 

future and you must care for and nurture that future in disregard for all else, even your 

own deep-rooted needs and rapacious desires. Your sole purpose, now, must be our 

deliverance, our investment in all the tomorrow’s yet to come. 

I cannot know how hard the road ahead of you may be and neither can I be with you 

on that road, to shield and protect you from those who would deny our birthright. My 

best endeavour is to send my servant, Harrow, to represent my will and act in my stead. 

He is a man only, but I have never had need to question his loyalty. He has both a 

strength and a weakness… 

 

Constanza paused. 

She has read the next words and does not know if she should speak them, Harrow thought. 

What did he write of me? Is it so dreadful? 

“Please continue,” Harrow told her quietly. “Finish what his lordship has written.” 

“Yes, finish it.” Adelina’s voice was no more than an echo, as if her consciousness had 

removed to another place where past, present and future merged to unity. Constanza resumed 

her reading. 

 

…a strength and a weakness, which neither could exist without the other. Harrow has 

a creature that dwells within him, not after the fashion of ourselves, but not so far 

removed. 

There is a lesson I learned from my aunt: to reward another well is to invest in one’s 

own future. Ask, and he will tell you of his needs. Do not doubt him, Adelina. He 

speaks with my voice on all things in concern for your safety. I have provided him with 

instructions that will guide his direction to your benefit. What I ask of you is to follow 

his instructions, and later to reward his service as I have always done. 

And so I close, dearest Adelina. Travel in safety along the route I have set out and in 

time you will come to the salvation of us both. With these last words I send to you all 

the love I… 

 

Again Constanza stopped, this time folding the papers and returning them to the envelope. 

“His lordship completes his letter with sentiment and personal endearments that you will 

wish to read for yourself, niña, in moments of privacy.” She offered the missive but the 

marchioness did not accept it. Harrow took it and tucked it back in the satchel. 

The early, mist-soaked light had strengthened, penetrating the chinks in the cracked armour 

of the stables. They sat in silence and waited, their breakfast disregarded, for the farrier to find 

them. 
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XXII. APPETITE OF THE WOLF 
 

Then every thing includes itself in power, 

Power into will, will into appetite; 

And appetite, an universal wolf 

 

Ulysses, Toilus and Cressida: I, iii 

 

The farm track offered no escape. 

“Back through the hedge!” Cullip ordered. “They’ll catch us for certain along this drag.” 

He pushed everyone through except Dora, who shrugged off his hand. 

“I’m staying,” she said. 

“Are you mad?” The sounds of pursuit were growing louder. 

“You go if you want to. I’m tired and I’m hungry and my feet are so sore. Besides,” she 

added defiantly, “it weren’t us they come for, were it? Well, they’ve done for the master now, 

like as not, and they ain’t going to be interested in us, are they?” 

“You are being stupid!” Cullip scolded, urgently. “D’you think his lordship went down 

without a fight? He’ll have sent more than one of ’em ahead to see Old Harry and their blood 

will be boiling, you can count on that!” 

He tried again to manhandle the serving girl off the track but she would have none of it. 

Glancing over his shoulder, Cullip could see a rider, a menacing shadow that passed in front 

of the flickering firebrands of the chasers. He didn’t dare wait longer, and stumbled through 

the gap after the others, but they were already out of sight in the folds of the landscape. He 

turned to make one last plea. 

“Dora…!” 

But the rider had caught up: a huge man with a tall hat, sitting atop a giant horse. Whether 

by unseen command or its own volition the beast reared, forelegs boxing the air. 

The world was turned to silence, and images reached Cullip’s eyes as a series of grim and 

hopeless montages. Dora seemed petrified: not an arm raised in her defence, not one 

mouthing of fear or protestation. Yet even had she screamed or cried out, would that have 

made any difference? Would the wolfish grin of the rider have melted to compassion instead 

of widening? Would he have prevented his mount striking and stamping? Would Cullip not 

have heard the cracking of bone, seen the disgorging of blood that glistened like liquid 

obsidian in the moonlight as it leeched from Dora’s broken skull? 

Then the grin turned on him, and Cullip had no doubt at all that he was looking up at the 

face of Death, the term of his life in plain sight. 

Twenty-five hands. Cullip’s revision of the first equine estimate he’d made, so many 

months ago to Mistress Hartley, was entirely automatic. 

A sword was drawn, a curving sabre that he knew would be wicked sharp the full length of 

its gleaming blade. 

 “Do you see this?” The rider’s question shattered the silence in Cullip’s mind, the timbre 

of the voice deep and solemn. “This is Dragonimoarte, slayer of serpents, blessed by Mother 

Church, blooded in battle with hell’s spawn. It vanquished your master; it will vanquish you. 

Will you pray for your soul before I send you to him?” 

Two other riders reigned in close behind the first but Cullip scarcely registered their 

presence. The young ostler’s legs were heavy, mired in fear, but he forced himself to stand 

and point shakily through the gap to where Dora’s ruined body lay. 

“Why? She did nothing!” 

The horseman advanced. “She served evil. So do you. That was your choice. Where are 

your friends? The ones who fled with you? And where is the dragon-bitch?” 
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Cullip did not reply but turned, almost fell through the hedge, regained his balance and ran. 

He was aware that the horseman was urging his mount to follow, aware that other pursuers 

were pushing through the hedge after him, but his only focus now was flight. Tussocks of 

spiky grass thrust their needles at him. Chalk valleys snaking between banks of earth 

constrained his escape eastward, back the way they had come. He tried to change direction, 

tried to lead away from where he thought Snub and the others might have gone, but the 

ground refused the possibility. 

The chasers were all in the field, by the volume of the noise behind, and underpinning that 

was the bass rhythm of heavy horses made heavier still by the weight of their riders. The 

roughness of the terrain prevented the mob from travelling any faster than Cullip, but not so 

the horses. 

Any moment now, he thought. That blade will cut me down and I’ll have failed Mr. 

Harrow. Then the others will be run down. Slaughtered. Just like Dora. Just like me. 

When the strike came it was across his back, a slash from left shoulder and down, cutting 

through cloth and muscle to the bone beneath. Cullip could feel the blade scraping across his 

ribs, almost as far as his spine before arcing away. The ground met his headlong fall as he 

threw an arm back, but the wound was out of reach. With a struggle he managed to get to his 

knees but now the lead horseman was before him, his companion riders close by and the 

horde short yards behind. The giant dismounted. 

“Have you prayed? Your master waits.” 

Cullip found no voice to answer. 

That is a wolf, that is, and no amount of death will sate his hunger. I never thought I would 

die. I’ve hardly lived. Will the others make it? What will it be like, death? What- 

The blade sliced through his neck and Cullip’s head fell to the ground, oblivious to the 

spike of grass that pierced his eye. 

 

Brewster wished he still had the blunderbuss: the pressure of the stock against his shoulder, 

the smell of the wax he’d rubbed into the wood and the oils with which he’d so often and so 

caringly dressed the barrel – he wished he had it with him for the comfort it would bring, to 

know he had at least a weapon he could use in defence. But he might as well wish for a field 

of muskets, for all the good wishing would do. 

Harriet and Martha struggled after him. No sounds yet followed their path but Brewster 

had no doubt a pursuit must have begun. What had happened to Cullip? And Dora? Why 

weren’t they with them? 

Much of the retreat had been a scramble, hands and feet used in almost equal measure as 

they sought to keep low in their progress. The earth-folds that had previously forced them 

west now forced them east, back towards the cliff path and still without opportunity for a 

break to north or south. Their only hope was that those very folds would act as shields, 

preventing their being spotted. 

But, Brewster owned, they’ve got horses. A rider’s got the advantage of height. And four 

long legs to my two. 

“Keep up!” he urged, despite realising that neither Harriet nor Martha would need 

reminding. Brewster turned his head to check that they were still close and noticed Snub was 

also missing. 

No time for him. He’s small, and probably found a hidey-hole. Maybe we’ll be lucky 

enough to do the same. 

 

Snub, in fact, had separated from the others as soon as he realised that Cullip had stayed 

behind. 
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He’d always admired the ostler, a strong and stolid presence hefting bales of hay into the 

mangers. He’d imagined that one day it might be him, Snub, who was set to looking after the 

stables, an ambition he figured was now lost. 

He had hastened back towards the break in the hedge, returning in time to see the 

horseman pushing through; in time to see two more horsemen join the first; in time to see the 

mob flood in from the road. Safely hidden within a fortune hollow under the hedge, Snub had 

watched as Cullip turned and ran, the pack surging after him with the hunter at their head. 

He’ll be alright, he thought. Mr. Cullip’s smart. He’ll get away, mark that. 

Then came a cry in the night and the pursuit suddenly stopped. The mob was now milling 

about. Why? Why had the horseman, the biggest one, dismounted? Snub guessed he must 

have because he’d been able to clearly see the rider until then, tallest shadow above all the 

rest, but now he couldn’t make him out. 

He wanted to go and look but knew that would be foolish. They’d spy me soon as I broke 

cover. 

So he waited, secure in his little nest. He heard a song of harsh laughter and the muttering 

of many hard voices interwoven to the point where there were no words to pick out, just a 

cold refrain of menace and hate. Then he could see the tall rider again, mounted once more, 

and hear the milling pack move to his command, hounds snuffling after a scent. Snub 

squirmed back deeper into the hollow and waited, hugging his knees. 

After a while, when all was quiet, he chanced another look. Fresh moonlight revealed the 

country before him to be empty, with no threat evident either visible or within earshot. The 

boy emerged and cautiously, slowly, crossed to the place where the rider had dismounted, 

where the throng had laughed and muttered. 

The moonlight was cruel, and Snub threw up. 

 

Brewster had no idea how far they’d gone but they’d finally reached a moment where the 

strain of desperation had all but drained them. They were in the deepest cleft yet, a five-foot 

high bank on one side riddled about with rabbit holes. They must have passed through it 

before, on the way to the road, but he hadn’t noticed. 

“I can’t go no further,” Martha gasped. “I can’t hardly breath!” 

Brewster wasn’t happy with the idea, but with Harriet supporting her friend’s call, he was 

confounded. By good fortune they found shelter beneath an earth overhang, made to feel all 

the safer by strongly-rooted gorse that draped over the edge down to the ground, a botanical 

tunnel just long enough for three to find shelter within. 

“I don’t care if there’s snakes nor any other creepies in there,” Martha said, “I’m holing up 

’til I’m rested.” 

They’d barely had time to burrow in when Harriet grabbed hold of Brewster’s arm. “I can 

hear something!” 

Maybe it’s Cullip, Brewster hoped – but the approaching sound was more than one man 

would make: that was the solid, unmistakable tread of a large horse. The ground above his 

head vibrated, dusting all of them with showers of loosened earth. 

An equine snort broached the night. Brewster put a finger to his lips, though he knew 

neither girl would see the action in the blackness of their retreat. 

Leather creaked, a bit was chomped, and a heavy thud caused more dirt to fall. Someone’s 

dismounted, Brewster guessed. His chest tightened. 

“Ho!” The call was strong and confident, the following words thickly accented, long and 

slow. “You are here. My horse knows this. I know this. I have found your comrades. They 

wish you to join them. Show yourselves!” 

A squeak escaped from Harriet’s mouth and Brewster prayed there would be nothing more. 

He could hear movement at both ends of their tunnel, people climbing down into the delve. 
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“You must be tired. You do not want to run any more. Be done with flight. Come out and 

leave your fears behind.” 

More movement reached Brewster’s ears. His heart beat faster but, strangely, he felt quite 

calm. He’d made a decision without consciously realising a decision had needed to be made. 

He knew what it was he had to do. Hoping the girls wouldn’t give themselves away he pushed 

along their escape to reach the open air, spluttering from dust in his mouth. The moon at that 

moment was partially covered by cloud but he didn’t need much light to see what was there to 

be seen. He was encircled. Figures stretched along both banks and across both ends of the 

ditch. A horse, one of three, neighed atop one of the banks and standing beside it was the 

rider, a giant with a tall hat. His face was all in shadow but Brewster could hear his 

satisfaction grinning out of the blackness when he spoke. 

“So – but where are the others? I know you are not alone.” 

“Th…” Brewster began, only to be interrupted by a fit of coughing as some of the dirt 

found its way deeper into this throat. “They’re gone. We split up when we saw you. I dunno 

where they went. North, maybe.” 

The hunter leapt down to join him. Brewster was dwarfed by this monster of a man. 

“North?” He sniffed the air. “But a woman is close. I can smell her.” 

“No,” Brewster refuted. How could anyone have a nose that sensitive? The girls were 

housemaids after all, not rich folk with perfumes and powders. “That’d be me, sir, ah, master. 

I was near them. It’d be on my clothes, I reckon. That’d be what you can smell.” 

“Yes? And what of the she-beast? Where has it gone?” 

Brewster had to think for a second before he realised the giant was talking about the 

marchioness. Perhaps he could buy a little time… 

“Her ladyship? Er, south, m’lord. Along the beaches. I – I could show you.” He started 

walking but a small knot was gathered before him, tight-mouthed and hard-eyed. 

“Could you, now? But you’re going east.” 

“Beggin’ your pardon, sir, but this way goes to the cliff path, and that goes south.” 

“Ah. South. To a track that will lead to the beach, no doubt? We have already been there. 

We found two old men. They will age no more.” The rider nodded. “And you can offer no 

more, I think, so your purpose is fulfilled. Yes. Your time has arrived.” 

Brewster felt the agony of cold metal twisting inside his belly. He felt the blade cut deep 

and emerge through his back. He cried out but it made no difference. Soon he was dead. 

 

Harriet kept as silent as she could, despite the sound of Brewster’s torment. She found 

Martha’s hand and her painful squeeze was desperately returned. Together they remained in 

the dark of the tunnel, listening, waiting. Harriet dared not move despite cramping muscles, 

despite the occasional slither that might be a snake or a worm; barely breathing in case a 

single sound should give them away. 

“Come,” she heard. “There is nothing more here. We go.” 

Another voice spoke up but Harriet couldn’t make out what it said because it was in 

Foreign. The first speaker responded in kind, and then came the sound of movement, like a 

crowd climbing and slipping and sliding away. 

The noises gradually faded to nothing but Harriet and Martha remained exactly as they 

were. How much more time passed Harriet didn’t know, but it seemed like an age. 

“I think they’ve gone,” she whispered at last. Martha didn’t reply. “We can’t stay here,” 

she added. “We’ve got to leave.” 

The atmosphere in their hide had become hot and almost unbearably stuffy and Harriet was 

becoming desperate for a taste of fresh, clean air. “You stay here,” she instructed, as quietly 

as she could. “I’ll go out an’ see what there is. I’ll let you know if it’s safe.” 
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Harriet eased her way down the tunnel in her long skirts and once-long-ago white apron, 

trying to keep her movements quiet. She emerged into the cool of the night, where she 

couldn’t help but shut her eyes against the moonlight as she drew a deep breath. 

As she exhaled she opened her eyes, then slowly began to turn full circle. She had made no 

more than a quarter turn when her eyes fell upon the boots of someone standing atop the bank. 

Next to the boots were the hooves of a large, black horse. 

“Ah, there you are.” The words were tainted with an uncommon accent. “I wondered what 

had come of you.” 

 

Snub had eventually found the ruined mess that was Dora but he had no more sick inside to 

come out. 

What do I do now? 

There was no point in trying to catch up with Mr. Brewster, not with that gang in the way. 

And no point in just staying where he was – but he couldn’t think of anywhere that he should 

go. Shun House was burned down, by all accounts, so no point in going back there. Mr. 

Harrow had gone south by boat, so there’d be no trail to follow. 

The farm track he was on, host to the sticky dross that had been the maid, went north and 

south. The farm was north, but south was a road and roads always had to lead somewhere. 

What would Mr. Cullip do? Or Mr. Harrow? Both had said to go north but going only so 

far as a farm didn’t seem much of a north, nor far enough with those hunters on the prowl. 

The road, then. And then… south. Not north? No, he’d go south. Perhaps even meet up 

with Mr. Harrow after all, by a passing chance, maybe. Even though he’d gone by sea, Mr. 

Harrow’d not stay on the water for ever, so it had to be possible they’d meet again. 

“That’s the plan, then,” he murmured. It wasn’t much of a plan but it was better than none 

at all. 

I wonder what’ll happen to me in the end? 
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XXIII. BRIEF INSTRUCTION 
 

One step I have advanced thee; if thou dost 

As this instructs thee, thou dost make thy way 

To noble fortunes 

 

Edmund, King Lear: V, iii 

 

It transpired that it was Mrs. Cottle who found them when she came to collect logs from the 

woodpile stacked against the stables. The fog had thinned a little when Harrow cautiously 

emerged to investigate the noise. 

“A fine morning to you, goodwife.” 

The woman straightened up and stared at him but said nothing. 

“My friends and I spent the night within. If these stables are yours then I trust you will 

forgive our doing so without first seeking permission. We needed shelter and rest and will 

gladly pay for the use.” 

“Me ’usband,” she responded. There was neither surprise nor any other expression in her 

voice. “’Tis Mr. Cottle as you’ll ’ave to ask.” She resumed her task of packing the wood into 

a wicker basket. 

“Indeed. Where might we find him?” 

“Abed. You can follow me if you’ve a mind to,” she replied before beginning a plodding 

return home without bothering to see if her offer had been accepted. 

Harrow collected his charges and together they trailed after the woman. 

 

Four children were inside, bent at a table and consuming chunks of bread and dripping. Eating 

stopped and the children stared silently with dull expressions at the unexpected visitors, while 

their mother went to raise her husband. 

Adelina grimaced with distaste at the bare adequacy of the room. 

“Why did she not take us to the reception room?” she demanded. “Why does she leave us 

in this pocilga?” 

“Esta puede ser la mejor sala que tienen. These are peasants, after all,” Constanza pointed 

out. “I expect this kitchen is where they will spend most of their time when they do not work 

or sleep.” 

“It’s not what I’d call a kitchen,” Mistress Hartley observed. 

The sound of feet descending stairs marked the return of Mrs. Cottle. This time she 

attempted a curtsy at the kitchen door. 

“’E said as ’ow you’d best come to the parlour, your honour, and would you care for a ’ot 

drink to warm you, or there’s apricock water wot’s for the medicinals if you’d prefer.” 

“I’d not mind a drop of that,” Honoria said, “for the medicinals, to be sure.” 

The others declined the hospitality. Mrs. Cottle poured a measure from a flagon into a pot 

mug which she passed to the cook before leading them to – and leaving them in – a room that 

clearly was rarely used. Twin high-back chairs and a thread-bare, two-seat settle dressed in 

faded antimacassars provided for comfort. As well as these there was a spotless fireplace and 

a square, heavily polished table, home to a doily protecting the surface from a lamp with a tall 

glass chimney. A hanging pair of embroidered samplers were the only decoration. 

“Is this their best sala?” Adelina wanted to know. “It is no improvement.” She settled on 

the edge of one of the chairs, back straight, head high, a beautiful picture of noble hauteur. 

The farrier, when he arrived, was short, so much so that Harrow was as tall above him as 

the giant András had been above Harrow. He couldn’t help wondering how such a small man 
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would have the strength required to work at his profession, but obviously he managed 

somehow. 

Cottle bobbed subserviently. “Good day, your ’onour, and you, your ladies ships. It’s a 

great ’onour to ’ave you in my ’ome. Has my foolish wife done right by you, given you from 

our stock, like? Not that there’s much that’s fitting for y’rselves, I’ve no doubt. If I’d a-known 

you were abed in me stables overnight I’d ’ave come and brung you indoors proper.” 

“You know who we are?” Harrow asked. 

“Of course, your honour. The law master told to expect you, he did, though he didn’t say 

as how there’d be more than three – not that it ain’t an honour to be of service to as many.” 

Harrow looked sidelong at Adelina, hoping she would allow him to represent the party and 

was relieved to note that the marchioness appeared content to remain aloof, bestowing 

nothing worse than a look of disdain on their host. 

“Then you understand our purpose,” Harrow resumed. “We have no wish to remain longer 

than is necessary. What arrangements have been made for us?” 

“I’d not been told that you’d be arriving as soon as you’ve done, but the lawman did tell I 

should get preparations made soonest, your honour, and as well I did. I’ve a wagon wot can 

be readied in a half hour, and a pair for pulling. It ain’t wot you might call a comfortable rig 

but it’s sturdy enough and the hosses are strong and well shod.” 

“See to it, then,” Harrow instructed. “We will leave as soon as you are ready.” 

After Cottle had bobbed out of the room, Harrow expanded on the marquis’s instructions. 

“His lordship wrote that we are to go to the castle at Leanwick, less than a day’s journey 

from here, and meet with the duke.” He turned to Mistress Hartley. “Honoria, please see what 

food Mrs. Cottle can spare for our journey. Tell the goodwife we will not require much and 

will compensate her for anything she provides.” 

“You plan to eat food prepared in this shack?” the marchioness derided. “¿Eres valiente o 

loco? But what nourishment could they provide to satisfy me? Unless,” she added 

mischievously, “it would be one of their niños!” 

“Niña!” Constanza scolded. “But Joseph, I don’t find the idea of eating their food 

appealing.” 

“I’m certain that Honoria will use all her culinary endeavours to ensure that what we take 

with us will be wholesome enough.” 

“That I will,” the cook confirmed. “I’d be surprised if there’s much to choose from, mind. 

But I’ll gather what I can.” 

“Do you think this herrador is trustworthy, Joseph?” Constanza asked as Mistress Hartley 

returned to the kitchen. “If he really knows who we are, might he not betray us?” 

“If he truly knows who we are,” Adelina answered for Harrow, “then he will know what I 

would do to him if he did.” 

Eventually Cottle returned to say the transport was ready and waiting. Outside was a farm 

wagon, open to the elements but sufficient to their needs if the weather remained dry. Harrow 

assisted the women on board while the farrier loaded their possessions. Harrow was about to 

climb up himself when the smith interrupted him. 

“Your honour, begging your pardon, the lawman did say there’d be a recompense for me 

troubles, you understand. Might I ask as if that’s your understanding, also? Your honour?” 

Harrow stared at him. Do you know what I’m looking at? Can you guess what I see? The 

shape of your skull, the flesh peeled from your bones. If you could see with my eyes, would 

you even dare to address me? Disappointingly, the farrier didn’t seem to notice; but then, the 

man never met his gaze directly. 

“Yes, it is my understanding, also,” he sighed, presenting a few coppers from his purse. 

“This should more than cover the cost of your hospitality thus far. You will receive as much 

again when we reach our destination.” 
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People’s eyes don’t really gleam merely at the sight of something but, if they did, Cottle’s 

would have done so. “Ah! You’re a true genl’mun, no doubt of that,” he said. “Climb up, your 

honour. I’ll get the hosses moving. Er… where is it that you’re wanting to be took? That 

lawman said Len-hick, but he said I was to affirm such with you. Is it the big city, then, your 

honour?” 

“Yes, the castle there. You are familiar with the way?” 

“That I am. Not but what I’ve been there often meself, it being such a distance and all. But 

don’t fret on that, your honour, this road don’t go nowhere else if we heads southern, like. It’s 

a fair distance, mind. We’ll be hard-pressed to get there with the sun still up.” 

“We’ll not get there at all unless you spur the horses. Just drive, man.” 

“Very good, your honour.” Cottle shook the reins and clucked the team into motion. 

Harrow made himself as comfortable as he could next to Constanza and settled to the ride. 

 

The fog persisted for a further hour. Harrow was ambivalent towards it: on the one hand there 

was comfort to be had from the sense of security it afforded, the blanket of invisibility, the 

deadening of sound; on the other, there was the chance that enemies could approach under 

cover of the shroud, unheard, unseen, secret. Could András be trailing them, even now? 

“I wonder what has happened to the others?” Constanza asked quietly, nestling against his 

shoulder. “The old men, the little boy and the rest. Do you think they have found safety?” 

“I’m sure they are fine,” Harrow replied. 

“I do hope so,” Constanza admitted. “I do not like to think of what might happen if those 

murderers track them down.” 

There was no way to know, of course. A part of him wished that András and his brothers 

would take the marquis’s bait and hunt down the others, buying time for Harrow to put miles 

between the marchioness and Shun House. A smaller part wished that Cullip had led his party 

to safety. Why do I have so little concern for their fate? he wondered. Is there so little 

humanity in me? 

At around midday, a hot sun in the sky and no trace of mist remaining, Cottle brought the 

wagon to a halt. 

“Begging pardon, your honour, but I need to rest a while from me driving, answer to the 

necessaries if you take me meaning, your honour. That, and the hosses need seeing to.” 

“Very well. We should all benefit from a break.” 

Everyone disembarked stiffly and stretched in the warm sun. Mistress Hartley fetched the 

repast, serving it on a rough blanket spread out on the ground. Adelina declined anything 

offered. 

“This fare is inadequate,” she complained. “I have not eaten properly for days. Harrow, 

you must soon find me somewhere I can feast as I need, otherwise…” 

“My lady, I urge you to maintain control over your appetite, at least until we have reached 

Leanwick.” 

“But you should eat something,” Constanza insisted, “you must care for more than just 

your own health. There is a potted meat, here. Try this.” 

Reluctantly, Adelina accepted the offering. “What more do my husband’s notes say?” 

Harrow retrieved the papers. “His lordship’s plans describe our passage as far as 

Leanwick,” he said, “and some small detail beyond that.” 

“Read it. What does it say?” 

Harrow read silently for a while, muttering the odd word until he came to a point he 

deemed pertinent to their present situation, then cleared his throat. 

 

Harrow, you will observe from my preparations that I have been planning this eventuality for 

some time. I had, in fact, decided that we should depart these shores regardless, in especial 
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concern for my lady’s condition. My initial thought was to leave before the advent of winter 

but circumstances have forced my hand. With the arrival of András it is clear that our 

immediate safety is threatened, which is why I have brought my considerations forward. 

 

My instruction is necessarily brief. Go first to the hamlet of Becking and meet with Cottle, a 

farrier domiciled there. Fairlaw has already spoken with him. Tell him to take you to the 

castle at Leanwick. The man will expect a reward for his services, poor though they may be. 

 

On arrival you must speak with Umberland. He will be expecting you. His grace has reason 

to be grateful to the Vaskapu. We have granted support to generations of his family and he 

continues to benefit from our generosity – but I know he wishes it were otherwise. He would 

control the source of that generosity if he could. Even so, Duke Percival should give 

assistance, provide whatever you need: safety, accommodation, transport. But make no 

mistake: his aid has been bought, and you must be cautious. 

 

From Leanwick you must turn south and west to the industrial shipping town of Seaforth. My 

lawyer has purchased, on my behalf and at no small cost, a ship, the Reever’s Tide, together 

with a captain and full complement. The captain’s name is Cornwater. He is under orders to 

keep the craft sail-worthy. Fairlaw assures me the man is honest; however, he also warns that 

no crew will remain ashore for ever, whatever the pay, so do not delay your arrival more than 

is necessary. You should proceed to the offices of the Blue Main Shipping Company, near the 

seafront at Seaforth. They are handling the arrangements. 

 

The colour of the ink changed, and to Harrow there seemed a greater sense of urgency to the 

script. He resumed his reading. 

 

It seems that I am forced to move far sooner than I ever intended. The boy’s alert of the 

approaching horde shows this day has come. Already I can hear them baying for my blood – 

yet I will see that my lady is safe, and that they pay with much blood of their own! 

 

Give these instructions to Captain Cornwater once under way, to chart a course for the 

Iberian Peninsula. That represents the best surety for my lady. Travel as swiftly as you can 

and give no thought to any return to Benediction House. This place is lost. 

 

Take care of my lady. She is headstrong but I adjure that you serve her no less faithfully and 

with no less diligence than you did me. 

 

Fare well, Harrow. We shall not meet again, I think. 

R.Á.V. 

 

P.S. I caution you again: be wary of the duke. Loyalty bought is seldom true. 

 

Harrow finished and looked up at the faces around him. Adelina’s face was impassive but 

Constanza’s expression was pure joy. She took hold of Adelina’s hand. 

“Then… we are to return home? Niña, do you hear? Home! We are to go home!” 

“So it would seem,” Harrow nodded. “His lordship’s guidance is clear, I think. There’s…” 

But at that moment Cottle called to ask if they were ready to leave (“your honour”), and 

soon their southerly journey resumed. 
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XXIV. THE DUKE OF UMBERLAND 
 

For emulation now, who shall be nearest, 

Will touch us all too near, if God prevent not. 

O, full of danger is the duke of Gloucester! 

 

Third Citizen, King Richard III: II, iii 

 

The cart dipped and skewed in sympathy with the many ruts and potholes of the lane: a 

conspiracy of the year’s weather – rain, snow, frost, and hot sunny days – to twist and scar the 

surface so any unwary traveller might be discomforted by their journey. 

But this day, now released from the clutches of the fog, was warm and for Harrow the 

balm of heat and the rhythmic clip-clop of the horses cast a somnambulistic spell that 

somehow countered the irregularities of the road. Harrow drifted in and out of sleep, half-

woken only by the harshest jolts when the wheels were caught unawares by the deepest 

ravines. In his fractured sleep there were dreams, or maybe the memories of dreams… 

You must stay. You are ours. You cannot go… 

But I’m no longer there! I have left! Am I not yet beyond you, even now? 

We are yours. You are ours. You cannot go… 

Dusk had arrived when Harrow finally emerged to full consciousness from his chimeric 

imaginings. Perspiration chilled him, his breath all but trapped in his chest from the haunting 

voices of the past. 

“My love? What disturbs you?” 

The touch of Constanza’s hand and the comfort of her voice helped to dispel those 

unpleasant memories. Was that all they were, though? Just rotting memoires? Were the 

dreadful taunts merely echoes? They were, after all, many miles from Shun House and surely 

the baleful influence of those lost souls could not invade him at such a distance? 

“I… It’s nothing. A dream.” 

“Why, you’re white as best linen fresh from the laundry, and dripping just as wet!” 

Mistress Hartley exclaimed, holding out an uncorked bottle. “You take a nip of this, Joseph. 

Steady the nerves.” 

The liquor rasped hotly in his throat before lighting a fire in his belly. He coughed a ‘thank 

you’ then took a second draught before returning the liquor to the cook. The cook took a sip 

herself for company’s sake. 

“We’re not far off now, your honour, your ladies ships,” Cottle called over his shoulder. 

“See? That’s the tower of St. Michael’s and over there’s the castle.” 

Harrow squinted but could see nothing himself. Cottle lit the quarter light but that did 

nothing to help his vision. 

As the land rose and fell so did the winding lane, bringing their destination in and out of 

view until, finally, the lie flattened and the town could clearly be seen. The lane became a 

thoroughfare that broached the outskirts of urban development. Smallholdings with hovels 

and shacks gave way to townhouses with paths and trim gardens. Leanwick was not so very 

far from Dourby but this much larger conurbation was cleaner, brighter, richer; an altogether 

nicer place to live and raise a family. 

They crossed the River Lean by the Unicorn Bridge, then followed the outer defences of 

the castle along the Pothering Way to the West Gate, where Cottle brought the team to a halt. 

Sentries in burnished breastplates and shiny helmets were stationed in front of ornately 

wrought iron gates at the start of a long approach. The guardsmen watched the party 

clambering from the cart with seeming indifference. 
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“There you are, your honour, safe and sound. And I hopes as how the trip wasn’t too much 

of an hor-deal for your ladies ships, wot with the road being a bit rough, like. Still, I got you 

here which is where you was a-wanting to be, and in good order.” There was a smile in 

Cottle’s voice. “The hosses done well, I reckon. ’Spect as how they’ll be wanting a bit extra 

grain for the work, and I’d not mind a noggin at a hostelry meself, ’cept as I has to save me 

pennies for the hosses feed. Terrible cost, grain is, your honour.” 

Harrow helped the women descend. Even Adelina looked weary. He pulled some more 

coppers from his purse, dropping them into the smith’s eager hands. 

“Ah, you’re a generous honour, your honour. It’s been a priv’lidge being of service to you 

and the ladies ships. Right, then, I’ll best be off. No doubt them guards’ll fetch you to his 

dukeship soon as your wanting to be fetched. Orry vors, as like they say in foreign parts.” 

The cart completed a full circle, turning back the way it had come. “Orry vors!” 

The wayfarers stood alone. 

 

Duke Percival received his guests in an extravagant reception room. 

How much of this luxury is bought with Vaskapu funds? Harrow wondered. 

“Remember,” he cautioned quietly, “his lordship advised that the duke was not a man to be 

trusted. We should assume that he knows nothing of your ladyship’s true nature, and not 

make mention of it.” 

Adelina gave no sign of having heard, and Harrow restricted himself to a hidden grimace. 

“Ah, this is, um, a surprise,” the duke said, a slight tremor to his voice. “A delightful one, 

to be sure, Lady Adelina. Your husband is… a most fortunate man.” 

A surprise? But the marquis’s note had said that Umberland would be expecting them… 

The nobleman bowed, taking Adelina’s hand to proffer a kiss. 

The marchioness responded with a slight incline of her head. “I am pleased to be here, your 

grace. My journey has been tiring.” 

“Raphael appraised me of your coming, of course, but… I had not expected your company 

so soon.” 

Interesting, Harrow thought, a seed of suspicion germinating in his mind. I wonder… Do 

you mean ‘at all’ rather than ‘so soon’? Or am I being mean-spirited? 

“Your arrival is welcome, of course,” Umberland said on straightening his back, “and 

timely. The evening meal is due shortly. But where is his lordship? Why should he not have 

travelled with you? Is something amiss?” 

There’s something wrong here. Harrow frowned and stepped forward. “Your grace, I am 

Harrow. His lordship is…” 

He paused, uncertain of what to say, how much to divulge. The marquis had said the duke 

was a bought man and thus short on loyalty: ‘…be wary of the duke. Tell him nothing of your 

plans…’ But how much does he already know? 

“…is indisposed. He sends his warmest greetings and regrets he cannot be here at this 

moment but assures you he will visit as soon as he is able.” 

The duke’s expression momentarily betrayed him, a twitch of… consternation?... across 

his brow, but he recovered quickly. 

“I… see. Splendid. Splendid.” 

“Your grace, her ladyship is weary from a tiring journey. May she and her attendants be 

allowed an opportunity to refresh themselves? Our departure was… hasty.” 

The duke pulled at a bell rope. “Hasty? Indeed.” He instructed the footman who had 

responded to the call. “Escort the marchioness to chambers and see to her needs.”  

“Your grace,” Adelina interjected, “Lady Constanza is my travelling companion. I would 

have her accompany me, if that should meet with your agreement.” 

“But of course, lady. And may I trust you will join me for dinner this evening?” 
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“Your grace is most kind and I should normally be only too delighted. But this day has 

been long and tiring and I feel a desperate need for sleep. Will you forgive me on this one 

occasion?” 

“How could I not? Though I much regret that I shall once more dine alone. Breakfast, 

then.” The duke took her hand and planted another kiss. “My servants will guide you to 

comfort and rest. Good evening, my lady.” 

When the marchioness and Constanza had departed, the duke eyed Mistress Hartley, whose 

more lowly position in life was evidenced by her awed demeanour. 

“Your grace,” Harrow said, “Mistress Hartley is the personal cook to the Vaskapu 

household, here to see to her ladyship’s dietary needs.” 

The duke called another attendant. “Take this woman to the kitchens. You may go with 

her, Harrow.” 

“Your grace, I wonder if I might crave a little more of your time? I should acquaint you 

with my master’s purposes and discuss how they may best be achieved.” 

Duke Percival gave him a quizzical look, but nodded as Mistress Hartley was led away, 

clearly not entirely happy at being separated from her remaining companion. 

“Your grace, I know you are aware of my lord’s particular nature.” Harrow felt he was 

chancing his arm by speaking to the duke as he planned, but it was necessary to establish his 

Vaskapu credentials. “His lordship has made it clear to me that your current good standing is 

in no small part due to the generosity of his family.” 

The duke’s face was a revelation of embarrassed annoyance. The expression of a child 

who’s been found out, Harrow thought. 

“I am happy to confirm that his lordship is pleased for that support to persist as a duty of 

friendship.” 

The duke recovered his composure. He opened the front leaf of an ornate cabinet and 

poured a glass of rich liquid for himself from a crystal decanter. “You said the marquis was 

‘indisposed’. A rather imprecise term, don’t you think? What is the nature of his 

indisposition?” 

Careful, now. “A trifle, your grace. A small matter of civil disobedience that my lord is 

dealing with. Firmly. Some of the dignitaries of Dourby had expressed disquiet over his 

marriage to Lady Adelina. His lordship decided that it would be for the best if her ladyship 

was absent while the disobedience is resolved.” 

“Absent? He sends here away? To where? For how long?” 

“His lordship instructed me to escort her ladyship to the capital until he feels it safe to send 

for her again.” Best to not reveal our eventual destination. 

“That seems a long way to go for safety’s sake. Especially for a ‘trifle’. My castle has 

strong walls. She could stay here.” 

“Indeed, sir, which is why the first leg of our journey was to visit with yourself. However, 

her ladyship has expressed an interest in returning to urban society, the rich cities to the south. 

She is after all, a young and spirited woman of most noble birth.” 

“Indeed. But this ‘disobedience’ – can you be more precise? What is it’s nature? How has 

the marquis determined to deal with it?” 

“In fact, your grace, the business has called for the attention of his other self.” Yes, that 

registered with you. “There is unrest in the local populace. Last night –” Was it really so short 

a time ago? “– matters came to a head when a… delegation came to Benediction House. His 

lordship deemed it best to delay no further, and immediately instructed me to lead her 

ladyship away.” 

The duke downed his liquor and poured himself another glass. “I am grateful that you have 

succeeded in your errand thus far. But I do not think it will be necessary for Lady Adelina to 
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travel further. She would be perfectly safe in my home. Leanwick may not be as grand as our 

cosmopolitan capital but we are quite able to offer suitable social diversion.” 

The duke’s features remained largely passive, but his eyes would not be directly engaged. 

You can almost see the cogs meshing in his head. But what does he scheme? Surely the 

man wouldn’t risk the wrath of a dragon by flouting the marquis’s expressed intent? Unless… 

unless he already knew of the marquis’s fate. There’d been sufficient time for a fast horseman 

to arrive from Dourby. How much did the duke really know? 

Another thought broke surface: what if it was the duke, not the mayor, who was ultimately 

responsible for the arrival of András and his brothers? But why? An extract from the 

marquis’s note surfaced: 

…he would prefer to control the source of that generosity if he could. I wonder… 

As a peer of the realm, Umberland would have no difficulty engineering a means for 

seizing the Vaskapu estates, one with every appearance of legitimacy. He would be cunning 

enough to cover his tracks, of course; doubtless any investigation into the actions of András 

would lead no further than the mayor of Dourby. After all, if it came to the weighing of the 

words of a town politician against the words of a duke, which would be judged the lighter? 

If this guess was true, that made the current situation all the more dangerous. Even though 

a dragon travels with us, our road will be the smoother if we can extricate ourselves from this 

castle with as little fuss as possible. There was still a need for subtlety. 

“Your grace’s offer of sanctuary is most generous but I am sure her ladyship would not 

wish to presume upon your kindness. Perhaps it would be best to observe the marquis’s 

wishes? I fancy he hoped you might facilitate his wife’s journey with the provision of a 

coach. May I trust in this for daybreak?” 

“I do not think a servant is best placed to interpret the directions of his master,” the duke 

said, forcefully, “nor to direct his betters. I will discuss the matter with her ladyship in the 

morning, so do not trouble yourself further. You may join your companion in the kitchens. A 

bed will be found for you, and tomorrow I will describe Adelina’s future. Good day.” 

The message was clear: there would be no more discussion on the subject. 

Do you plan to confine us here, Master Duke, believing yourself, with the marquis 

disposed of, safe from a dragon’s retribution? You cannot be aware of Adelina’s true nature, 

then, or surely you would not be so foolish as to attempt to hold her against her will. That, at 

least, is in our favour. 

The duke called for and gave direction to another footman. “Escort this servant to the 

kitchens.” 

Harrow bowed and allowed himself to be led from Umberland’s presence, musing on what 

the duke had said. 

Very well. We’ll dance to your music for now – but tomorrow is another day. I wonder 

what tune you’d play if Adelina’s true identity was to be unleashed within the walls of your 

own domain? It would be interesting to learn… 
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XXV. GUILT 
 

My guilt be on my head, and there an end. 

 

Northumberland, King Richard II: V, i 

 

Harrow was afforded a tiny room at the end of a corridor beneath a wing of the castle, 

Mistress Hartley having been assigned a chamber nearby. The accommodation was basic but 

his needs were simple and the facilities therefore adequate. Physically tired, he laid down on 

the cot and extinguished the candle, staring up towards an invisible ceiling hidden by the 

darkness. 

All rooms, large or small, he thought, are the same size when the candle is snuffed out. 

What would daybreak bring? A coach? Or perfidy? How would Adelina react in the event 

of the latter? Come morning, we may find out… 

In the blackness he could hear his heart thumping, loud in the absence of any other sounds. 

How many times had he rested his head at Shun House, dreading the approach of sleep but 

always, in the end, succumbing to the inevitable? Not so often since Constanza’s arrival but 

how would it be in this place without her by his side? He was reluctant to find out but he was 

also desperately weary and his thoughts began to drift. 

Diminishing yesterdays and uncertain tomorrows. In Harrow’s mind, believer in fate as he 

was, past and future shared one thing: neither could be changed. The past was already over 

and any future would be whatever it would be, no matter the actions of the day. Destiny, that 

cruel and dispassionate mistress of fortune, held no regard for what a man might do or wish to 

do. She sat in her chariot at the end of all roads holding the reins of doom in her hands while 

her brother, Chaos, wove strands of confusion into the tapestry of the universe. 

He shivered and pulled the blanket over him, fearfully waiting for sleep to arrive. 

 

Harrow drifted into a dream of sorts. Someone was calling to him, calling out his name. 

Joseph. 

Father? 

It was not his father. The voice was familiar but he couldn’t place it against a name. He 

strained his eyes for sight of the source of the cry but there was nothing to see. Endless planes 

of eternity encircled him. 

Joseph. 

Something moved in the emptiness. A leaf. A fluttering, quivering, impossibly thin and 

starkly veined cadaver of a leaf. 

Joseph. 

Not a leaf? No. A shroud, an almost transparent veil which failed to mask a grinning bone-

white skull. The skull expanded, grew; and as it grew it sucked the veil onto itself, a tight skin 

glued to every contour, every indentation, every protrusion. 

Joseph. 

The word escaped the grin. Harrow was ensnared by the vision, enslaved to it, terrified by 

it, delighted by it. He all but worshipped it. A lifetime of ambition loomed over him: the 

perfect skull. Orbs in their orbits glared at him, a venomous tongue lashed at him, his own 

name a stinging whip to flay his flesh. 

He could not close his eyes to the terrible vision because the lids were torn from his face. 

He could not shut out the terrible sounds because his ears were pinned back. 

He could not scream his terror because his tongue had swelled to fill his throat. 

The skull vanished in an instant, no longer to be seen, for no one could see from without 

whilst they were sealed within. But he did not need to see it – he knew this skull, an intimate 
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acquaintance. No one could know it better. This was where his ultimate quest had always 

lived, the goal he’d sought for so long through the mutilation and murder of others; it had 

been there all the time. 

I am perfection. 

This knowledge filled his existence, pushing outwards, a growing and irresistible force. 

Tiny fissures spread across the surface of the bone, extending, expanding, fracturing until the 

pressure could no longer be contained. His skull exploded, he exploded, every individual 

fragment of bone depicting an entire skull in its own right, a haunting, secret memory of pain. 

Joseph. 

You made us. 

We are yours. 

You are ours. 

Together. 

One. 

For ever. 

 

“Why, Joseph!” Mistress Hartley commented when he answered her early knock at his 

chamber door. “You look like you’ve had hardly any rest at all! A good breakfast’s what you 

need, and it so happens that last night I made a friend here, Gertie, who does for his grace as I 

do for his lordship. Did, I mean… Anyway, she’ll see us all right with something fit and 

nourishing.” 

Gertie was a woman around the same age as Honoria Hartley, but almost painfully thin. 

She held herself well, though, with a straight back and hair in the tightest and most severe of 

buns; yet there was a nervousness about her, as of one in constant anticipation of unpleasant 

intervention. 

“Gertie, this is Mr. Harrow, what I’ve told you about. Joseph –” there was a definite 

proprietorial quality in Mistress Hartley’s introduction, “– this is Gertie Steep.” 

“It’s an honour to meet you, Mr. Harrow,” the other woman responded with a hearty voice 

that give the lie to her meagre appearance. “Honoria’s told me so much about you, even 

though we’ve only known each other for five minutes, but I expect you’ll know what clacks 

us women can be when it comes to talking about the menfolk and whatnot. And I can see 

straight-ways that you’ve not had the best of nights by the look o’ those eyes. What you need 

is a sit-upon around the table while I get one of the girls to set about making a breakfast to fill 

a man’s stomach, and a hot pot of strong tea with the sugars in it wouldn’t go amiss, neither. 

There we are my dears, just settle by here while I see to everything.” 

“She’s an untethered tongue,” Mistress Hartley confided once Gertie had moved away, 

“but an honest heart, all the same. And I can say her table gets laid with a good quality of 

cookery, as I tasted last night – though perhaps she could learn a thing or two from me about 

lightening her pastries a bit, if it’s not too boastful to claim.” 

As unlike as peas from a pod, Harrow thought. Or beans, more like. One broad, the other a 

string, but beans all the same. 

The kitchens were as warm and comfortable as any in his experience, but despite this he 

was uneasy, unable to relax. “Have you heard anything concerning Lady Adelina, Honoria?” 

he asked. “Or Constanza? Or the duke? Has he organised transport, yet?” 

On their way to the kitchens from the sleeping quarters, Harrow had noted liveried men on 

each floor, men who might be no more than servants undertaking the duties of their station; 

but in Harrow’s mind there’d been more than idle curiosity in the gazes that followed them. It 

was reasonable for the duke to keep an eye on his guests, but Harrow sensed the sinister in 

that covert oversight. 
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“I’ve not heard anything,” Honoria replied. “Mind, it’s a bit early for the ladies, don’t you 

think? And I shouldn’t imagine his grace would be particular for peeking at the dawn. But 

here’s Gertie with the tea. We can ask her.” 

“So far as I know,” Gertie told them, placing a tray on the table, “the ladies were abed 

when I sent the girls upstairs to see to the essentials. As for his grace…” 

“That’ll do, Mistress Steep. It’s not your place to lay comment on his grace’s guests… nor 

his own habits.” A pugnacious man dressed in a butler’s gear materialised behind the woman. 

He had authority to his voice and strong self-assurance in his bearing. 

“I am Knapp,” he said. “You will be Harrow.” 

Harrow wrinkled his nose: the man smelled like a bathroom bouquet. “I am. And this is 

Mist-” 

“I had hoped we might meet yester eve,” Knapp interrupted, clearly intent on imposing his 

warrant. Harrow noted how Gertie removed herself from the vicinity and was now busy being 

busy elsewhere. 

A man who knows his place and his worth, and the place and worth of those around him. I 

meet with myself, it seems. Is that the reason for this instant feeling of dislike? 

“His grace has instructed me to extend the courtesy of the castle,” the man continued, “and 

see to your wellbeing during your stay.” 

“Thank you,” Harrow responded, but through his eyes he spoke different words. Your head 

is strong, your nose broad. Your brow is ridged and your hair close-cropped. Ah, but what 

lies beneath your scalp, I wonder? What would the sound of your screams be like? 

Silent though his thoughts were, the predation in Harrow’s piercing stare was not wasted. 

Knapp’s eyes narrowed, a deep frown crossed his brow and yet… the man had a regnant 

presence of his own, not to be cowed by a mere look. And Harrow saw something else lurking 

behind the features, some shadowy, criminal essence … this man was not entirely what he 

seemed. 

“I wish to know of Lady Adelina and Lady Constanza,” Harrow said, cautiously. “Have 

they risen, yet?” 

“I don’t believe so.” 

Harrow recognised the expression on Knapp’s face, a professional one the man might 

familiarly use with the duke. An expression that gave nothing away. 

“And what of the coach that his grace was requested to provide. Is that made ready?” 

“Coach? I am unaware of any such request.” 

“I see.” Harrow pursed his lips. This appeared to be an affirmation of Harrow’s suspicions 

about the duke’s intentions and needed to be discussed with the marchioness. “Well, please 

escort me to her ladyship’s chambers.” 

“This is too early. His grace himself will not yet be risen.” 

“I did not ask to visit your master. Take me to her ladyship. Now, if you please.” 

Knapp just shrugged. 

Harrow instructed Mistress Hartley to remain until his return, then followed Knapp from 

the kitchen to a wing reserved for notable guests. Two thick-set guards were stationed in the 

corridor. 

“Your pardon, Mr. Knapp, sor.” The guard’s brogue betrayed him as someone removed 

from his native land. “The duke’s orders was no one to go in or out until he comes hi’self.” 

A sign of a caring host? Or proof of treachery? 

“How good of his grace to afford such concern to her ladyship,” Harrow answered, pre-

empting Knapp. Oh no, Master Butler. You are not the only reeve below stairs, now. “And 

what of Lady Constanza? Where has she been lodged?” 

The guard nodded to another door on the opposite side of the passage. “There, sor, but she 

ain’t awoke neither. Least, we ain’t heard nothing.” 
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Harrow nodded. “I do not require your services further, Knapp. You may return to your 

normal duties.” His dismissive words must have stung, particularly their being said in front of 

the watchmen, but the man responded merely with a smile. Or was it a smirk? 

The major-domo departed, and Harrow crossed to the other door. To his annoyance, one of 

the guards followed him. 

“His grace gave the same orders for this room as well, sor.” 

Harrow ignored the statement and rapped sharply on the door before the door-ward could 

intercede. 

“Hoy, you can’t do that! His grace…” 

“Constanza?” Harrow interrupted. The sound of movement came from within. “Constanza, 

are you awake?” 

“Joseph? Is that you?” 

“Yes. Open the door.” 

“I cannot. It is locked and there is no key.” 

Harrow turned to the guard. “You have keys? Open this door.” 

“Can’t do that, sor. Like I said, on account of his grace not having said it was allowable.” 

The inscrutable front the man presented was as solid as the door to Constanza’s room. In the 

whole of Harrow’s experience, with rare exceptions, servants obeyed when he spoke. They 

knew who he was, who he represented, and therefore understood the risk of consequence. 

“Have you heard of the marquis of Benediction House?” he asked. 

The guard’s blank expression did not waver. “No, sor.” 

That confirms he’s not a local man. Harrow hardened his expression. Do you see me? Do 

you feel the weight of my life pressing against you, the torments I have witnessed, the souls I 

have ripped from the breasts of the living? 

But the door-ward’s eyes held steady. 

Fascinating. How are you immune? Your simple nature, perhaps. How interesting. If only 

there was opportunity to examine you more closely; to peel away the skin and tissues that 

dress your head; to trace the temporal line, the sutures that knit the bones together; to tap 

and rap, and listen to the echoes from the emptied cavern of your skull… 

But still the man remained impassive, leaving Harrow frustrated. 

“Joseph? Are you still there?” Constanza’s call was muffled through the wood. 

“Yes, I’m here. There’s a guard who will not relinquish the key, but I think the duke will 

be here soon.” 

“Why has he imprisoned us like this? Where is my niña? Have you seen her, Joseph?” 

“Not yet. She is also locked in a chamber but I’m sure she’s perfectly safe. For the present 

we must be content to wait for the duke.” 

They did not have to wait long. 
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XXVI. BREAKING FAST 
 

I will bestow a breakfast to make you friends; 

 

Bardolph, King Henry V: II, i 

 

Duke Umberland arrived in the company of Knapp and a pair of stalwarts, whose bewigged 

and powdered appearance did nothing to obscure the meat of their physiques. 

“Why are you here?” the nobleman snapped at Harrow. His face was still stubbled, so 

hastily had he responded to Knapp’s alert. 

“Your grace, I must insist you…” Harrow began. 

“Insist? How dare you speak to me in that way! Hold your tongue! Guard, open the doors.” 

Locks released, Constanza burst into the corridor and steamed right up to the duke. “Why 

did you imprison us?” she demanded, hotly. “Why did you keep me from my niña?” Not 

waiting for a reply she rushed into the marchioness’s room, slamming the door behind her. 

The duke was visibly stunned. “What is this? Do none of the servants of the Vaskapu have 

discipline? Do they consider themselves the equal of their betters, to observe or ignore as they 

see fit?” 

“Your grace, you must not separate Constanza from her ladyship. She is as a mother…” 

“Enough! Tell me what I must or must not do? I’ll hear no more of your disrespect. Knapp, 

take this man below and find him a cell. You two, see that he causes no trouble. I will not be 

instructed or questioned by servants!” 

Strong hands grasped Harrow’s arms. There was a gleam to Knapp’s eye but before the 

duke’s order could be carried out, the door to Adelina’s chamber swung open and the 

marchioness stood framed by the portal. Despite the early hour and the absence of her full 

wardrobe she was nonetheless a vision of classical Iberian beauty. 

“Good morning, your grace.” Her voice was clear and calm. “How pleasant it was to sleep 

in such refined surroundings after the establo of yesterday. I slept exceedingly well and have 

woken refreshed – all thanks to your grace’s consideration.” 

The duke hesitated before he bowed. “Um, I am glad to hear it, your ladyship.” 

“But Constanza tells me that her room was locked; and mine, also. Can that be true?” 

“A precaution, my lady, in case you should wander the corridors and passages in the 

darkness and become lost.” 

Hah! The excuse was the same as Harrow had offered following the first night the women 

had lodged at Benediction House, and just as much a falsehood. 

“I am grateful for your concern, sir, though it was not needed. But your grace, why is my 

servant restrained? What has he done to warrant such an action?” 

“He became… disruptive. Argumentative. And disregarding of my instruction. I could not 

let such behaviour go unrewarded.” 

“Yes,” Adelina smiled, “he can be more independent-minded than is fitting. But I am sure 

his intentions were good. My husband charged him with my welfare and I am sure he would 

be pleased if you released him to my charge.” 

After the smallest hesitation, the duke signalled his men to relinquish their grasp of 

Harrow. 

“So, your grace,” Adelina continued, “have all preparations been completed for my onward 

journey? I am eager to reach the shores of my homeland once more.” 

“My lady? But your man espoused you were to visit the capital.” 

“Indeed, your grace,” Harrow tried to intervene, “I had neglected to mention…” 

“Be silent, Harrow!” Adelina admonished. “Your grace, I much regret the disrespect this 

criado has shown and I shall ensure he is dealt with appropriately. In fact, though, the man is 
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correct: I do look forward to the diversions of the capital, but for a short time only, before I 

return to la Castillo de Cantabria. It was Raphael’s suggestion that I should vacation with my 

family. It seems an age since I last saw them.” 

The duke nodded. “Of course. Um, it speaks well of your husband that he cares for your 

wellbeing – though how he can bear to let so beautiful a woman from his sight for any length 

of time is beyond me. But at least it accords me the pleasure of your company.” 

“You are too kind, sir.” 

“Will you break fast with me this day, my lady? We can discuss things in the morning 

room… without risk of interruption from intrusive manservants.” 

“I am honoured to accept your invitation, your grace,” Adelina replied. “And Constanza? 

She attends me wherever I go. I trust this will not be an issue?” 

The duke nodded. “If it please you, my lady. But you –” he said pointedly to Harrow “– 

you will not disturb us again. See to it, Knapp.” 

The duke led Adelina back down the corridor, Constanza following, though with a worried 

glance over her shoulder to Harrow. 

What happens next? Harrow wondered, his thoughts toying with the prospect of an enraged 

Adelina and what she might do if the duke provoked her. Constanza would be there but that 

was not enough to quell his misgivings. 

“This way,” Knapp’s imperious order intruded. 

Harrow trailed after the major-domo, the duke’s enforcers in close attendance. By any 

reason, he comforted himself, the marchioness and Constanza will be safe. My own concern 

must, for now, be reserved for myself. 

 

Mistress Hartley’s arms were white to the elbows with flour while Gertie Steep looked on. 

“Gertie and me’ve been swapping tips,” she informed Harrow when he returned, still in the 

company of Knapp and his cronies. “She knows a thing or two about marinating, she does.” 

“And Honoria’s what I’d call an expert when it comes to the pastry,” Mistress Steep 

responded, “not but what my own was lacking, particularly. But you, sir, left without eating 

this morning, so it’s no wonder you still look peaky. Well, the bread’s still here and so is the 

butter, so make free with it, if you would. Meanwhile, I’m going to leave you to finish this 

off, Honoria. I have to complete his grace’s breakfast but after that I’ll set about making a 

fresh brew.” 

Mistress Hartley continued to knead the dough with occasional sprinkles of water from a 

bowl. “Did you speak with her ladyship, Joseph?” 

“I did,” he replied, sitting once more at the table and helping himself to the simple repast. 

“She was locked in her room all night. Constanza, too. His grace didn’t want them to ‘become 

lost’ in the dark – perhaps you and I were similarly inconvenienced, though my chamber door 

was unlocked when I tried it this morning. No matter. The ladies are both well and have gone 

to breakfast with the duke.” 

Knapp took a seat opposite Harrow. 

“You are unlike any other man I’ve met,” Knapp said. “The way you spoke to his grace, 

you seemed to consider yourself almost his equal. And your attitude to me is no better. This is 

the seat of the Duchy of Umberland, not your own cottage in the country, and you need to 

show appropriate respect to your betters. You are fortunate his grace relented, or even now 

you’d be conversing with rats in a cell.” 

Outwardly, Harrow continued to ignore him, but the reprimand registered. 

Honoria, however, stopped her kneading. “A cell? What’s he talking about, Joseph?” 

“Quiet, woman.” Knapp instructed dismissively before continuing to needle at Harrow. 

“And what of your arrival? You came last night on the back of a farm cart, I’ve learned. Why 
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would the wife of a marquis need to travel in such a manner? And where is that marquis? 

Why did he not accompany his lady?” 

“It’s not your place to question either the marquis or me!” Harrow snapped. “I advise you 

not to meddle in purposes of which you know nothing. Go and tend to your butlering and 

leave me to finish my meal in peace.” 

Knapp’s brow creased with anger. “How dare you speak in that manner? I am the chief 

steward of his grace’s household and I’ll brook no effrontery from a bumpkin servant to a 

bumpkin lord! I think it’s time to give you purpose!” 

Harrow was as furious as Knapp. His teeth ground, his fists clenched, his heart pumped 

hot, angry blood. He was filled with an urge to smash, to pound, to see the man’s face pulped, 

bloody and raw. The legs of his chair scraped across the kitchen flags as he sprang to his feet. 

“Joseph!” Mistress Hartley cried out, alarmed by the unfolding scene. She dashed around 

the table to grab hold of Harrow and drag him forcibly backwards. “Joseph, stop! Stop this at 

once!” She shook him roughly. “Stop it I say!” 

Knapp had also risen, and he had the advantage of two stalwarts, the attendants who had 

accompanied them downstairs. Once they registered what was happening they lunged 

forward, careless of anyone in their way. Mistress Hartley was sent staggering back, collateral 

to their assault. 

Harrow – torturer, murderer, servant of monsters, self-determined wickedness personified 

– had neither the guile nor the strength to withstand the onslaught. Blow after heavy blow 

slammed into him, blunt pains merging into an overall agony. He collapsed to his knees, arms 

raised in useless defence before a strike to his head from behind sent him crashing to the cold 

stone floor. He thought he heard the cook scream as a kick broke his nose. His vision blurred 

with tears and blood and he barely registered the gloating Knapp standing over him, booted 

foot raised. The uncompromising stamp landed, and as his pain mercifully retreated, his 

thoughts fled to a boiling, crimson darkness where consciousness was no more than a 

forgotten dream. 

 

Constanza sat to the left of Adelina, who had demurely settled at the foot of an oversized 

table, the duke presiding a dozen feet away at the opposite end. The morning room was light 

and airy, with views across formal, continental gardens accessible through tall French doors. 

Footmen were stationed about the room while other servants manoeuvred a convoy of trolleys 

from which they served a breakfast selection. 

Adelina allowed her plate to be laden with devilled kidneys, cured ham and pheasant. She 

declined the offered beverages in favour of cool water from a carafe. Constanza accepted 

Scotch Woodcock and toast, and unsweetened hot, black coffee. 

“Your ladyship,” the duke began. “No, that is so formal and I would have us achieve a 

friendship here. Will you permit me to call you Adelina?” 

Was that really a request? Constanza wondered. He is a master in his world, and his power 

is reinforced by the number and closeness of his servants. 

When the inner doors opened to admit the trolleys, she registered movement beyond: men 

in martial uniforms like those worn by the chamber guards. And in the gardens, visible 

through the French doors, she could see more military figures, some with muskets and 

swords. What was their purpose? ¿Qué quiere este hombre? 

“May I say it is my greatest pleasure to have you as my guest, Adelina,” the duke 

continued. “I hope your stay will be a long and pleasant one.” 

“But I have already told you, have I not your grace…” 

“Please, in quiet company I would be happy to hear my name. Percival.” 
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“As you wish. Percival, I have already said that I am returning to visit my family. I am 

eager to continue that journey, and I would not wish to impose on your hospitality longer than 

necessary.” 

“There is no imposition, I assure you, Adelina. This old castle is filled with my servants, 

but they are hardly adequate when it comes to the enjoyment of finer things. They are hardly 

equals. They do not provide intelligent discourse; and nor do they present a view of such 

beauty.” 

“You flatter me, sir.” 

How brave my niña is, so recently widowed and yet able to play games with this man. The 

guards beyond the French doors were all in plain sight. Has she seen them? What purpose 

does she guess for them? 

“And may I remark on the quality of your English, my lady. Your mastery is excellent. But 

please, do not let me interrupt your breakfast which, I can’t help noticing, favours meat over 

other nourishment?” 

Constanza looked up. Was that really just a casual observation? 

Adelina sliced a morsel from the ham which she put delicately into her mouth. 

“A woman will eat what her body advises she needs,” she answered, “and at this moment it 

advises meat – though I confess my preference is for food that is more rarely prepared, a 

penchant I inherited from my father. You know, before I came to this land he would take me 

hunting. We would stalk and kill what we needed and devour it. Fresh. The taste of blood 

excites me, Percival.” 

“¡Niña! I am sure his grace…” 

The duke interrupted, a trace of excitement in his tone. “How interesting. A penchant that 

you share also with your husband. He, too, enjoyed hunting and favoured food that was, to 

use your word, fresh.” 

Constanza’s heart skipped a beat. There is no guess here – he knows! He spoke of the 

marquis as in the past: enjoyed, favoured. He knows both what he was and his fate! What 

more? 

Adelina placed her fork down. “How well do you know my husband, your grace?” 

“Percival, please,” he reminded her. “Very well. Our respective families have conducted 

business together for many years.” 

“Indeed. It is strange that, since I came to these shores, we have not had the pleasure of 

your company at Benediction House. Not even for purposes of ‘business’.” 

“Our transactions were invariably conducted through agents.” 

“I see. And what is the nature of those transactions, if I am not too bold to ask?” 

Have a care, Adelina, Constanza thought. Do not push him too far or too fast. 

“Oh, matters of legality, to be sure,” he answered with a dismissive wave. “But such affairs 

are too dry and uninteresting a topic for the breakfast table, particularly one shared with so 

genteel and attractive a guest.” 

Adelina inclined her head, acknowledging the compliment. “As you wish, your grace.” 

“Please, Percival. I insist.” 

“Percival. I am just a woman, and doubtless ‘business’ is a province of interest only to 

men, quite beyond my ability to understand.” 

How she soothes his ego with comfortable words. But what does this hombre really want? 

Why does he persist with this game? 

The meal continued with the duke commenting on inconsequentialities: the weather, the 

differences between urban and rural life, the qualities of servants. Adelina’s responses were as 

equally bland and uncontroversial. Eventually, though, she brought the conversation back to 

her need to leave. 
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“Percival, you have been so kind a host that I wish I could remain; but regretfully the time 

is come for me to resume my journey. My husband has purchased a ship which…” 

“He purchased a ship? Purchased? Not merely hired? Lady, that is no small extravagance.” 

“Indeed, sir, and even now she awaits my arrival. I plan to sail within the fortnight, and 

that leaves barely any time for me to enjoy the society of the southern cities. I long to dance 

again, to visit a play house, to shop in fashionable stores. I am sure you will understand my 

eagerness to depart. Raphael intimated that you would most ably facilitate my needs in this. A 

coach…” 

But the duke redirected the conversation to the affluence of the Vaskapu. “Yes, yes, 

Adelina. But I am so impressed that he purchased a ship. How auspicious for you to marry 

into such wealth.” 

“Acquisition was not the purpose of our marriage, sir,” Adelina responded, allowing a 

degree of sharpness to enter her voice. 

“Of course not, my dear. Your father is a count, I understand. I am sure your own family is 

more than adequately measured. Do tell me, how did you and Raphael meet?” 

Adelina paused before replying. “The families of Cantabria and Vaskapu are old, of more 

ancient… Constanza. ¿Cómo se dice linaje?” 

“Lineage, niña. Pero ten cuidado con lo que dices a este hombre. Él es…” 

“Chitón. Percival, my husband and I – our lineage is long and of particular nobility, 

perhaps more than any other house. But we are few. My own father believed himself the last 

of our heritage until I was born. He compassed the world, searching out others for years 

without success until he heard of another dynasty, one sheltering in the north of a cold 

country across the sea. He sent messages and when replies came they brought to him a 

renewed hope for the future.” 

Duke Umberland had stopped eating. Many seconds passed before he spoke, his voice soft 

yet filled with excitement. “I am right,” he breathed. “Your words and voice tell the story – 

you are the same as Raphael. Are you not? You are… you are…” He left the sentence trailing. 

Adelina raised her chin. “I am Dragon, Percival. Raphael and I truly may be the last of our 

kind. That is why I crossed the sea. That is why I came to this bleak country. That is why we 

married: to preserve the future for our blood. We are dragons, and we will survive into the 

future.” 
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XXVII. PROPOSAL 
 

Aaron, a thousand deaths 

Would I propose to achieve her whom I love 

 

Chiron, Titus Andronicus, II, i 

 

Harrow awoke to darkness, agony, and the stench of human misery. One eye was sealed by a 

crust of cruor, his nose so badly damaged he could only breathe through a mouth awash with 

the iron taste of blood. His teeth, incredibly, seemed to be undamaged – at least, none 

emerged with the spew that gushed up from his belly, joining the residue of an earlier 

eructation, leaving his torn clothes odorous, wet and sticky. 

A stab of pain in his neck rewarded an attempt to lift his chin from his chest. He decided 

against a second attempt. 

Where am I? The one eye he could open revealed utter darkness – unless he was so blinded 

that this was all he would ever see again. But no, there was light; a short, bright sliver at the 

foot of what he guessed was a door. 

Where am I? What could he hear? His laboured breathing, blood pounding through his 

veins, other night noises, creatures scuttling in the darkness. 

Sound too small for mice. Rats, then. 

He tried again to move, encountering more pain but this time persisting with the effort and 

meeting limited success. 

Why can’t I move my arms? The touch of cold iron about his wrists, the rattle of chains and 

the roughness of stone against his skin brought the answer. He was pinioned to a wall, arms 

above his head. What else? 

Bare feet in contact with a cold, slab floor. A cell, then. A cell beneath Umberland’s castle. 

With a tremendous effort he raised a knee and gingerly tested his ability to stand. Carefully 

he brought up his other leg, slowly pushing himself upright. The burden of weight partially 

relieved, limited circulation returned to his arms; the intensity of his agony increased. 

Harrow’s mouth and throat were dry. Nothing more than a rasping squeak emerged when 

he tried to find his voice. How long had he been imprisoned? He had no way to tell. What had 

happened to Honoria? Where was Constanza? Adelina? The darkness provided no answers. 

New sounds intruded on his isolation: the lifting of a heavy latch and the creaking of a 

hinge. More light entered his cell, battering at his good eye and forcing it shut. How could 

something as insubstantial as light bring such harsh pain? 

“I see you are awake.” 

Harrow recognised the voice. Knapp. A new light source flared, a lamp, and then came the 

sound of a door closing. Harrow allowed his eye to open, a thin slit inadequately guarded by 

caked lashes. 

“You stink, and the look of you is a match for the smell.” Knapp’s shadow moved across 

Harrow’s vision, as immaterial as the yellow glow that defined it. Fingers grasped his hair and 

raised his head. 

“I should say,” the man added, “that your left eye is lost for good. No matter. I don’t doubt 

your remaining orb will be more than enough for what’s left of your life.” 

Harrow gave no response. 

“Let me appraise you of your circumstance. You are in Castle Umberland, held in a 

dungeon, fastened to a wall and with rats for company. You will be curious to know how your 

fat matron has fared, to which I will say that she – as witness to your downfall – is caught up 

exactly as yourself, in another cell. For your remaining companions, the marchioness is with 

his grace, as is the other woman. But do not be concerned for any of them. You should 
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reserve your consideration for your own future, short though it will be. Short, though you may 

imagine it endures far longer than the actual time that passes.” 

Harrow summoned strength to utter a barely audible word, a plea of hope rather than 

expectation. “W… wat…” He was surprised when a cup was raised to his lips, and a warm, 

brackish liquid found a way into his mouth. 

“A little more, perhaps?” Knapp asked. 

Harrow again tasted the reviving liquid. His senses started to recover, enough at any rate to 

further heighten the pain from his injuries. “Wh… why…” 

“Why are you here? How dare I imprison you? What’s going to happen to you?” The 

words were accompanied by a pomander laugh. “Well, now. His grace has no care for how I 

run his household, as long as the running is smooth. I am in control. I employ and dismiss as I 

wish. I set tasks to be undertaken and I judge their completion. You see?” 

“Why… tell me?” 

“The duke does not come downstairs, nor descend so far from the world above. In this 

place, there is no higher authority than me. I am a god in this grim realm – but not, you will 

learn, a virtuous one. I am not constrained by social mores – down here, I am free to choose 

my pleasures and pastimes.” 

What was the man saying? There was an uncomfortable familiarity to his words, or at least 

the implication of them. 

“What…?” 

“You will not understand what I plan to do with you, what I plan to do with your fat 

culinary companion. You will ask: why? You will ask: what is the purpose? Later, you will 

ask me to stop. Later still, you will cease to ask anything at all.” 

Could it be that this man is an image of me? Do I face in this man my own monster? 

“Adelina… Constanza…” 

“You need not fear for them while they remain under the duke’s patronage.” 

“But… they…” 

“No, they will not. They will not seek you out. They may ask where you have gone, and 

they will be told of a dreadful accident, when you and your cook decided – unaccompanied 

and without permission – to visit the stables. You ventured into a stall, wherein you met your 

fates at the hooves of a horse of notorious temperament, an untamed rogue kept for stud, such 

is the hardiness of his line. What a mess he will make of you: every bone in your bodies 

broken, your faces unrecognisable. I shall encourage the ladies to not look, but if they insist 

the evidence will be presented. It is likely they will turn away at the painful sight, but then 

they will go on with their lives. I doubt they will ever consider you again. Nobility never 

gives more than a trifling thought to those beneath them. But I say again: do not concern 

yourself with thoughts of their future. Your own presses far more closely.” 

In fact, Harrow’s thought was of neither his future nor his predicament; he was overtaken 

with wonderment that he had encountered some kindred spirit, a monster like himself. He’d 

always considered that he was – other than his father – a unique grotesque, an aberration, a 

contra-norm. Yet here he was surely confronted by someone as twisted as himself. 

It was evident and clear that Knapp intended to bestow on him a fate Harrow had so often 

bestowed on others, victims far more innocent than himself. 

What an irony of vengeance – he plans my death in torment. The thought, strangely, bathed 

him with relief, an assurance that the miseries of his life were soon to be spent. Ah – but what 

of the miseries of death yet to come? Where was the haunt? Did the spectres even now begin 

to assemble, waiting for the moment of their own retribution? A familiar dread bunched 

Harrow’s muscles. Was that their whispering he could hear? He opened a fearful eye. His 

bleary vision was unable to focus on anything tangible in the confines of his cell… 

…but apparitions aren’t tangible, are they? 
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And there was the haunt, shadowy wraiths, writhing, grinning, waiting. And yet… 

something was different. Harrow’s own demons were familiar to him; he knew their faces 

well – how could he not after all those years of torment? But these? These he did not know. 

These were not his phantoms and it was not him they were waiting for. He spluttered his 

relief. 

“Not… for me. You are not… for me!” 

“Oh, but I am,” Knapp told him, misreading the words. 

“You are… a fool,” Harrow managed. “You are a fool who… does not understand.” 

Knapp regarded him. “Understand? No-no, I think the ignorance is yours. You have no 

idea what I –” 

“No! You are lost. I can see them. These ones do not wait… for me. These ones wait for 

you!” 

Knapp’s expression was composed, completely devoid of any tell-tale signs to suggest the 

thoughts in his head. What was the man thinking? Had any part of Harrow’s disjointed 

warning registered? 

“Your thoughts are clearly confused,” Knapp told him. “I will therefore leave you now, to 

regain some sanity. I will return tonight to enjoy the entertainment you will provide. I suggest 

you get used to your present position; the discomfort you now feel will seem a garden of 

ecstasy when set against your future distress. But before I go, let me provide you with a taste 

of what is coming.” 

Harrow barely saw the hammer as his tormentor collected it from out of the darkness, but 

he felt it when the head slammed down onto the toes of his left foot. One, two, three, four, 

five. A torrent of pain engulfed him as the bones shattered beneath the assault. He howled his 

agony. 

Knapp smiled. “Ah. That stirred my blood a little! I look forward to returning and stirring 

it a little more. Try and sleep, if you can. The experience will be so much more satisfying if 

you are rested.” 

Harrow barely registered the sound of the door slamming shut as Knapp left. The dark 

closed in around him once more, punctuated with searing red lightning forks of pain. There 

was nothing more he could do except endure the agony and wait for his tormentor’s return. 

 

Constanza followed closely as Adelina walked the garden paths beside Duke Umberland. The 

man was animated, extolling the virtues of the terraces, the expanse of his estates, the societal 

facilities of his northern holding; but all the while, Percival’s men loitered not-so-discreetly in 

the grounds, or marched without apparent purpose from one place to another. 

They await their orders, she thought. They must be versed in what they will do, and now 

attend on a signal. 

Adelina appeared oblivious to the escort. The duke walked with the easy stride of one 

assured of his authority, secure in his realm – and yet his eyes darted from one place to 

another and, though the morning was cool, his face was flushed. 

He is like a vendedor ambulante, Constanza thought, desperate to sell from his tray of poor 

treasures. See how he struggles to impress her. He wants her, my niña. He knows her nature, 

the danger within and yet she is the prize he seeks – but to what end? 

The trio paused at a statue, rough-hewn from cold stone. 

“Who is this man?” Adelina asked. 

“My late father. I commissioned the work not long after his death. Observe the sternness of 

his expression, and how his hand grasps the hilt of his sword, partially drawn and ready to 

engage. A strong and resolute leader of men, there was little subtlety about him. He never hid 

his… displeasure in me. Plain-speaking was his wont and I was not excepted from his 

bluntness.” 
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“So? He held no affection for you? Yet you honour him with this estatua?” 

The duke shrugged. “The son must respect the father, no matter what. Besides, this corner 

of the garden had long been in need of a focus. The statue provides this.” 

“I see. A purposeful tribute, then.” 

The walk continued to the occasional chirrup of birds and the not-too-distant tromp of men 

in ordered movement. Adelina halted by a blooming honeysuckle arbour. 

“Forgive me, Percival, I would rest awhile. May we not sit and turn to other matters?” 

Adelina decorously perched on a rustic bench. Constanza joined her but the duke remained 

standing on the path. 

“Indeed? What matters?” Percival asked, the slightest of tremors in his voice. 

Do we come to it now? Constanza felt uncomfortable; a curious sensation of entrapment 

despite a clear sky above and space all around; a sensation more readily associated with being 

confined to close quarters. The castle behind us, the hedges, and all those men at his 

command – where might we flee if needed? I wish Joseph was here. 

“Your grace, you think you know who I am,” Adelina stated, “and perhaps you do – 

though I do not believe you understand what that truly means – but I am curious. My husband 

asked that you help me, yet you have balked at the provision of a coach. Speak plainly, sir, as 

your father would. What is your intent?” 

Umberland clasped his hands behind his back. A stance of composure, but Constanza saw 

him repeat his nervous glances to left and right. She guessed he was seeking assurance from 

the proximity of his men, all within earshot. 

What do his soldados think, she wondered, that they are required to attend in defence of 

their master against two women? Have they been told there is a dragon here? Are they aware 

of what they would face? Or are they bolstered with other knowledge: that one dragon is 

already asesinado? 

“What would you have me say?” the duke replied. “I know who you are, what you are, as I 

know what Raphael was. You share ancient, um, blood. Branches of the same tree, stock from 

the same root.” 

Adelina rose from the seat and stared straight into Umberland’s eyes. “You also know that 

my Raphael is muerto, do you not?” 

The duke looked away and did not answer. 

“Yes, I know you do. You speak to my husband as only in the past. Was it you who gave 

the order? To assassinate him? I do not believe that mayor, that alcalde idiota, would have the 

courage for such a command. It was you who sent for the hunter, paid for his service. I know 

this.” 

Umberland’s face glistened, pin-pricks of moisture emerging at the borders of his thick 

forest of hair and in the deep creases that divided his cheeks from nose and mouth but still he 

said nothing. 

“Your silence is your admission.” There was no signal of censure or moment in Adelina’s 

voice. By her tone she might have been speaking of the blossom of trees, the sun in the sky or 

the price of corn. 

So young, Constanza thought. So maduro, beyond her years. Ah, but this is a deadly game. 

He is a weak man, this duke, and that weakness makes him dangerous. What is it that she 

wants from this murderer? Where is she going with her questions? What does she seek to 

draw out from him? 

“Mi Señor, ¿cuál es su propósito? What do you want of me? An assurance of funds? I 

know that my husband sustained you.” 

The duke paced the length of the bench, paused and stared at her. Uneasiness played on his 

brow, an edgy, skittish uncertainty betrayed by twitching muscles and eyes that oscillated 
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between cunning and trepidation, threat and fear vying with burning ambition. The bully and 

the coward. 

“Yes, Vaskapu coffers supported me,” he admitted at last, “but it was my name, my 

prominence that protected Benediction House. Without the surety of Umberland the activities 

of the Vaskapu would long ago have been suppressed. There would be no dragons left at all if 

not for my benefaction. Yes, I know the marquis is dead. This is a fact – but you are still full 

of life, of vigour and it is you who must answer. What is it that you want?” 

The duke worried a thumbnail with his perfect teeth as he started to pace again. His eyes 

still darted this way and that but they never strayed from the marchioness for long 

“I know you are a dragon, Adelina. I know that hunger drives you. Do you think I don’t? I 

tell you I do. And I ask again: what do you want? No, I already know your answer: you want 

to hunt! You want to kill and devour because that is what dragons do! Can you say I am 

wrong?” He provided his own answer. “No, you cannot.” 

Abruptly he ceased pacing to kneel by the garden seat, as any suitor might do before his 

beloved. Adelina took half a step back from surprise. 

Constanza rose to stand by her side, alarmed at both words and gestures. What is this crazy 

man about? Is he completely mad? Does he actually propose? To the viuda of the man he has 

had murdered? 

The duke’s eyes burned. “Lady Adelina, I can give you the freedom to hunt! My land 

stretches from the sea in the east to the ocean in the west, and north to the border lands. But 

that is a smallholding in comparison to what it should be. What it will be… if we join 

together! Why should I not ascend the steps to the ultimate seat of power? Is my line less 

noble than the blue blood who sits there now?” 

Percival regained his feet, his expression one of annoyance, a man barred by lesser men 

from achieving his due destiny. “But my ‘peers’, those degenerate lords of the land, they are 

invested in the House Royal. None would support me because they fear the king. He is their 

vested interest, do you see? And fear, of course. Stupid fear where there is no need for it! The 

king commands the army, yes, but it is the lords themselves who command the troops. Yet 

none dare step out of line, for fear of each other, for fear of the king. And so they protect 

themselves from themselves by supporting the monarch while he laughs at them from his 

throne!” 

Adelina looked at Constanza, astonishment at the rambling speech evident in her quizzical 

expression. Constanza, for her part, could only return the look with an empty shake of her 

head that said: este hombre, que está loco! 

“But I tell you this, Adelina,” the duke continued, earnest endeavour shining from his face, 

“together we could change all that. The power of Umberland and Vaskapu united…” tension 

increased in his voice, “…who would dare confront that? Knowing that I hold the tether of a 

dragon, who would risk my wrath when, at any moment, I might release such havoc that war-

dogs would quail? Fate is at work here, do you see? It is not by simple chance that you have 

come into my holdfast. And what of it, if I was the engineer of that chance? It doesn’t change 

the fact that you are here and that I am overtaken by your charms. I would have you, Adelina, 

by my side and in my bed. What could we not achieve, you and I? What would you say to 

that, my lady? Could you refuse this opportunity? Your marquis could not offer a kingdom, 

but that is what would be in my hand to share with you! What can you say?” 

Adelina returned to her demure seat on the bench, gazing up at the duke, her head tilted 

slightly. 

“I would say,” Adelina responded, “I would say I have never before heard of a marriage 

proposed in such a way. I would say that I am taken aback by your words. You have seen to 

the slaughter of my husband but now you ask to bed me.” She paused. “I would say that you 

are a strange man. A man with strong ambition. A man with an appetite for greatness.” 
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She rose once more. “I would say that this proposition deserves to be considered. 

Constanza, accompany me. Let us return to our chambers. I have much to think of.” 

“Why?” the duke almost barked. “Why not give me your answer now?” 

The marchioness smiled and reached out a hand to caress the duke’s own, a gesture of 

consideration with a hint of promise. “Your grace, a decision of such gravity ought not to be 

reached without deliberation. But I promise you, sir: when next we meet you shall have my 

reply.” 

 

Duke Percival watched the women return down the path, uncertain of his feelings. As both a 

woman and an instrument of death, he found Adelina wholly desirable. 

His proposition had been unplanned, a thought born of his passion in the moment; a half-

chance, a dangerous chance, an urgent stretch of the hand to seize the prize before it vanished, 

lost to fortune for ever. 

Sweat trickled down his neck, its cold touch on the warm skin of his back causing a shiver. 

Had he been mad? He’d asked a dragon – a dragon, by the gods! – to wed him. She might 

have changed, turned, transmogrified; whatever the appropriate term was for the act. And 

doing so she might have snuffed him out, even before his men could begin to react. 

But she hadn’t; he’d survived. Surely a sign that his gambit had been the right one. 

A servant ran up from the direction of the castle. 

“Your grace! There are three men at the gates, foreigners.” 

The duke didn’t respond, still lost in thoughts of what might have been and what might yet 

come to be. 

“They say you are expecting them. Your grace?” 

Percival raised his eyes. He had no such expectation. Three? Who? Ah… 

“Very well,” he said at last. He followed the footman back to the castle but his dreams 

lingered in the garden, replaying images of Lady Adelina, noble and proud beneath the mid-

morning sun. 
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XXVIII. REPORT 
 

'Tis now the time 

To ask of whence you are. Report it. 

 

 Cymbeline, Cymbeline: V, v 

 

Duke Umberland met with the visitors in the inner courtyard, all three leading mounts and 

refusing offers from stable-hands to take charge of them. András was instantly recognisable 

from the description the mayor had given, and Percival assumed the men accompanying him 

to be the giant’s brothers. He recalled their names from the communiqués: Bátor and Ernö. 

Both were tall, though not in the same league as their sibling. One was gaunt and meagre, a 

stick scarecrow with a shaven head and sunken eyes; the other was broad, with a ferocious 

expression framed by a mass of umber hair and a full beard. An aura of threat and danger 

hung about all three. 

“Your grace.” András removed his hat to present a sweeping bow. Neither of his kin wore 

hats and neither offered any alternative courtesy. “It seems strange that we have not met 

sooner.” 

“Why are you here?” Percival demanded, reassured by the presence of his men-at-arms. 

“You fulfilled your contract; the dragon is dead. I provided Dimmick with the agreed 

reparation and instructed him to settle in full. Why have you come?” 

“Your mayor would not deliver a single thaler before the beast was despatched. And 

afterwards… well, he was in no position to comply.” The man grinned his vulpine grin. “In 

battle there are always casualties. Dragon breath. It froze him to the spot while a dragon’s 

claw ripped open his belly.” 

Umberland was not especially moved by the news. He had neither care nor concern for 

Dimmick. The late Dimmick. One less incidental to deal with. 

“But he died a man’s death, against a fearsome foe,” András continued. “There is honour 

in that.” 

The bearded brother nodded agreement. “Halál becsülettel,” he said. His scraggy sibling 

nodded but remained silent. 

“Excuse, please.” There was no apology in the giant’s voice to match the words. “Bátor 

understands few of your words. Ernö speaks none. But I speak for all the Kárpáti. We have 

vanquished your monster.” 

The duke raised an eyebrow, inviting more. 

“It was a hard fight,” András obliged. “The town lost much blood. That is the way of it. 

But… there were supposed to be two beasts. The dragon’s bride, as your letter told.” He 

pulled from his pocket a piece of paper that Umberland recognised as the note he had so 

recently sent, the note with his counter-order. “In this you ask for the female to be spared. A 

strange request and one that we could not deliver. A single dragon is all we faced and all we 

slew. I wonder where she is now? Why, duke, did you not also want her slain?” 

Percival was not to be drawn. “Do not presume to question me. And you have still to 

answer: why have you come? I gave strict instruction to not involve me at any time.” 

András shrugged. “There is no mayor anymore and so we must report to you. To say we 

have destroyed your enemy. To say we pursued his servants and sent them to join their bestial 

master. To say that, with the mayor’s death, what is left of the town’s council claims to know 

nothing of our arrangement. Who else should we speak with, then, about our payment?” 

Know nothing? the duke thought. They must think I’m a fool not to see that they have taken 

the reward and salted it away for themselves. I will have need to deal with them. 

“Choquer, then, the bishop. He knew our business. Why…” 
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 “He also did not survive,” András interrupted. “There were many who did not. Most of the 

council. I felt they should be present to witness our work, though they were not keen.” 

The duke frowned. “How many? How many were killed? Altogether?” 

András shrugged again. “It is hard to be certain. There is much confusion in battle. Most of 

the council. Of the orășeni with the courage to follow? A hundred. Perhaps more. Dragons do 

not lie down and await their doom. They fight.” 

A hundred? More? But not these three… How is it they escaped without suffering any 

apparent hurt? How did they overcome the beast? He glanced again at his soldiers. Would 

they be sufficient protection against these three demons, should it come to it? 

“What proof do you offer of your claim, that the beast is no more?” 

András handed the reins of his horse to a brother then closed the gap with the duke, whose 

soldiers warily drew closer. The hunter paid them no attention. 

“Proof beyond the count of the dead?” The giant shook his head. “When they die, such 

creatures return to their human form. We had dogs with us. They feasted well. But there is 

this, pulled from a finger.” 

He passed across a ring, heavy, carved about with a serpent’s coils. It was stained red. The 

duke accepted the token, dropping it into a pocket without a word. 

 “Tell me of the other monster, your grace,” András said. “The sow. Why did you instruct 

that it must be spared? What did you plan for it? And… where is it now?” 

Umberland felt dwarfed by his visitor, like a small fish stalked beneath the shrouding 

wings of a black heron. But his earlier question echoed: how had they bested the beast? To 

know that answer might afford him control over Adelina… 

“The whereabouts of the other dragon is unknown, and of no concern to you. You 

accomplished your task and slaughtered the dragon of Benediction House. And I shall provide 

for it again, since the dignitaries of Dourby have failed us both in that regard. The Duchy of 

Umberland does not renege on a matter of promise.” 

“That is good to hear,” András replied from behind his disconcerting smile. 

Percival extracted himself from beneath the hunter. “Come with me to me to my office, 

where I will settle this particular. I note that your brothers are very attached to their horses. It 

would be best they remained to tend them.” 

The hunter exchanged brief words with his kin and then followed the duke from the 

courtyard into the body of the castle, a knot of the duke’s command following. 

 

Consciousness returned. It was still dark. Was it? Had he opened his good eye? I think so. It 

was hard to be sure. 

The pain in Harrow’s poor foot had merged with all the others hurts and discords of his 

maltreated body. 

What was the time? Was Knapp on his way back? Was it still morning, or had afternoon 

been and gone? Was it even the same day? How long had he been there? Impossible to tell 

with no window to see through. The sliver of light at the bottom of the cell door was still 

present but that could be merely the glow of a lamp. Everything else was black. 

Something brushed by his ankle. A rat. Instinctively he lashed out but this only resulted in 

a resurgence of agony in his crushed toes. His belly retched in reaction but only a dribble was 

left to come out. 

What of the others? Was Constanza still with Adelina, still safe? Honoria, he remembered, 

was in a nearby cell waiting for Knapp. Unless he’d already paid her the visit he’d promised. 

And that was all. There was no one else, no one to call to for aid, no one to pin a hope 

against that plans for rescue might, even now, be formulating in a caring mind. Death was the 

only expectation, preceded by an indeterminate period of torment for the pleasure of his 

captor. 
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Faces twisted in his memory, fearful, hateful, lost. The secret room in his garret floated to 

the surface of a sea of dissonant thoughts: straps and shackles, the runnel to syphon away the 

dross of his ecstasy. 

“A man is coming to drive me mad with pain,” he whispered to the empty world, his voice 

scratchy and thin. There would be no mercy, no escape. “As it should be,” he mumbled. One 

side of his mouth turned upwards as a picture of Knapp, pinioned and helpless on the table, 

floated before him. A scalpel sliced and the skin fell away, the skull beneath as raw and 

bloody as all the others beneath Harrow’s ministrations. 

“You would scream,” he breathed. Will I scream? How would I not? What will it be like, I 

wonder? To taste the experience from the opposite side? For me, I was a craftsman. I had 

finesse. There was skill in my administration. But you, Knapp? With your brute hammer? You 

will not meet my craft; you will be blunt and obvious and common, a match to your boorish 

temper. 

Somehow, that felt unjust. 

 

Constanza followed Adelina back to her room. 

“Ese duque es un loco. Él pidió su mano en ¡matrimonio! Este es un lugar peligroso, 

Adelina. Tenemos que encontrar a otros y dejar este castillo.” 

“¿Por qué?” Adelina sounded almost carefree. “¿Qué peligro hay aquí para mí? It is he 

who must be wary.” 

Constanza was exasperated. “After the murder he has seen done, yet you have repaid with 

nothing! How can you be so unmoved?” 

“His misdeed will not go unpunished, I promise. But I am not a fool. I have seen the 

soldiers that stomp about his Castillo. There are many of them. And have you not, yourself, 

said that survival is a matter of numbers? As your Harrow told? As my Raphael also said. 

Should I dare a confrontation against so many? I have never been measured against such a 

count of men – perhaps I would be found wanting. Should I not bide my time instead, and 

strike at a moment of my choosing?” 

“If you will do nothing now, niña, let us leave. We can find Joseph and be gone from this 

place!” 

“But for me there is no urgency. Why should I not savour his fear before I avenge my 

Rafael? I could have him within reach of my claws for long days; I could have him know his 

mortality before he bleeds, before I gnaw his bones; I could have him look at my face each 

day and know that at any moment I could crush him in my jaws, stab him with the knives of 

my teeth. I could remain here for an eternity and come to no harm because he would be my 

shield. His men offer me no threat while he believes himself safe.” 

Constanza stared. The self-control Adelina showed was so far from anything Constanza 

had witnessed before. 

Adelina drew the conversation to a close. “Now I will rest. Leave me, until I call for your 

return.” 

Constanza left the room, determined to find Joseph Harrow and learn his guidance. 

 

Percival sat upright behind his desk. András casually scanned the room for a moment before 

declining the offer of a seat and leaning his great frame against the door. This was not lost to 

the duke. He recognised that, tactically, he had made a mistake in bringing the man to his 

private office. The giant’s position meant that he was isolated from his guards. 

“I should congratulate you on the achievement of your purpose,” the duke said. “It must 

have been an arduous endeavour… and yet you are unscathed. What magic do you possess 

that allowed you to escape when so many others perished?” 
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“No magic, your grace. Magic is a blasphemy.” He unsheathed his sword and Percival 

again regretted his isolated position. “This is Dragonimoarte. My brothers also carry weapons 

of heritage. They are blessed by Mother Church and have but one purpose: to vanquish sin.” 

To the duke’s relief the man returned the sword to its scabbard. “I see. Very well. Let’s see 

this business done.” He fetched some printed sheets from a drawer and picked up a quill, 

loading it from an ornate silver pot. “This promissory is redeemable at any reputable bank. 

The sum is as agreed plus an additional compensation for the delay in this payment.” 

András shook his head. “We would prefer not, your grace. My brothers are more 

comfortable with the weight of coin.” 

“I don’t maintain a treasury here, man. The award is sizable, far more than I keep for petty 

running costs. You will have to accept the note.” 

“For myself I would have no issue, your grace. But my brothers are simpler men. They will 

not be content with paper promises.” 

Percival scowled. “There is nothing I can do about that. It would take a day or more for me 

to have the funds fetched…” 

“Then we will be content to wait. Your castle is very grand. We shall enjoy spending some 

time here before our return home.” 

“Here? You cannot stay here!” 

“No? Why would you not wish our company? There is benefit to you. While we stay here 

you can be assured our relationship will remain discreet.” 

“Is that a threat?” Percival demanded, rising from his seat to lean across his desk, 

forcefully. “Is this a foolish attempt at blackmail? I have more than a hundred men garrisoned 

here…” 

András mirrored the duke, his solid fists supporting his weight as he, too, leaned forward. 

The desk creaked in protest. “And they are all on the other side of the door. But I do not 

threaten, your grace. We stay no longer than we must. Only until we have been paid what was 

promised. Although,” the wolf smiled, “there is still the she-beast. Maybe she will come this 

way. A threat to your safety. I feel that she will. I feel she is already close. Would that not be 

a reason to keep me and my brothers close, also?” 

“I don’t have time for parley, and you do not have the right to remain longer than I allow. 

Take this promissory. It will be honoured wherever you choose…” 

“I told you, my brothers will see coin, not scrawls on paper.” 

“And I told you that my treasury cannot provide so much at short notice!” 

András straightened, picked up the notes from the desk and quartered them. The pieces 

drifted back to the mahogany like spent leaves in autumn. 

“Then we stay.” 

That last response was blunt, as solid and final an ending to the conversation as an oak 

door slammed in the face. The hunter strode from the room leaving Percival still bending 

forward over his desk, fuming from his frustration. 
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XXIX. IN SEARCH OF HARROW 
 

What is it ye would see? 

If aught of woe or wonder, cease your search. 

 

Horatio, Hamlet: V, ii 

 

Having sought Harrow in his room, Constanza – accompanied by a guard who made it plain 

he was under orders to keep her in sight – found her way down to the kitchens, but there she 

found only scullery maids. She was leaving to look elsewhere when she met a woman coming 

the other way. The woman froze on seeing her, startled like a rabbit caught in the beam of a 

powerful lamp. 

“I am Lady Constanza.” It was important to establish status and authority when dealing 

with the unknowns of another household. “I am looking for my companion, Señor Harrow. 

Do you know where he is?” 

There was a momentary look of alarm on the other’s face, swiftly replaced by an 

expression carved from white wood, except for her eyes, which she quickly shielded by 

looking at the floor. 

“No, my lady…” 

Constanza waited. She was sure the woman was going to say something more, but all she 

did was shuffle her feet, nervously. 

“Then what of Mistress Hartley, the…” 

“Ain’t nobody down here, my lady. They’ll be someplace else, no doubt of it.” 

“And who are you?” Constanza asked. 

“Mistress Steep, if you please, his grace’s cook.” 

“And you have seen nothing of my companions? Are you sure?” 

The cook nodded but looked as though her tongue was being forcibly restrained. 

There is something not right, here. What is it she does not say? 

A man she recognised entered though another door. He immediately crossed over to her, 

presaged by a fragrant scent. 

“Lady… Constanza? Are you lost?” 

“You are… Knapp, I think. I am looking for Señor Harrow. Perhaps you can tell me where 

I might find him?” 

“I’m afraid I haven’t seen him since the, er, incident outside your room. Mistress Steep, 

have you knowledge of his whereabouts?” 

The woman shook her head but did not speak or look up. 

There is fear in her. And this man is close to the heart of that, I am certain. 

“Well,” Constanza replied. “I must look for him elsewhere.” She took hold of Mistress 

Steep’s shoulder, the cook’s chin rising a little from the action. “If you should see Señor 

Harrow or Mistress Hartley, you will send word to me, won’t you?” 

“Yes’m.” 

“I am sure he will turn up soon,” Knapp said, bestowing a smile that reeked of 

untrustworthiness. “If I come upon him I will see that he is aware of your search.” He 

signalled to the guard. “Escort this lady safely back to her chamber.” 

“I am quite capable of finding my own way, thank you,” Constanza replied, though 

without expectation of a change to the instruction. “Indeed, this lacayo has accompanied me 

all morning, although there was no need.” 

“His grace commanded this detail as a courtesy,” Knapp said. “I would not dream of 

retracting that consideration.” 
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Constanza regarded him a moment, but then repeated her request to the cook. “You will 

tell me of Señor Harrow, if you see him, won’t you?” 

The cook nodded but said nothing. She is so cowed. And he, she added with another glance 

at Knapp, knows something. But for the present there seemed nothing more she could do. 

Where to look now? The courtyard? Perhaps he will be preparing a coach for our 

departure, she thought, though she doubted this optimism. The duke had been very clear that 

he did not wish them to leave… or Adelina, at least. If only I did not have this maldito escolta 

with me… 

She entered the courtyard to find a voluble disagreement taking place. The argument was 

between two men holding on to a pair of horses on the one hand, and members of the duke’s 

staff on the other. The men were evidently reluctant to relinquish their horses, or to move 

from their position in the centre of the courtyard. Three or four guards, intrigued by the raised 

voices, were closing in on the confrontation. One started to pull his sword clear of its 

scabbard as he approached, which elicited a reciprocal response from the horsemen. With 

deliberation the other guards drew their weapons and instantly the verbal argument was 

transformed into an armed confrontation. One guard fell almost immediately to a swingeing 

slash and on seeing this Constanza’s escort drew his own sword and charged, disregarding his 

assignment, keen to support his comrades. 

Constanza seized the moment and darted back inside. The noise outside was beginning to 

attract the attention of others but she couldn’t count on the distraction of a melee lasting for 

long. 

Back to the kitchens. Maybe Knapp would be called to the confrontation in the courtyard. 

Answers from the cook might be more forthcoming without his intimidating presence. 

She found Mistress Steep sitting at the table with an untouched cup of tea before her. 

Constanza wasted no time. 

“Now,” she said, taking a place next to the woman, who attempted to stand. Constanza’s 

hand restrained her. “Tell me where Señor Harrow is. You know, don’t you? Tell me.” 

The cook refused to look directly at her but shook her head. 

“I… I can’t say, m’lady. Mr. Knapp would… would be angry if he found out I’d spoke of 

what I shouldn’t…” 

“But he is not here, and I promise he will never learn what you say from me. You can 

speak freely. Where is my Joseph?” 

“He… he has this temper, you see, Mr. Knapp. Only, it ain’t a hot one. It’s cold as iron and 

just as hard. His grace don’t know of it and there’s no one below stairs that durst tell of it. 

There’s more than one servant that’s got themselves took away by him for crossing him, took 

away and not seen again. He likes to… likes…” 

“Yes? Go on.” 

“It’s like he don’t care for what a person is. He likes to… he likes to… see people 

sufferin’, an’… an’… all of us downstairs know it’s him as does the hurting.” The woman 

looked up, eyes fearful and moist, her voice reduced to barely a whisper. “He’s got the 

dungeons practic’ly to his self, you see? Nobody uses them no more. Crim’nals and 

smugglers get handed over to the police, them that ain’t hanged rightways for their 

wickedness, so nobody hardly ever goes down there, now, certainly not his grace. But he 

does, an’ sometimes he takes another with him but they don’t both come up again, just him. 

An’ this morning…” Her disjointed speech dried up until Constanza helped her take a sip of 

tea. 

“Go on. This morning…?” 

“Well, I don’t know what caused it in the first place, but there was a row ’twixt Mr. Knapp 

and your gen’l’mun friend, and neither me nor Honoria, Mistress Hartley that is, couldn’t do 
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nothing to calm it. And the guards joined in and then your friend was done over good and 

proper.” 

Constanza’s heart shuddered. “And…?” she whispered. 

“An’ then they just took him away. I didn’t see to speak of, but I’ll lay to it that they took 

him below. Honoria, too; an’ I ain’t seen neither of them since. Mr. Knapp don’t show 

preference to nobody, and is as like to torment a woman no less than a man.” 

She looked up, ruddy-nosed and white-cheeked. “I’m sorry to say these things, m’lady, 

truly, but you asked an’… an’ if you take my advice you’ll choose to not remember who you 

came here with. There’ll be no good to come from you continuing your search so best forget 

them… an’ everything what I said.” 

Constanza’s stomach twisted as savage worms of anger and fear battled for dominance. 

Was Joseph dead? Had she lost the man she loved? Then her mind turned to steel, her 

expression firmed, her eyes narrowed. A picture of Harrow incarcerated and alone, despairing 

of rescue dominated her thoughts. Whatever his condition might now be, she would find him! 

“How do I get into the dungeon?” she hissed, so strongly that the duke’s cook jerked 

sharply on her chair. “How?” 

 

A short time after the hunter had left, a steward burst into the duke’s office with barely a rap 

at the open door and no pause at all. 

“Your grace! There’s trouble in the courtyard! The strangers have attacked us!” 

Percival leaped up and grabbed his sword, discarding the scabbard which clattered to the 

floor. “Alert the guard! Call out the fusiliers!” he ordered as he rushed by the messenger. 

Hurrying down the corridor, collecting more attendants as he went, Umberland chased in 

the footsteps of András, whom he spotted rounding a corner at the end of a long passage lined 

with alabaster busts. 

“Hunter!” he shouted, not expecting any reply and therefore not surprised to receive none. 

By the time the duke charged into the courtyard, a dozen servants at his shoulders, there 

were already half a dozen men-at-arms on the ground, while the reunited András and his 

brothers were ferociously engaged with at least thirty guardsmen with more pouring in to join 

the fray. 

Percival was not the bravest of men. He was an adequate commander of tactics, able to 

direct troops to positions where their deaths might be of some benefit, but in the campaigns 

with which he had been involved his orders had been issued from the convenience of high 

vantage, some distance away from the conflict. Now he was personally confronted with a 

brawling, sprawling melee. Why the hell had he been so rash as to come straight here? 

Certainly not for the benefit of his fighting men. He could only ascribe his foolhardiness to a 

rush of blood to the head, spurred by residual ire towards the hunter. Be that as it may, now 

that he was here, what to do? 

His instinct was to seek for an elevated position from where he could oversee his forces, 

but that would have meant going back inside and gaining one of the balconies. If his men saw 

him leave the battle… no commander could risk losing face in sight of his command. No, this 

time he would have to play the hand he’d been dealt. Besides, the enemy had a strength of 

only three. They could not hope to stand against the scores in his service… 

…and yet… 

…those three had slain a dragon… 

 

Constanza descended cautiously. The stairs were steep and narrow, and the deeper she went 

the more vile became the air, thick with the residual misery of centuries of prisoners. Lamps 

fixed to the wall provided patchy illumination. 
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She reached the bottom of the stairs having met neither guard nor gaoler, pausing at the 

entrance to a rectangular quad with a low ceiling and an uneven floor. The quad’s furnishings 

were sparse and functional: a cot with a blanket, a bench, a chair, and a table bearing scattered 

papers, a quill and inkpot, mugs and a half-empty wine bottle. There was also an unlit lamp 

and a tinderbox on a stool, but no one to be seen. Eight heavy doors were set deeply along one 

wall. 

Lighting the lamp from the stool Constanza tried the nearest door, which opened noisily. 

The sound of small, scrabbling feet emerged from the darkness, most likely rats, although the 

blackness within hid any other proof. She shut the door and tried another. This time the lamp 

almost slipped from her fingers at the wretched sight and sickening smell that greeted her. A 

ruined figure, filthy and helpless hung from a wall, fastened in place by short chains manacled 

to the wrists. 

“Joseph…!” she breathed. 

 

From her room on the fourth floor, Adelina heard the distant sounds of confrontation. She 

peered out from the vantage of her window. The view overlooked the approach to the castle 

from across the river. There was nothing untoward to be seen. 

The marchioness left her chamber and stepped into the corridor. There was no one in sight. 

Where were the assigned escorts that she’d expected to see? With no one to stop her she 

followed her ears, striding along the corridor to the stairs and heading down, the volume 

increasing as she descended. A few servants hurried by, all heading in the same direction. She 

caught up with them where they crowded into a first-floor room. A double set of French doors 

on the far side were already opened onto a balcony. A cacophony blew in on the breeze: 

shouts and screams, the snorting of horses, the ring of steel on steel. 

And a smell. An especial smell, the fragrance of death, fear and blood. 

Adelina savoured the odour before pushing herself to the front of the crowd. The courtyard 

below heaved with soldiery. At the centre was a circle of gleaming weaponry, stabbing, 

lunging and slashing at three barbaric figures standing upon the bodies of the fallen. Those 

nearest to the defenders were wary of closing in too much, but the press of their fellow men-

at-arms cared nothing for their fate, and so the mound of corpses grew. 

Adelina’s eyes flashed. What the cause of the fight might be she neither knew nor cared, 

and nor did she have concern for the mill of men-at-arms. But the three at the heart of the 

fray… they were a different matter. Two she did not recognise, but the third… the giant 

András was one man she would never forget! 

 

There was no key and therefore no way to release the manacles. But there was a hammer, 

which Constanza grasped and employed with all her strength to the stone around the anchor 

points of the chains. She ignored the striking echoes, ignored the chance someone would hear 

and investigate, entirely focussed on releasing the man she loved. 

Harrow seemed almost lifeless, stirring only a little as the hammer blows fell. The first 

anchor point gave way after less than a dozen strikes, debris breaking off in large chunks. 

Harrow’s right arm dropped, limp but free; but now his whole weight hung from just one 

wrist. The second fixing was tougher, the stonework resisting Constanza’s double-handed 

blows. It broke apart in much smaller pieces, leaving her with an ache that stretched from 

shoulders to the tips of her fingers, and friction burns on the palms of her hands; but her 

persistence at last freed the prisoner. Harrow slumped to the floor. 

“Joseph!” Constanza urged, shaking him as vigorously as she dared. A wooden bucket 

stowed beneath a bench held water and a ladle. She scooped up the water and held the ladle to 

his lips but he did not drink. She sprinkled the water gently over his head before soaking the 
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hem of her skirt to dab at his bruised and blood-caked face. He winced, a moan emerging 

from his lips, the first sound Constanza had heard him make since she’d found him. 

“Oh, mi amor! Joseph! Wake up, please wake up, my love. What has been done to you? I 

know who. It was Knapp and I will see him dead for this!” 

Harrow had one eye closed and the other barely open, but his lips were parted and 

Constanza trickled water into his mouth. The liquid seemed to help. She eased him to a half-

sitting position, but the only sound to emerge from his lips was indecipherable, a weak grunt 

representing no discernible word. 

“Oh my love. We must get you away from this mazmorra before he comes back. Can you 

stand? Oh! What has been done to your foot, your poor foot? ¡Bastardo! How I will make him 

suffer!” 

Harrow was in no position to help himself, and though Constanza did her very best to 

heave him towards the door the task proved nearly impossible. Somehow she managed to 

drag him clear of the cell and close to the stairs but that was as far as she could manage; the 

steps were too steep and narrow to tackle alone. To make things worse, at that moment she 

heard the sound of someone descending, an odd mixture of footfalls on stone and a swishing, 

like curtains being drawn. There was no time to return Harrow to the cell so she did the only 

thing she could do: leave him where he was, retrieve the hammer and hope she could surprise 

whoever was approaching before she was noticed. Flat against the wall next to the stairwell, 

weapon raised, Constanza waited breathlessly for her chance. 

The footsteps drew closer, a shadow foretelling the imminent appearance of the interloper. 

Constanza’s hammer arced down and around but missed the mark when the figure slipped 

backwards on the last, uneven step. There came a squeal when the blow rebounded from the 

stone wall and Constanza darted out to see who her opponent was. 

“Mistress Steep!” 

 

“Fusiliers! To line! To line with me!” 

Eight triggermen took their positions, four on either side of their commander. 

“Load!” the duke shouted, then to the intervening ranks: “Clear way! Pull back! Pull back! 

’Ware the guns!” 

The fighters split, opening up a ragged channel, an open path to three ferocious bears 

holding out against a pack of baying hounds. András seemed even more of a beast than he had 

before, tombstone teeth bared in a snarling mouth, his blade a ripping talon of destruction. 

“What in hell’s name caused all this?” Percival’s question was rhetoric, voiced only for his 

own ears. Nevertheless, a reply reached him over the din. Knapp was at his shoulder. 

“The stablemen, your grace,” he shouted. “They wanted to take the horses but them 

foreigners wouldn’t have it!” 

“Horses?” 

“Aye. They wouldn’t release the reins.” 

And for that there’s a battle? In my own home? 

But then it struck Percival that here was providence, an opportunity to be seized, a moment 

to pluck a thorn from his flesh. How dared that foreign thug offer threat and blackmail to the 

duchy? How dared he speak to a duke with the insulting and offensive tone he’d employed? 

The target of his ire was in range, his men’s fusils primed and ready. No thought of capture or 

clemency entered his head, no thought of offering any chance to surrender. He gave the order. 

“Fire!” 

Eight fingers squeezed triggers and eight flints struck home. Sparks off eight frizzens 

ignited black powder and eight, twenty-gauge lead balls exploded from long barrels in clouds 

of grey smoke. Duke Percival smiled his anticipation. Soon, if the shots fired true, he would 

be rid of András and his kin for good. 
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XXX. RESCUE 
 

Renowned prince, how shall poor Henry live, 

Unless thou rescue him from foul despair? 

 

Queen Margaret, King Henry VI part III: III, iii 

 

Together, Constanza and Mistress Steep heaved the recumbent Harrow up the stairs to 

complete the rescue. 

“It’s a blessing’s what it is,” the duke’s cook said between pants, “that scuffle outside. 

Gertie, I said, take it as providence to help the lady.” 

“I am grateful to you,” Constanza panted back. Together they manoeuvred their burden 

into a nearby storeroom where they made Harrow as comfortable as they could. Mistress 

Steep went off to find medicinal aid and bandages, returning with a selection of creams and 

poultices, a large bottle of gin, and a girl in tow. 

“This is Rummy,” Mistress Steep announced, “whose real name is Gertie, what’s a 

confusion to know, but we ain’t related. But she answers to Rummy on account that her last 

name’s Rumkin. Rummy, this is lady Constanza what you can call m’lady, and this is Mr. 

Harrow, what’s been hurt. Your job’s to take care of him while me and her ladyship gets on 

with the rescue. I’m that sure Honoria’s here an’ all, in one of the other cells like as not. Me 

and her got to be proper friends, even in such a small time like, and I should do something to 

help her if I could, rather than leave her to her fate.” 

Constanza nodded. “This will anger Mr. Knapp, you realise. How will you remain in this 

castle afterwards?” 

Mistress Steep nodded in turn as the pair descended once more. “I don’t intend to remain. 

I’ve got family as lives by the sea no more than twenty miles from this very spot. And I’ve 

got a small savings pot that’s near to the brim, put towards my future, not that I’d intended to 

retire just yet, but I daresay I can find some employ local to my relatives. There’s always 

someone as needs bread baking or sausage skins stuffing.” 

In the third of the eight cells they found Mistress Hartley, gagged, her clothes torn and her 

face swollen and bruised. She was cruelly tied to an iron-frame chair with cord that fastened 

her ankles to the chair legs and her wrists behind the backrest. Her head sagged to her chest 

but at least she was alive. Her breath wheezed through her nostrils accompanied by a mixture 

of sad groans and sobs. 

“Oh, Honoria!” Mistress Steep exclaimed as she wrestled with the gag. “Oh my dear, what 

has that man done to you? That I should see you in such a condition; it’s enough to make a 

body weep!” 

“We will have you free as quickly as we can,” Constanza said, but the knots were secure 

and beyond fingers to undo. “I’ll try to find a knife.” 

“No need,” Mistress Steep advised. “Always carry a pair of scissors in my pinny, never 

knowing when they might be useful to have, from emergency pricking of a sausage to cutting 

the strings as ties a pheasant’s legs for hanging. We’ll make short shrift of these bits o’ rope.” 

In fact it took a good two minutes to completely release the captive, during which time 

Constanza puzzled over what kind of emergency might require a sausage to be pricked. She 

couldn’t imagine a single answer. 

Once freed, Mistress Hartley collapsed from the chair to the floor so quickly that neither of 

her rescuers were able to prevent it happening. As had been the case with Harrow, they 

struggled to manoeuvre the practically dead weight to the floor above, where they found 

Rummy dribbling gin past Harrow’s parted lips. The man himself, whilst still looking 

desperately weak, was now at least sitting up, propped against a stool. 
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“Joseph!” Constanza said as they finished setting Mistress Hartley down. “¡Oh, mi amor! 

Me temía que iba a morir!” She rushed to his side while Mistress Steep called Rummy to 

attend to Mistress Hartley. 

Harrow moved his head, wincing at the action. 

“Stay still,” Constanza ordered, gently. “You are so weak. Oh my love, I was so afraid you 

might die, and I could not bear for that to happen.” 

Harrow mumbled something but it was slurred and unintelligible. “Hush, my love. Drink. 

We will get you out of here as soon as we can, and find a médico to tend your wounds.” 

But how can we escape this place, she wondered, without being discovered? 

An elevation to the volume of noise from outside interrupted her thoughts. She had 

forgotten about the confrontation she’d witnessed but now, by the sound of it, that 

confrontation had escalated and a new sound added. Not so much louder but sharper, and 

entirely different to the shouts of soldiers or the clash of swords: the report of guns dealing 

death. Whatever was happening in the courtyard, perhaps it could be used to their advantage, 

give them an opportunity to flee unmolested… but to know that, she had to find out what was 

actually going on. She had to get outside. 

 

Images she’d never witnessed burned in Adelina’s inner eye. 

A dragon alone, surrounded by fiery brands. 

Shadowy faces, mouths wide open in fear-fostered hate. 

Animated figures, stabbing with swords, steel weapons reflecting firelight. 

Pools of blood fed by rivers of gore. 

And at the heart, a giant in a tall hat, a broadsword held comfortably in a massive hand, 

goading, urging the mob to assail the beast, while he grinned like a wolf at the carnage. 

Out on the balcony Adelina felt an icy calm, a cold and calculated peace. Without fuss she 

disrobed, to the astonishment of those closest in the small crowd. Ignoring the gawps and 

exclamations Adelina climbed onto the balustrade, a young and beautiful goddess. She paused 

a moment, surveying the world below, then leaped from its height in a graceful arc. The flight 

lasted only moments but in that span, Adelina changed. 

Her muscles twisted, grew, expanded. Her skin split, sloughing from her body in ragged 

strips that fluttered in the breeze of her passing. By the time she reached the ground, the long 

raven hairs of her head had fused into a leathery frill that framed an elongated skull. Her jaws 

stretched and widened, snarling to reveal razor teeth beneath flaring nostrils. In the depths of 

deep-ridged eye sockets, had anyone the courage to look, flames burned with a lustful desire 

for vengeance and blood. Her arms and legs no longer ended in fingers and toes but in 

remorseless, ripping talons. Ridge plates burst through the flesh along her neck and back, 

even as her spine extended to create a long, powerful, barbed and threshing tail. 

She raised her head on a long neck, sniffing the air. Her scales rustled as she shrugged the 

last muscles into place. Yet in that rustling they exposed their glory, catching and reflecting 

the late morning sun as blue and green ripples that flowed and shimmered like the shadows of 

waves across a ribbed and sandy seabed. She opened a mouth that forever smiled with 

humourless malice and snapped her jaws in a primeval echo of a long ago age. A soldier who 

had not reacted swiftly enough paid the price for tardiness. 

She stood taller at the shoulder than the tallest of men, neck outstretched, bloody-muzzled 

and imperious. She inhaled deeply, savouring the reek of humanity. And when she exhaled, 

no less potent than the dragon-fires of old was the effluvium of her breath, a paralysing 

mephitis of fear. Now. Now was the time for carnage! 

 

Constanza was torn: to remain with Harrow or discover what fortune served in the courtyard. 
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“Mistress Steep, I charge you with the care of my Joseph. I must see what is happening 

outside. I will return as soon as I can.” 

“Very good, m’lady. Sounds to me like there’s a real battle going on, so you take care of 

yourself. I’ll see to the medicinals for these two poor souls.” 

Constanza left, skirts hoisted as she ran, guided by her ears, drawn by the increasing 

volume of discord. She was ignored by the few servants she met, all heading in the same 

direction, all with the same evident intent as herself. But that changed as she approached an 

exit to the courtyard. The door almost imploded as a surge of men burst through, panic-

stricken and terrified, desperate to flee the cobbled battlefield. For precious seconds, 

Constanza was forced to fight to remain on her feet, but finally the inrush abated and she 

gained the outside. She was brought to a jarring halt with the shock of what she saw. 

“Niña!” she breathed. “Un dragón ha llegado!” 

 

Through the fusil smoke, Percival saw the foreigners throwing themselves to the cobbles at 

the first sound of the guns. The shots missed their intended targets but some found alternative 

bodies to invade. Two of his own men collapsed. Damn! 

He ordered the gunners to ready and fire another round. The second volley was released 

just as András and his kin regained their feet, still hemmed in by cold steel on three sides, and 

again they were forced to evade the lead. 

“Make ready!” the duke shouted. The fusiliers began to prime and load their weapons for a 

third time, while the more conventionally armed guards endeavoured to take advantage of the 

weakened positions of their enemy, stabbing forward with pikes and swords. But András and 

his kin were expert combatants, well able to turn aside the striking metal. 

Percival checked left and right in preparation for his next command to fire, but he was 

astonished to find his men paused in their endeavours, their gazes drawn beyond the battle. 

He traced their line of sight, discovering that many of his other soldiers were also distracted 

and, indeed, in active retreat. 

“What the devil…?” the duke muttered. But then he, too, saw what his men had seen. His 

breath caught and for one brief moment his heart stood still. 

“Dear God!” he mouthed at the embodiment of death that now dominated the courtyard. 

“Dear God! Adelina!” 

 

Harrow was weak and in pain. Someone was dribbling gin into his mouth. 

Was that Constanza’s voice he’d heard, words fuzzy in his ears? ‘Take care of my Joseph’, 

was it? What else? A battle. Something about a battle? He eased himself – with difficulty – to 

a sitting position, head spinning. 

“Now you just rest there, master.” Harrow recognised the voice but couldn’t place it. He 

ignored the advice anyway and tried to stand, but the rush of pain and the sudden draining of 

blood from his head forced him down again. His ears rang to the screams of his wounds. He 

didn’t quite black out. 

“What did I just tell you? Your young lady will be back as soon as she’s found what that 

din’s all about. Come on, take a drop more of the medicinals.” 

The cook, Harrow thought. That’s who it is. What was her name? He didn’t remember. He 

tried to answer but his throat refused to function properly. He accepted the bottle at his lips 

and drew some of the nectar into his mouth: the vapour burned upwards into his nose while 

the liquid burned down his throat and into his belly. He snorted and coughed, the experience 

threatening his consciousness. But when he’d recovered he discovered a new, albeit tepid, 

energy had been released by the juniper juice. 

“Whe… where… is Constanza?” he managed. 
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“Don’t you go wondering upon that,” Mistress Steep admonished. “You need to lie back 

and recover your strength. Why, you’re weaker than a kitten what’s been tied in a sack, tossed 

in the river from the Unicorn Bridge and half-drownded!” 

Harrow tried to shake his head but quickly aborted that tentative effort. With the smallest 

and slowest of movements he managed to regain his feet, leaning heavily on the wall, 

rejecting the cook’s protestations. In the end his determination won out and she was left with 

no choice but to assist with his endeavour. 

“Stick,” he mumbled. “Get me a stick. Walking.” 

“You’re in no condition…” 

“Stick!” he repeated, making his voice as loud as his head would tolerate. “Now!” 

Reluctantly the cook ordered a young girl who was kneeling beside a recumbent Mistress 

Hartley – both of whom Harrow registered for the first time – to be off and find a stick. While 

she was away, the butler of Benediction House allowed Mistress Steep to guide him to a 

sitting position on a stool, where he accepted further sips of the medicinals. He also permitted 

the duke’s cook to examine his foot. 

“Every one of those teeny piggies looks broke, to me,” she announced. 

The idea of a grown man having ‘teeny piggies’ was amusing but he didn’t dare laugh. 

“But it’s your eye what looks the worst to me,” Mistress Steep added, gently cleaning 

some of the muck away with a soft cloth before applying a pledget that she held in place with 

a bandage. “You need to get some proper doctoring.” 

The girl returned with an elegant, ebony walking stick with a brass pommel and matching 

ferule. Harrow grasped it firmly and hauled himself to his good foot again, still hurting but 

now, at least, able to support himself without immediately falling over. 

“Thank you,” he said. “Now, where did she go?” 

The cook didn’t need to ask about whom he was talking. “To find the source of all that 

rumpus. Outside. Likely a battle, as I said to her. Not the sort of place you should be thinking 

of getting close to, not in your condition.” 

Harrow could hear the distant sound of confrontation. 

“You’ll be best off by far for staying put,” Mistress Steep advised again. 

“I cannot. I must go… after her. You stay… and tend to Honoria. If all goes well,” he 

added as he hobbled across the threshold, “I will return and… and afford you a recompense 

for your diligence.” 

Mistress Steep looked at his back doubtfully, then addressed her assistant. “Go after him, 

Rummy. He’ll need healthy legs to help steady himself before long.” 

The girl nodded, and soon Harrow found he had an additional crutch to rely on as he began 

his search for Constanza. 
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XXXI. DUTY 
 

I am glad of it; for now I shall have reason 

To show the love and duty that I bear you 

With franker spirit: therefore, as I am bound, 

Receive it from me. 

 

Iago, Othello: III, iii 

 

Percival’s eyes widened. The soles of his knee-boots seemed fused with the ground and he 

was transfixed, snared, in thrall to the revelation of misfortune that now dominated his world 

view. Here was the secret part of Adelina. Here was the creature he’d thought he might 

control, command, use for his own benefit in threat towards his peers. He must have been 

mad! How could any man dream of mastering such raw, animal power? 

Around him, he was vaguely aware of bodies, his men ripped by tooth or claw, or 

consumed by dragonbreath. The luckier ones had fled in panic. Imperious terror stood before 

him – and here was the strangest thing: the paralysis that first had seized him now evaporated. 

Notwithstanding that his domain was invaded by a beast from beyond myth, his fear had all 

but dissipated. For perhaps the first time in his life, his inborn cowardice was overcome, 

driven out by irresistible awe. 

But even that was not the whole of the truth. Percival was entranced. His eyes no longer 

beheld that which was merely to be seen. They looked beyond, within the bosom of the 

monster to the woman he remembered: raven hair, opal skin, blood-red lips. Perfectus decore! 

The glue that mired his feet dissolved and he stepped forward, drawn by the spell of 

fascination. The closer he came, the more his perception of Adelina solidified, became his 

replacement for reality. Yes! Look! She was smiling now, beckoning to him, her hand 

reaching out to take his, to lead him to her side. Even as the talon touched his clothes, 

Percival extended his arms to wrap around her, to embrace her, to merge with her: two made 

into one. 

When the claw pierced his flesh, the enchantment lifted and he sank to his knees, his 

outstretched arms capturing the spill of viscera that evacuated his torn belly. He lifted his 

gaze. No more the young woman to be seen. No more the smile of invitation, the offering of 

desire. 

Only an eye of amber fire. 

Only the slaver of crushing jaws. 

Only the beast. 

Percival, last Duke of Umberland, passed into death. 

 

Harrow reached the doorway at the moment Percival succumbed. The young girl supporting 

him gasped, pushed away and ran, terrified by the sights and sounds of witness. Harrow 

transferred his weight to the doorframe, stopping himself from falling at the sudden removal 

of his youthful crutch, casting around for sight of Constanza. 

Where is she? 

There, at another door, clinging like himself to a jamb, staring into the courtyard at the 

calamity that was Adelina, Adelina in her most absolute form, her ultimate élan vital. 

How much of the woman remains inside? he asked himself. What part of humanity is left 

after the monster has emerged? 

Carefully, painfully, Harrow hobbled along the walkway, staying as close to the wall as 

possible, hoping not to be spied by any combatant on the field. 
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“Constanza.” He reached out and grasped her hand. She turned her head but her gaze was 

held by the beast. 

“Constanza!” he repeated, more strongly. 

“Joseph? Joseph! Oh, mi amor! You should not have come!” 

“I had no choice.” His breath was laboured and speaking came hard. “I had to find you, to 

see you were safe.” 

“No one is safe,” she answered. “I was not there to guide her, and now my niña has 

revealed who she is for all to see. Now there can be only death!” 

Harrow shook his head. “Not for you. She will never harm you.” 

“It is not of me I speak. Ni los campesinos, los siervos o los soldados. It is of her. My little 

one.” 

“But they cannot have the means to do her harm. See how many she has already killed, and 

how the rest have fled! They…” 

“No, not them! Look – it is he… the hunter!” 

 

Et unde sim scitis. 

Yes, I know where I am. 

I breathe. I live. 

He is lost. No more shall we hunt together. There is no more harmony in our song. I weep 

for him. 

But I am not alone. There is more life within. One is weak, but – she drives me. She has 

hunted with me. But she is not him. 

There is more life, still. Deep inside. That is for tomorrow, for days yet to come. 

Is there more life? 

Yes, but that is not within. Outside. I smell it. I hear it. It is prey. They are prey. They are 

many. They flee. Just prey, nothing more. But… 

There are others. They are different. They are few. We share… a past. I… know them. My 

blood knows them. The weak one knows them. They are danger. I must deal with them. They 

must not be allowed to live. 

 

András Kárpáti grinned as he rose to his feet, his brothers square by his side. The soldiers – 

the duke’s rank and file – had fled. His nostrils flared as they sucked in the stench of their 

terror. They were nothing. No more than the rabble from the town, the rabble he had used to 

distract and tire the monster before it was slain. András cared nothing for rabble. 

“But you are not nothing,” he whispered, “are you?” 

Dragon eyes stared down at him. 

“No,” he repeated loudly, “you are not nothing. You are the she-beast, the királyné-

sárkány, daughter of sin, poisoner of men.” He ambled towards her, by appearance as careless 

as if walking the pastures of his homeland. “Do you know that it was me? Me, that dispatched 

your mate? Me, and my brothers. We came far to slay him. And we did. But you were already 

gone. You did not see the end. Shall I tell what you did not see? Shall I tell how my sword 

carved through his armour? Through his flesh? Into his heart? How Bátor thrust his barb in 

one eye, while Ernö extinguished the other?” 

András turned his back, a display that unequivocally proclaimed: I have no fear of you. 

“How he fought! No monster could have done more. He thought his breath would paralyse 

us, but our family is immune at birth. He thought his talons would rend us, but we have skill 

learned from centuries of battle. We could not be touched. 

“Would you know of his screams? Would you know how he whimpered in the final 

moments? Or,” he turned back, “do you doubt these truths? I know your thoughts, dragon. 
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You believe you are invulnerable. So did your mate. You believe that men cannot subdue 

your power. So did he. But he was wrong.” 

András brandished his sword. “This is Dragonimoarte! And see: Bátor wields Halálhozója, 

and Ernö bears Istenigazsága. Sanctified by Holy Church, passed down in my family from 

father to son. For centuries, they have cleaved flesh from the bones of your forefathers. Your 

ancestral line has long fallen to their righteousness; as did your mate. As shall you.” 

 

These ones are danger! 

Their bite is sharp. They were honed in ancient battles – aieee! 

They cut! They sting! They were doused in the blood of dragons and did not perish. They 

were immersed in the breath of dragons and did not succumb. 

Ahh! Where are they? They do not stand still. Where is their fear? They dance in the air. 

They slash at me and… 

Ahh! Here is agony! In me! My flesh is torn. My blood seeps, my body weeps… Are these 

only men? 

But, yes, they are just men. They must be only men! 

Come within my reach, just once. My claws shall rend you! My teeth shall pierce your 

frailty. My tail shall drive you into the ground. Come but a little closer…! 

 

Constanza trembled as she witnessed the assault, her eyes bright with tears. 

“Oh my niña! I cannot bear this! Help me, Joseph; there must be something we can do!” 

she implored. 

Or we could do nothing. The starkness of the thought that flashed across Harrow’s mind 

was shocking. Where had it come from? He was, had always been a man fashioned by his 

own twisted understanding of duty and honour. Loyalty was his watchword, loyalty to the 

dynasty, to the marquis, to… 

But with Shun House in ruins, did that loyalty still have a place to anchor? With the death 

of this dragon there would be no family left to serve. Would he not be free to go or come as 

he willed? Do as he willed? Be as he willed? And yet… 

Constanza’s gaze arrested him. Her grip tightened, nails sharp against his skin. Even 

should the family Vaskapu be spent, here was another to serve, one deserving of his faith. 

And did he not need her? She embodied his hope for salvation, perhaps his dream of 

forgiveness. If she needed him now, that was surely a dependency he could not betray. He 

was shamed by his cursed callow nature; this pull of duty – tainted with selfishness though it 

might be – was the one good mark on his soul. Without that he was nothing. 

“Aye. The hunter; the others may be his kin. Let’s see what may be done.” 

Not far away lay the guns of the fusiliers, cast aside in their desperate retreat. The distance 

was short but Harrow’s injuries – the lameness of his foot, the labouring of his breath – 

stretched out the yards into rods of pain. But Constanza was by his side, taking much of his 

weight, guiding him over the uneven surface to the firearms. 

“Now,” he panted as he sank gratefully to the cobbles, “pass me that gun.” 

Harrow had sometimes used Gummy Boxer’s old blunderbuss, but that was a far cry from 

this more advanced weaponry. He hoped that his cyclopean inspection was correct, suggesting 

the gun was almost ready, requiring only the addition of powder to the priming pan. He laid it 

down and called for the next. 

“If we are lucky, we may get off more than one shot before they realise we are here,” he 

told Constanza. “Find another fusil – in fact, as many as you can. And fetch that powder flask, 

and that munitions box.” 

Constanza collected three more guns, placing them alongside the first. Harrow checked and 

again the weapons appeared serviceable. Carefully he readied and primed them. 
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“Sit here in front of me,” he told her. “I fear my strength is limited, and I must use your 

shoulder to balance the weapon.” 

“But my love, you have only one good eye. And though I am a woman, for today my 

strength is the greater. I must be the one to fire the arma. I have done this before, at home in 

the mountains, to stock my larder. I can do this.” 

Harrow’s cardinal masculine pride at first rejected her words, but not for long. Constanza 

was right: he was exhausted, his strength was thin, his sight was so poor he could barely see 

the ground with any clarity. 

“Then rest the muzzle on my shoulder,” he agreed, wincing as the weight settled. “That’s 

it. As soon as you have fired, throw it away and pick up the next. Remember to…” 

“I know what to do,” Constanza said. “Move your head away and protect your ear from the 

report.” 

The click as Constanza pulled back the hammer reinforced her advice. Harrow twisted his 

neck and pressed a hand against his ear. His heartbeat increased and he needed to consciously 

refrain from holding his breath. The barrel rubbed against bone as Constanza tracked her 

target, and his muscles automatically sought a more comfortable position. 

“Be still, my love.” Her voice was soft and gentle, yet commanding and firm, almost 

remote from the task at hand. “Be still. Preparado… preparado…” 
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XXXII. THE DRAGON AND THE WOLF 
 

Scale of dragon, tooth of wolf. 

 

Third Witch, Macbeth: IV, i 

 

András was alive. 

At moments such as this his heart danced to a tribal cadence, his soul flew in the ecstasy of 

battle. This was the only time to be alive! When his enemy was before him, fierce, savage, 

intent on rending him, tearing him, breaking his bones and corrupting his flesh. All other 

moments were mere existence. 

Bátor and Ernö – they were the same, brothers in blood and arms, on the same quest to 

vanquish the unholy. Their eyes reflected his: mad and lusting. They grinned the same vulpine 

grin, they growled the same battle-hymn, they swung their weapons with the same hunger and 

energy, sinews stretching and muscles flexing as they hew. 

“Sárkány!” András roared. “Is this your best? Can you do no more than thrash? Can you 

only snap at the air? We are the Binecuvântat Kárpáti. Your blood knows us of old. Since the 

days of the Great Dragons we have fought with you, overthrown you, vanquished you. But 

you are nothing. You are a shadow of their greatness. Your mate at least fought back. Have 

you nothing to offer?” 

 

What do I feel? 

I feel pain. 

These men. Their claws dig deep, between my scales, the flesh within. Ahh! Such pain! 

How dare they? How dare they? Why do they not run? Where is their awe? Their fear? I 

am Draco! They are prey! Why do they fight against me? Do they not know the order of 

things, that I am the sovereign tyrant and they are my sport? 

Ohh! The sting of their barbs! And I cannot stop them, these tiny monsters that flit before 

my eyes. I strike – and my talons tear the air. I bear my fangs – and grind nothing but their 

shadows. Where is my celerity? Where is my potency? Why am I so beggared? 

Because he is no more. Because he is gone. 

I know that they took him, broke him, ruined him! My love! They shall pay. They must pay! 

What do I feel? 

I feel hate! 

But I am weakened. The future drains me. So much of my strength is lost to that demand. 

I must find that strength again. 

I will vanquish them. 

I will smash them. 

For my vengeance. 

For my love. 

For our future. 

 

András’s sword whirled and sliced. Scales cracked. Black blood oozed, feeding a growing 

stream of ichor. 

“You are no dragon,” he shouted. “You are no királyné-sárkány. You are a monster, mate 

to the corpse of a monster! Come now, seek reunion in death. Lay down your head, creature. 

Stretch out your neck for my brothers to sever. Open your breast for me to cleave your heart!” 

The dragon’s tail lashed but András leapt high, landing and twisting to strike. More scales 

splintered, more blood flowed and now, at last, the dragon groaned. Rolling beneath a 
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swinging blow, evading the lethal scrape of talons, András circled round to face the maw of 

his enemy, pulling Bátor and Ernö by his side. 

“Ah, a sound. A mewl. Do you hear, brothers? A wail of defeat! Now, creature. Cede! 

Bring an end to the misery of your existence. Your time in this world is over.” 

A small explosion from beyond the arena of combat reached his ears, a percussive noise 

that gave birth to a whistle and then a cry. Bátor spun and collapsed to a knee, his sword 

clattering to the ground, the bones of his wrist shattered. 

András and Ernö turned together, searching for the source of the attack. Smoke and a 

repeat of the sound foretold the approach of another shot. The brothers dived, but this time at 

least one weapon was focussed – by intent or otherwise – not where they had been, but where 

they now were. Ernö screamed and clutched at his face, blood gushing from the place where 

his eye had been. 

Fury welled inside András’s breast but it was a fury he had to control. Even as Ernö 

collapsed by his side, he felt a blast of warm air driving down on his neck, and smelled the 

stench of dragonbreath. He rolled – once, twice – before rising to look back as his brother was 

hoisted and tossed into the air then caught again, impaled on the fangs of the dragon. The 

jaws slammed and the screaming stopped. 

A third shot was fired but András gave no attention to the sound, and barely felt the sting 

of the ball as it lodged in his shoulder, for above him rose the beast. Baleful eyes burned; 

reptilian lips curled back and from the cruel teeth hung shreds of torn flesh, remnants of 

Ernö’s face. 

Now Bátor charged, eyes inflamed with madness at the sight of Ernö slain. 

“Frate!” he cried, striking hard; but with just one hand to wield it, his great sword was 

baulked and deflected by the dragon’s tough integument. He ran beneath the outstretched 

neck, grating his weapon along its length in an effort to open the throat but the blade skittered 

and bounced, rejected by the dragon’s hide. 

And then Bátor’s foot slipped, betrayed by the very blood of his brother, and his balance 

was lost. Dragon claws slashed and claimed their fleshy prize. 

Now there remained only András. 

 

Ah, this is sweet! This is vengeance! 

Cower before me, slayer of my beloved. Bow to me. See what is done to your brethren and 

know what I shall do to you. I will crush you. I will tear you apart. I will maul your carcass. I 

will feast on you and make you pay for the murder of my love! 

 

Unsteadily, András regained his feet. His brothers were dead. How could this be? For all their 

lives and in the footsteps of their ancestors they had observed a righteous faith, sought out 

evil, fought against and defeated sin a hundred times. Together. The three of them, together in 

victory, together as one… 

No more. Now he alone remained. Only he would drink the blood of the dragon this day. 

Only he would feed off the strength of its heart. Only he would later sleep until the dawn, 

waking to a new sunrise, now a broken joy. 

One dragon remained, one malevolent spirit to challenge and overcome, one final triumph. 

For God. For honour. For the fallen. 

András drew a deep breath and shouted to the world, all his anger, all his sadness, all his 

lust for revenge in that desolate battle cry. 

He tried to raise his sword, but now the wound in his shoulder made itself known. The pain 

he could overcome, but not so easily the torn muscles. Yet from somewhere he found the 

strength. The beast was before him, muzzle stained with the blood of his kin. It grinned at 

him, a mocking, malevolent, taunting grin that fuelled his ire. 
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“Now, beast,” he shouted. “A reckoning. My one talon against your many!” 

He charged, while the world about stood still. 

 

Harrow gazed myopically at the scene: the confrontation between a lone warrior and a mighty 

opponent. 

In a watery blur, he watched as the hunter began his rush, sword held high, an iron banner 

that glittered in the sun. Then a final explosion burned the hand protecting his ear. In the 

distance the lone warrior collapsed to his knees, clutching at the small of his back where the 

ultimate shot had penetrated, infiltrating his spine. 

The dragon’s mouth opened, rows of dripping, sickle fangs fringing the gape. The 

powerful head descended, struck, jaws clamping tight. 

Harrow shut his remaining eye. Monster though he himself was, he could not bear to watch 

as the Marchioness of Benediction House enjoyed her bloody feed. 

 

A dragon roamed the courtyard. The late duke’s men were nowhere to be seen and there was 

no one to pay attention to Constanza as she helped Harrow back inside before running to fetch 

Mistress Steep. The castle was all but deserted with only the wounded remaining. None of 

them chose to intercept her errand. 

She found Mistress Steep helping Honoria Hartley to stand. The cook from Benediction 

House was pale and obviously still weak but had at least recovered her voice. Gertie Steep’s 

ministrations had been efficacious. 

“Oh, Miss Constanza!” Honoria cried. “Oh, I do feel awful. What that man did to me, what 

he told me he was going to do to me – well, it doesn’t bear thinking of, nor repeating!” 

“I am so pleased to see you improving,” Constanza replied hurriedly, “but we cannot 

delay. Come with me. Hurry!” 

She led them as fast as Mistress Hartley could manage, eventually returning to where 

Harrow was supporting himself against an open door, gazing into the courtyard. 

“Oh, Joseph, look at the state of you!” Mistress Hartley began, only to be hastily hushed by 

Constanza. 

“Mistress Steep,” Constanza ordered, “we dare not stay here for long. Resume your care 

for them, please. I have something to see to, but I will return as soon as I am able.” 

If I am able, she thought as she quickly left. 

 

I am hurt but my enemies feed me. My strength returns. Slowly. 

The weak one is speaking to me. What does she say? Sleep. She tells me to sleep, to return 

to the between times. Why should I listen? I am weary. I am wounded. I should sleep. She 

presses me to do this. Perhaps I should listen… 

But wait! What is it that approaches, stands before me? Another foe? More prey? The 

weak one says no, this one is not to be harmed. Really? I should let this one live? Why? The 

weak one is insistent. Leave this one be. I am still weary. Perhaps I will listen… 

 

Constanza physically trembled before the gaze of the dragon. She had to remind herself over 

and over that this was the girl she’d known and nurtured for so long. 

“Adelina. Come back, my niña. We are not safe. The guards have all gone but they will 

return, and we must leave before they do. Come back, niña. Send the dragon away. Please 

come back.” 

She had met with the dragon before, but not for many years, not since Adelina was a small 

child and unable to fully control her transitions. Now the girl was grown, as was the beast – 

but somewhere inside was still Adelina, and it was to her that Constanza spoke, hoping and 

trusting the young woman retained some control. 
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“You must come back,” she begged. “Niña, we must flee this place while we can!” 

She took a pace forward and would have taken a second, but from among the intervening 

strewn corpses there came a movement and a moan. A man, dirty and blood-stained, one 

amongst a host of casualties heaved himself to his feet. For a moment Constanza didn’t 

recognise who it was amidst the devastation. Then… 

“Knapp?” 

The duke’s man looked around, a frown of uncertainty on his brow, unsure of his situation. 

Then his eyes fixed on Constanza and recognition surfaced. 

“You! You went looking for him. Ha! Did you find him?” 

Constanza stared. In her mind’s eye she saw the piteous figure of Harrow, chained and 

beaten in his cell, tortured, unable to stand. And now she saw the… thing!... that had 

committed those atrocities. Her heart burned. 

Knapp unsteadily lurched towards her. “I’ll get back to him later. But you? You brought a 

monster with you. I saw it. Killed the duke. All these, too.” He swept a gesture to encompass 

the littered courtyard. “Now everything is in ruin! My life; my future. Gone! What’s left for 

me after this? Eh?” 

Constanza remained perfectly still as Knapp staggered forwards until he was just a few 

paces away. 

“Foreign bitch!” the duke’s man continued. “I’ll find him again, your stupid man. He 

won’t escape. I’ll make him suffer.” He paused. “But first it must be you. I shall enjoy you. 

You have a pretty face but I will destroy it. I will rip out your teeth and smash your nose. I 

will flay the skin from your cheeks. I will break every bone in your body – and I will keep 

you alive for all of it!” 

Constanza waited no longer. With every ounce of energy she rushed headlong at him, 

clawing at his face, knees pumping, feet thumping. Knapp gasped at the onslaught, staggering 

backwards. He tripped and fell but Constanza grasped his collars and heaved him up again. 

She felt imbued with a violent, almost righteous rage, powerful, vengeful. 

“You will never touch me! And you will never touch my Joseph again! Never! And this is 

why!” 

She spun the man around and shoved with all her force. Knapp foundered and went 

sprawling on the cobbles. 

Constanza screamed at him. “¡Bastardo! ¡Bastardo!” Then she looked up. “Adelina! 

Adelina! Un regalo de mi parte! A gift!” 

Constanza saw Knapp lift his head to stare furiously back at her. She heard him shouting as 

he regained his feet. She saw him begin to stagger back towards her, heard his curses growing 

louder and more profane. But it didn’t matter. What she also saw was razor teeth parting and a 

powerful neck stretching. What she heard was the hiss of breath escaping, and what she 

smelled was the tang of approaching death. 

Knapp heard and smelled those things, too. He stopped and looked up, realising for the 

first time that he and Constanza were not alone. There was no time for him to scream or flee. 

Adelina saw to that. 
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XXXIII. SHIP 
 

I will possess you of that ship and treasure. 

 

Mark Antony, Antony and Cleopatra, III, xi 

 

Knapp was dealt with and Adelina’s other self was feeding. Constanza felt hollow and 

drained. She returned to Harrow and Mistress Hartley. Gertie Steep had found Rummy hiding 

beneath a table, concealed from sight by an expanse of white linen that draped over the edge. 

After reassuring the girl that it was now safe to come out, Gertie sent her off to raid the 

kitchens. The food, when it arrived, helped reinvigorate them all. 

After a while, Constanza returned to the courtyard to find the dragon gone and Adelina 

restored, naked, bruised and bleeding from several wounds. Constanza guided her back 

indoors, wrapping her in with the same tablecloth that Rummy had hidden behind. 

Mistress Steep disappeared to fetch more bandages and salves, returning soon enough to 

treat the marchioness’s injuries. She had not witnessed the events in the courtyard and so had 

no knowledge of Adelina’s part. Neither Constanza nor Harrow enlightened her. 

Mistress Hartley, though still suffering from her experiences at the hands of Knapp, was 

improving all the time, and readily lent her hands to Gertie’s ministrations. 

“We have to leave here, Joseph,” Constanza said, while Adelina’s injuries were being dealt 

with. “The soldiers. They will come back and they will not be glad to see us.” 

He nodded and together they sought out the stables. They passed through the courtyard, a 

scene of gruesome carnage and mutilation; but amidst the dross of war, something caught 

Harrow’s good eye, a glint of gold. 

“His lordship’s ring,” he said, morosely. “All that is left. How did it get here?” 

“Perhaps the hunter brought it,” Constanza suggested. “He may have taken it as a trophy. 

We must keep it for when Adelina is recovered. For his lordship’s heirs.” 

They found a coach in good order. It was built for a team of four, but all the stabled horses 

were skittish from the clamour of the recent fight and the lingering odour of the dragon. It 

took such an effort to harness and hitch even one of the flighty beasts that they decided two 

would have to suffice. They led the reluctant team into the courtyard, coach wheels rumbling. 

Wasting as little time as possible Harrow saw to the boarding. 

Rummy was very hesitant. She was thoroughly awestruck by everything she had witnessed 

and filled with uncertainty; scared to stay but just as frightened to leave the castle, the only 

home she’d known for the whole of her life. Mistress Steep was determined not to leave the 

girl behind. 

“She’s been like a daughter to me,” she confided to Mistress Hartley. “I’d be cruelty 

herself if I was to leave her here, not knowing what might befall. I’d not be able to look 

myself in a mirror.” 

Eventually, with Honoria’s voice lending support, the girl was finally persuaded. Mistress 

Steep went on a final scavenge to gather up as many last bits and pieces as she could: 

foodstuffs, blankets, assorted items of clothing and as much of the medicinals as could be 

found. Meanwhile, Constanza returned to their chambers to recover their few possessions. 

Everything was stashed away with the passengers, and privacy curtains pulled across the 

coach’s windows. 

Harrow had intended to take the whip but it quickly became apparent that he was not yet 

up to the task. Constanza took the role of driver to herself. 

Once away from the cobbles of the courtyard and on the drive to the Unicorn Bridge, 

Constanza urged the horses into a canter and the coach slowly accelerated. They met knots of 

soldiers and servants along the way but none interfered with their passage. It was the duke’s 
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coach, after all, and to those who had not witnessed his fate, for all they knew he might well 

be on board. 

The gates were already open and the majority of Umberland’s surviving guards were 

milling about on the far side. A growing throng of citizenry was also pressing forwards, 

attracted by noise and rumour. Constanza imagined fleetingly that many would wonder at the 

sight of a woman in charge of the team but she didn’t care. 

“¡Campesinos estúpidos!” she muttered as she cracked the whip. The coach rumbled 

through, impelled by urgency, while the crowds parted to allow free passage. Straight down 

the main thoroughfare, leaving stunned faces in its wake, between buildings of brick and 

stone, gardens of flowers and yards of jumble, Constanza drove the straining team hard. 

Leanwick, for all it was a city, was small and they soon left the urban spread behind but the 

road, in the open countryside, continued mostly straight for several miles. 

Soon enough the horses were lathered, their ears drooping, their manes matted. The coach 

was a heavy burden for just the pair. Constanza turned off the road onto a farm track to give 

them the rest they needed, then climbed into the cabin to see how the injured were faring. All 

were glad for the break in their flight. 

“We mustn’t linger,” Harrow said. “Without him, Umberland’s men are leaderless; but we 

can’t count on that remaining so for long. Somebody will take charge and organise a pursuit.” 

“I know, but the horses – son tan cansado. They need water and feed, Joseph.” 

“If we can find water nearby – a stream, a pond perhaps – then all to the good. Otherwise 

they must be content with only rest,” he decided, “and not too much of that. We are still very 

close to Leanwick.” 

There was, by fortune, a runnel not far off, to which Harrow and Rummy led the horses. 

When they returned Harrow found Constanza looking at her dress, tattered and dirty, although 

that was not what concerned her. “I need to change. The soldiers at the castle, and peasants in 

the town, were taken by surprise, I think, but others could remark if they saw a woman 

driving this vagón.” 

Rummaging through the spoils brought from the castle turned up a cape and wide-brimmed 

felt hat. A pair of over-large trousers completed the ensemble, enough to fool a casual 

observer. Thus garbed, Constanza returned the coach to the road – a tricky manoeuvre that 

involved reversing the horses; at last their flight could resume, but this time at a more 

regulated pace. 

Several miles further brought them to an inn, appropriately named the Coach and Horses, 

where Harrow dickered with the landlord for alternative transport. This was not easy. The 

man not only recognised the ducal signature on the coach but was also alerted by Harrow’s 

appearance, not least his bruised face and bandaged eye. The publican was cautious about 

becoming involved with anything that might incur the anger of the duke. Eventually, Harrow 

managed to persuade the man that the deal was considerably in his favour – which it certainly 

was – and finally they departed, the duke’s coach and horses exchanged for a more basic but 

far less conspicuous rig, and a fresh two-horse team. 

“Will he not betray us?” Constanza asked. 

“I cannot say he will not,” Harrow replied, “but that exchange favours him greatly. I am 

sure he will find a way of profiting handsomely.” 

 

The road carried them back north and west for the rest of the day. Adelina was silent for the 

duration, failing to respond to anyone. 

“What is wrong with her?” Harrow asked Constanza at a break in their journey. “Are her 

wounds so deep? Do they weaken her? Is there some other problem?” 

“I am not sure. She was hurt in the battle, but I do not think seriously. Perhaps it is grief. 

She has not yet had time to properly mourn her loss.” 
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“Emotion is a dangerous thing, caged and pent up,” Harrow cautioned. “It could explode at 

any moment to the detriment of us all.” 

“Yes, but there is something else. She is changing. I sense it, Joseph. She is… growing, 

perhaps. No, maturing. Everything that has happened in these last few days has centred upon 

her. How could she fail to be affected by the weight of all that?” 

“Aye, but when she achieves her maturity, what will be ascendant: the human? Or the 

beast?” 

“I believe in my niña. She is strong. She will emerge stronger still.” 

Harrow frowned. Constanza’s reply had not clearly answered the question but there was no 

value in speculating further. The future would bring the truth in its own good time. 

 

They spent an unmolested night in a field near the village of Thorn where, in the morning, 

they purchased bread and milk, and a top-up of the medicinals. So provisioned, they set out 

again, finding a crossroads that offered a change of direction, southerly and west. It was at 

that intersection they chanced upon Snub sitting by the wayside. The boy was hugely pleased 

to see them, and Mistress Hartley expressed the astonishment they all felt. 

“Are my eyes turned round in their sockets?” she exclaimed, giving him an almighty hug. 

“I never looked to see you again!” 

“But how did this happen?” Harrow wanted to know. “How did you get here, boy?” 

“Carts mostly, sir, what I managed to jump on and hide. And a good bit of walking, o’ 

course. But I had a ’ceptional fortune once, sir, when the mail coach come by. That’s a fast 

pace, sir! I clung to the back and wasn’t found out for ’most a whole day!” 

“But how did you come by food?” Constanza asked. 

“Bread and an egg or two when a farmer’s wife weren’t looking. And I found a pie what I 

ate, as well. But I ain’t slept too good, sir, ’cepting the first night when I felt as good as dead, 

and I didn’t care much if I shouldn’t have woke up at all. But I knew I’d find you, Mr. 

Harrow, I just knew it!” 

“What about the others?” Mistress Hartley wanted to know. “Where’s young Mr. Cullip? 

And Dora and Harriet? Martha?” 

Harrow kept his face expressionless as Snub told his story. The finding of the boy had 

reawakened his conscience. But I did only what the marquis instructed, he told himself, 

defending against resurgent prickles of guilt. To that moment he’d been able to detach himself 

from the destinies of the other servants, disregard his own part in their fate. But now he could 

not dissuade himself of the thought that a personal betrayal by himself had been the ultimate 

cause of their fate. 

“Well, we’re right glad to see you again!” Mistress Hartley beamed. “Have a sup of milk. 

And there’s a drop of the apricock in it, too, to bring up your strength!” 

 

They saw no sign of pursuit in all their time on the road, but they had been careful during the 

drive to remain as inconspicuous as they could, sleeping in the coach at secluded spots and 

avoiding settlements as much as possible. 

At one point they called at a physician’s practice on the outskirts of a village, for Harrow’s 

eye to be tended. The remarkable news was that there was no infection, however the doctor 

confirmed that the sight was gone for good. Harrow departed with powders to thwart any 

headaches that the doctor warned he might subsequently be prone to, and a patch to hide his 

disfigurement from the world. 

His foot was also examined, and found to be neither worse nor better than anyone had 

guessed: broken toes but – again, by good fortune – no infection. However, Harrow would 

hobble for the rest of his life. 
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Dawn on the fourth day brought the shipyards of Seaforth into view. Everyone was weary 

of the journey but now, at last, the end was before them. 

Harrow reread the marquis’s instructions: 

‘You should proceed to the offices of the Blue Main Shipping Company, on the seafront. A 

man by the name of Clark, Fairlaw’s contact there, will handle the final arrangements. 

Harrow, taking a turn with the reins, clacked with his tongue and drove the coach forward 

towards the last leg of their journey. 

 

Seaforth was a large, gritty maritime city where thousands of people lived, worked and died, a 

grey and dirty sprawl built on the back of hard labour, hard cash, hard liquor and brine. 

In the mid-morning, Harrow drove the carriage through straggling districts that were 

bowed and compressed by the weight of building and maintaining ships: small mountains of 

black coal to feed the furnaces, yards of timber for the construction of mighty hulls, small 

lakes of tar to protect against the attack of brine, warehouses of flax and hemp, ready to be 

turned into sailcloth. 

These mainstays were supplemented by many other essentials: iron for the casting of 

rivets, coils of thick rope for the rigging, sheets of copper and brass for compasses, bells, and 

all the trimming necessary to dress a ship in her finest. 

Clustering between and around all this were the homes of the workers: a jumble of 

cramped, slumping, brick-built, tightly-knit communities, each serving the call of one trade or 

another – carpenters, riggers, foundry men, coalmen – and alongside them were the 

businesses that fed off their needs. Mongers and cobblers, bakers and butchers, moneylenders, 

pubs and brothels. 

What would it be like to be someone living here? Harrow pondered, idly. What is the life of 

a stevedore, a shoemaker, a harlot? How would I cope, living in their world? But such 

speculation was irrelevant. It mattered not the trials and tribulations of others. Better to ask 

how they would survive in my world – I doubt they could. 

 

Harrow wrinkled his nose, as did Constanza beside him, a scented handkerchief to obscure the 

smell. This was a coastal city yet it was not easy to detect the tang of the sea, not like you 

could at Hook. No, this place reeked – a dungeon mix of industry and rotting fish. Foundries 

and factories blew smoke from tall stacks. Cold air condensed around the smoke, forming 

muddy clouds of dirty rain that stained brick and stone alike a grim and grimy grey. 

“We must head towards the seaboard,” Harrow said, “to find the Blue Main Shipping 

Company.” 

The offices were easy enough to locate thanks to a large, weathered sign that overhung the 

pavement above the bureau of the harbour master. Harrow entered alone, leaving Constanza 

to watch over Adelina and the others. 

Harrow was directed to a first-floor landing where a door, on which was attached a brass 

sign declaring the initials of the company’s name, admitted him into a remarkably untidy 

office. Three desks were set at imprecise angles to one another, each supporting piles of 

documents. Most of the walls were given over to shelving which threatened to break beneath 

the weight of overstuffed folders and files. 

“Yes?” said a man from where he was seated, bent over one of the desks. He glanced up 

with a look that suggested he was not impressed by the untidy appearance of the visitor. 

“What do you want, hm?” 

“I’m looking for the person responsible for the Reever’s Tide.” 

“Indeed? And you are…?” 

“Joseph Harrow, on behalf of the Marquis and Marchioness Vaskapu. I believe that a 

solicitor, Fairlaw, representing…” 
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“Hm!” the man cried, getting up. “Mr. Harrow, splendid! Though you do not entirely 

represent the description I was given. No matter. I knew to expect you – by the season’s turn, 

as it was told, though this is a far shorter time – but it matters not, for there you are and here 

we are.” The man leaned to the side, looking behind Harrow. “And is there only yourself? I 

understood there would be three…” 

“In fact we number seven. The others remain with our coach. I trust our number is not an 

obstacle?” 

“Obstacle? Assuredly not, sir. After all, you have an entire ship at your disposal, hm? Now, 

there are a few administrative details to be settled, so if you would follow me, hm?” 

“To whom am I speaking?” Harrow asked as he trailed the man into another office with 

just one desk and far fewer forests of papers. 

“Clark, sir. Clark the clerk, hm? A name often remarked upon, as you might imagine. Now 

forgive me; I was instructed to confirm your identity. Mr. Fairlaw provided me with a means 

to do just that.” The man retrieved a piece of paper from a locked drawer in the desk. “With a 

ship at the heart of this transaction – an investment of some considerable fortune, you will 

appreciate – obtaining proof has a high priority. I have a question to ask of the man who 

presented as Joseph Harrow.” He cleared his throat. “So: with whose ring did a marquis marry 

a countess? An obscure query, but that’s what I was directed to ask.” 

The answer came readily enough. “With the wedding band of Lady Ilka,” he answered, 

“the aunt of Raphael Vaskapu. The band is worn by the present marchioness, Adelina, who 

even now waits in the coach.” 

Clark beamed. “Hm, exactly the response I was told to expect. Now we will proceed with 

the detail. You will be pleased to learn that the back-bending and eye-straining of the 

intricacies of legality were all completed by Mr. Fairlaw and myself, to the point that I have 

this deed of ownership to pass over to you, requiring only a signature and date. Three copies 

to be marked, I fear, but allow me to enter the date on your behalf… there. And now just the 

signatures… thank you. Hm, I wonder if you would be content to sign this note, also? It is 

merely a comment of satisfaction with the Blue Main Shipping Company, having fulfilled its 

terms of service. I trust you are so satisfied, hm? Thank you, that is good to know. And now, 

sir, I am pleased to declare you to be the accredited owner of the Reever’s Tide. There 

remains the formality of lodging the documents with the authorities, a chore I will accomplish 

this very day, but to all intents and purposes you are indeed the proprietor of he vessel.” 

“Mr. Clark, I imagine you mean that the marchioness is the owner…” 

“Hm? Oh no, sir. You. It is your signature on the deeds. Congratulations on your good 

fortune.” 

Owner? The words of the marquis, scarcely noted when spoken, returned. ‘If you come 

through the dangers ahead you will find a reward befitting your loyalty.’ 

“And now, sir, I dare say you will be eager to visit your acquisition. Allow me to be your 

guide. She is docked at berth eleven, a good half mile from here but if we use your coach we 

will arrive in no time, hm?” 

Harrow followed Clark the Clerk back downstairs and outside. 

“Delighted to meet you, Lady Constanza,” Clark said, responding to Harrow’s 

introductions. “Are you looking forward to your first voyage on board Mr. Harrow’s ship, 

hm?” 

Constanza looked at Harrow. “¿Qué?” 

“Um, his lordship arranged for ownership of the Reever’s Tide to be transferred to, well, 

me.” 

“You?” 

“Well, yes. A complete surprise, you can be sure.” 

“Really?” Snub was excited. “A ship what’s your own?” 
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Constanza smiled and put an arm around the boy’s shoulders. “A man of means. What will 

you do with this fortune, my love? Do the trade winds call?” 

“At this moment my thoughts extend no further than our departure from these shores. Mr. 

Clark, kindly take us to… my ship.” 

“Most certainly, sir. Shall I sit atop, alongside you?” 

Constanza returned to her seat while Harrow and Clark climbed up to the bench, Snub 

sandwiched between them, as excited as if the ship was declared, in fact, to be his own. 

A group of men wandered by. 

Sailors, Harrow surmised from their clothes and the way they walked, the rolling gait of 

those with salt in their veins. They were chatting and laughing at a small mongrel that skipped 

playfully about their feet. 

A sea dog? Harrow wondered in a moment of whimsy. One of the men turned his head as 

the group crossed in front of the coach and Harrow froze. For just a moment he could believe 

himself confronted again by the hunter: the wolfish grin, the piercing stare, the… but no. The 

man turned away and the spell was broken. 

Just a man. A big man to be sure, but no giant. Get a hold of yourself! András is dead, his 

brothers also. That threat is no more. 

And yet the image of András remained, rooted at the back of his mind. Would it ever leave, 

or was this to be another haunt, one to taunt him through the days to come? 

“Shall we go?” Clark’s voice punctured his thoughts. 

Harrow flicked the reins and soon the coach was trundling along the quayside towards 

berth eleven and a future as yet untold. 
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XXXIV. HOME AGAIN 
 

Why, then let's home again. Come, sirrah, let's away. 

 

Petruchio, Coriolanus: IV, ii 

 

Ten leguas náuticas of open water lay between the Reever’s Tide and Seaforth. The city was 

long out of sight, and Constanza chose the outbound view. She leaned over the rails into the 

breeze, enjoying the flecks of salt-spray that touched her lips, residual warmth of the late 

evening sun. She closed her eyes. Less than a year had gone by since she had led a petulant 

Adelina to her destiny on a cold, bleak shore. And now she was guiding her back, no longer 

an adolescente but a widow and mother to the future. 

Soft footfalls on the deck and the gentle swish of a long skirt foretold the approach of the 

young marchioness. 

“Come inside.” 

Adelina had indeed changed, matured, the tone of her voice mellowed by the experiences 

of life. “The sun will soon go down and the captain says the night air will be chilly.” 

Constanza smiled. “I remember a night, not so long ago, when I urged you to come back 

inside.” She laughed, gently. “You were headstrong, and reluctant to listen.” 

“Yo era joven, un niña. Did you know that I was afraid? Frightened of where I was going, 

who I was, what my future would be. I felt lost and alone and far from home; but long days 

have wrought differences in me: the way I think, the way I feel, the way I see the world.” 

Constanza nodded. “Sí. You have changed. You have grown.” 

Adelina placed her hand over Constanza’s on the rail. “I know how much I owe to you. 

You did not bear me and yet you are more my mother than anyone else could be.” 

Constanza smiled. “My love for you is no less than if you were my own born child. I am 

proud of you, you know? As your father will be proud when we meet him again.” 

“I have missed him… but I miss Raphael even more.” She sighed. “The pain is deep. I 

think I may never know happiness again.” 

“Shh,” Constanza told her, placing an arm around her shoulders. “Who can say what the 

future will hold? It is a place of dreams, where there can be no promises. But some of those 

dreams will be happy ones, and we will search them out and make them our own.” 

A crewman passed near, lighting the lamps. Constanza watched each new glow gently 

resisting the encroaching night. 

“These lights… they are like future dreams. We fear endless night will be our fortune and 

so we make lights to dispel the darkness. One day, Vaskapu heirs will be born and through 

them you will find happiness once more. Through them, you will find again the man you 

loved; and you will love him all the more. I promise this.” 

Silently, they stared out at the blackening sea. 

“And you also have found a happiness, have you not?” Adelina murmured after a while. “I 

see your eyes shine when he is near.” 

“Joseph is like a small boy, sometimes lost and afraid. He suffers because he cannot stop 

being who he is. He thinks I do not see this, but I do; and I would be with him and comfort 

him for the rest of his days, if fate allows.” 

“I am sure it will, mama. He waits for you, even now. Shall we go back inside?” 

Constanza took a deep breath of the tangy air. She exhaled slowly. 

“Yes, niña, we shall go back inside. And we shall go home again.” 

 

~ END ~
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